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WELCOME ADDRESS 
J. BARTHEL 
Minister of Transport, Communications and lnformatics 
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 
Mr. Chairman, 
Commissioner, 
Ladies and Gentemen, 
The I nternat i ona I Conference on "Construction : a cha I I enge for stee I" 
has come at the right time. I am pleased you have decided to meet in 
Luxembourg, which has often hosted events devoted to products covered 
by the Treaty of Paris. 
As spokesman for the Luxembourg Government I would I ike to welcome you 
to our capital and to wish the conference every success. 
Looking through your programme I find a happy balance between the four 
central themes, with a very timely emphasis on the role of steel in 
relation to the major economic zones, present demand, development 
opportunities, use in the developing countries and to the restoration 
and adaptation of our architectural heritage. 
Thus the circle closes, steel having been considered from the point of 
view of practical uses, new developments, and finally, an aspect which 
embraces philosophy and art. 
The President of the Luxembourg Government was to have addressed you, 
but since other proressional commitments prevented him from doing so 
he delegated responsibi I ity to me, no doubt thinking that my engineer's 
training and the fact that I head several ministries of a technical 
nature qualified me to address a meeting of renowned specialists. 
However, I do not propose to encroach on your debates and considerations. 
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I would I ike instead to emphasize the importance of your work in the 
present depressed situation, to outline once again the special situation 
in the Grand Duchy and to stress the need to tackle the problems in the 
spirit of cooperation, solidarity and unity necessary to maintain an 
efficient and enlarged market. 
We know the position with regard to steel, for which construction 
represents an important market. 
The recession only needs to bite in a few consumer branches for the 
phenomenon to snowbal I and for steel, as a precious material, to be 
dealt a severe blow. 
Detailed studies have been made, and works have been produced in steel 
which defy the creative imagination. 
lt is essential to continue to explore new uses for steel, and conferences 
of this nature stimulate the comparison of ideas and encourage experiment-
ation and an enterprising and bold approach. 
Clearly, the situation in Europe and the wider world offers no grounds 
for optimism. 
The market continues to be weak in the EEC, demand from third countries 
is declining, steel consumption is generally decreasing, the fight is 
on to protect direct and immediate interests, markets are becoming 
blocked and prices are changing weekly. 
The only bright spot is the recognition that the descent has begun to 
level out and that it wi I I be possible to reestabl ish a trigger mechanism 
in the United States, at a higher level and wi lhin an environment which 
for the moment remains unclear. 
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Nearer home, further job losses have been announced in Lorraine, RBchl ing-
Burbach1s markets are declining, and new plans are being drawn up for the 
various Belgian steel sites. 
The second Oavignon plan is coming to an end and the most penetrating 
analyses do not find agreement between the parties involved. 
it is clear that we need a new framework of disciplIne, based on the 
fol !owing proven strong points 
internal aspects with regard to prices in particular; 
- external aspects organization of pub I ic aid; 
restructuring to be earned through successfully. 
The arguments between the European producers are continuing more fiercely 
than ever, and for the moment it is impossible to say which faction wil I 
carry the day : the abstainers, the diehards counting on the el imlnating 
heats, the wise men preaching flexibi I ity and a desire to do better, or 
those who advocate strict application of the rules and of sanctions. 
For my part, I fervently hope that common sense and a determination to 
succeed wi I I prevai I, so that action can again be determined by the 
principles of the market economy and a desire to pul I through in a spirit 
of disci pi ine, unity and s$1 idarity. 
This platform is not the place for me to present an exhaustive analysis 
of the steel situation in my country. 
After the tripartite agreements of August 1978 and March 1979, and the 
implementation of the law of 8 June 1979 on the modernization and re-
structuring of the steel industry, the brutal reversal of the situation 
since May 1980 has forced us to revert to the Luxembourg model, where 
steel policy is developed by the triumvirate of government, employers 
and trade unions. Work on these I ines is in progress. 
The basic data concerning our steel industry are too wel I known for me 
to go into detai Is here. 
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I would simply I ike to point out that, despite expansion in the service 
industries, the steel industry sti I I represents 45 %of industrial 
production in my country and the value of our exports of steel and processed 
steel products accounts for 65 % of our foreign sales. 
These two statistics tel I everything, in terms of production, finance 
and balance of payments, in a context characterized by dwindling orders, 
tumbling prices and institutionalized egoism which tries to get off 
scot-free. 
However, I am confident of a tripartite solution which takes due account 
of the essential factors : maintenance of the site here, together with 
development opportunities; specific medium-term restructuring programme 
founded on this basic principle; satisfactory financial planning, adequate 
and bearable support arrangements; general consensus; active solidarity; 
observance of the rules at European level. 
Ladies and gentlemen, 
I said at the outset that I did not propose to encroach on your subjects 
for discussion, and I have no intention of doing so. 
However, I hope you wi 11 not resent my having mentioned various problems 
which, in truth, form an essential background to your discussions. 
I very much appreciate the philosophical subject chosen by Professpr 
van Melsen : "Construction on a human scale". 
I find this an exciting theme and one which gives a true dimension to your 
studies. lt is a difficult situation, requiring new leaps of the imagination 
and daring initiatives for new p~ojects. 
Edmond Rostand expressed it admirably when he said : "C'est la nuit qu'i I 
est beau de croire a la lumiere". (The night is the best time to believe 
in the I ightl. 
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I wish you al I every success in your work. 
May your thoughts be inspired by the Parisian architect-artist who 
constructed this beautiful building! 
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OPENING ADDRESS 
R. VOUEL 
Member of the Commission of the European Communities 
Minister, Mr Chairman, Ladies and gentlemen 
On behalf of the Commission of the European Communities, I am pleased 
to welcome you today to Luxembourg, thus continuing a tradition of long 
standing, since it was here that the first Steel Conference was organized 
by the High Authority for Coal and Steel in 1954. 
I firmly believe that, this Conference, I ike the previous ones, wi I I 
lead to important advances in steel uti I izai ion. I am particularly 
convinced of this since the Conference this year is focusing on the 
relationship between two key sectors of our Community's economy which 
are, however, proving particularly sensitive in this time of crisis. 
The steel and the construction industries are closely I inked in the EEC, 
where 5 to 10 % of steel production goes to the construction industry 
and steel accounts for 30% of the materials used in construction work. 
I am convinced that your efforts wi I I draw this bond even closer. 
The Commission bas always taken an active interest in the two sectors which 
are the subject of this Conference. 
This is axiomatic in the case of the construction industry, which 
traditionally has a considerable causal and cumulative effect on economic 
development. it is a key sector of every economy and its level of 
activity has direct repercussions on the production of many materials, 
and particularly of steel. A decline in activity in the construction 
sector is therefore inevitably felt by the whole economy. Furthermore, 
it is one of the most important Industrial sectors for the labour market 
almost seven mi I I ion workers are directly employed in this sector within 
the Community! 
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it is therefore not surprising that the Commission tries with al I the means 
at its disposal to exert a positive influence on development in this sector. 
it does this by drawing up proposals tor Directives I>, by carrying out 
analyses and by participating in research programmes and specific construc-
tion projects. Numerous working parties have been set up to examine these 
problems which cover such wide and diverse areas as the study ot development 
prospects, energy conservation or the technical control of products and 
materials used in this industry, to quote just a few. Let me say also that 
the Commission does not promote the construction industry solely by 
industrial measures proper, but also pays special attention to this sector 
in the context of its other policies, particularly credit and investment 
or regional policy. Thus it can be said that, while the means employed 
vary,the Commission's approach remains consistent as it initiates, 
harmonizes and coordinates with a view to the balanced and strong develop-
ment of the construction industry, in the widest sense of that term. 
In the case of the steel sector, which is the cause of such concern today, 
nobody can reproach the Commission with not having shouldered its res-
ponsibi I ities at the first sign of crisis. Its action, in particular in 
connection with the anti-crisis plan, had a twofold objective : firstly, 
not to allow this vital sector of the Community's economy to col lapse and, 
secondly, to restore its competitiveness in the new world competitive 
situation. lt is essential that when the time comes tor the recovery of 
the Western economy, the Community steel insutry should be able to assert 
itself effectively in a context of fair competition which is the very 
cornerstone of our economy. 
The first measure, by its very nature temporary, and which can be compared 
to an oxygen mask applied to a patient who must be revived at al I costs, 
had three tacets,to it 
- temporary protection of the Community against imports after consultation 
with our trading partners; 
maintenance of a reasonable price level by introducing Community legisla-
tion; 
- coordinated reduction in capacity by means of a system of voluntary supply 
commitments while retaining a vital minimum of outlets for the various 
entreprises. 
1) Mainly the Directive on construction materials, currently being discussed 
in the Counci I. 
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However, this temporary support measure is to no avai I unless a determined 
Community steel industry restructuring policy is implemented at the same 
time. Progress has been made with this restructuring, which is absolutely 
essential, but the process is far from being completed. 
Furthermore, a return to competitiveness within our steel industry was 
based on the hope that the upturn in the world economy would be too long 
in coming. Unfortunately, as weal I know, it is doubtful whether this 
can be fulfilled in the near future. 
For this reason, I cannot conceal from you certain things which are causing 
the Commission grave concern. The truth is that between the beginning of 
the crisis and 1980 the Community steel industry lost 180 000 jobs! To be 
sure, it was possible to combine Community funds with national social 
measures to I imit and alleviate the consequences of unemployment. What wi I I 
happen to employment, however, if there is a further depression in the Western 
economy or if the present situation continues? In any event this threat 
should strengthen our wi I I not only to continue our unavoidable restruc-
turing work lucidly and with determination, but also to persevere in 
initiating in-depth discussions and research such as this Conference. 
Such discussions are particularly necessary at the present time when al I 
products, however uninterchangeable they may be, are in fierce competition. 
Consequently our steel industry must display exceptional imagination in 
order to increase its share of supplies to the construction industry. 
For this it wi I I have to offer products which are perfectly suited to the 
special and very varied requirements of the construction sector, whether 
this be resistance to corrosion, ease of assembly and dismantling, energy 
saving or many others about which you are undoubtedly better informed 
than I. The steel industry wi I I also have to advertise the quality and 
advantages of its products and promote them. Above a I I it w i I I have to 
ensure that they are competitive in every way. In this respect, the sub-
sector manufacturing prefabricated components is a very promising area. 
My remarks here apply to the whole steel industry, from the crude steel 
stage right through to the finished product stage. 
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Mr. Chairman, there is therefore room for a certain degree of optimism if 
we succeed in making the necessary effort. The same is true of the construc-
tion industry where new potential outlets exist, both on the domestic 
market and above all in the newly industrializing countries, in the countries 
which can afford to substantially increase their imports by virtue of their 
energy or other raw material resources. Our industry must gain access to 
this vast market for capital goods. lt is absolutely essential that we 
take account of this geographical shift in industrial patterns. The cards 
are being dealt again and the Community must stay at the table or the game 
wil I be played without it! 
We are engaged in a bitter strugle in an area where competition is inten-
sified by lasting differences in the cost of certain production factors 
such as labour and raw materials. However, to offset this we have encouraging 
assets, and I am convinced that if the spirit of entreprise which is in-
voked so often and which is one of the traditional assets of our industrial 
society remains a reality -or is restored -, we have nothing to fear from 
this challenge. The spirit of initiative and innovation wi I I enable us 
to maintain a significant foothold on most markets in the future. 
For its part, the Commission wi I I continue to do its utmost to support 
your efforts. Thu~ for example, the budget allocated to the measures 
which you wi I I be discussing in the next two and a half days represents 
about 20 % of the annua I "Stee 111 research budget, or rough I y 5 m i I I ion ECU 
a year. In any event, the Commission w i I I draw up new proposed measures 
on the basis of the results of your work at this Conference. 
Mr. Chairman, it only remains for me to wish your Conference the success 
wh i eh work of such fundamenta I importance deserves. 
However, I wi I I not conclude without advising you to do someting which 
I believe could be both useful and pleasant : if you have a few moments' 
respite from your work, have a look around you : here in Luxembourg you 
wi I I discover magnificent creations in steel, which are tangible examples 
of the subject of your Conference and wi I I definitely inspire you to the 
highest eloquence. 
Summary 
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WHAT IS HUMAN BUILDING? 
A PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS 
A.G.M. VAN MELSEN 
Cathol le University of Nijmegen 
The paper discusses the problems connected with "human but lding" In 
the general context of the humanization of technology. What Is truly human 
in technology and why Is that a problem for us today? The answer has to 
be sought In the fact that modern technology did not make Its appearance 
until a late stage in cultural development. Even Western civil tzatton was 
not prepared for tt. Cultural and rei igious traditions were shaped over 
a period of more than two thousand years In which there could hardly be 
room for the idea that the material conditions of human existence would 
change. 
The problem is to find a new balance between, on the one hand, a 
continuing technological development with its material and social 
consequences and, on the other, a civilization that uses this technology 
without being dominated by it. This wl I I take time, as we lack the 
necessary experience. In what way can the great traditions of the past 
help us in finding this balance? 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
I should l·lke to begin by apologizing for my approach to this topic, 
which I propose to dlsc~ss In general terms. This is partly due to the 
fact that I have no special knowledge of the problems connected with 
bui iding, but partly- and this ls a more important reason and also the 
reason for my accepting the invitation- because I am convinced that the 
problems connected with human bui ldlng are of a general nature. 
In consequence, the greater part of my paper wil I deal with general 
questions such as : what is truly human and why is that a problem for us 
today? I sincerely believe that everyone who tries to bul Id a human world-
in the I i tera I and metaphor I ea I sense of the word - shou Id try to fInd an 
answer to these general questions. A philosopher can help a I ittle to 
elucidate the questions and perhaps even suggest some answers, but he 
cannot express these answers in terms specific to the different fields 
of human activity. 
The structure of my paper wi I I, therefore, be as foi lows. After a 
short analysis of some aspects of human bui ldlng, we shal I 9lscuss the 
development of technology, its influence upon civl I lzatlon, and the 
cultural crisis resulting from the Impact of technology upon civi I izatlon. 
Then follows an analysis of the problems connected with the humanization 
of our technological civl llzation. In conclusion we shai I return briefly 
to some specific problems of human building. 
2. AN INITIAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN BUILDING 
When we reflect upon the different aspects of human bui ldlng, the 
first considerations that come to mind are those that are already 
summarized in the famous triad of the Roman architect-engineer Vltruvius 
flrmltas, uti lltas and venustas. Each bui ldlng must have structural 
stab I I lty, it must be useful and it should have an attractive appearance. 
lt Is clear that this triad does not only concern the construction of 
bul ldings, but also of many other technical structures; yet In bul lding 
this triad is so Important that it virtually characterizes the art of 
building; i.e. architecture. 
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The most interesting point about this triad is, of course, the combi-
nation of practical requirements such as stabi I ity and uti I ity with a 
requirement of a totally different order- beauty. it Is the combination 
of uti I ity and beautythat gives architecture such a special place both 
. 
among the technological ski I Is and among the arts. In this connection it 
is interesting to note that the Greek word "techne" and the Latin word 
"ars" mean both art and technics as the terms are used today. Why do we 
distinguish between art and technics? Why did the ancients not make 
that distinction? 
In answer to this question, let us first draw attention to the two 
ways in which material things can be used, namely a natural and a 
symbolic way. For instance, a barrier and a certain traffic sign both 
indicate : "no entry'', but they do it in quite a different manner. The 
barrier physically blocks the road, and I can enter only by using a 
certain amount of physical force. A traffic sign, on the other hand, is 
not blocking my way in a physical sense; its material properties, a 
certain form and colour, are used only to express a symbolic message. 
The barrier expresses the same message, but it does more than expressing 
the message; the road is effectively blocked. 
it is characteristic of many human activities, in ~istinction to those 
of animals; that they combine a material and symbolic function. Eating 
and drinking are not only natural means of satisfying physiological needs, 
they also have a cultural function. For this reason there is much wisdom 
in the twofold meaning of the word techne in ancient Greek. The 'making of 
useful things had artistic overtones, and vice versa. The Greeks did not 
know "I 'art pour I 'art". 
In our times with the general tendency towards specialization, art and 
technics have taken separate roads. It is the price we have had to pay 
for the development of technology. Yet, in some forms of art, they are 
sti I I combined. Architecture is one of them. We shal I return to this 
point later, but must first consider further the different aspects of 
human building. 
One of the striking aspects of human technology and consequently 
also of human bul ldlng, is the fact that the human race develops its tech-
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nology. lt is another point of difference from the technics of animals. 
In the animal kingdom we come across many marvellous examples of techni-
cal ski I I, but animals make no conscious effort to develop this ski I I. 
Human civilization has been developing from its earl lest beginnings, but 
their is a marked difference between past and present rates of develop-
ment. The reason for this difference is obvious : it is the result of 
modern science. This answer Is, of course, not incorrect, but I lke so 
many answers, it raises new questions. Why did it take such a long time 
(more than 20 centuries) for science and technology to come together? 
What are the imp I !cations for the history of our cl vi I ization? 
3. THE DIFFERENT PHASES OF CIVILIZATION 
it is an interesting fact that the first periods of history are denoted 
by reference to technology. We speak, for Instance, of the stone age, the 
bronze age and the iron age. These very names stress the Importance of 
technological developments for civl I ization In general, at least In the 
first phase of history and in prehistory. 
In the second phase of history (in Western civi I lzationl between the 
5th century B.C. and the 17th century A.D.l we do not come across such 
technological labels : historians speak of Greek, Hellenistic, Roman and 
mediaeval clvi lization, of the Renaissance and of the Age of Enlightment. 
In the most recent phase of history, however, we again find periods 
characterized in technological terms : the first and the second industrial 
revoluti•on, the atomic age, the computer age etc. Although these later 
designations are not yet sufficiently crystal I ized, because only the 
future wl I I decide what is and is not really important, it is neverthe-
less clear that in our times technological developments again have a 
decisive influence upon clvl I lzation. This fact makes the second phase 
in history the more interesting; what happened at Its beginning that 
caused the development of technology to lose Its leading role? What 
happened at the end of that same phase to restore the leading role of 
technology? 
There can be no doubt that on both occasions science was a decisive 
'factor, albeit in very different ways. The beginning of the second phase 
of history coTncldes with the coming Into existence of science (In the 
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broad sense of this word= Wlssenschaft). How did the Greek, In whose 
civil lzatlon science originated, look upon science? Analysing the course 
of events that led to the birth of science, Aristotle (4th century B.C.) 
epitomized the attitude of his time when he remarked that science could 
come Into existence when the necessities and the comforts of I lfe had 
been provided for. Science was considered as a kind of lntel lectual 
luxury, as one of the highest human achievements, but with no material 
consequences for the problems of everyday life. These problems had to 
be solved by empirical knowledge and technical ski I I. 
The main reason for this view of science was that the first sciences 
were almost exclusively rational mathematics, logic and philosophy. These 
sciences did not deal with reality In Its specific empirical aspects; they 
covered only those aspects where lntel lectual Insight was possible. Science 
I 
had of necessity to confine Itself to certain privileged realms: the 
I 
realm of quantity (mathematics), that of the formal aspects of reasoning 
(logic) and that of the general principles of nature, and of human exis-
tence and activities (phi losophyl. In consequence science and technology 
went different ways. 
Another point to be noted Is that the Greeks believed that Technology 
had, as it were, natural frontiers, which they thought had already been 
reached In their time (cf. the words of Aristotle). Technology had to 
have such frontiers because it was based upon natural experience of the 
properties of natural things and processes. Once these properties and the 
ways of using them were known, the natural frontiers of technology had 
been reached. For two thousand years the Greeks seemed to have been right 
in their judgment. Man's place In nature with its consequences for society 
seemed to be determined once and for al I. The material posslbll ltles of 
human existence were limited to those which "natural" technology could 
offer. 
Not only technology, but also science seemed to have natural frontiers. 
Science was based upon intellectual insight Into first principles (e.g. 
the axioms of geometry). Once these principles were known, the main task 
of science was to draw logical conclusions from these principles. This 
means that after a certain time science reached Its I lmits. The Idea of 
a continuous advance of science did not yet exist. In this connection 
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it is worthwhile to note that such great thinkers as Aristotle and Thomas 
Aquinas, who were fully aware of the limitations of their philosophy and 
science, never thought in terms of a further development of scientific 
knowledge. In their writings we do not find the Idea, so characteristic 
of modern thought, that what Is not known today will probably be known 
tomorrow. 
Given this situation in technology, in society, and in science it 
should, therefore, not surprise us that all civi I izatlons umti I modern 
times were deeply convinced of the everlasting value of tradition. The 
main cultural task of each generation was to assimilate traditional wis-
dom, knowledge, ski I Is, values and norms. Thus tradition was passed on 
from generation to generation. 
From the short analysis of what happened at the beginning of the 
second phase of history it may be clear why in this phase the current 
status of technology did not exert as decisive an influence on civilization 
as in the former period. First of al I, technology did not develop much, 
and secondly, the real core of civi I ization was considered as to be more 
spiritual than material; civi I lzation was equated with culture or "Geistes-
kultur". This does not mean, of course, that there were no cultural 
changes in this phase of history. Their cause was, however, not of a 
technological nature. 
There were, of course, some technological developments but, compared 
with what happened in the 19th century, they remained within fairly narrow 
I imits. In building, for example, we see a gradual discovery of new con-
struction methods. A Gothic cathedral differs from a Greek templ.e, but the 
principal difference between the two does not I ie in their technological 
design, the difference in cultural expression be·ing much more important. 
In general it could be said that technological and cultural develop-
ments were not so radical that they undermined tradition. On the contrary, 
innovations were invariably judged by classical standards. AI I historical 
developments, whatever their nature, had to be evaluated In the light of 
tradition. lt Is, therefore, no coincidence that the names which indicate 
such great rei iglous and cultural revolutions as the Reformations and the 
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Renaissance begin with the prefix "re". They were meant as a return to 
the true values of tradition. 
Tradition dominated every sphere of life: agriculture, trade and 
handlcrafts, education, pol ltlcs, rei lglon, science and technology. 
Tradition could play this dominant role because the possibilities of 
technological and societal development were limited, and the true standards 
of clvl lization were believed to have already been discovered In the past. 
For a long period there was no reason to doubt the value of tradition, 
because there was no reason to doubt the basis of tradition, namely the 
conviction that human existence offered only limited possibilities of 
development. 
One of the consequences of tnls conviction was the religious slant of 
society. This explains the primacy of the church in al I aspects of I ife, 
a situation that was reflected in the realm of bul lding by the dominating 
central position of churches in cities and vi I !ages. 
Let us now turn our attention to the end of the second phase of history. 
Again science played a crucial role with the advent of modern science and 
technology. The first question which comes to mind is, of course, why such 
a long time elapsed before this development took place. it seems plausible 
to seek the reason in the conservative force of cultural tradition, which 
directed Man's capacities in directions other than those which were use-
ful for day-to-day I lfe. This seems al I the more plausible as the few 
privileged groups which dominated the traditional civi I lzation and profi-
ted from it and its social organization, were not I ikely to wish to 
change the situation from which they profited. I don't think that is the 
only reason however, and it is certainly not the main reason. The main 
reason has to be sought in the intrinsic difficulties connected with the 
coming into being of an experimental science. In a rational science, such 
as logic and mathematics, the theoretical principles can be directly 
abstracted from reality. In an experimental science, however, the theoreti-
cal principles have to be based upon experimental data. This constitutes 
a major problem for experimental science as experiments in turn have to 
be based upon theoretical principles. Otherwise, one does not know what 
experiments to carry out and, if experiments are carried out, what data 
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are relevant. In short, the conditions for the genesis of an experimental 
science fonm a kind of vicious circle. lt is thus more surprising that 
mankind has found a way of breaking out of that circle than that it took 
such a long time to do so. But once If was done, theory and experiment 
stimulated each other and science could develop very fast. This changed. 
the whole of clvl I lzatlon and launched a new cultural phase, in which the 
development of technology for the second time In history played a leading 
role. 
Technology could play that role, because the new science, as a result 
of Its experimental character, bridged the gap between science and tech-
nical ski 11. The frontiers of technology ceased to be static so that with 
science technology, too, became capable of progress. Science and technol-
ogy became a means of improving the material conditions of everyday I ife 
and of reshaping society. This had far-reaching consequences for clvi I iza-
tion as a whole. 
4. THE CULTURAL CRISIS OF MODERN TIMES 
In order to understand the ful I impact of the advent of modern techno-
logy, we should be aware that the cultural and religious traditions of 
Europe were shaped over a period of two thousand years in which there 
could hardly be room for the idea that the situation with respect to the 
material determinants of civi I ization and society would change. These 
material conditions of I ife seemed part of the natural order of things. 
Consequently, European civilization was in no way prepared for a situation 
that drastlcal ly changed the material conditions of I ife. No wonder that 
European civl I lzation did not easily find the right answer to the scienti-
fic and technological explosion. The traditional rei igious, social, pol iti-
cal and moral values and norms were, at least partly, based upon the pre-
miss that human existence on earth offered very I imited material possibi-
lities. They were not suited to the new situation. 
Moreover, not only did many specific traditional values and norms seem 
to be more or less obsolete, but the very idea of the value of tradition 
came to be questioned. 
Whereas traditional science, on account of its belief in evident 
principles, is more or less dogmatic, experimental science is by its 
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very nature "undogmatic". lt always remains possible that even principles 
which have proved their worth in explaining certain phenomena may have to 
be revised In the light of new data. lt was only logical that this "undog-
matic" scientific approach should be extended to the whole of civilization, 
particularly as traditional principles were undermined by the technological 
and social developments which became possible. Many of the traditional 
rei iglous, political, social, moral and artistic principles and values 
were suspected to be only the reflection of the former conditions of life 
on earth. Tradition became suspect. Could tradition still be of value In 
times that were oriented towards the furture and not towards the past? 
Tradition seemed by Its very nature an obstacle on the road of progress. 
No wonder that the development of modern science and technology caused a 
general cultural crisis. 
Yet In the first phase of modern times this crisis, notwithstanding 
the enormous changes which took place In nearly al I aspects of life, did 
not really cause as much alarm as might have been expected. Of course, 
there was general unrest and there were many conflicts between those who 
put their trust in progress and those who mistrusted progress on account 
of Its disregard of traditional values. We find conflicts In the Intellec-
tual fields (e.g. between faith and science); in the pol ltical field 
(e.g. French revolution); and in society (class struggle), but the prota-
gonists of modern times considered these conflicts as regrettable inci-
dents and sometimes even as necessary stages on the road to progress. 
In the 19th century the progressive view became the prevalent attitude. 
European society became so fascinated by the possibilities of progress 
that progress Itself became the main value to be fostered. Progress in 
knowledge and in technology would eliminate al I poverty and misery. 
Progress would liberate mankind from its material as wel I as from Its 
moral and spiritual limitations. The faith in progress was Indeed so 
great that it was assumed that progress In those fields where it could 
easily be attained would more or less automatlcal ly lead to progress In 
other fields and to progress in general. Progress in science would lead 
to progress In wisdom. Improvement of the material quality of life would 
lead to improvement of the spiritual and moral quality of life. The under-
mining of traditional values and norms thus did not cause much alarm 
there was a new value, progress, that could take care of the future. 
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The spirit of modern times was expressed in the way Western civiliza-
tion started to build a new world In both the literal and the metaphorical 
senses. One of the main characteristics of the new civilization was its 
experimental nature. In building, new materials, new designs, new layouts 
for cities and rural areas, new transport systems, and new production 
methods were tried out. The experimental approach was also expressed, how-
ever, in a more general sense. 
In the traditional civi I ization there existed in each field classical 
norms which were more or less generally accepted, at least over a fairly 
lengthy period. In the classical view the universe was an ordered cosmos 
in which each thing had Its natural place. The same applied to society. 
In modern times the universe has come to be viewed as an open universe, 
affording mankind much greater scope for Its cultural activities. The 
result was a kind of intellectual unrest, which expressed Itself in several 
ways. We find, for instance, a new conception of human creativity. Formerly 
this creativity remained within the general pattern determined by nature 
and tradition (natura artis maglstra : nature is the teacher of art). 
Nowadays creativity seeks to express itself In something that is unique and 
that has never existed before (noch nlcht dagewesen). This was, of course, 
partly the result of what in philosophical circles is usually called the 
discovery of the "subjectivity" of the human individual. 
Partly, however, it was also an attempt to find a suitable new standard, 
the beginning of a new tradition. The result has been a rapid succession 
of "fashion waves" In all fields : in philosophy, in architecture, in art 
and in political and social ideals. Each new "fashion" In theory or prac-
tice sought to realize the infinite potential of humanity and it is under-
standable that when a new approach did not achieve its ·aim, disappolntmen~ 
fol !owed and yet another approach was tried. Of course, this phenomenon 
is not enterely new; what is new, however, Is the rapidity with which the 
different waves succeed each other. 
In our times there is greater unrest than ever. One of the reasons is 
that mankind's faith in progress has been disappointed. This is to say, 
we are aware that "progress" wil I go on, but that is precisely the cause 
of our fears. The faith that progress wil I lead to a more human world Is 
upset, modern technological civilization seems to cause AVer greater de-
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humanization. For this reason Man tries to control progress, but this seems 
to be impossible. An increasing number of people looks upon progress as 
a kind of evolutionary natural process. What does this mean? in nature, 
plants and animals ·are in a certain sense the agents of their own evolu-
tion, because this evolution depends upon their activities as I lving 
beings. Yet, in another sense, they<are the passive objects of evolution. 
They cannot direct its course. In the same way the human race seems to be 
the passive object of its own evolutionary history. By its intellectual, 
technological, economical and social activities mankind seems to cause an 
evolutionary process without being able to control its course. 
lt seems as if nature has taken revenge on Man. Human beings thought 
that by their intellectual and technological activities they could eman-
cipate themselves from nature, but they are stilI subject to a natural 
process. The difference from the former situation is, however, that In 
the past Man did not feel responsible for nature or for what happened in 
nature, whereas in the new situation he does feel himself so responsible. 
The new situation is man-made, and yet we do not have it under our control. 
We seem to have overplayed our hand. 
lt is understandable, therefore, that today many voices can be heard 
which tel I us to return to nature: i.e. to return to the place which 
nature seemed to have reserved for human beings, to return to a truly 
human scale. But what is a truly human scale? 
5. WHAT IS A TRULY HUMAN SCALE? 
The problem of the human scale is not an easy problem. As a slogan it 
sounds reasonable, but when we reflect upont it the difficulties arise. 
lt is true, of course, that despite the immense development of science, 
of technology, of our way of I iving, and of communicating with each other 
al I over the world, human beings as such have not changed much. This Is, 
first of al I, obvious with respect to our I ife-span. Death is sti I I 
unavoidable, and although normal life expecta.ncy has been increased, it does 
not exceed a certain maximum. Apart from this, our natural capabilities 
are sti I I the same as in the past and the same applies to our moral 
attributes. Modern anthropologists stress this point. And when we read 
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Greek philosophers or writers of 25 centuries ago it strikes us that 
with respect to the fundamentals of human existence, things have hardly 
changed. The difficulties the Greeks had with democracy, are mutatis mutan-
dis the same as we have. Mankind stll I has the same Ideals and although 
we have succeeded in realizing some of them, In other aspects we are even 
further from a solution than ever. The horrors of modern warfare, for 
example, are greater than they ever have been, and methods of repression 
are more effective than ever although we have abolished slavery. These 
considerations lead to the conclusion that If we have not changed much 
we should be better to return to our modest place In nature. We simply 
lack the qualities needed for the place to which we have aspired In 
modern times. There remains, of course, the problem of what this modest 
place is. Simply to return to an earl ler historical period is Impossible. 
And even if it were possible, to what period should we return : to the 
stone age, the iron age, the Middle Ages or the 18th century? 
The greatest difficulty is, however, another one. Mankind has emancipated 
itself from its so-called natural place in nature by developing natural 
gifts: knowledge and technological ski I I. The fact that we are able to 
destroy a I I I i fe on earth and even the earth it se If, is the resu It of 
the natural place of Man on earth as a being endowed with that unique 
trinity of reason, senses and hands. In conclusion : the appeal to nature 
and the natural place of the human race does not help us much if we want 
to know what is truly human In order to being able to humanize modern 
technology. 
If the answer to the question of the humanization of modern technology 
cannot be found in a return to nature, can that answer perhaps be found 
by a return to former ideals of humanity? Is authentic humanity to be 
found In the Ideals of Greek civl I izatlon, in those of the Christian 
clvi I ization of ·the Middle Ages as a blending of the Christian and the 
Greek views of man, or in the Humanism of the 16th ce~tury - al I forms 
of civilization unspoiled by the development of modern technology. If 
one of these forms of humanism is the paradigm of true humanity, then it 
is obvious that modern technology has deviated from the Ideals of true 
humanism. Humanization of technology would simply mean the correction of 
that deviation. 
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The question Is, however, to what extent the rise of modern technology 
and science affects our understanding of the classical Ideals of humanism. 
For what human beings are to be and what society ought to be Is closely 
related to what the real human potential Is, and it Is evident that 
modern science and technology have thrown new I lght on this potenflal. 
Without saying that an appeal to what Is truly human cannot help us much, 
lt Is Reverthetess clear that it can no more provide us with an easy 
answer than could the appeal to nature. 
The difficulty Is not that these appeals do not make sense, the 
difficulty Is that we stll I do not know what the real natural and cultural 
(including scientific and technological) potential of mankind Is. Behind 
this difficulty I les another one, namely that the future Is stl I I unknown. 
In a sense, it Is, of course, trivial to say that the future Is unknown. 
The future has always been and wi I I always be unknown. Yet, the way In 
which the future Is unknown to us, Is different from the way in which 
it seemed unknown to former generations. Formerly, the specific course of 
events affecting the individual human being as wel I as the group was un-
known, but the same was not true with respect to the general boundaries 
encompassing human existence as such. People did not know what the future 
would bring by way of natural and man-made catastrophes, but they did 
know the general dimensions of what could happen. In this respect the 
future would not differ from the past. 
Today these general dimensions are less known than ever. We can no 
longer rely on the past as a guide to the future. We do not know the 
future development of science and technology or the future shape of 
socl'ety. How fundamentally unknown the future is appears when we ask 
whether or not the development of science and technology Is stl I I In Its 
first phase. We simply do not know the answer. The same appl tes to society. 
Which further developments are really possible and which not? We do not know. 
it cannot be denied that our Ignorance of the future frightens us. Yet 
this Ignorance can also be viewed as ultimately encouraging because it 
proves that real lty Is not as rigorously fixed as it appeared before. 
This means that many human ideals which formerly appeared totally utopian 
and therefore by definition unrealistic may in the future be real lzabie. 
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We have already mentioned that an appeal to former ideals of true 
humanity cannot help us much because these former ideals were developed 
in times when the conditions of human existence were different from those 
of today and of the future. This statement was not incorrect, but we are 
now able to give a more adequate answer to the question. 
The interesting point is that the difference between the past and the 
future does not lie in a major change In human ideals themselves. The 
ideals of the Gospel, of the French revolution and of the youth of today 
are more or less the same; what has changed is our view of the possibll lty 
of attaining them. it can be said, therefore, that In a sense tradition 
is as valid as ever- not as a source of ready-made answers but as a 
pointer to the essential Ideals of a true humanity. Tradition can indeed 
teach us more than ever, if we question it in the right way. For in order 
to know the essentials of an authentic humanity we have to analyse how, 
at different times and in different circumstances, people have tried to 
formulate these essentials. The specific modes of formulation, i.e. the 
specific norms In which these Ideals have found expression, differ con-
siderably. AI I of these modes of expression and formulation, Including, 
of course, those of our times, are individually Inadequate but together 
they can help us to find their authentic core. 
The future is unknown, and we do not know, therefore, what the most 
approprl ate "mode of express ion" in the future wi 11 be. For thIs very 
reason, we should not place too much trust In today's current modes. 
Comparison with the great traditions of the past or of other civilizations 
can help us on the one hand to be modest and on the other to know in what 
direction we should go. In conclusion, tradition can no longer provide us 
with a specific model of what is truly human, but this does not mean that 
it cannot serve as a guide to the everlasting Ideals of humanity. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
To return to the question of what human building should be, it is 
clear that the foregoing considerations do not provide a specific answer. 
it is true, of course, that in a sense the traditional triad flrmltas, 
utilitas and venustas is still of value. Buildings have to be stable and 
useful and must radiate a certain beauty. Of these requirements, the 
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first- firmitas- gives rise to least difficulty. Technology can take 
care of that. The reason is, of course, that nature does not change much. 
The future may be unknown, but we may assume that the laws of nature can 
be relied upon. In the future they wil I remain what they were in the past. 
Uti I itas poses more problems. When designing and constructing a buil-
ding we can only assess its usefulness as we see it today, but the real 
use I ies in the future. I have been told that many buildings such as 
laboratories and hospitals are already outdated at the moment they are 
put into use. Yet the same technological developments that cause this 
remarkable phenomenon can also help us to construct the buildings in 
such a way that adaptation to new requirements is possible. 
Much more complicated is the situation with respect to the way we 
bui Id or reconstruct greater entities such as universities, cities and 
transport systems. For once bui it they determine the future. Large uni-
versities mean a great number of students in each university. Large 
hospitals mean concentration of patients. Large cities exert a major 
influence on the way of I iving of many people. 
it is true, of course, that the way we bui Id our cities today is the 
result of social changes in family structure and family I ife and of changes 
in the relationship between family I ife, work, education, recreation etc, 
but this is not the whole story. The way we bui Id for technological, 
economic or ideological reasons in turn influences family life and 
family structure. We wi I I discuss this question later in a more general 
context, but must first consider yet another problem in connection with 
the requirements of stabi I ity and uti I lty. 
While the construction of a building of adequate stability may not be 
a great technological problem, the construction of our modern world as a 
whole does pose an immense problem with respect to stability. We seem to 
have forgotten that infinite material progress is impossible within the 
I imits of a finite earth. In consequence, we have also to redefine the 
requirements of uti I ity. What is, and what is not, really useful and what 
are the priorities? 
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Somewhat unexpectedly, perhaps, this last question brings us to the third 
requirement : venustas, at least when this requirement is not taken in the 
narrow sense of "a pleasant appearance", but In the much broader sense of 
trying to express in the way we build our world a certain conception of 
I ife, of society, of civil lzatlon, and of Man. 
Is this conception one of Infinite material and technological progress 
or does it reflect the belief that the value of Man is not, and certainly 
not exclusively, to be found In technological achievements? I am afraid 
that the greater part of the world we are building today primarily reflects 
an attitude to life that Is largely determined by economic and technological 
factors. This does not mean the total absence of a perspective that sees 
in human beings more than mere makers and users of the products of tech-
nology, but modern building confronts us with so many varieties of this 
wider perspective that the whole gives a rather chaotic impression. 
it can be argued, of course, that this lack of cultural homogeneity is 
the very characteristic of our times and the hon·est expression of our pre-
sent cultural situation, and that it is, therefore, as it should be. 
However, for many critics of modern architecture and town plannt'ng, it is 
a frightening thought that, for a long time to come, the chaotic fashion 
in which we build our modern world will exercise a determinant influence 
on people's I Ives and minds. Is this fear fully justified? I have my doubts. 
First of al I, it Is clear that we cannot stop building because we have 
not yet found a generally accepted answer to the cultural crisis. A more 
important consideration, however, is that the only way to find this answer 
is to experiment with different solutions and different concepts in mind. 
F i na 11 y, is It rea 11 y true that env i ronmenta I i nf I uence is as great as the 
critics suppose? Purely technologically inspired surroundings do not make 
people technocrats. Chaotic surroundings do not necessarily result in 
chaotic minds. 
We came across this question earlier when discussing the influence 
of modern building and town planning upon family structure and I ife. The 
suggestion that people's lives and minds would be totally determined by the 
physical environment and the spirit emanating from that environment is 
based upon a supposition that underestimates one of the most essential 
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characteristics by which human beings differ from other I iving creatures, 
namely their freedom. The behaviour of other beings is totally determined 
by their nature and the circumstances. There is, soto speak, no "distance" 
between their nature and the way they act. By their cognitive facilities 
human beings create this distance, which enables them to evaluate a situa-
tion and act upon this evaluation. 
This fundamental human characteristic is, of course, no reason to 
conclude that the way we build the world does not matter at al I, because 
human beings are able to give their own answer to what is imposed upon them. 
Such an idea would be a travesty of the concept of human building. 
it would, however, also be a travesty of human building if we were to 
think that, in principle, there is only one way of building that satisfies 
the requirements of human building. First of al I, our cultural and social 
situation is such that we are not in a position to know what that unique 
way would be. Each interpretation would only reflect the ideological or 
artistic fashion of the day. To impose that interpretation exclusively 
would come down to a kind of dictatorship. A more important objection, 
however, is that such an univocal idea of human building is, even in prin-
ciple, wrong. Human beings have different subjective wishes and tastes. 
Experimentation in building is, therefore, necessary in order not only to 
find the best solution to our common problems, but also to ·teave room for 
variety, thus at towing for the subjective element. 
The fact that experiments are necessary does not mean, however, that 
every experiment is good, simply because it is an experiment. Experiments 
make sense only when they are conducted with reference to certain funda-
mental ideas and guide! ines. This principle applies not only to scientific 
experiments but also to technological and social experiments. On the other 
hand, such experiments should provide a deeper insight into the relevant 
principles. One of the things we have learned from the way we were building 
our modern world is that nature is not inexhaustible and not indestructible. 
This means that we have to find by experiment how to build in a manner 
which makes economical use of materials and energy. 
In this connection it is instructive to compare how materials and 
energy are used by I iving nature and by our technology. Our technology is 
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noisy, wasteful and crude. This could be an indication that we are sti I I 
in a rather primitive phase of technological development. Perhaps we are 
sti 11 I iving in a kin'd of stone age, although iron and steel have for 
many centuries been the "backbone" of our technical products. But do we 
use this "backbone" in the refined way in which nature uses its "backbone" 
materials? We have certainly not exhausted the technological possibilities. 
lt is sometimes said that an energy crisis and a shortage of raw materials 
could ruin Western society. This could be true, but, on the other hand, 
this very crisis could stimulate a real technological breakthrough. 
Our technology is, however, not only primitive in terms of its waste-
fulness, it is also primitive with respect to human civi I ization. Instead 
of serving this civilization, technology dominates it. The second period 
of history, the period that precedes our technological era, may have been 
mistaken in its assumption that no further technological development 
would take place but was certainly not mistaken in its Idea that human 
development ought to be sought, first of al I, in the spiritual and moral 
sphere. 
Consequently, the task of the future wi 11 be to find a new balance 
between, on the one hand, a continuing technological development with its 
material consequences and, on the other hand, a civi I ization that uses this 
technology without being dominated by it. The fact that we have not as 
yet found that balance should not alarm us too much. We have simply lacked 
the necessary historical experience. The technological age is stilI young. 
The fundamental human ideals and principles that guided us in the past 
have to be rethought and adapted to a new and unexpected situation. That 
takes time- time to experiment. Within the overall process of cultural 
experimentation, experimentation with building is one of the most important 
aspects because building is concerned with one of the basic human needs 
to have a place in which to I ive and to work, to love and to pray, to-
meditate and to help each other. 
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INTRODUCTION 
to the session on 
THE ROLE AND PROSPECTS FOR STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
IN THE MAJOR ECONOMIC ZONES 
P. BORCHGRAEVE, Chairman 
When we devised the programme for this conference we thought it would be 
interesting to stand back a I ittle before getting down to details, and to 
consider the position as regards steel construction in various economic 
zones of the world. 
Why the need for this broader view? 
Although we are more familiar with the situation in Europe, it is essential 
for us, faced with diminishing outlets, to take the trouble to diagnose the 
position clearly, to set out our objectives and to evolve the most appro-
priate courses of action to meet those objectives. Success wil I almost cer-
tainly depend on a more dynamic and imaginative approach. 
Examination of the position in the other major economic zones can help us 
considerably. lt is useful to study the opportunities and conditions of 
competitions which exist elsewhere. The way problems are tackled; the 
methods used, the organizational structure, development programmes to main-
tain and expand outlets in competition with other material; the results 
obtained : these are al I aspects which could point the way towards specific 
solutions and remedies. 
For this reason we have invited a number of key speakers to explain to us 
the situation in their own economic zones. 
We hope this comparison wi I I help to increase our awareness of the markets 
open to steel construction by virtue of a dynamic and creative approach 
within the context of a planned overal I strategy. Let us hope the message 
of this meeting can sustain our faith in the future. 
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THE ROLE AND PROSPECTS FOR STEEL CONSTRUCTION IN NORTH AMERICA 
Summary 
S. E. CHEHI 
Manager, Sales Engineering 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation 
Throughout the last century, steel and construction have been mutually 
dependent upon one another. Modern construction would not be possible 
without steel; many steel developments would not have occurred if the needs 
of construction had not required our industry to develop new and better 
products. 
But what has been developed into a traditional market for steel is not 
necessarily going to remain our market, at least not without some deter-
mined effort on our part. Traditions are changing, especially through 
advanced materials technology and design innovations by our competitors. 
To meet the challenge of competitive materials in construction, the North 
American Steel Industry has developed a response, a response based on 
technical market development. This can take many forms, but all are ori-
ented toward providing a meaningful support service to architects and 
engineers. 
In North America there are still tremendous opportunities for con-
structional steels. We believe that our approaches to marketing, our 
technical work with designers, will assist in insuring that future for us. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The title of this presentation is lengthy; the nature of the topic is 
equally lengthy, for a complete discussion would span a century of history. 
The prospects for the future are no less impressive, for steel is the pre-
dominant construction material of the past - the present - and the future. 
Throughout this century of history, steel and construction have been 
mutually dependent upon one another. Modern construction would not be pos-
sible without steel; many steel developments would not have occurred if the 
needs of construction had not required our industry to develop new and 
better products. 
2. MARKETS AND PRODUCTS 
Figures 1-3 identify the construction market in North America, in 1979 
a consumer of about 32 million tons (29 M.t) of steel. 
Figure 1 shows the relationship of construction to other key markets. 
Figure 2 traces these markets over the past decade. Only Automotive shows 
a decline in recent years, principally through production of smaller cars 
and an increasing use of plastics and aluminum. 
Although the usual concept of structural steels is one of either 
shapes or plates, a broad cross-section of other steel products is pre-
dominant. Figure 3 shows relative percentages. The major part, 69%, is 
made up of sheets, bars, wire and other products. The remainder, 31%, is 
the normally recognized shapes, plates and piling. 
Typical examples of the non-shape and plate group are shown in 
Figures 4 and 5. To set the stage then, construction in North America is 
a big market; it's a diverse market; it consumes a wide range of steels. 
The North American steel industry has every reason to consider it a prime 
opportunity market for years to come. 
3. COMPETITIVE MATERIALS 
But what has been developed into a traditional market for steel is not 
necessarily going to remain our market, at least not without some deter-
mined effort on our part. Traditions are changing, especially through 
advanced materials technology and design innovations by our competitors. 
And they are very good at what they do; Figures 6-8 show the best of modern 
North American concrete construction. 
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What does this mean? Simply that competitive materials are no longer 
on the horizon. Just as steel replaced iron and wood a century ago, 
steel's competitors are here to stay and gain an increasing share of the 
construction market. But wbat is important to all of us - their market 
growth will come at the expense of at least part of our market position. 
4. STEEL INDUSTRY REACTION 
Past is prologue, prospects for steel construction in North America 
are largely dependent upon how we react to the existing and future threats 
of competitive materials. Steel's future can be bright, but only if we 
fully recognize and understand all aspects of the competitive material 
situation and their approach to our traditional markets. 
First of all, competitive materials do not just appear or gain a share 
of the market without reason. Designers, architects and engineers, select 
building materials on the basis of a lengthy and complicated decision proc-
ess. Their responsibility to an owner is to find the best material for 
that particular job. In some cases there can be no question about material 
selection, such as the steel strands of a suspension bridge. But for a 
growing number of applications, steel's functions and costs can be matched 
by competitive materials. 
Figure 9, two buildings in Chicago, shows an excellent example. On 
the left, Water Tower Place, 77 stories of modern high-rise construction 
using the latest innovations in both high strength concrete and reinforcing 
steel. On the right, the John Hancock Building, 100 stories of steel. 
To meet the challenge of competitive materials in construction, the 
North American steel industry has developed a response, a response based 
on technical market development. This can take many forma, but all are 
oriented to providing a meaningful support service to architects and 
engineers. In one form we assist in wbat is called a Preliminary Framing 
Analysis, a proposed design scheme or variety of schemes. Its intention 
is not to design a structure; we do not do the work of the architect or 
structural engineer. But wbat we do is relate our industry's many man-
years of experience to the job in hand, suggesting to the designers the 
most recent innovations for economical and practical use of steel framing. 
Key secti9ns of the structure are sketched out; recommendations are made 
for flooring, ceiling systems. and fiTP n~n~A~~4~-
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A number of different framing systems and steel grade selections are 
run through a computer to determine required steel quantities. And these 
quantities, along with estimates for the other components making up the in-
place structural frame, are given price estimates. This results in bottom 
line costs, on a square foot basis, for typical structural analyses. This 
information allows the designer to compare various types of proposed steel 
framing systems, selected for their applicability to steel, as well as make 
comparisons with competitive materials. He and the owner make the final 
decision; we apply our technical expertise to insuring that they are con-
sidering the best ways of using steel. 
If needed, involvement continues through construction. The key point 
is that all of this work is done by the steel industry. In the u.s.A. this 
marketing approach is done by individual steel producers. If a job goes to 
steel, the materials order quite often goes to a producer not involved in 
the marketing effort. But we do not object, for all construction in steel 
benefits all of us in the long run. In Canada the situation and trade 
practice laws are a little different. A joint industry approach can be 
made on a national basis at a trade association level. 
The more interesting of these market developmental jobs are followed 
up by technical brochures. Information is often reproduced in advertise-
ments in architectural and engineering magazines. Through this type of 
promotion, steel industry technical marketing efforts are well identified 
to the design professionals who, in turn, recognize the contributions we 
make to their efforts. 
To summarize this section, the above approach has yielded the greatest 
success in our technical market development. Competitive materials, as 
mentioned before, often can perform similar structural functions - at simi-
lar or lower costs. Our job, on a total industry level, is to make sure 
that the designer has in front of him the most recent information on design 
innovations and materials technology. 
5. CASE HISTORIES 
There are many variations on this marketing theme, each one meeting a 
particular challenge and leading to further opportunities for steels in 
construction. A few brief case histories follow: 
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a. Open-Deck Parking Structures 
In the early 1960's, practically all open-deck parking structures 
were of concrete construction. Steel had less than 10% of a market 
that was predicted to show some extraordinary growth. The reason 
for concrete's dominance was a general building code requirement 
for the fire protection of steel framing. This, particularly in 
garages where physical damage to the protection must be considered, 
can be expensive in both first cost and maintenance. The result -
it was less expensive to build in concrete than to protect a steel 
frame. 
Now if only bare steel could be used! The steel industry, through 
American Iron and Steel Institute, started working on this problem. 
We surveyed the experience of garage owners, found that parked 
automobiles were not a fire hazard, and published a report on the 
excellent fire experience of open-deck parking garages. It con-
vinced a few people that bare steel was safe, but we needed more 
evidence to change the codes and insurance rates. So, parallel to 
testing done elsewhere in the world, we burned cars in a bare steel 
parking structure - while it was open for business. With the 
results recorded on film and promoted to insurance underwriters, 
designers, owners and code officials, we made our point that fire 
would not spread and that steel indeed was safe. 
Finally the major codes were revised to permit widespread use of 
bare steel framing. Figure 10 shows what happened to steel's share 
of the market. Back in the 1960's we had 9%. Today, steel's share 
is 30% and gaining - at the expense of concrete - in a growth 
market. 
b. Cold Formed Steel Design 
American Iron and Steel Institute's "Cold-Formed Steel Design 
Manual" is recognized even beyond North America for the structural 
design of light gauge steel members. Without this document, de-
signers would not have available to them rational and widely 
recognized methods for designing constructional steel products 
made from sheet and strip rather than shapes and plate. And of 
even greater importance, without this manual many attractive 
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markets for sheet steel would not have developed as quickly, nor 
as completely, in favor of steel. To prove this point, the pre-
engineered steel building market uses sheet products almost ex-
clusively for structural end uses. Figure 11 shows the trend line 
of what has happened to this market in the u.s.A. during the past 
20 years. Steady growth, no sign of a saturated market; today a 
consumer of 1.4 million tons (1.3 M.t) of steel a year. But most 
important of all is that steel industry research leading to the 
Design Manual began back in 1939. Perceiving a market need, 
research initiated and sponsored by AISI continues today for the 
further development of innovative and economical light gauge 
structural solutions. 
c. Load and Resistance Factor Design 
This is the North Aaerican method of proportioning structural mem-
bers and connections so that strength and serviceability limit 
states are greater than factored load combinations. Simply it's 
this: The anticipated strength of any structural component falls 
within a reasonably predictable Gaussian curve. Loads fall within 
a similar curve, although over a wider range of predictability. 
The design concept then is the selection of members such that their 
resistance does not fall within the shaded area below anticipated 
loads - the area of predictable failure. The steel industry goal 
is to incorporate these new design concepts into the standard 
specifications for constructional steel design. 
d. New Materials 
Most exposed exterior steel in construction is left bare and 
unpainted, what we call Weathering Steel. Its first major archi-
tectural use was by Eero Sarrinan in his John Deere Corporate Head-
quarters built back in 1964. This use of steel has worked out so 
well that an addition to the original building, finished in 1978, 
uses the same concept of exposing the frame. But as beautiful as 
this new product is for architectural applications in buildings, it 
can be a real money-saver in bridge work. A new product - a low 
maintenance product for crowded high traffic areas where main-
tenance and repainting are difficult and expensive, was needed. 
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Weathering Steel fits this need and has increased the use of steel 
in this market area, typified by the grade separation bridges shown 
in Figure 12. 
e. Trade Associations 
The American Institute of Steel Construction represents the steel 
fabricators of America working in cooperation with the steel pro-
ducers. Just north of the border, the Canadian Institute of Steel 
Construction parallels American efforts. 
In 1927, AISC came out with their first industry-wide manual which 
contained, within one cover, all specifications and structural 
shape descriptions needed for the design of any steel framed struc-
ture. This effort has continued and grown over the ensuing 
decades. Today, AISC publishes a variety of technical and promo-
tional documents. And in further support of steel construction, 
they conduct an annual Engineering Conference plus design seminars 
and courses around the country. To emphasize peer recognition, 
they conduct a biennial competition for the most beautiful bridge 
structures of various categories. 
Similarly, representing American, Canadian and South American pro-
ducing mills, is American Iron and Steel Institute. Within AISI, 
the technical marketing approach comes undet jurisdiction of a 
major committee, the Committee to Promote the Use of Steel. It is 
their task to pull together, for the good of the industry, the 
technical and research efforts of the Committee on Construction 
Codes and Standards and those Product Promotional Committees re-
sponsible for structural shapes, plates, pipe, wire rope, sheet 
and others. Supplementing these efforts, AISI's Engineering 
Division is charged with the responsibility of insuring that the 
American building codes are constantly updated to follow the latest 
advances in steel designs and materials. In addition to these 
two principal groups, the list of those working on constructional 
steels can go on and on - the Metal Building Manufacturers Asso-
ciation, the Steel Joist Institute, the Steel Deck Institute, the 
Steel Structures Painting Council, the Industrial Fasteners 
Institute, the Research Council for Structural Joints, the Column 
Research Council and others. 
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And we have yet another ally, the steel fabrication and erection 
trade unions. They recognize that our efforts insure their jobs, 
and toward this end they lend financial and code support to many of 
our activities. 
6. GROWTH MARKETS 
All the preceding stories have been of the past and present. All 
cited efforts on technical market development shall continue, but we see 
some particular areas where continuation will be emphasized, others where 
new efforts will be initiated, growth areas such as: 
The production of synthetic fuels 
Residential construction, single and multi-family 
Public transportation 
Pipelines 
Security measures 
And in some areas of past growth, we see re-growth opportunities. In my 
country alone, it is estimated that over 100,000 highway bridges in service 
today are in need of either major repair or replacement within the next few 
years. Steel can have a good share of this market, particularly in the 
rehabilitation of existing steel bridges. 
7. CONCLUSION 
The challenges to steel are many and growing in number. But if we are 
prepared to search for them, opportunities are there as well. And we can-
not relax in this search, for although there may have been many recent 
innovations in the production and development of new steels, steel is still 
a traditional constructional material. Our competitors can make their 
gains principally at our expense, and they are aware of it. 
But the fact that steel is a traditional material also gives us an 
advantage. We know the structural characteristics of our existing steels, 
quite precisely and with a high degree of reliability. We also know that 
steel is a remarkable metal, a metal that can be varied to meet the as-yet 
specified needs of our construction customers. 
In North America, there are tremendous opportunities for construe-
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tional steels. Steel is a dominant constructional material and the steel 
industry, whenever possible, will meet the challenges of competition. To 
this end we have developed technically-based methods to aggressively market 
our products to the construction industry. For steel is a material of the 
past, a material of the present, and can be a significant material of the 
future. We believe that our approaches to marketing, our technical work 
with designers, will insure that future for us. 
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Figure 5. 
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Figure 9. 
Water Tower Place and John Hancock Building, Chicago 
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THE ROLE AND PROSPECTS OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION IN JAPAN 
T, HORI 
Counsellor 
Market Development Committee 
The Kozai Club 
Japanese industry is famous for its rapid progress since World War II. 
This report provides an overview of the current status of the steel 
industry and the construction industry, which together have served as the 
prime motive force behind Japan's industrial growth. Factors contributing 
to the development of the steel industry are covered in three sections: 
1) search for better processes and products; 2) joint efforts for market 
development; and 3) cooperation with other industries. As for the con-
struction industry, summaries of representative construction projects in 
Japan are presented, followed by a brief survey of the role of steel 
structures in construction. In the final section, the prospects of steel 
are considered. A new situation has arisen worldwide in the areas of 
resources, energy and the environment, All industries are doing what they 
can to respond to these changes. There are still numerous unexplored areas 
where steel can be applied with advantage if the right steel is put to the 
right use. As long as the steel industry continues its active research for 
new ways to serve new needs, there is no doubt that the "Age of Steel" will 
continue into and through the 21st century, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
After World War II, all industries rose to the task of rebuilding Japan's 
economy from the ruins. At the center of these efforts, the steelindustry 
endeavored to learn new steel technology from its counterparts inadvanced 
nations. At the same time, the industry set out to strengthen its own 
technological development capability. As a results, Japanese steelmakers 
first made improvements in the technology they received from abroad, and 
today are contributing their original developments to world s.teel technology. 
Fig. I shows the pattern of Japanese consumption of ordinary steel 
products. One of the charactristics of steel demand in Japan is that construc-
tion always accounts for something like 50% of total domestic demand. Sus-
tained economic growth and a continuing need for infrastructure improvement 
have supported this strong demand for steel in construction. 
Fig. I. Consumption of ordinary steel 100 
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Now let us consider some of the reasons for the growing use of s•eel 
in so many demand sectors. 
2. STEELMAKERS' SEARCH FOR BETTER PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS 
Japanese steelmakers have engaged in fierce technological competition 
in their struggle for corporate survival. Efforts to improve their techno-
logical advantage took place on three fronts. 
2-1. Improvement of Equipment and Operating Technology 
Until the early 1970's, steelmakers were primarily concerned with 
expanding their capacity and raising productivity so as to keep up with 
Japan's rapid economic growth. All steelmakers thu~ operated large plants 
of advanced design. 
But emphasis changed sharply with the oil crisis of 1973. Resources, 
energy, labor and environmental protection have all emerged as restraints. 
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The focus of steel industry attention has shifted to stable operation, 
greater service life of equipment, rationalization and automation of pro-
cesses, changes in raw materials and fuels and recovery of resources and 
energy. All these efforts are aimed at boosting product yield, saving 
energy and cutting costs. 
Table I shows typical examples of recent technological developmentsin 
the Japanese steel industry that help to achieve these goals. Among them, 
particularly striking results have been achieved with large-capacityblast 
furnaces, BOF steelmaking, continuous casting and hot-direct rolling. 
These developments are largely responsible for the present yield of almost 
90% for steel products from crude steel, and for reduced fuel consumption. 
Wider application of computers to production processes and plant adminis-
tration, meanwhile, has improved both operating efficiency and the level 
and consistency of product quality, 
Table I. Major technological developments in the Japanese steel industry 
in the 1970's 
Ironmaking: * Large-capacity blast furnace 
* Movable armor for adjusting burden distribution at blast 
furnace top 
* Fine coal blowing into blast furnace 
* Power generation utilizing blast furnace high top-pressure gas 
* Computer control of blast furnace operation 
* Coke dry quenching 
* Briquette-blend coke manufacture 
Steelmaking: * Combination blowing in BOF operation 
* Pre-treatment of hot metal 
RolLing: 
* Secondary refining by ladle 
* Ultra-high voltage electric furnace 
* New continuous casting technology (variable-width mold, 
mold-level control, electromagneticstirring, compression 
casting) 
* Hot-direct rolling of shapes and hot coils 
* Controlled rolling of plate 
* Automatic shape control of plate and sheet 
* Continuous annealing and processing of cold rolled sheet 
* On-line flaw detector for rolling of sections, plate, 
hot coils and pipe and tube 
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The concept of lE (industrial engineering) has been introduced and 
promoted by all steelmakers to speed rationalization. Equally important, 
Jishu Kanri activities (workers' voluntary group activities to improve job 
performance) by the men on the production floor have been remarkablyeffec-
tive in cutting costs and improving operating technology. Thishas been 
possible because of the high morale of employees and effective in-house 
training programs. And the availability of well-trained and highly motivated 
technical staff who are quick to respond to a company's needs can make a 
great difference in the level of its technical performance. 
Table II. Comparison of steel industries of major countries (1978) 
Number of BOF Output of large capacity 
steelmaking primary blast furnaces products by 
(over 2, 000 m3 capacity continuous (million total volume) tons) casting in operation* (million tons) 
Japan 38 123.0 47.2 
u.s.A. 7 98.9 17.6 
Canada 2 10.4 3.0 
W. Germany 8 50.6 15.7 
U.K. 1 21.8 3.1 
France 4 23.7 6.2 
Italy 5 17.6 10.0 
Holland 2 7.2 
-
Belgium 0 18.4 2.7 
Luxembourg 0 6.7 
-
u.s.s.R. 31 41.0 14.4 
* 1978 year~end for Japan, June 1979 for other countries 
Source: IISI, Japan Iron & Steel Federation 
2-2. Development of New Products and Construction Methods 
Energy 
consumption 
per ton of 
crude steel 
produced 
(1,000 Kcal) 
4, 767 
6,258 
5,040 
5,236 
6,118 
5,733 
4,158 
4,284 
-
-
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Product development programs must meet requirements of quite different 
kinds: a widening range of applications, increasingly strict customer 
demands, energy conservation considerations and the need for lower-priced 
steel products for general use. As a result, product development shows a 
pronounced tendency to concentrate at the two ends of the scale: high-qual-
ity grades of steel for special uses and lower-priced materials for general 
use. 
Recent product development advances include: 1) high-purification 
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technology to reduce impurities in steel, 2) utilization of the fine grain 
phase, and 3) improvement of processing and heat-treating technology. 
Attracting more and more attention in new product development are new 
alloys, composite materials of steel and amorphous materials, and new 
surface-treated materials. 
New construction methods are very much a part of steelmakers' research 
and development interests. Table III shows some of the most important steel 
products for construction that have recently appeared, and Table IV sum-
marizes examples of new construction methods. 
The following trends are notable in the development of steel products 
for construction: 
* Increase in fabricated and composite products (prefabrication) 
* Increase in atmospheric corrosion-resistant steels and surface-
treated steels (maintenance-free, long life) 
* Development of new fabrication and utilization technologies 
(welding, press-forming, automation, etc.) 
* Development of new construction methods (labor saving, rationaliza-
tion, energy conservation, rapid construction, etc.) 
Table Ill. New steel products for construction use developed in Japan 
Steel products 
* Weldable high-strength steel 
(60-80 kg/mm2 grades) 
* Lamellar-tear resistant steel 
* Seawater-resistant steel 
* Atomospheric corrosion-resistant 
steel 
* Non-magnetic steel 
* Extra-heavy section plate 
* Heavy column section 
* High-strength, high-toughness 
large-diameter line pipe 
* Line pipe for sour gas use 
* Coated pipe 
* High-strength steel chain 
* Pipe piling 
* Vibration-damping laminated sheet 
* High-quality pre-coated sheet 
Fabricated products 
* Non-negative friction pipe pile 
* Box column, box truss 
* Centrifugally-cast pipe column 
* Heavy-wall pipe column 
* Steel segment for shield tunnel 
* Tunnel support 
* Road-cover deck 
* Soil saving dam 
* Slope protector for road construction 
* Retaining wall 
* Noise-absorbing panel 
* Prefabricated H-beam bridge 
* Grating for bridge flooring 
* Decorative panel 
* Swimming pool 
* Stainless steel bath 
* Car-parking building 
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Table IV. New construction methods developed by the Japanese steel industry 
Foundations Offshore structures 
* Walled pipe pile 
* Underwater steel cell 
* Soundproof pile driving 
* Underwater cutting of pipe pile 
* Automatic field welding of pipe 
pile 
* Multi-column bridge foundation 
Embankment 
* Jacket-type steel embankment 
* Walled pipe pile embankment 
* Steel cell embankment 
Bridges 
* Wide-flange beam laying for circular-
arc sliding prevention 
* Steel breakwater 
Building frame structures 
* Construction by wide-flange beam 
and pre-cast concrete slab 
* Prefabricated frame 
*Building package system (frame, wall, 
roof, electrical equipment, finishing 
material supplied as a packagey 
* Flooring and roofing system (equip-
ped with duct, electrical equipment) 
* Prefabrl.. cated 11 1 i t d * Steel quake-resistant bearing wall para e w re s ran 
for suspension bridge cabling 
Pipeline 
* Automatic field welding 
* Capsule-tube transport 
* Slurry transport 
* Large-size exterior wall panel 
Joining 
* High-tension bolt joining 
* Joining of large-diameter RC bar 
* Factory-assembled steel reinforcement 
* Field welding 
2-3. Advance into Engineering Services 
Steelmakers have begun to advance into plant engineering services, a high 
added-value field. They typically offer comprehensive project services, in-
cluding design, layout, equipment manufacture and installation, operating 
and technical guidance. 
A marked trend is also visible among steelmakers to seek tie-ups with 
general contractors, heavy machinery manufacturers and other sectors for 
Fig. 11. Example of organization of engineering 
department in a steel company 
Engineering department 
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mutually beneficial joint activities. This move is aimed at effective use 
of the expertise and technological capabilities related to these fields 
that have been built up within the steel industry. Steelmakers have 
established sizeable engineering divisions, allocating considerable man-
power to them. 
The wide range of engineering and construction projects undertaken by 
steelmakers is indicated by the following list of typical project~: 
New transportation system (dual-mode bus system) High-rise housing complex 
Offshore gas pipeline construction 
Steel silos 
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2-4. Research Expenditures 
Research and development expenditures in Japan, as can be seen in 
Figs. Ill, IV and V, are rather low compared to those in the United States 
and Europe. Most of Japan's R&D spending is in the private sector, with 
government outlays accounting for a relatively small percentage share. 
Fig. Ill. R&D expenditure on natural science and its 
proportion to national income (1977) 
Fig. V. Ratio of R&D expenditure by government and 
private sectors 
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Fig. IV. Japan's R&D expenditure by industry (1977) 
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3. STEEL INDUSTRY'S JOINT EFFORTS FOR MARKET DEVELOPMENT 
Among the major associations in the steel industry are the Kozai Club, 
the Japan Iron and Steel Federation and the Iron and Steel Institute of 
Japan. A major activity of these associations is market development for 
the steel industry as a whole. 
To promote broader application of steel and use of a greater variety 
of steel products, extensive public relations activities are carried out 
to provide useful information about specific products designed to meet 
specific user requirements. 
An example of how this important task is carried out is provided by 
the market development activities of the Kozai Club -- a business associa-
tion established by steelmakers and trading firms in 1947. For its promo-
tion activities, the Kozai Club has established its Market Development Com-
mittee and related ad hoc committees (see Fig. VI), composed of specialists 
and experts of member companies. 
Fig. VI. Organization of the Market Development 
Committee of the Kozai Club 
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The Kozai Club Market Development Committee works in close cooperat-ion 
not only with member companies but also with the Ministry of Construction, 
the Ministry of International Trade and Industry and other governmentagen-
cies, academic institutions and research organizations, as well as with 
other trade associations of the steel industry and of many steel-consuming 
industries. 
Among the Committee's major activities are: 
* Supply and exchange of information and data 
* Participation, guidance and cooperation in studies and research 
* Sponsorship and execution of research programs 
* Joint implementation of promotion activities, and assistance and 
cooperation in such activities 
* Publication of special reports, manuals, guidebooks and the like 
To date, the Market Development Committee has published 300 reports, 
the total number of copies approaching 1 million. It has also sponsored 
courses in about 900 locations, with total attendance of around 220,000. 
These wide-ranging market promotion activities have recently won official 
commendation from the Construction Minister. 
The Committee's major publications are listed in Table V, Amongthem, 
various kinds of guidebooks and manuals are intended primarily for the prac-
tical training of design and construction engineers. They provide detail-
ed descriptions of proper welding and inspection procedures, for example, 
and guidelines for earthquake-proof designs. The aim of thesepublications 
is to ensure dissemination of information about proper steel usage, 
Other textbooks and guidebooks are intended mainly for sales staff of 
retailers and for buyers and design engineers in steel-consuming firms, to 
improve their knowledge of steel products. Pamphlets and the like covering 
specific steel applications are directed not only to retailers and buyers but 
also to a general readership. Theycontain good examples of steel use in 
various fields and identify the advantages of steel in these areas. 
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There are still few specialists in steel structures among construction 
engineers, who traditionally feel more at home with concrete than with 
steel. It is most important to focus more attention on construction engineers 
in the making, while they are university students, and to make such pamphlets 
more widely available to help them become more knowledgeable about steel 
structures. 
In addition to the activities described above, the Kozai Club also main-
tains close cooperative relations with the Japanese Society of Steel 
Construction and business associations of steel fabricators as part of its 
on-going efforts to broaden the use of steel and to develop better products 
and utilization technologies. 
Table V. Major publications of the Market Development Committee (in the 
Japanese language) 
(1) Architecture 
* Guidebook for Construction of Steel Structures 
* Guidebook for Design and Construction of Steel-and-Wood Combined 
Structures 
* Guidebook for Fireproof Design of Steel Structures 
* Damage to Steel Structures Caused by Earthquake, Strong Wind and 
Heavy Snow, and Design and Construction Manuals for Prevention of 
Such Damage 
* Construction and Design Standard and Commentary for Floor Plates 
* Manuals for Steel Structure Construction Inspection 
* Manuals for Welding Galvanized Steels 
* Guidebook and Commentary for RC Structures Using Large-diameter 
Deformed Bars 
* Quake-resistant Design of Steel Structures 
* Quake-resistant Design Method for Low- and Medium-rise Steel-frame 
Buildings 
* Steel Structures and Their Ease in Construction 
* Standard Joints for Wide-flange Beam Structures 
* Design Method for RC Structures Using Deformed Bars 
* Practices of Steel Structure Construction 
* A Collection of Design Methods for Steel Pipe Structure Joints 
* Design Exercises for Joining Steel Structural Members 
* Standardized Construction of School Buildings 
* A Collection of Temporary Construction Using Steel Structures 
* Steel Structures in Japan (No.2-10) 
* Report on Damage Caused by Miyagi Earthquake in 1978 
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(2) Civil Engineering 
* Guidebook and Commentary for Pipe Pile Construction 
* Manuals for Design and Construction of Light-gauge Steel Structures 
* Knowledge for Steel Products for Construction Engineers 
* Data for Corrosion Protection of Steel Products 
* Manuals for Steel Fence Construction 
* Study on Noise-proof Steel Bridges 
* Guidebook of Road Design for Environmental Protection 
*Steel and Construction--Diverse Applications of Steel inConstruction 
(3) Offshore Development 
* Design Guidebook and Commentary on Offshore Structures 
* Guidebook for Corrosion Protection Methods for Offshore Steel 
Structures 
* Design Manuals for Offshore Working Platforms 
* Corrosion Protection of Offshore Structures in Japan 
* Offshore Development and Steel 
* Development of Marine Products and Steel 
(4) Urban Development 
* Urban Development and Podium (man-made space) 
(5) Introduction of Steel Products 
* Steel Bars for Construction 
* Steel Shapes for Construction 
* Steel Products for Noise Prevention 
* Steel Plates for Construction 
* Steel Sheets for Construction 
* Steel Pipe and Tubes for Construction 
* Steel Silos 
* Gardening Facilities and Steel Products 
* Atmospheric Corrosion-resistant Steel 
* Steel Fibers 
* Sewage Facilities and Steel Products 
* Roads and Steel (for Safety and Disaster Prevention) 
* Harbours and Steel 
* Bicycle Parking Lot and Steel 
* Automobiles and Steel 
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(6) Other 
* Environmental Protection and Steel 
* Food Problems and Steel 
* Knowledge and Business Guidebook for Steel Products for 
Construction Use 
* Guidebook for Steel Products in Japan 
* List of Available Sizes for Steel Products in Japan 
4. COOPERATION WITH OTHER INDUSTRIES TO PROMOTE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 
The status of promotion of construction activities among related 
industries in Japan is best indicated by a brief description of the Japan 
Project Industry Council (JAPIC), an organization created by steelindustry 
initiative in November, 1979. 
JAPIC is a private association comprising eight organizations within 
the construction, steel and other related industries. Senior executives 
of member companies represent these eight organizations in JAPIC, which 
aims at realizing an affluent, vigorous society in the 21st century. To 
this end, JAPIC promotes large-scale construction projects designed for 
the most effective use of Japan's land space-- which is limited to370,000 
km2 -- and improvement of the infrastructure. 
In particular, JAPIC attempts to build a consensus not only in indus-
trial circles but also in other non-governmental sectors of society so that 
the vigor of private initiative can be marshalled and effectively focused. 
JAPIC seeks understanding and cooperation at the level of individual citi-
zens, and also makes requests or proposals to the government regarding 
overall planning and implementation of large-scale projects. 
At the moment, JAPIC's activities are being channelled through 
the following working groups: 
* Urban Development Committee: 
Urban development, particularly utilization of space above railway 
facilities, rivers, streets and the like and rebuilding the existing 
Tokyo beltway systems as underground highways 
* Water Resources Development Committee: 
Effective water utilization for wider-area service, particularly 
the promotion of an overall water utilization plan for Tokyo and 
neighboring areas and removal of silt behind dams 
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* Energy Development Committee: 
Energy development, particularly the promotion of small and 
medi~size hydroelectric stations 
* Coastal Area Development Committee: 
Promotion efforts to achieve early realization of highways 
around and across Tokyo Bay and development and redevelopment 
of coastal areas 
* Osaka Area Project Committee 
Promotion efforts to achieve early realization of Osaka 
International Offshore Airport; construction of highways around 
Osaka Bay and development of academic towns 
In addition, JAPIC from time to time organizes committees, study 
groups and conferences to undertake special studies, public relations, 
communications with related organizations and various other activities. 
5. LARGE-SCALE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS IN JAPAN 
In Japan, large-scale construction projects have given much impetus 
to development of new technologies and materials. In addition, these 
projects naturally require huge tonnages of steels, The following are 
representative examples of large-scale construction projects, some still 
in progress, that are closely linked with recent developments in steel 
demand and steel technology. 
Expressway 
To cope with the growth of 
automotive traffic, con-
struction of new expressway 
networks ~ both within and 
between cities ~ is pro-
ceeding at a rapid pace 
throughout the country. 
Plans call for the construc-
tion of nationwide express-
ways totalling 10,000 km in 
length. of which 2,200 km is 
already in service. In Tokyo. 
metropolitan expressways 
:utting directly through the 
urban center were designed 
to solve traffic congestion 
problems Routes totalling 
140 km are now in service, 
handling an average traffic 
volume of more than 
700.000 vehicles a day. 
New expressway networks 
involve underground, bridge 
and viaduct sections. Most 
of them are made of steel, 
because steel permits both 
the complex design and 
faster construction. 
Seikan Undersea Tunnel 
The world's longest un-
dersea railway tunnel, 
extending 53.9 km, is being 
constructed under the strait 
between Honshu and 
Hokkaido. Begun in 1964, 
the project is scheduled for 
completion in 1982 at an 
estimated cost of ¥400 
billion. The main tunnel is 9 
m high, 11 m wide and has 
a cross-section of 80 m'. It 
will be used for the 
Shinkansen superexpress 
rail service. When the new 
line is completed, travel time 
between Tokyo and Sap-
poro, Hokkaido will be 
slashed from the present 17 
hours to 5.5 hours. About 
60,000 tons of steel sup-
ports, mainly pipe and wide-
flange beam supports, will 
go into the construction of 
the tunnel. 
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Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Project 
The largest civil engineering 
project ever undertaken in 
Japan, this work involves 
the construction of 18 
bridges - of truss, arch, 
suspension, girder and PC 
types - on three separate 
routes linking the main 
islands of Honshu and Shi-
koku. Among them is the 
Akashi Kaikyo Bridge -· the 
world's longest, 3.560 m in 
total length with a center 
span of 1,780 m. Estimated 
total cost of the project will 
be ¥2.400 billion and steel 
requirements will total about 
3 million tons. As of now, 
the arch-t;•pe Omishima 
Bridge (photo) is open to 
traffic and construction of 
two suspension bridges is 
uncler way. The photo at 
right above shows an artist's 
sketch of the Bisan Seto 
Bridge Complex 
Shinkansen Superexpress Line 
The Shinkansen superex-
press rail service began its 
515-km run between Tokyo 
ancl Osaka in 1964. 
stimulating the development 
of high-speed rail world-
wide. Today the Shinkansen 
system extends nll the way 
to Hakata. Kyushu At a 
service speed of 210 
km.• hour. the 1.069-km run 
between Tokyo and Hakata 
requires only seven hours. 
The line serves an average 
of 500.000 people daily Its 
construction cost was 
¥1.:120 billion. Plans call for 
extension of the Shinkansen 
network throughout Japan. 
to an eventual total length of 
7,000 km. Among techno-
logical developments related 
to the project was a new 
type of rail that reduces 
maintenance work and 
ensures high-speed mass 
transportation 
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Urban Development 
Large-scale urban develop-
ment projects are taking 
shape in the major cities of 
Japan. A commercial center 
being developed in Shin-
juku, a downtown district of 
Tokyo, for example, will 
eventually include 11 high-
rise buildings over the 40-
ha. site. Each building 
features an original design 
and each design employs 
steel in different ways. Some 
23,000 tons of steel went 
into construction of the 
highest of these towers, a 
54-story building. Another 
kind of project was realized 
In the shopping quarter in 
front of Kashiwa Station, 
northeast of Tokyo. Its 
design makes extensive use 
of podium structure 
(elevated concourse), an 
effective means of increasing 
the space available in con-
gested city centers. 
New Town Development 
One of the largest new town 
development projects in 
Japan is Senboku New 
Town, located 20 km south 
of Osaka. Built on a 1,520-
ha. site, Senboku is de-
signed for a total population 
of 200,000. With a public 
works budget of ¥152 billion 
covering development of 
land, parks, roads and 
rivers, this project was 
constructed between 1964 
and 1978. Another 
noteworthy development 
project is a major high-rise 
residential complex at 
Ashiya, near Osaka. A total 
of 52 buildings were con-
structed by a five-company 
consortium including a steel 
company. Its construction 
featured the maximum 
possible use of prefabricated 
steel building frames and 
housing units. 
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Storage Terminals 
The crude trans-shipping 
station at Kiire, the south-
ernmost tip of Kyushu, has 
emerged as one of the 
largest of its kind in the 
world, boasting a storage 
capacity of 6.6 million kl of 
crude oil. Some 170,000 
tons of steels went into 
construction of the station. 
Project completion took 8 
years and cost ¥50 billion. 
For grain storage, steel silos 
are now replacing concrete 
silos due to their greater 
suitability. The light weight 
of steel ' silos means lower 
construction cost. Steel also 
affords flexibility in design, 
excellent air-tightness and 
waterproofing. The steel 
silos in the photo have a 
storage capacity of 100,000 
tons of grain. 
Atomic Energy Development 
In 1978 atomic power 
accounted for 12% of 
Japan's total electricity 
supply. According to the 
government's forecast for 
energy supply, however, 
atomic power will provide 
39% of the total electricity 
supply by 1995, surpassing 
the 10% for oil, 17% for 
LNG, 12% for hydropower 
and 14% for coal. The 
largest atomic power plant in 
Japan is the Fukushima 
No. 1 Atomic Power Plant 
of Tokyo Electric Power 
Co., where six reactor units 
totalling 4,696 MW output 
capacity are in operation. 
Construction began in 1966 
and the sixth unit began 
operation in 1979. Total 
construction cost was ¥510 
billion. 
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Offshore Development 
Japan's first full-scale off-
shore oil/gas development 
project was completed 
recently in the Sea of Japan. 
The drilling/production 
platform was engineered 
and constructed by two steel 
firms. Because Japan is a 
crowded country. offshore 
space utilization is another 
important offshore develop-
ment prospect. Nagasaki 
Airport, opened in 1975, is 
a good example of effective 
use of offshore space. Con-
struction of a new in-
ternational airport for Osaka 
is now being planned for a 
location 5 km offshore. 
Scheduled to open in 1985, 
the new airport will have 
three runways. Its estimated 
construction cost is ¥2,000 
billion. A recent noteworthy 
development is a power 
generation plant driven by 
wave energy, trials of which 
are now under way. 
Man-made Islands 
In Kobe, the port island pro-
ject is proceeding rapidly. 
This island, covering 496 
ha., will have large quays 
capable of berthing 30 
container ships simul-
taneously. it will also serve 
as a port city, with a business 
center and a residential 
zone. Reclamation cost will 
total ¥210 billion, and 
steel requirement for the 
whole project 270,000 tons. 
On Tokyo Bay, a new 
steelmaking complex has 
been completed on a 550-
ha. man-made island. Con-
struction cost ¥800 billion 
and required 1.4 million 
tons of steel. The Kozai Club 
has recently worked out a 
far-seeing plan for a man-
made island built of steel 
where an industrial complex 
centering on a coal-fired 
power plant would be built. 
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6. ROLE OF STEEL STRUCTURES IN CONSTRUCTION 
The pattern of industrial materials consumption in Japan is shown 
in Table VI. 
Table VI. Item-wise consumption of industrial materials in Japan 
(Share of each material in the total) 
(Weight %) 
1955 1965 1975 
Wood 35.3 20.2 11.2 
Cement 28.9 30.3 30.3 
Steel 25.7 38.3 47.3 
Fib er 2.5 1.6 0.8 
Glass 0.9 0.7 0.7 
Plastic 0.3 1.5 2.4 
Copper 0.3 0.3 0.4 
Aluminum 0.2 0.4 0.7 
Other 5.9 6.7 6.2 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: Industrial Materials Research Institute 
While use of cement has remained almost constant at about 30%, steel 
usage rose from 25% to 47% over a 20-year period. Plastics and aluminum 
also show rapid growth rates, but the quantities used are still of modest 
size. Thus steel, despite its long history as an industrial material, even 
today continues its volume expansion. 
6-1. Reasons for Popularity of Steel Structures in Japan 
Among the reasons for the widespread use of steel structures in Japan 
are: improvement in steel manufacturing equipment and operating technology; 
development of numerous new products; improvement of fabrication and as-
sembly technologies to suit specific applications; and consolidation of 
design and construction guidelines. Another important factor is the fact 
that promotion of steel use has been actively conducted both inside and 
outside the steel industry. 
Moreover, Japan's geography and construction conditions have favored 
the spread of steel structures: 
* Japan is an earthquake-prone country having many volcanic regions. 
This demands earthquake-proof design. 
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* Japan is also visited seasonally by typhoons. Thus wind-resistant 
design is necessary. 
* Population and industry are concentrated in seaside areas with soft 
ground conditions, calling for corrosion protection and lightweight 
structures. 
* Demanding climatic conditions range from high temperature and humi-
dity in summer to severe winters in some districts. Thus corrosion 
prevention is not a problem of seaside areas alone, and heavy snow 
loads must be considered in building design. 
* A shortage of land and concentration of population in cities have 
led to much high-rise construction. 
* Japan is poor in resources and energy, necessitating large harbor 
and port facilities to handle a large volume of import goods and 
heightening the need for design and construction approaches that 
conserve both resources and energy. 
Japan has lagged behind in building up its infrastructure, making it 
necessary in recent years for the government to place great emphasis on 
public works. This may also have been a significant source of sustained 
construction demand. 
6-2. Concrete and Steel 
Concrete is a major industrial material comparable in importance to 
steel. Let us compare concrete and steel on the basis of recent advances 
in utilization technology. 
Until recently, concrete-making in Japan followed old-established 
practice. With the positive adoption of quality control methods and 
standardized operations, however, there have been significant improvements 
in concrete quality (see Table VII). 
Table VII. Concrete quality improvement 
High strength: 
Composite structure: 
Light weight: 
Durability: 
* Improvement of compression strength by develop-
ment of suitable mixing rate and autoclave curing 
* Fiber-reinforced concrete, plastic concrete, 
pre-stressed concrete 
* Mixing of light-weight aggregate 
* Prevention of gradual neutralization 
* Prevention of corrosion of RC bar caused by 
concrete cracking 
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For comparison, Table VIII lists major advantages claimed forconcrete 
and steel. 
Table VIII. Advantages claimed for concrete and steel 
Concrete 
* Rigid structure 
* Compression strength 
* Fire proofing and heat resistance 
* Noise prevention 
* Low material cost 
Steel 
* Flexible structure 
* Uniform quality 
* Tensile, bending and impact strength 
* Toughness 
* Ease of maintenance 
* Reduction of structural weight and 
sectional area 
* Less construction time 
Designers choose between concrete and steel in accordance with the 
intended uses of a structure. Recent trends indicate that concrete and 
steel are increasingly being used together -- as complementary, composite 
materials -- so that each offsets the deficiencies of the other. Reinforc-
ing bars, steel fibers and the like are used to compensateforthe weakness 
of concrete, while concrete lining is effective in preventing corrosion of 
steel. The two materials are also combined in steel-and-reinforced concrete 
structures (composite structures), composite beams for bridge construction, 
composite flooring for building construction and earthquake-resistant 
walls. In Japanese construction, concrete and steel are regarded as "friendly 
competitors." 
6-3. Examples of Steel Construction 
(1) Performance of steel and its application 
As stated earlier, the Japanese steel industry's intensive R&D efforts 
have produced a variety of new products and application technologies that 
either develop still further the inherent advantages of steel or offset its 
inherent disadvantages. Steelmakers have made extensive studies of building 
structures from design through construction, and of civil works projects. 
The result is a range of new products and application technologies to meet 
exactly the many requirements of the construction industry. 
The following are good examples of structures that make the most of 
steel's advantages. 
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* Large-scale structures: 
Long-span bridge, tall stack, tall power transmission tower, wide-
span building such as aircraft hanger, gymnasium and power station 
* Quake-resistant structures: 
Port and harbor facilities, high-rise building 
* Faster construction: 
Walled pipe pile foundation, large-block bridge erection, prefabri-
cated frame, grating 
* Weight reduction: 
Steel road-cover deck, corrugated pipe, bridge floor section, deck 
plate 
* Flexible structures: 
Steel fence, dolphin, guard rail 
Steel does have some drawbacks. A good many effective measures to 
offset these disadvantages are already in practical use, and R&D by the 
steel industry is adding to the means by which such drawbacks can be avoided. 
Among the outstanding techniques recently developed are: 
* Measures against corrosion: 
Coating and covering of steel, electrical corrosion protection, 
atmospheric corrosion-resistant steel 
* Measures against noise: 
Vibration-damping laminated sheet, noise-absorbent panel, soundproof 
pile driving, concrete-encased bridge girder 
* Measure against fire: 
Fireproof cladding 
(2) Steel building construction 
An important role of steel in building construction is to provide 
strength in the form of a steel frame. Also important is the application 
of steel in roofing, flooring and interior and exterior finishingmaterials 
that protect the building from the environment. Among the products developed 
to utilize steel's strength most effectively in construction are: 
* Steels tailored to specific needs: 
High-strength steels, atmospheric corrosion-resistant steels and 
steels having good weldability 
* Products of specialized section shape: 
Light-gauge shapes, wide-flange beams, pipe and box-shaped members 
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Development of such products and advances in utilization technology 
have considerably widened the range of choice for designers, to ensure the 
availability of suitable steel products for each construction application. 
There has also been progress in methods of joining steel members when 
assembling structural frames. Conventional bolts and rivets have been re-
placed by advanced welding techniques and high-tension bolts. Organtcc~ 
bination of steel products and advanced joining method have eacll contributed 
to further advance in the other,propellingthe spread of steel-frame con-
struction observed today. 
Wooden structures are traditional in Japan because of the country's 
geography and climate. If the market is analyzed by type of construction, 
however, steel construction shows a pronounced gain in market share. 
Table IX. Indexes of building construction by type of structures 
(in terms of floor space, construction started) 
Steel structure 
Steel-and-reinforced 
concrete structure 
Reinforced concrete 
structure 
Wood, other 
Total building construction 
1960 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Source: Ministry of Construction 
1965 
243 
210 
207 
136 
166 
1970 
773 
422 
406 
221 
334 
1975 
710 
364 
325 
239 
319 
1977 
738 
538 
397 
255 
356 
The emphasis on earthquake-proof design is understandable in aceuntry 
where quake-induced disasters have been frequent. In 1924 the world's 
first set of earthquake-proof building design codes were put into effect 
in Japan. Thisopened the way for the popularity of Japan's unique steel-
and-reinforced concrete construction approach. 
Structural design engineers weigh a great many factors before decid-
ing on type of structure to employ. Among them are: 
* Functional factors: 
Use, scale, dimensions, service life, fireproofing, heat insulation 
* Construction factors: 
Construction period, location, construction method, environmental 
regulations 
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* Economic factors: 
Construction cost, investment efficiency, economic conditions 
In practice, steel structures are most often chosen in Japan, except 
in the case of housing. The wide use of steel may be attributed to: 
* Steel's excellent toughness 
* Steel's suitability for prefabrication and rapid construction: ease 
or standardization, ease of quality control, dimensional accuracy 
and advances in joining methods 
* Variety of structural member types: flexibility in design 
*Steel industry support: development of steel utilizationtechnology 
and activities promoting use of steel 
Fig. VII shows the types of structures (other than wooden construc-
tion) by use in Japan today. 
Fig. VII. Building construction by type of structures (1976) 
Office Shop (it) Plant ($} Warehousefl Hospital 
~ Steel-and-reinforced concrete construction6°) r::::J Reinforced concrete construction €4) 
Source: Mintstry of Construction 
From cost considerations, buildings from 3 to 9 stories in height are 
predominantly of reinforced concrete construction. Hospitals and school 
buildings, too, are reinforced concrete structures in many cases for the 
sake of better sound insulation. For the rest, however, steel construction 
and steel-and-reinforced concrete construction are the leading choices. 
Several kinds of surface-treated steel sheets and products fabricated 
from them are available as finishing materials, used for roofs, floors, 
external walls and partitions. System buildings -- prefabricated frames 
and finishing materials supplied as a package -- have rapidly gained 
popularity in recent years. 
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(3) Recent topics in steel construction 
Some construction applications in which steel has replaced concrete, 
or concrete has replaced steel, are examined below. 
a) Bridges 
Judging from recent statistics, the growth rate of steel bridge con-
struction seems to have reached a ceiling. Prestressed concrete bridges, 
on the other hand, are on the rise -- due in large part to their lower 
maintenance cost and, especially in the case of railway bridges, lessened 
noise. As of April, 1975, bridges in Japan totaled 2,134 km in length, of 
which concrete bridges accounted for 52.2%, steel bridges for 35.9%. 
Table X. Indexes of concrete and steel bridge construction (1975=100) 
Concrete bridge* 
Road Railway 
1966 81 55 
67 79 78 
68 
- -
69 
- -
70 
- -
71 90 163 
72 120 104 
73 114 91 
74 102 85 
75 100 100 
76 110 126 
77 133 140 
78 145 175 
* Number of bridges constructed 
**Tonnage of bridges constructed 
Source: Ministry of Construction 
Steel bridge** 
Road Railway 
81 117 
82 199 
126 178 
101 148 
131 156 
164 147 
154 195 
134 228 
110 89 
lOO 100 
103 106 
122 107 
- -
Offsetting the disadvantages of steel bridges has been the target of 
much R&D by the steel industry, with good results. They include the appli-
cation of atmospheric corrosion-resistant steel to bridge construction, 
development of composite steel/concrete structures and other developments 
whereby steel and concrete offset the other's deficiencies. 
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Damage to concrete bridges during earthquakes that struck tbe north-
ern district of Japan in June 1978 also inclined designers toward steel 
for bridge construction. As for long-span bridges, steel is the only 
practical choice. Steel-bridge construction overall is expected to resume 
its expansion in the near future. 
b) Silos 
Some of the advantages gained by using steel in silo construction, 
and measures to offset its disadvantages, are listed in Table XI. 
Table XI. Advantages, and measures against disadvantages, of steel silo 
(Advantages) 
Light weight and economy: * Reduction of structural weight leads to 
lower construction cost (simplified founda-
tion work, savings in materials cost, con-
struction expenditure and construction term) 
Fabricability: 
Toughness: 
* More advantageous for construction on 
coastal, soft ground 
* Flexible design 
* Safety 
* Air tightness, water proofing 
* No cracking by earthquakes 
(Measures against disadvantages) 
Corrosion resistance: * Application of atmospheric corrosion-
Heat resistance: 
resistant steel, galvani.zed and coated steels 
* Double-wall heat insulation structure, 
zinc-rich painting 
Steel silos are increasing in Japan. As can be seen in Table XII, 
silos built of steel have in recent years surpassed those of concrete in 
terms of storage capacity. 
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Table XII. Construction of concrete and steel silos 
(1,000 tons storage capacity) 
Concrete Steel Concrete 
1966 105 42 1973 81 
67 311 61 74 49 
68 252 129 75 71 
69 332 128 76 99 
70 222 42 77 191 
71 239 153 78 220 
72 342 95 Source: Ministry of 
7. PROSPECTS 
Steel 
120 
105 
90 
119 
182 
198 
Construction 
The many design advantages of steel make it a highly versatile and 
effective material for the construction of a great variety of structures. 
Its position as a leading structural material will remain unshakable. 
Not much can be expected in the way of further growth in demand for 
steel, however, if steelmakers simply wait for the orders to come in. It 
is essential that the steel industry carries out a positive public relations 
campaign by preparing and disseminating useful information about the advan-
tages of choosing steel. Equally important, the industry must continue 
actively to probe new markets. Most future demand for steel structures is 
likely to be the result of the steel industry's own initiatives along these 
lines. 
7-1. Market Development Efforts 
The market development activities of the Japanese steel industry have 
been mentioned above. A summary of these activities, current or planned, 
is given below. 
In response to new market needs, first of all, the industry has at-
tempted to combine its best 'seed technology' into new and marketable 
products and processes. Such attempts are directed mainly toward improved 
production equipment and technology, so that steel products can be made at 
lower cost and with higher quality. But the industry's effort also extends 
to development of new steel utilization technology and construction method~ 
along with ingenious devices that make it easier for users to adopt steel 
products. Active promotion of steel use and distribution of steel informa-
tion are another part of the program. 
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Secondly, the industry has stepped up its effort to establish and 
maintain clo~e cooperative relations with other sectors of the economy. 
This includes not only the preparation of reference materials for useamong 
steelmakers, but also cooperation with other industries, One such activity 
is to propose appropriate construction projects and to help translate them 
into reality. 
Thirdly, the industry is moving into closer contact with steel users. 
The objective is two-way communication: to confirm the kinds of steel prod-
ucts and services users really need and to keep users informed about the 
status of seed technology through which the steel industry will provide 
for users' needs in the future. Substantial exchanges of information 
between users and steelmakers provide hints for new products and enable 
steelmakers to tailor their products and to devise utilization technology 
so as to fit users' needs more exactly, Oneresult of such exchanges is 
that the industry has already begun to manufacture some principal structural 
members to order. 
Finally, the industry is putting much emphasis on the training of 
qualified manpower. Internally, the steelmakers' own personnel training 
programs are expanding each company's total capability by improving skills 
at the individual level. Among these programs are IE (industrial engineer-
ing) and Jishu Kanri (voluntary improvement) activities, which help to 
create an open, stimulating atmosphere in the workplace, heighten individual 
motivation and group spirit, and increase workers' awareness of what is 
needed by the company and steel users. 
Externally, steelmakers hold lectures and seminars for distributors, 
who are then better able to use product information for the benefit of steel 
users. The industry also directs a vigorous "use steel" campaign to build-
ers, who seem sometimes reluctant to depart from traditional ways and mate-
rials. The goal is to give users a clear understanding of the full merits 
of choosing steel. Looking ahead, the industry also carries its promotion 
campaign to future architects and design engineers still at university. 
7-2. Promotion of Large-scale Construction Projects 
One effective means of promoting widespread use of steel structures is 
to propose innovative construction projects. Themost immediate effect of 
a large-scale project is a welcome increase in steel demand. Such projects 
may also present many technological problems to be faced and resolved. 
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In that way a large-scale construction project can lead to technological 
innovation, with benefits for the entire industrial world. 
The central theme of this meeting is "Construction: A Challenge for 
Steel." Today there are many areas that call for effort by the steel 
industry, either by sharing out the work within the industry itself or in 
cooperation with other industries. Some of these new challenges are: 
* Food: 
Ensuring adequate food for all is an urgent global problem involving 
infrastructure, distribution and storage for emergencies. 
*Energy: 
Finding alternate sources of energy is an obvious necessity. Energy 
conservation should go hand in hand wi'th studies of which new sources 
should be de'V'elopeu and to what degree, and iDipl..ent~iAlD of these 
studies. 
* Resources: 
Resources are finite, and technical ingenuity will be required to 
ensure that the most appropriate resourc:. is chosen for a given use, 
thereby achieving the most effective overall utilization of the 
resources that remain. 
* Land: 
Concerted effort is needed to achieve full utilization of Japan's 
limited land area and to realize the possibilities of offshore 
development. 
* Environment: 
Hand in hand with all these efforts must be the preservation of a 
livable environment. 
******* 
Low levels of public works and other infrastructure, together withthe 
peculiarities of Japan's geography and climate, have certainly assisted the 
spreading use of steel structures in the past. To encourage further expan-
sion of construction demand for steel, the Japanese steel industry is em-
phasizing new product development, joint promotion of large-scale construc-
tion projects and closer cooperation with other industries and with steel 
users themselves. As long as the steel industry continues its active ef-
forts for technological innovation as well as market development and pro-
motion, there is no doubt that the "Age of Steel" will continue into and 
through the 21st century. 
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THE ROLE AND FUTURE OUTLOOK OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION IN WESTERN EUROPE 
Summary 
P. METZ 
Administrateur-Directeur general, ARBED, Luxembourg 
The author begins by analysing the new competitive conditions in which the 
steel construction industry is operating. He describes the current situa-
tion in Europe as regards the fol !owing areas of steel construction : 
- industrial buildings and warehouses, 
- housing, 
- multi-storey buildings, 
-buildings for social, cultural and sport activities, 
-bridges and other civil engineering structures. 
The author then examines strategies to adopt in the future to make steel 
construction more competitive. His structural analysis offers solutions 
which ental I the reassignment of tasks and roles in the construction market. 
Nex~ his review of structural design aspects shows that a fresh approach 
is required to take account of the pressing need for efficient synthesis 
of al I current research and to encourage innovation generally, including, 
for example, a more extensive use of computers. 
Final iy, he surveys the problem of promoting steel where current regula-
tions, technical advice to users and the training of engineers are con-
cerned. 
The author concludes that the outlook for steel in construction wii I be 
improved only if creativity is enhanced at the levels of both production 
and construction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ever since steel was first made, it has been used in construction and has 
come to be regarded as an Indispensable material. In western Europe, the 
construction industry as a whole currently absorbs between 25 and 30% of 
all steel products and is therefore the main customer of the steel Industry. 
Steel became popular in construction as soon as it was possible to produce 
the beams and sections needed ~or the metal frameworks of large bridges 
and sheds on an Industrial scale. 
After the second world war, rapid developments took place in the manu-
facture and continuous forming of flat rolled steel, especially of coated 
flats, and it became clear that steel -which until then had been consider-
ed a framework material only- could also be employed as a completion and 
finishing material for construction elements. 
Favourab I e deve I opments continued to contribute to the success of stee I in 
construction for quite a long time with the result that steel was used in 
a great variety of different structures. Nowadays, however, we are forced 
to recognize that steel construction is faced with competition from other 
materials. 
2. CURRENT STATUS OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
The situation varies from one European country to another according to the 
type of building and structure considered. Generally speaking, it seems 
that steel construction is predominant In industrial buildings, that it 
is hardly used at all in the construction of dwellings, and that it is 
faced with fierce competition in the bridge bui ldlng sector. 
2.1 Industrial buildings and warehouses 
This market absorbs over half of al I traditional metal construction. 
For a long time the market changed I ittle and metal framework had no 
technical competitors. This is sti I I true today where traditional 
industrial buildings are concerned, even though some interest has 
been shown in concrete for this sector. 
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Steel construction is now faced with an entirely different situation, 
due to the trend towards smal I and medium-sized buildings and the con-
siderable technical progress made in the prefabrication of prestressed 
concrete and glu-lam elements. There has been a corresponding growth 
of interest by building firms in these latter products. 
The position of steel is sti I I quite strong of course where large 
storage buildings are concerned and where different technical proce-
dures provide a more rational solution. 
it is however questionable whether ful I use has been made of steel's 
potential in the construction of the smal I er type of standard, pre-
fabricated buildings for smal I and medium-sized industry. Indeed, 
constructors of industrial buildings must be seen by users to satisfy 
their ever-increasing requirements where faci I ities connected with the 
building as a whole are concerned. 
2.2 Housing 
Steel construction is relatively uncommon in this sector as customers 
prefer traditional architecture. 
Many attempts have been made to promote the use of steel in industrial-
ized construction but they have come up against al I kinds of diffi-
culties, namely : 
- the traditional and individual tastes of users, 
-the unsuitable organization of the building trade, 
-the building and public works regulations which have not yet 
adapted to this new type of construction. 
At the moment, it seems that the future of steel in industrialized 
housing construction depends on developments in steel-based components 
and on the technical and economic preformance of such components. 
2.3 Multi-storey buildings 
Between 1955 and 1975, roughly, metal frameworks made a successful 
impact where the construction of some multi-storey buildings such as 
offices, schools, universities and hospitals was concerned. 
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A steel framework offers a whole range of advantages which do not al-
ways seem to have been fully exploited by planners. When the cost of 
the various competing options are compared, are all the factors which 
influence the erection and use of a structure taken Into consideration? 
We may I ist the following advantages : 
-additional income. If using steel permits the work to be completed 
more quickly, return on investment Is accelerated; 
- the optimum ratio of useful area to the overal I site area which can 
be achie.ed using steel; 
- floors made of a mixture of steel and concrete are not so thick and 
permit more use to be made of the height available; 
-the building can be easily adapted to take account of changes In 
purpose or layout; 
-use can sti I I be made of the building while extensions or Improvements 
are being carried out, and finally, 
- a steel framework can be dismantled easily In the event of relocation 
or demolition. 
Comparisons of this kind help to prove that metal construction Is 
truly competitive. Nor should we forget the advantages of composite 
structures combining steel and concrete, which should become of greater 
~nterest ~o architects. 
Although metal frameworks have proved their worth in high-rise blocks, 
there has been a reduction in the number of such buildings. In some 
countries they are opposed In the name of the environment. 
2.4 Buildings for social, cultural and sport activities 
Considering the similar character of the purposes to which such public 
buildings are put, steel is not used in construction as widely as one 
might expect in al I countries. 
When steel has been used, it is most often found In I ightweight, 
standardized buildings of turnkey construction of the type also 
offered by competitors using concrete and glu-lam. 
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2.5 Bridges and other civil structures 
For bridges with a span of more than 500 metres, steel alone is used. 
Bridges with a span of between 100 and 500 metres employ either steel 
or prestressed concrete. lt would however be incorrect to assume that 
steel is losing its competitive edge In this latter sector. Thorough 
and objective comparisons of all the relevant factors need to be made 
before steel Is rejected as a viable solution. 
In many cases too, a mixture of steel and concrete Is chosen for 
construction in order to benefit from the advantages of both. Railway 
bridges, for which a variety of options Is available, are a case In 
point. 
Steel Is not often used In the construction of small and medium-sized 
bridges (less than 100 m span). Attempts to erect bridges using steel 
modules In combination with a concrete slab which are assembled on 
the site have not been as successful as was expected. They do however 
provide an opportunity to reintroduce the use of steel Into this rela-
tively Important sector. 
Such solutions may also be considered when laying out new sections of 
railway and when modernizing the many bridges built in the last century. 
3. WHAT IS THE OUTLOOK FOR STEEL CONSTRUCTION? - STRATEGIES AND CHOICES 
FOR THE FUTURE 
This brief survey of the main markets for steel construction has revealed· 
a number of weak points. Our next task is to analyse the situation while 
taking due account of changes in market outlets, of our competitors In 
the field at the present time, and of changes in the construction industry. 
Indeed, if one of our market outlets is weakened- not to say threatened-
this must inspire us to renewed efforts and Imaginative thinking to ensure 
that the use of steel products In construction is extended. 
An initial attempt has been made with the launching of a comparative 
study on metal construction throughout the world. 
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The proposal for this study came from the European steel Industry and is 
unter the supervision of the Steel Information Centres and the European 
Commission. 
We can only define the strategies we need to adopt if we bear in mind the 
requirements of users and the ful I potential of steel to meet these re-
quirements. 
The fol lowlng three areas should have priority : 
- the structure of the market and the way it can be approached, 
- factors of structural design, 
- information and promotion programmes. 
3.1 Structure of the market and approaches to it 
The traditional function of metal construction was above al I to pro-
vide frameworks and for a long time steel had no technical competitors 
in this field. 
The framework only accounts for a relatively smal I fraction of the 
total cost of a structure, however, except in the case of industrial 
buildings and steel bridges. For this reason metal framework con-
structors are generally confined to the role of subcontractor. 
This state of affairs places metal construction in a precarious 
situation which is further aggravated by advances made in the technical 
capacities and competitivity of concrete and by the trend towards 
turnkey construction, which mainly benefits general contractors with 
the necessary expertise at their disposal to carry out al I the works 
involved. 
lt Is apparent therefore that the role of steel in construction can 
only be maintained or developed further if new approaches to the 
market are adopted. Changes wil I have to be made from the technical 
point of view and on the marketing and sales promotion side. 
Let us consider the people traditionally associated with this market 
and examine whether our future task should not be to reassign some of 
the tasks performed. The design and manufacture of components and 
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modules, for example, could be the responsibll ity of indsutrlal ists 
and manufacturers, while the marketing of structures In their entirety, 
erecting the structures and coordinating work could be entrusted to 
specialized general contractors. Members of these groups would be 
recruited and trained by manufacturers and would act as their agents. 
Another possibility would be for metal constructors themselves to take 
on the role of general contractor. 
Such a venture would be even more successful If close and durable 
relationships could be formed between individual metal constructors 
and clvi I engineering firms. 
General contractors wi I I continue to play a major role in the building 
industry. Their energy, their authority and their experience of turn-
key construction, together with the trend towards composite methods, 
can al I contribute In promoting a new relationship with experts in 
the steel industry. 
The steel makers and the manufacturers of metal frameworks for buil-
dings must find ways to collaborate more closely in the I ight of tech-
nical and structural developments in the construction industry generally. 
While it is incontestable that concrete, thanks to steel, has made such 
great progress that it rivals a steel framework, nevertheless steel's 
unique features give it significant technical and economic advantages. 
We must therefore explore every possible opportunity for further ex-
pansion and seek out highly qualified partners to help us promote 
steel. 
3.2 Structural design factors 
As steel construction is faced with keen competition, careful research 
needs to be carried out into structural design and the rational use 
of steel. 
- First of al I, it is to be hoped that ful I use can at last be made 
of computers when analysing al I types of structures. When studying 
plans for structures, greater use should be made of the analysis 
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of finished components In order to take ful I advantage of the pro-
perties of steel. In particular, greater advantage could be taken 
of the extra margin of strength of any steel construction, which 
Is a result of steel's ducti llty I imit, one of its salient featores. 
-The use of a computer also makes for spectacular Improvements in 
general and final design.s. From now on, computer-assisted design 
techniques should be used for frameworks, boiler making and mecha-
nical engineering. In order to make the most of this new technique, 
it is also necessary to feed Into the computer directly usable data 
on the characteristics of steel sections. 
All these innovations are preparing the way for integrated data 
processing. The principle of such systems is that the initial 
parameters entered at the beginning are retained throughout the 
process of construction. In this way, there is much less scope 
for human error during the successive stages of design, structural 
analysis, execution of drawings, manufacture and construction. 
- Special efforts need to be made to col late the findings of the 
research which is being carried out throughout Europe and the world. 
For what use is al I this mental effort unless competent and ener-
getic people collect, test and sort research results in order to 
present the relevant facts in a practical way to steel users? 
Here again, there is a need to make such computer programs marketable 
in order to obtain the best possible return on research which has 
sometimes been financed with great difficulty. 
Innovation is of the utmost importance and we must learn to welcome 
it and not to discourage it, no matter what the source or its degree 
of development. Innovations must be encouraged, analysed and 
developed before they can be critically examined. What is more, 
it is really only through such encouragement that marketable patents 
can be produced. 
In this context, we may mention the use of steel for partitions 
and finishing elements, the standardization of construction elements, 
the development of construction techniques using compatible components, 
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standardized modules, stream! lnlng of types of sections and, finally, 
simplification of the manufacturing and erection process. 
Particular attention needs to be given to composite construction, 
where steel can be combined with any other complementary material, 
the aim being to make optimum use of the properties of each material. 
Combining materials can reap benefits not only from the point of 
view of structural dependability but also where thermal insulation, 
fireproofing and steel corrosion are concerned. 
The outcome of the courses of action outl lned above would be to give 
steel construction a better competitive edge and would also have a 
direct impact on the design of structures, leading to changes in their 
form and their appearance. 
3.3 Information and promotion campaigns 
Generally speaking, people involved in construction are not suffi-
ciently aware of steel's potential and important assets. As a result, 
steel's Image is often adversely affected. 
lt is therefore vital to continue with information, demonstration and 
training activitle~ Anumber of different campaigns must be pursued 
and stepped up. These focus mainly on the following areas : 
The regulations vary in their degree of severity regarding conditions 
for the use of steel; they therefore inhibit, and even penalize steel 
when the requirements are excessively strict. 
In other cases, it Is not so rr1uch a question of regulations as of 
certain traditions which allow no room for new techniques. 
If we wish to replace excessive regulations with more realistic 
recommendations, if we wish to maintain the same requirements for 
competing materials, we must campaign strenuously to get more accurate 
information across to the authorities who draw up regulations and 
those responsible for pub I ic works contracts. 
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Such steps are particularly necessary where fire protection and 
corrosion are concerned, as more accurate information would help to 
eliminate certain prejudices. 
The time has come to insist on the completion of procedures which 
wi 11 lead to a harmonization of regulations and codes of practice 
throughout Europe. Community legislation could clarify the conditions 
of entry to the European market while at the same time simplifying 
planning procedures for steel constructions. 
3.3.2 Technical information and advice to users 
-----------------------------------------
Progressive industries concern themselves with solving their cl lent's 
problems, do the necessary research to find competitive solutions, 
inform their customers of the possibil !ties offered by the results 
of such research, and assist in putting them into practice. 
To what extent - and with what degree of success - can we say that 
industrialists involved in producing and processing steel have ac-
quired the necessary resources and thrust to rise to the challenge 
of competition from other materials? 
We need to develop a strategy which involves our entire profession, 
by pooling the initiatives of individual companies, of the Steel 
Information Centres, of metal construction professional associations 
and of research centres and with the support of the Community author-
ities. 
Professional hierarchies, and the customs and traditions of the 
construction trades in Europe have led to a situation where In many 
architecture and engineering courses instruction in the use of steel 
comes a very poor second to instruction in the use of concrete. 
This situation bodes i I I for the future, as students who have been 
thought that concrete is best wi I I naturally be conditioned into using 
it and wil I reject steel out of ignorance. 
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lt is therefore crucial to pursue campaigns already under way to devise 
other solutions for fi 11 ing the gaps in students' knowledge. The trade 
associations of builders and steel manufacturers should provide adequate 
information to teaching staff which wil I enable them to improve their 
courses on steel and its use in metal construction. 
Such courses should not only include structural analysis but should 
survey al I aspects of construction problems, including those encoun-
tered in turnkey construction. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
There are fundamental reasons for believing that steel can compete. Steel 
construction has proved its capabil itles technologically, but competition 
forces it continually to improve on its achievements and to keep pace with 
market trends. From now on the race wil I depend not only on the materials 
themselves, which are constantly evolving, but also on the capabi I !ties and 
aptitudes of the firms involved. 
There is a great deal at stake. Only a coherent strategy, adopted by a 
consensus of the entire profession and by each individual firm wil I tip 
the scales in favour of steel construction. 
Summary 
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STEEL IN THE MIDDLE EAST - A CHALLENGE 
A. KINGMA 
Commercial Manager - Hol landse Constructie Groep 
International Contracting Sector, Lelden - The Netherlands 
The explosion In the Middle East construction market has also affected the 
steel construction market. This paper reports on where construction Is 
taking place, how much of this Is in steel and also who Is awarding the 
contracts. In recent years the West European steek industry's strong posi-
tion has been under strong attack. The problem Is how to counter this. 
lt appears that there are opportunities for steel construction and for the 
West European steel construction industry. Individual undertakings must 
take a number of steps themselves. Other measures wil I have to be taken 
jointly, e.g. as regards Innovation and promotion. Governement authorities 
could also do more to encourage exports. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ten years ago or more it is unlikely that this subject would have been on 
the agenda of a steel congress. Its Inclusion now Is not due to any new 
developments In steelmak!ng or steel construction, but to an enormous 
change in the world construction market. The market has changed because 
of the steep rise In oil prices and thus In the revenues of a number of 
Middle Eastern countries, which has led to an explosion In building. And 
this has happened precisely In an area where there was no local bui ldlng 
capacity. 
However, not all the countries which comprise the Middle East enjoy high 
oil revenues. They evidence great differences In Incomes, the needs of 
the population density and the political situation. 
The need to acquire a better knowledge of the market in the Middle East 
and the prospects of Introducing our materials into this market, constitute 
a challenge to steel construction and to the West European steel construc-
tion Industry. 
2.1 GEOGRAPHICAL DEFINITION 
In this paper the Middle East means the countries around the Arabian Gulf, 
those around the Red Sea and those which form the Eastern shores of the 
Mediterranean. Sometimes the countries forming the southern shores of the 
Mediterranean are also regarded as part of the Middle East because of their 
I inks with the Islamic world. In view of the nature of this paper we shal I 
also include these countries In the Middle East. 
2.2 MARKET SECTORS 
The construction market, including the steel construction market, cannot 
be divided into geographical areas. The market in a given country depends 
to a much greater extent on the country's oil revenues and the size of its 
population. Countries with small populations utilize their oil revenues 
differently from countries with large populations. This gives us four 
different groups of countries. 
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Firstly, the countries with large oi I revenues and a smal I population. 
These countries Invest their revenues in high-cost projects which require 
only smal I workforces to keep them operational. These Investments are 
funded out of ol I revenues by the government authorities concer~ed. Saudi 
Arabia Is the main country to invest In this way, carrying one or two other 
Gulf states with it. These large industrial Investments are often located 
In centres wchich are almost completely new, such as Jubai I and Yanbu In 
Saudi Arabia, Mina Jebel AI I and Ruwais in the United Arab Emirates, and 
Raslanuf and Misurata in Libya. 
To complete these projects much work had to be done to create an infra-
structure, i.e. roads, airports, seaports, new residential areas, office 
accomodatlon and hotels. In Saudi Arabia this preparatory phase is prac-
tically complete. There are practically no more delays in the ports. The 
residential accomodation, offices and hotels are hard to fi I I. 
Saudi Arabia's third five-year plan also includes the construction of large 
industries and community faci I ities such as schools, universities, hospitals, 
government bul ldings etc. Great efforts are being made to encourage smal I 
industries by offering subsidies, tax concessions, favoured treatment In 
the awarding of contracts and other measures. 
The second category of countries comprises those with large oi I revenues 
and large populations. These countries are less interested In large-scale 
projects and spend more on the needs of their own people, i.e. roads, power 
stations, residential accomodation etc. This category includes Algeria, 
Iran and Iraq. 
Unlike the countries in the first category, these countries do not have a 
large foreign workforce, but materials are certainly obtained from overseas. 
A third group of countries, with practically no oil revenues but with one 
or two other sources of income, have the greatest difficulty in funding 
larger capital projects. These are therefore confined to the most essential 
infrastructure projects such as roads, power stations and port improvements. 
In Egypt, Jordan, Morocco and Turkey help is given by governments and 
overseas aid is obtained in the form of credits, loans under favourable 
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conditions and grants in aid to establIsh smal I Industries and take 
measures In the agricultural processing sector. 
Lastly, Ethiopia, Soma I la and the Sudan form a group of countries with 
persistent balance of payments deficit. These countries are completely 
dependent on overseas aid to finance and complete a smal I number of projects, 
mainly port improvements, road construction, irrigation systems and similar 
works. 
3. POLITICAL INFLUENCES 
When lt comes to market research, the financial situation of a country Is 
not the only consideration. The past few years have shown that the pol ltl-
cal situation is also a most Important factor. Changes In the political 
power structure can have a great effect on government pol Icy and conse-
quently in investment. I shal I confine myself to a brief review of recent 
years, and gladly leave future prospects to the special lsts In this field. 
The changes in the power structure In Iran have caused an abrupt decl !ne 
in investment and even a complete standstl I I on a number of current pro-
jects. This has had serious consequences for overseas undertakings, and 
has demonstrated the importance of Insuring against pol ltlcal risks. 
The policy pursued by Egypt has al I owed this country to start to think 
about development, fol towing several years of vast spending on defence. 
This has produced a cautious polIcy of Investment In Industrial and agri-
cultural processing projects, construction of power stations and port 
Improvements. Oil companies are beginning to take more Interest In Egypt. 
New prospects are opening for the tourist Industry. 
Next comes Libya, a country without direct experience of sudden changes, 
and which has a cautious polIcy as regards Its foreign business relation-
ships. There Is some capital expenditure on fairly large-scale projects. 
The country Is rich because of Its ol I revenues and tfue population Is 
smal I. The country Is therefore very dependent on overseas undertakings 
for construction and project operation. However, fear of excess foreign 
Influence has produced a policy of strict control. lt Is always difficult 
to obtain official approval for phases of a project, and this often mll l-
tates against the rapid and economical completion. 
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4.1 CONTRACTS IN THE CONSTRUCTION MARKET 
In most cowntries the major projects In the construction sector are initi-
ated and the contract let by the government. In most of these cases the 
contracts are awarded by a number of ministries in conjunction with a num-
ber of bodies set up by the governement; in Saudi Arabia, for example, 
the Ports Authorities, the Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu, the US 
Army Corps of Engineers, acting on behalf of the Ministry of Defense and 
Aviation, and the Saudi Basic Industries Corp. (SABICl. 
The contracts for many projects are let by national oil companies which 
control completely, or nearly completely, various industrial companies, 
e.g. Adnoc, in the United Arab Emirates, Q.G.P.C. (Qatar General Petroleum 
Corporation) in Qatar, Aramco and Petromin in Saudi Arabia, Sonatrach in 
Algeria and E.G.P.C. (Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation) In Egypt. 
In some countries there are a number of organizations to help the medium-
sized and small industries in the initial stages. Saudi Arabia and Egypt 
have organized this particularly wel I. These bodies usually operate in a 
consultative capacity, but sometimes they also let contracts for projects 
themselves. In Saudi Arabia the Saudi Industrial Development Fund (S.I.D.F.l 
and the Industrial Studies and Development Centre (I.S.D.C.l operate in 
this way. In Egypt there is the General Authority for lnvestmenets and 
Free Zones and the General Organization for Industrialization. Under· 
Egypt's open-door policy these organizations are responsible for invest-
ment guidance, arranging faci I ities, etc. In addition, there are a number 
of sectoral organizations which are responsible for developing industry, 
the agricultural sector, the cotton industry, bakeries, etc. In some cases 
the bodies for developing the medium-sized and small industries award 
contracts themselves, in others they merely provide assistance and faci 1-
ities for investment in this sector, which is becoming a potential market 
for steel construction. 
4.2 CONTRACTS IN THE STEEL CONSTRUCTION MARKET 
Most construction projects or part-projects which become part of the 
steel construction market do so in a somewhat roundabout way. A steel 
construction is not a self-contained project. Steel construction 
modules in the form of load-bearing structures or fa~ade 
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units, roof membres, sl to plant, greenhouses, prefabricated dwel I lngs, etc. 
are supplied by specialist undertakings and Incorporated into a larger 
project, large production units or a but ldlng project. 
Sometimes the authority awarding the contract ls in a position to determine 
the amount of steel ln a project and offer a separate contract for tt. In 
the less Industrial !zed countries, such as those in the Middle East, the 
countries with construction Industries which have not yet achieved stabil-
ity, this practtae of awarding separate contracts ls not very usual. 
Usually the steel ls a sub-lot of the whole project and ls subcontracted. 
In this case steel construction firms look for contracts from the large 
processing industries and the industries which are concerned with producing 
energy, desal !nation and communications. Customers of this group are mainly 
situated in Japan, the United States and Western Europe, and often order 
their steel construction requirements ln their own country, and from steel 
processing undertakings which they own themselves. 
A further large group of customers is the building industry. Unum quid 
contracts are often awarded for such projects as ports, airports, roads, 
bridges, and buildings, which often use large quantities of steel. Each 
main contractor obtains quotations in turn for the steel items from steel 
processing undertakings. The competition for this kind of project Is very 
severe, and often there is a further round of tendering for the steel items 
after the main contract has been awarded. If the quantity of steel required 
for the project warrants it, sometimes a joint venture association or 
consortium is formed. 
A third group of customers is formed by medium-sized and small industry. 
These industries often need some load-bearing structure or a roof over 
their heads. The preparatory work for these projects is often lengthy and 
detailed. In many cases, once the money for the expenditure is released 
construction must be completed quickly so that production can start as 
soon as possible. Cheep standard structures are usually the answer in 
these cases, of which steel offers a wide range. Often price is not the 
only consideration, and factors such as communications, prompt execution 
of orders, shipping dates etc. are also important. 
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5. THE WEST EUROPEAN STEEL PROCESSING INDUSTRY 
The West European steel processing Industry Is the oldest In the world and 
therefore has the greatest experience, beginning with bridge building when 
the railways were being developed and the construction of Industrial prem-
Ises for the new Industries In the last century. In the United States the 
development was more or less parallel. Japan followed. Tower buildings and 
steel frameworks for them developed mainly In America In the closing years 
of last century. Europe built high-rise buildings In concrete, and after 
the second world war high-rise buildings In Japan were constructed of steel 
because of the danger of earthquakes. The United States produced Its own 
requirements and exported little. Western Europe, was committed to exports, 
since the markets In the individual countries were often too smal I, and 
did much building abroad. For a number of years the Japanese construction 
market was strictly confined to that country. When the market for steel 
construction In the Middle East developed Western Europe had a lead, with 
Its technical and financial experience and also Its business experience. 
In many cases business relations were good and of long standing. 
More recently this situation has changed In one respect. Japan has de-
veloped a keen Interest In the Middle East, because of Its needs for oil 
and for security of oil suppl les, and also because lt needs to export not 
only watches and motor cars but also construction projects, and particu-
larly steel construction. This has produced stiff competition from Japan 
in the Middle East, particularly on projects for the major process indus-
tries. While this market Is stll I open to Western Europe, the Japanese 
Sogo Shosha system- anal 1-ln package- offers the customer very consider-
able advantages. This Is particularly true when the deal Includes not 
only design and del lvery but also finance, operation and management. 
For projects In the second group, where subcontracts are awarded, compe-
tition is simply a matter of quoting the lowest price for an Identical 
product. The product required is usually fairly wel !-defined and requires 
I ittle design work, and the undertaking with the lowest wage costs stands 
the best chance. At the beginning of the construction boom the large con-
struction contractors mainly came from Western Europe, fa I I ing back on 
their establ !shed contacts for subcontractors, which themselves were mainly 
in Western Europe. Competition among building contractors has become much 
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fiercer, undertakings outside Western Europe are Improving considerably. 
The fast growing number of construction contractors from the Far East are 
no longer tied In any way to Western Europe. This means that Western 
Europe now faces competition from the Far Eastern countries such as Japan 
In the first Instance, but also from Korea, Malaysia, the Phi I lpplnes and 
Taiwan. 
The situation regarding the third group, medium-sized and small Industry, 
Is much more favourable. Very often turnkey construction Is required for 
these projects, Including processing know-how, process equipment and 
construction of the main and ancll lary structures. Western Europe stll I 
has a good market share In this sector. Better mutual communications are 
such an advantage In these projects that West European undertakings are 
In a favourable position. 
The situation facing the West European steel processing industry Is not 
simple, particularly when seen againstthe background of reduced activity 
In the domestic market. The need to find and keep other markets Is there-
fore al I the greater. The chat lenge is to find ways of holding on to the 
Middle East market and to expand it as far as possible. 
6. TECHNICAL OUTLETS FOR STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
Steel offers many possibi llties. Naturally there are many pros and cons 
in using steel. However, the question is whether the various advantages 
and disadvantages each carry the same weight in the Middle East as in the 
domestic market of Western Europe. 
6.1 LABOUR MARKET 
One of the main considerations Is the labour market. A number of Middle 
Eastern countries have I lttle or no indigenous labour force. These countries 
have no choice but bring in labour from overseas. In some countries this 
has been done to such an extent that it has caused problems. At present 
In Saudi Arabia, which has a total population of approximately 5.5 
million, there are 1.6 million foreigners. In the smaller Gulf states 
there are more foreigners than nationals. In these countries steel 
construction, In the form of prefabricated structures, offers considerable 
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advantages since the work on the site can be done by a much smaller labour 
force. For example, a steel frame building can require fewer workmen (by 
a factor of 4- 6) than a concrete building. 
When this kind of building is clad with precast units, the floors con-
structed of steel plate and concrete, and prefabricated cei I ing panels 
used, etc, the workforce on the site can be drastically reduced. 
Intensive prefabrication allows modular construction in the offshore 
industries. This is an advantage for quite different reasons, viz the 
severely restricted site area and the short assembly times avai I able. 
The construction of industrial complexes in the form of compact transportable 
units is particularly suited to the large industrial cities in the Middle 
East, which are al I adjacent to good seaports. ConstructioA time is I imited 
to a minimum and the installation can be completed with a very smal I work-
force. Besides the saving in manpower, there are further advantages in the 
form of lower expenditure on temporary working accomodation on the site, 
less expense on time spent waiting for supplies, and a smoother commissioning 
phase. However, it is essential that the decision to use this building method 
should be taken at an early stage. 
6.2 TRAINING 
Another consideration is the quality of the labour force. AI I the components 
of a steel structure are prepared in advance. A few people who are familiar 
with the system of marking components, assembly work and measuring, and who 
wi I I mainly work as supervisors, are adequate to direct untrained workers 
in erecting a structure. it cannot go wrong, as it were. The I ikel !hood of 
untrained personnel affecting the final quality of the structure is prac-
tically negl iglble. This is not the case with concrete, which is prepared 
and placed on site, and which cal Is for some care, and workmen who can 
follow detailed instructions. Heat, language problems and working methods 
also affect the final product. And demo! ishing concrete is expensive and 
time-consuming. 
6.3 BUILDING SITE 
In urban areas building sites are often very restricted. Often there is no 
cement works, so that sand, gravel and cement must be stored on the site. 
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Sometimes half of the road is used as storage space, In many cases for 
long periods. In the hot and windy conditions which are most usual every-
thing in the area becomes covered with dust and there are frequent traffic 
jams. A steel structure causes far less inconvenience and for a much shorter 
time. 
Some towns solve their traffic problems by accepting an aggravation of the 
problem over a period. A bridge, viaduct or fly-over is needed to absorb 
Increasing traffic densities. These 3re often constructed of concrete 
which is poured in situ. There are many examples of traffic disruption 
which has lasted for years because the proposal which was accepted appeared 
to be somewhat cheaper. Even In Europe a traffic jam is not very pleasant, 
certainly not In summer when one is surrounded by persplringtravel lers, 
exhaust gases and cars which stal I. In the Middle East it is usually some-
what hotter and the cars of somewhat poorer quality. Even though the local 
population is less sensitive to these inconveniences than we aren it is 
possible that this state of affairs may also change. 
Building these structures in steel can reduce disruption and costs which 
are not directly related to the construction, because of the greatly re-
duced construction time and the much smal I er storage areas at the construc-
tion site. 
6.4 QUALITY 
Another consideration which gives steel an advantage is that of qual lty. 
The basic material is prepared under the most favourable conditions and is 
constantly checked in the laboratory. In general processing is subjected to 
good quality control. Material is checked for dimensions, and the welding 
and paintwork are inspected. Quality does not come into on-site assembly 
under supervision. AI I these factors represent disadvantages for concrete. 
The ingredients of concrete are not always of the same qual lty, the gravel 
comes from different sources, as does the sand. The water used must be of 
good quality. Not every building site has a good concrete laboratory. 
Concrete must be placed under favourable conditions and is very sensitive 
to temperatures and water. Good quality concrete can be made only by a 
ski I led workforce under expert supervision. 
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lt also happens that concrete which was of good qual lty Initially appears 
less good at a later stage. lt is a recognized fact that in a certain area 
the reinforcement will rust after a number of years because the sand con-
tains too much residual salt. The effect of the climate should not be under-
estimated either. The coastl lne along the Arabian Gulf has a very corrosive 
climate, with high humidity and severe changes in temperature over a 24-
hour period. lt Is known that steel must be painted well to withstand these 
conditions, and in fact this Is done. However, it is still not usual to 
paint concrete, and certainly not In that part of the world, with the 
inevitable consequences. 
6.5 RE-USE 
Another consideration which In the Middle East is possibly at least as 
Important as In Western Europe is the re-use of material. In countries 
which are expanding rapidly it Is inevitable that notal I the plans are 
right first time. A change of plan, a course of development that has not 
been anticipated - there are more reasons for discontinuing projects there 
than in Western Europe. In Western Europe we are glad to make use of the 
fact that a steel structure can be dismantled and reconstructed. Steel 
is used not only for temporary steel bridges for traffic diversions, of 
which there are some good examples, but also for permanent structures. 
A very well known example is the replacement and reconstruction of the 
Moerdljk Bridge in the Netherlands. Even factories can be transported 
wholesale. 
lt is worth considering the possibility of re-using the Bahrain Causeway 
if it is decided to construct it in steel. The steel deck could be used 
for any bridge. The box girders, si lghtly adapted, could be used for a 
number of bridges. The residual value of 120 000 tonnes of steel, valued 
at$ 1 000/tonne, Is$ 120 mll I ion. This is a significant factor in 
evaluating a tender of this kind. 
7. FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
7.1 OVERSEAS AID 
Practically al I the Middle East countries have to import steel from overseas. 
This means that payment must be In foreign currency. For the richer countries 
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this is no problem. For countries with persltent deficits it Is naturally 
an Immense barrier to the use of steel for construction. However, it Is 
noteworthy that a country which is one of the so-called developing countries 
finds it easier to obtain financial assistance for a project which requires 
supplies from overseas than for one which does not. When a country provides 
aid obviously it Is also thinking of Its own industry. This provides quite 
a few opportunities for exporting steel structures, and it Is certain that 
more use could be made of them. 
7.2 TRENDS IN RAW MATERIAL PRICES 
The difference between the raw material costs for steel and concrete Is an 
Important crlterionwhen deciding whether to construct In steel. Factors 
influencing the price of steel are the winning costs for ore and coal, the 
investment expenditure required for processing these, the processing it-
self and wages. lt must be remembered that al I these costs are rising. 
Wages are probably rising most steeply, while processing costs can possibly 
be kept down reasonably wel I be Improving the bulk transport of coal and 
ore. 
Factors influencing the price of concrete are the cost of cement, winning 
and movement of sand and gravel, the quantities involved and wages. In-
creased wage costs are also pushing up the price of cement, but the main 
factors are the cost of winning and moving sand and gravel. Lorries are 
almost the only possible means for the bulk transport of sand and gravel. 
These costs are largely determined by wage and fuel costs, in this case 
oi I. it is not impossible that raw material costs are increasing si lghtly 
faster for concrete than for steel. 
7.3 PROCESSING COSTS 
The costs of processing steel for steel construction components are governed 
by general overheads for investment and management and also by wage costs. 
There Is sti 11 room for investment to Increase productivity In individual 
enterprises, e.g. by providing dri I I ing machines, improving shearing and 
welding equipment, improving internal transport, standardisation etc. Wage 
costs in Western Europe are high, even higher than in North America, much 
higher than in the Middle East and approximately the same as in Japan. 
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Process.lng costs for concrete mainly arise on the site. In countries with 
few I aboor resources, the Gu If states, use is made of so-ea I I ed "cheap 
labour" from abroad, under the day-to-day management of West Europeans 
or management recruited to some extent from the countries which provide 
the labour. In countries with greater labour resources the level of In-
comes is much lower, e.g. In Egypt and Turkey. Even though wage costs for 
making concrete wil I rise, concrete construction wi I I stll I retain a great 
advantage in this respect. 
it is certain that processing steel on site, in the same way as concrete, 
wl I I never be attractive. This work stl I I belongs in the steelworks. 
However, in steel construction it is quite possible to transfer some of 
the production process to low-wage areas, as in the case of other industries. 
The Investment required need not be particularly great, compared with that 
required for the motor car or textile industry. it is possible that 
training and management require more attention than in highly automated 
industries. Design, construction and procurement can be carried out by 
the undertaking's own management In the parent country. 
8. ORGANIZATION 
In the steel construction Industry production centres are spread over the 
regions and tied to their area. it is practically impossible to bring them 
together. The formation of large companies with centralized offices is not 
always an attnactive proposition. Steel construction is easier with good 
cooperation betweeh individual units, a group of different production 
centres or diverse undertakings in association. 
The great variety in Western Europe Is difficult to rationalize, however, 
because of the differences from one country to another in language, legis-
lation, export regulations etc. it is practically impossible to set up 
closely knit and strong export organizations such as exist in Japan. 
More effort could be made to urldertake joint economic curveys. In the 
technical sphere joint research is now firmly established, and incorporates 
scientific training and the use of laboratories. As the economic factors 
become more important than the technical factors emphasis wi 11 inevitably 
move away from research activities. 
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Another factor which must be noted is the great variety of technical 
standards in Western Europe. AI I the standards are excel lent In themselves, 
but they differ from each other. The technical advisory bureau lays down 
which standards must be appl led for a particular project. In most cases 
the country of the bureau can be deduced from this information. However, 
the purpose of the continued existence of differing standards can hardly be 
to ensure preferential treatment for industries in particular countries. 
In addition there Is the danger that the European position wil I be weakened. 
Why should a customer go into the pros and cons of English, French or German 
standards? He lets the American standards be specified in the knowledge 
that Japan follows them for al I practical purposes, and this solves al I 
his problems. European industry is left with the problems and its competitive 
situation is weakened. 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
If the West European steel construction industry wants to continue to ex-
port and retain a presence in the Middle East a number of steps must be 
taken. 
Firstly individual undertakings must reduce their costs by improving 
productivity and reducing overheads. Their sales organizations must also 
be improved in order to secure those contracts which are more difficult to 
win. Left to themselves they wil I find that in many cases this is no longer 
possible. However, by making a joint effort, and with help from the steel 
producing industry and the governments concerned, the position can be im-
proved. Joint innovation, sales drives and measures to encourage exports 
are urgently needed. 
There are a few measures which could have an effect on the steel market 
in the Middle East to varying degrees. Wel I documented information for 
customers, designers and advisory bureaux is essential, as well as in-
formation at schools and universities. 
This information must not be restricted to our domestic markets but must 
extend to customers in the Middle East. 
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STEEL CONSTRUCTION IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
J.C. RAOUL 
Syndlcat de la Construction Metal lique de France 
Summary 
The population of the developing countries currently represents almost 
three-quarters of the world population. These countries are characterized 
by a low per capita GNP but also by very rapid population growth and 
runaway urbanization, with the result that In less than 20 years eight of 
the 10 largest cities in the world wil I be in developing countries. 
In ordre to satisfy their enormous requirements, the developing countries 
must create a proper bul ldlng industry. Steel construction Is one of the 
wel !-known technologies in a number of such countries : Iran, Venezuela, 
Mexico, and China. Steel may thus be a means of meeting these countries' 
needs and the advantages of the steel option are fully appreciated. This 
technology cannot develop in isolation but only in conjunction with the 
production of compatible building components. lt must also be combined 
with a new, original and local style of architecture appropriate to the 
requirements, customs and cl !mate of the countries concerned. 
There are several possible approaches to these markets : exportation of 
the complete package, which wi I I be possible only in very special cases; 
cooperation associated with transfer of technology and local Investment; 
self-bui Id arrangements. 
In conclusion, it is necessary in order to satisfy these enormous require-
ments, to exploit the effectiveness of steel construction and the asso-
ciated techniques in a very open spirit of cooperation and innovation. 
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1. 0 INTRODUCTION 
J should I lke to thank the Chainman and the organizers of this conference 
for entrusting me with the rather formidable task of speaking to you on 
this subject, which Is a large one, too large to be dealt with In detail. 
There are many differences between the various developing countries. This 
term, which I shal I try to define more closely, In fact covers three-
quarters of the human race. The world population In 1979 may be estimated 
at about 4 300 mill Ion, the population of the developed countries, Including 
the Communist bloc; being 1 072 ml 11 Ion, I.e. exactly a quarter of the total. 
If one deducts the population of the Middle Eastern countries, whose buil-
ding sector has been discussed by Mr. KINGMA, the population with which the 
present paper is concerned Is In the region of 3 000 mill Ion. 
The countries In question are to be found In a wide variety of regions In-
cluding Central and Southern America, Africa, South-East Asia and Oceanla, 
excluding Australia. 
lt Is thus clear that there are considerable differences in the levels of 
development, requirements, characteristics and problems of these countries 
and it is quite wrong to lump them together as we do every day when we 
describe them as "The developing countries". 
At the same time, I am obviously famll lar with only a smal I number of these 
countries, which I have visited in the course of study or exploratory trips. 
Studies based on the I lterature are also very unrel lab le, given the diffi-
culties we encounter In obtaining accurate Information on these countries, 
even when on the spot. 
My coverage of the subject wil I therefore be Incomplete, but I shal I state 
the geographical zones on which it Is based and those to which it can be 
extrapolated. 
With these reservations, I now propose to consider the common characteris-
tics of those countries, which constitute the vast majority of the human 
race. 
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2.0 DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
What is meant by the term "developing country"? About 10 years ago, lt 
quickly replaced the expression "underdeveloped country", which distin-
guished between two classes of hOman beings - those I lvlng in the pros-
perous countries and the rest - on the basis of ratios, of which toe most 
instructive and the most read! ly ascertained is the per capita gross 
national product. 
2.1 The GNP 
In 1979 vitually all the "developed countries" had a per capita GNP in 
excess of FF 15 000 per year. This criterion, however, is not satisfactory 
in itself since it includes three Middle Eastern countries along with 
others among the developed countries as a result of their oi I production 
and excludes other countries, in particular those of the Communist bloc. 
lt does, however, remain a useful guide, as in 1979 524 mi I I ion human 
beings, i.e. half the population of the developed countries, I ived in 
states with a per capita GNP in excess of FF 36 000 per year, while more 
than 3 000 mi I I Ion, or virtually the entire population of the developing 
countries, achieved a per capita GNP of less than FF 8 000 and 2 500 
mi I I ion fel I short of FF 2 700 per year and head of population. 
2.2 Other criteria 
Three sets of criteria are used in a study by El ias Gannage to characterize 
these countries. 
Human factors : 
- Rapid population growth as a result of a declining death rate and a 
continuing high birthrate 
-Nutritional inadequacies and deficiencies 
- Primitive hygiene conditions 
- Very often a large rural population. 
Economic factors : 
- Predominance of the primary sector 
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- Low capita I investment per head of popu I at ion 
- Limited volume of domestic and foreign trade 
Social and cultural factors : 
-Class structure frequently highly stratified and unbalanced 
-Adherence to traditional values which do not encourage individual effort. 
The position inthesecountries thus cannot be compared with that which 
existed a century ago in what are now the developed countries. There are 
basic differences, in particular the population explosion and the inter-
national environment, which has been transformed by the existence of the 
developed countries. 
2.3 Urbanization 
Rapid population growth in conjunction with the industrialization of the 
developing countries leads in ai I such countries to very rapid urbanization, 
which is often unregulated and therefore running rampant. 
75 % of domestic and foreign investment in Brazi I between 1955 and 1960 
was concentrated on Sao Paulo. The population of Dakar quadrupled between 
1945 and 1965. 
At a meeting at the beginning of this month in Rome, the United Nations 
Fund for Population Activities (U.N.F.P.A.) released the following figures 
the world urban population, which was 14% of total population in 1920, 
has now reached 41% and will increase to 50% by the year 2000. 
In 1950, only 10 conurbations had a population of more than 5 mi I I ion and 
they were located in the developed countries. There are currently 26 such 
conurbations, and it is predicted that in 20 years there wil I be 60, of 
which 45 wi I I be located in developing countries. The future megalopol ises 
are I isted below with their population as predicted for the year 2000. 
Mexico District 
- Sao Pau lo 
-Rio de Janeiro 
Shanghai 
3 1 m I I I i on, 8 . 7 i n 19 70 
25 mi 11 ion, 6.3 in 1970 
19 mi I I ion, 4.4 In 1970 
23 m I I I I on, 7. 0 in 1966 
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- Peking 20 million, 8.0 In 1975 
- Bombay 17 million, 5.5 In 1971 
Calcutta 16 million, 3.1 in 1971 
- Djakarta 16 million, 5.0 In 1970 
Together with New York and Tokyo, these wi 11 be the 10 largest cities. 
This frantic urbanization under squalid conditions is one of the major 
problems of the developing countries, for the needs are enormous while at 
the same time it is impossible to provide employment, services and decent 
accomodatlon for an extremely poor population. The practical effects of 
urbanization may be seen in the ranchitos around Mexico City, the favellas 
around Caracas, or the strange combination of enormous low-cost housing 
blocks and of floating slums on a sea which Is of 1-smooth In more senses 
than one at Hong Kong. 
Massive assistance is necessary : Internal assistance when the coovnunity, 
i.e. the state, has the requisite means, generally obtained by large-scale 
exploitation of natural resources, and foreign aid In countries which do 
not possess such resources or are currently unable to make use of them. 
This rapid, over-simplified analysis reveals two categories of country : 
those possessing and exploiting natural resources, whose economies have 
taken off or are in the process of doing so; 
- those whose economies are stagnating (zero growth or decl lne in the GNP). 
The trend in this second category of country could conceivably be reversed 
in the long term only as a result of the development of world food require-
ments in conjunction with effective aid. 
In the first category, which includes most of the world population, the 
GNP is increasing rapidly as a result of an industrial izatlon process 
which has either been accompt ished or is In progress : Brazil 7.0% In 
1978, Mexico 8% in 1979, Algeria 10% in 1979, China 10% in 1978 and 
7% in 1979 and India 7% in 1978 and 1979. 
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3.0 THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
What Is required in these countrfas which are in the process of Industrial-
ization is mass construction. As already mentioned, population figures are 
soaring, urganization is proceeding at an unprecedented rate and the rise 
in I iving standards creates needs of a new type at community level. 
For al I these countries, speed of construction thus appears to be a prime 
consideration. As shown by Jean Monnet In France in 1946, however, mass 
construction or reconstruction requires steel and cement and hence coal, 
rai I ways and an industrial base. Progress can best be achieved by setting 
up industries capable of providing the country with the processed bul ldlng 
materials which it requires. 
This necessary preparatory phase prior to expansion of building activity 
is very apparent in countries with planned economies, where priority Is 
given at this stage to industrial Investment. 
it then remains for the productive capacity of the industries set up to be 
applied to the problem of building. 
Here too, a para I lel may be drawn with the period of European reconstruc-
tion beginning in 1946, of which only European firms have any experience. 
What is required is to standardize and industrial izethe construction sector 
and to introduce industrial methods to the building trades in order to 
satisfy the needs of the greatest number at the minimum cost and in the 
minimum time. 
Steel construction has not merely adjusted to these methods, but as it is 
itself an offshoot of industry, forming a I ink between industry and 
building, it has played an innovative role, providing an area for ex-
periment in industrialized building. 
4.0 STEEL CONSTRUCTION IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Steel construction is already employed locally in many countries to meet 
requirements outside the purely industrial field and thus has a range of 
applications extending from apartment blocks or individual houses to 
administrati~e buildings or community faci I ities. 
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4.1 I ran 
cannot but mention the very original example set by Iran in this field. 
Steel construction Is used there at the smal !-scale level for Individual 
houses. Here a house in the vicinity of Teheran is being built using 
castellated beams and terracotta. A further example of smal 1-scale 
application is this extension to an administrative building, which Is 
itself of steel construction. Technological expertise, however, Is 
demonstrated by the construction of apartment blocks, also in Teheran. The 
skeleton Is of course of steel and the lnflli lng of terracotta. 
4.2 Venezuela 
As a steel producer, Venezuela has a dynamic steel construction Industry. 
The output of the largest company in the sector is 70 000 tonnes per year, 
and it has completed spectacular projects such as the framework of these 
54-storey blocks in the Central Park at Caracas. The methods and equipment 
employed are of a high standard and are comparable with our own : computer-
ization of design, manufacturing plant and inspection systems are extremely 
advanced. 
Here the Institute National de la Vivienda CINAVI) has cooperated with the 
building firms to develop methods of Industrialized or prefabricated con-
struction on the basis of a modular system using both steel and concrete. 
The combination of a steel skeleton and concrete panels, which involves a 
prefabricated and an artisanal element, is suitable for the construction of 
houses In rural areas; steel and concrete blocks for country schools; steel 
skeleton, concrete floors laid on steel troughs and roofs of dry construction 
for an apartment block system. The Caracas school of architecture has 
developed an industrialized building system of steel-frame construction which 
is particularly flexible, and meets various types of requirement. 
4.3 Mexico 
Mexico is often regarded as the trail-blazer among the Central American 
countries. Its construction sector is very active. Its building contractors, 
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which are the largest In this region, export throughout Central America 
and In the last two years have begun to operate In Africa and the Middle 
East. 
Steel construction Is used for office buildings in the centre of Mexico 
City, In combination with curtain wal Is of local design and execution. 
Here, the steel structure makes it possible to use the brlse-solell of the 
fa~ade as a load-bearing and stabll lzlng element. Steel-based technology 
and architecture are wel I known here and are widely used. 
The steelworks of the Monterrey region are In production. 
4.4 China 
In China, too, the steel Industry achieves remarkably high qual lty and 
rei lablllty, but the steel produced Is reserved for heavy Industry or for 
the capital goods sector. There Is no systematic use of steel for building 
and one sees very few steel-frame structures of Chinese origin. 
This exhibition hall In Shanghai, which forms one wing of the indu_st~rlal 
exhibition centre, appears to be of Chinese design and execution. On the 
other hand, this steelwork under construction In the steel-making quarter 
on the outskirts of Shanghai has been designed and executed by Japanese, 
Japan being China's main economic partner. 
China Is, however, carrying out a substantial programme of al I kinds of 
construction. 
Sheds, I lke this one, completed entirely within the space of one month, 
the whole skeleton being of lashed bamboo with spans of about 20 metres; 
blocks of flats In Peking, I lke these, built with a concrete framework and 
brick lnfllllng, as is this hotel in Shanghai, on which a labour force of 
1 500 worked for almost two years, only the fa~ades being of steel. Here 
are other blocks, built using a conventional heavy prefabrication method. 
In Hong Kong concrete seems to predominate both in the city and in the 
New Territories, although a very fine example of steel construction is 
provided by this remarkable post office. 
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5.0 PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS 
5. 1 The steel option 
AI I these countries are tempted by steel construction as a complement or 
as an alternative to building in concrete. The advantages of this option 
are wel I known and fully appreciated : 
- genuine industrialization, hence high production capacity and rei iabl I ity; 
- ease of transport; 
requisite Investment in steel framework production si ight and of a type 
readily integrated into rural areas, avoiding the concentration of popula-
tion in urban zones, which is vigorously opposed for the reasons previously 
mentioned; 
- creation of more ski I led jobs for the workforce involved, hence upgrading 
of labour. 
In addition, only 35 to 40 kg of steel per m2 of overal I surface area are 
required for the erection of conventional apartment blocks of steel construc-
tion, while 20 to 30 kg/m2 are required for blocks of concrete construction 
with cross wal Is. 
There Is therefore no great difference in the v~lume of imports or the 
steel-making capacity required to attain the same objective by the two 
methods. 
Steel construction is thus in a strong position and there Is a demand for 
this advanced technology, but there are many pitfal Is to be avoided. 
5.2 The need to create a new architecture 
We must real lze from the start that it is pointless to seek to transpose 
European building methods and adapt them to local conditions. 
This easy way out would result in superimposing the sociological and 
cl lmatic constraints in the country concerned on those existing in our 
own countries. 
As a result of our temperate cl !mates, our main concern is protection 
against cold and rain and our entire technology, the whole art of building 
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in our countries, is imp! icitly based on these climatic factors. Our way 
of life and the sociological constraints to which we are subject have made 
us delicate and unable to tolerate many of the variations In weather con-
ditions which our parents tolerated and indeed considered to be much more 
acceptable than what had gone before. Our per capita consumption of water, 
for example, is growing disproportionately from generation to generation 
and these standards of comfort cannot be attained in many of the developing 
countries for several decades to come. 
Such a transposition of our methods leads to the construction of buildings 
which in practice are unusable and whose high cost is increased by the 
necessary modifications : solar shading or air conditioning. 
In order to succeed it is necessary to take the local way of I ife and 
climatic conditions fully into consideration. 
For example, average temperatures in the city of Caracas vary from 14° C 
mean winter temperature at night to 27° C mean summer temperature in the 
daytime. Modest thermal insulation will thus be adequate and the complete 
lack of such insulation is perfectly tolerable. A number of luxury vi I las 
which I was able to visit were not insulated, and the front of one of them, 
looking on to magnificent grounds, was completely open, being protected 
from intruders at night only by an arrangement of gri I les. 
The vast majority of the population with which this paper is concerned I Ives 
in the tropics, where the traditional building style ensures efficient pro-
tection from the sun by roofs with wide overhanging eaves and efficient 
natural ventilation. 
Many European firms wi I I remember the problem of the Nigerian barracks, 
for which European-styie designs proved less satisfactory than a design 
which was very primitive and perhaps no less expensive but which was more 
compatible with the way of I ife of the population. The population of the 
developing countries does not necessarily admire or seek to imitate our 
manner of I iving. We too often assume that these peoples must in the long 
term move closer to our criteria of civilization. 
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We must therefore recreate an appropriate style of architecture on a 
cooperative basis, taking account of real needs, resources and deep-
seated aspirations. 
A further example of the Inappropriateness of our techniques Is that of 
the lecture rooms at the Algiers school of architecture. Although they were 
designed by an architect of world-wide reputation, their air-conditioning 
system proved !Asufflclently robust and broke down, and there was only a 
single door providing very slight ventilation. A simple solution would 
have been to rep~ace the enormous flat concrete slab which forms the roof 
by a I lght metal framework which would create a draught effect to provide 
efficient and permanent natural ventilation requiring no maintenance or 
power. 
Great humility Is therefore required In tackling these problems and we 
must constantly re-examine what we assumed to be establ !shed truths and 
be prepared to serve our apprenticeships over and over again. 
5.3 Steel construction Is a method of building 
A steel skeleton on its own does not satisfy a need but only makes its 
satisfaction possible. The need can be satisfied by a building, and 
steel construction is one of the methods of executing the structure. 
If steel construction is to be practised, it is thus essential that the 
materials, or rather components, associated with the structure should 
form a whole permitting the construction of a building. If there are no 
such compatible materials, or if tt is impossible to import them, steel 
construction will not be practicable, whatever its merits. 
lt Is therefore necessary to establish that such materials are available 
and, If they are not, to have them produced or involve the appropriate 
manufacturers In a parallel venture. The "industrialized" systems using 
concrete employ concrete for the structural and infi 11 ing components and 
this technique does not presuppose production of complementary infil I lng 
materials. 
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6.0 POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO THESE MARKETS 
There are various possible approaches to these markets. 
6.1 Exportation of the entire package 
The most obvious Is to export entire buildings. This Involves carrying out 
the design work, calculations and manufacture of the necessary components 
in Europe, transporting the components and carrying out only the assembly 
work on site. 
lt is possible to export In this manner only to countries which have plenty 
of foreign currency; these are not very numerous and are at present located 
In the Middle East. However, In certain specific cases, various countries 
employ such methods either to solve a political problem, when an Important 
dead I !ne has to be met, or to satisfy an urgent requirement which could not 
be met by the methods more usually employed. 
This type of contracts Is particularly advantageous for our economies since 
it In practice enables us to export up to 80% of the contract value from 
Europe, the labour force on the site being smal I and mainly European. 
Here, for example, is an office building constructed at Jedda. AI I the 
components were produced in France, and assembly on site was carried out 
by a team of 50 Europeans in about one year. 
6.2 Cooperation 
This form of project, which costs the purchasing country large quantities 
of foreign currency, thus makes no contribution to the training of local 
labour. lt is carried out In isolation from the local market and Is thus 
not subject to disruption by external factors. 
For al I the countries in the process of Industrial izatlon Imports must be 
an investment, and not merely a material investment at a given point In 
time but an educational "investment with a long-term effect. This direct 
form of importation is thus generally rejected. 
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A concrete structure, for which the ratio of exported to local work is the 
inverse of that for a steel structure, wi I I thus, for a given price, cost 
only a quarter as much in terms of foreign currency but wi I I also fai I to 
meet the real requirements of such states. 
lt Is necessary to adopt a cooperative approach, I.e. to transfer knowledge 
of working methods, to pursue joint development of new technologies and then 
to Invest In local production units. In countries which are short of currency 
the contractor wi I I also be required to re-export from the production units 
set up In order to ensure a return on the investment and services provided. 
In addition to the obvious balance-of-trade considerations, these rules are 
designed 
- to ensure training of the labour force; 
- to speed up to progress of industrialization; 
- to uti I ize indigenous resources; 
- to promote or maintain Independence. 
Exporting of buildings must therefore be seen in terms of collaboration and 
exchange and not simply in terms of sales. 
6.3 Self-build arrangements 
Whether locally manufactured or imported, the basic components must be 
assembled on site with or without infi 11 ing materials of diverse origin. 
One of the approaches developed is self-bui Id construction. 
This involves supplying the population with the necessary means for 
erection of fairly smal I bui ldlngs, mainly for housing purposes. The 
components supplied must obviously be fairly I ight so that they can be 
assembled without means of hand I ing other than the user's physical 
strength, hence the name "self-build". 
The methods developed thus employ frames generally of metal but sometimes 
timber, used in conjunction with infi I I ing materials which range from 
strictly local materials such as cob or adobe to industrial components 
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sheet metal, asbestos cement slabs, fibre-board or other wood which can be 
easily handled without sophisticated equipment or training in complicated 
motions. 
7.0 CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, I should like to point out that the building requirements 
of the developing countries represent the largest market in the history of 
mankind. The population explosion in conjunction with urbanization is 
creating enormous needs. 
Steel construction is a logical and effective answer to the problem arising 
out of the enormous scale of this development. If it is to be used, however, 
the European steel construction firms and the associated Industries wi I I 
have to work together to export the techniques which they had to invent 
and perfect in order to meet the requirements of the immediate post-war era. 
lt is necessary not only to produce and sel I but to provide cooperation 
and training above al I to ensure that what we otter corresponds to real 
needs and not to our preconceived ideas of the form to be taken by steel 
construction in this whole group of countries. 
Every people has its own individuality : it is for us not only to respect 
that individuality but to realize its potential. 
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SUMMARY OF THE SESSION AND DISCUSSION 
P. BORCHGRAEVE, Chairman 
In organizing this conference the Commission of the European Communities is 
fol towing a long tradition, since the first Steel Congress was organized in 
1964 in Luxembourg by the Coal and Steel High Authority. 
In the context of the present economic crisis the theme chosen for this 
conference takes on particular significance. Steel and construction, two 
key sectors, cannot exist without each other. In the Community, the con-
struction industry accounts for 25 to 30% of final steel use in at I its 
forms : it is the steel Industry's customer. Steel construction alone 
(structures+ flnishings) represents approximately 12.5 %. 
There are numerous potential outlets In the construction industry. The 
opportunities for steel are there, but major efforts of innovation and 
adaptation are required if its technical and economic advantages are to be 
fully exploited. 
However, although construction is largely determined by economic and tech-
nical factors, it must not be forgotten that first and foremost it means 
constantly adapting to the needs of man. it is therefore fitting that the 
significance of "construction on a human scale" should be considered in 
the Introduction to the work of the conference. 
The papers on the ~ole and prospects for steel construction in the major 
economic zones afford the opportunity for a comprehensive study of the 
situation with regard to steel construction. They high! ight the opportuni-
ties which exist, the met~ds used to exploit them, the obstacles which 
need to be et lm!nated and the successes achieved. 
In the United States the construction industry used 29 mil I Ion tonnes of 
steel in 1979, i.e. 26% of the total steel market. To meet the chat lenge 
from concrete some American steel companies have successfully devised 
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technical assistance programmes for architects and consulting engineers; 
the assistance often involves the drawing up of a prel lmlnary structural 
study and an estimated bll I of quantities. Initiatives are also taken by 
the steel industry as a whole, In conjunction with other organizations, to 
inform and educate steel users. Since concrete can now match steel In 
structural performance, the future of steel construction depends on more 
dynamic and aggressive marketing methods. 
In Japan, construction stil v represents 50% of total steel demand. Steel 
structures occupy an important position, with an Index figure of 738 In 
1977 (1960 = 100) compared with 397 for concrete structures and 538 for 
composite structures. The reason Is that the Japanese steel Industry In-
vests heavily In researching and developing new products and technologies. 
An organization with a strong hierarchical structure Is responsible for 
developing new markets for the whole of the steel industry. Its Initiative 
usually take the form of publicity designed to promote wider and better 
use of stee I. 
Finally, the Japanese steel industry cooperates with other industries In 
the execution of very large construction projects, In which overal I steel 
consumption Is measured in mll lions of tonnes. 
The prospects for steel construction remain good as long as the steel In-
dustry continues to endeavour to meet new demands and to enable users to 
make the most rational and economic use of the best products. 
In Western Europe, steel needs to reestabi Ish Itself in the construction 
industry. Changing demand, the increasing versati I ity of concrete and 
changes in the construction sector cal I for determined efforts to adapt 
and improve the services offered and to find new ways of penetrating the 
market. If steel construction Is to be more competitive, greater attention 
needs to be given to research on structure design and the rational use 
of steel, in particular by integrated computer processing. Finally, If the 
potential uses and important advantages of steel are to be sufficiently 
recognized, it is essential to continue to inform, to demonstrate and to 
educate. 
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The industry as a whole and each individual entreprise must adopt a volun-
tary strategy and a dynamic consensus if the role of steel in construction 
is to be maintained and developed. 
The construction requirements of the Middle East countries are enormous. 
The bulk of the steel construction market goes to subcontractors. The 
greatest opportunities lie in turn-key construction projects for small and 
medium-sized industries. 
Steel construction carries a number of specific advantages in these countries. 
With steel, a smaller work force needs to be imported (local labour is prac-
tically non-existant). 
Transport in compact units reduces disruption to urban traffic; the site, 
often in an urban area, is not cluttered with dusty, heavy products. 
An unevitable consequence of the rapid expansion in these countries is that 
buildings are frequently demolished and reconstructed elsewhere; here again, 
steel offers considerable advantages. 
These countries also have problems relating to the lack of harmonization of 
standards and procedures for awarding contracts. To maintain and develop 
steel construction, joint action should be taken to educate the local 
authorities and decision-makers. 
The developing countries, undergoing very rapid and often uncontrolled 
urbanization, are tempted by steel construction; the advantages are gener-
ally clearly recognized. 
We must avoid transposing European construction techniques based on our 
own constraints, which would result in buildings which were unusable in 
the light of local restrictions. 
The need in these countries for imported buildings should not be seen 
simply as a once-for-a I I material investment; it should be the starting 
point for cooperation with them, with the aim of jointly developing new 
technologies adapted to their specific needs and leading to local investment. 
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DISCUSSION OF THE SESSION 
Mr. CARPENA, Secretary-General of the European Convention for Structural 
Steelwork (CECMl, referring to the remarks made by Mr. METZ on the signifi-
cance of composite steel-concrete structures and the need to harmonize 
regulations at European level, mentioned the document "Recommandations 
pour le calcul des constructions mlxtes" (Model Code for composite struc-
tures). 
This Code had been prepared by a joint committee chaired by the CECM and 
Including representatives of the International Prestressed Federation ( IPFl, 
the European-lnternational Committee of Concrete (CEBl and the International 
Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering (IABSE). The English 
version would be publ !shed by the end of 1980, the French version having 
been pub I i shed In the journa I "Construction Meta I I i que" in March 1980. 
The steel and concrete aspects of these recommendations for composite 
structures were based respectively on the "Recommendations for steel Struc-
tures" pub I !shed by the CECM In 1978 and the recommendations of the CEB. 
They would be Included in the future European regulations "Eurocodes" which 
the Commission of the EuropeanComm~nitleswas preparing for the various 
construction materials. 
Mr. THOMAS, Directorate-General I I I -Construction Division, CEC, asked 
Mr. KINGMA whether it was possible to specify which construction code 
should be applied by a European contractor when building in a Third World 
country. 
In his reply, Mr. KINGMA pointed out that the specifications usually laid 
down the standards wh i eh wou Id app I y, often with the remark "approved 
similar". Consequently, the contractor tried to apply the standards most 
favourable to himself. The European standards DIN, BS and AFNOR were in 
common use on the international market. In practice the contractor had a 
certain amount of latitude which allowed him to refer to one standard for 
certain aspects of the construction and another standard for other aspects, 
depending on which he found most advantageous. 
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Mr. RORET mentioned the French experiment from 1973 to 1978 with the 
agency Assistance Technique Acler CATAC>, whose methods were very similar 
to those described by Mr. CHEHI and Mr. HORI and which was roughly In line 
with the proposals made by Mr. METZ. 
This agency, which was jointly financed by the metal construction and 
steel industries, gave advice and prepared preliminary solutions to steel 
problems for architects and contractors from the very beginning of a 
construction project. The ATAC often sought advice from research or en-
gineering consultancies and was thus not setting Itself up In sterile 
competition with these agencies - on the contrary, lt sltumulated them to 
develop the metal construction aspect of their work. 
Mr. RO~ET said that Mr. METZ was right to want metal constructors to take 
on the role of general contractors. 
If a metal construction works manufactured not only the structure but also 
the fa~ades, Its direct share In the project could amount to 25 to 30 %of 
the cost. 
In contrast, when, as often happened, a general concrete contractor sub-
contracted the Implementation studies, the earthworks, the preparation of 
metal frameworks and even the concreting, his own share of the cost was a 
mere 5 to 10 %. The metal constructor was therefore In a better position 
and this viewpoint, If well presented, was often understood very clearly 
by the cl lent. 
In remply, Mr. METZ mentioned an example which supported t~ls thesis : the 
turn-key construction of the new European Parliament hemlcycle In Luxem-
bourg had been awarded In its entirety to a metal constructor, who had 
completed the work in a record time. 
Mr. METZ also thought that the system of preliminary studies and estimated 
bil Is of quantities outlined by Mr. CHEHI on the basis of Bethlehem Steel's 
experiment was a sound approach from which Europeans could learn. 
Mr. DE MARTINO, ltalsider, asked Mr. HORI whether construction in Japan, 
which was prone to frequent and severe earthquakes, was governed by 
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regulations which favoured or advocated steel construction as opposed to 
other sol ut ions. 
Mr. HORI replied that Japanese constructors took stringent precautions 
against the risk of earthquakes. In this repect, some types of concrete 
structures were not satisfactory and were consequently less In demand. 
Mr. HORI would provide further information at a later stage. 
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MEETING THE CHALLENGE FOR STEEL IN CONSTRUCTION 
Chairman: J. RORET, Director, Compagnie Fran~aise 
d'Entreprises Metalliques, Paris 
I. Steel meets new technico-economic requirements 
- Observations of human aspects of architecture 
- Steel in housing architecture 
- Thermal Insulation of single storey steel clad buildings 
- Mixed steel and concrete construction with improved fire 
resistance 
- Railway bridges: a challenge for steel construction 
- Light steel bridges to facilitate traffic and pedestrian 
movement 
II. Steel in the restoration, conversion and adaptation of 
buildings 
- The Maltings concert hall, Buxton opera house and York 
Minster: a reconstruction and two restorations 
- Steel: a bonus in the restoration, conversion and adaptation 
of real-estate heritage 
- Steel for restoration, rebuilding and conversion of real estate 
- European Parliament hemicycle in Luxembourg 
- Summary of the discussions 
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OBSERVATIONS ON HUMAN ASPEX:TS OF ARCHITEC'.rURE 
J. BRANDI 
Brandi + Partner, GOttingen 
Summary 
1. Physical pressures have, in the past, almost always driven men into 
homogeneous and unified forms of settlement. 
2. The living conditions in social ordering under circumstances of vertic-
al family grouping and 
3. the development of today's small family group 
4. The present-day threats, mainly to man's psyche and 
5. the challenge to man in the post-industrial society. 
6. The type of the mature builder who is involved in planning 
7. and the material steel as a primary building tool. 
8. The argument for the building ~icka principle and the challenge to the 
creativity of the dweller. 
9. The research project at the ECSC experimental station 
10. and the first data to emerge from the cooperative work with tenants. 
The promise of new living concepts. 
11. Effort towards optimal interlocking of living, working and leisure time, 
illustrated by examples of actual steel buildings and future drafts for 
the urban housing ideas at the International Building Exhibition, 
Berlin, 1984. 
12. Flexibility, adaptability, portability and built-in obsolescence in 
architecture for humans. 
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1. HOUSING AS 1 THE PIDPLE 1 S ARCHITECTURE I 
Physical pressures on man, like natural and climtic conditions and the 
likelihood of military action, as well as the limited availability of 
materials for building and of means of transport, have almost always led, 
in the past, to a certain kind of structure and settlement. Housing began 
as the architecture of the people, i.e. architecture without architect or in 
which the architect is anonymous. The unity of working and living, the need 
for protection within settlement walls, all combined to press people closely 
together. The sure knowledge of unchangeable fact, the necessarily modest 
demands which could be made on place and space, and the handing down of 
experience of working and living conditions, brought about the development 
of multi-purpose buildings. 
2, SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN THE VEJ!TICALLY ORGANISED FAMILY GROUP 
The inhabitants of these buildings were organised in the socially secure 
structure of the large family group which was assumed by the dominant agri-
cultural societies. In this group, which conventionally comprised three to 
four generations, labour and role distribution developed naturally in 
response to the age-determined capability and the needs of the members of 
the group. In agrarian society, the vertical family system provided a 
guarantee of social stability for the individual from the day of his birth 
to the day of his death. It was a social contract of the generations in 
miniature, from which sensible agreements and appropriate modes of living 
could be derived. (1) 
3, THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SMALL FAMILY UNIT 
The large family group of agrarian man no longer exists, having been re-
placed by the small fimily unit of two, three, or four members. In the 
Federal Republic of Germany, communities of two to four persons are formed 
in 60% of all private housing. Single person households and experiments in 
alternative living are on the increase. 
However, the small family is unstable. It is frequently threatened by 
marital and generation conflict. In it, the woman who is only a housewife 
often feels unfulfilled and frustrated, her children grow up with little 
contact or approach from working parents. The grandparents' generation is 
increasingly isolated and put away in old people's homes. With a falling 
population, the need in the Republic for kindergartens and schools diminish-
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es, while the deficit in housing for the elderly grows worse. From the 
large population of children which once existed, there is now threat in 30 
or 40 years time of a mountain of pensioners and elderly. The growing 
increase in the average age of the population, the age-determined disinteg-
ration of the industrial society, are bringing as yet unforeseen problems 
of a social, financial and political nature. (1) 
4. PRESENT THREATS TO MAN 
The present threats, which are psychological rather than physical, are in-
adequately described by the vocabulary of fashion and the jargon: 'Isolation 
and narcism, suburban neuroses and middle life crisis, commitment anxiety 
and family egotism, material well-being and loss of soul' • A really gen-
erally applicable awareness for the psychological threats of the present 
time in terms of supposed economic security is not yet available. 
'Saxa loquuntur' our housing is a demonstration of this truth. The 
confusion of our times is reflected in our architecture - as an illustration 
of perplexity (2) - in the destruction of the fabric of the town, in the 
cancerous growth at the edges of cities, and in the depopulation of the 
countryside. There is also the disastrous separation of living and working 
to question the human world - here a world of private experience, there the 
crowded workplace. 
5. THE INHABITANTS OF POST-INDUSTRIAL SOCIEl'Y 
The number of these threats and challenges is forcing man to seek the 
answers in the so-called 'post-industrial society' with its capacity for 
modesty in material demands on the one hand and the satisfaction of reason-
able claims on the other. Will the prognosis put forward in this congress 
hold true, that in the future ' leee er.phaais will be placecl on clriTiDg, 
and 110re attention will be giYen to the liTi.Dg eDYiroDMat' ? 
Against the background of the likelihood of shorter working hours and a 
larger amount of free time, this trend will have the effect that in the 
future, the desire to own a private car will fall in significance and self-
determining arrangements within one's own four walls will gain in signific-
ance. 
6. THE NEW BUILDERS 
A greater involvement on the part of the dweller in his surroundings 
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presupposes a new type of master builder: 
- with understanding of how to realise his own vital needs in terms 
of living forms and how to adapt constantly to changing conditions 
- with insight into how the general and public good is to be brought 
into balance with his own individual requirements 
- with a capacity for dispensing with the material and maintaining 
a constant learning and playing ability 
The building components available to him must, therefore, be divisible and 
elementary. The components would, on economic grounds alone, be very large-
ly industrially produced, with industrial methods providing the solutions 
to the energy problems of the future. 'The problem is to fit the industrial 
form and quantity to the needs of people and not - as in functionalism -
to require a modified man who accepts a standardised machine as a dwelling 
or a town. ' (2) 
The above premises provide a powerful argument for steel, which should 
be developed through ideas, proposals and examples from a long-term research 
and development activity. 
7. MODULAR BUILDING USING STEEL 
We have come to steel through wood. The airy framework is a structure which 
can be transposed to building with a material whose properties open up new 
possibilities. Its load-bearing capability permits smaller cross-sections, 
greater spans, freer planning. Steel design and smaller transport volumes 
permit disassembly and reuse to meet changing requirements or the needs of 
urban modification. The materials characteristics of steel led our working 
group to the old idea of children's building bricks or construction aets.(3) 
8. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE CONSTRUCTION SET AS A TOOL FOR LIVING 
The principle is based on the idea of being able to use a number of elements 
of a few different forms in a wide variety of ways. In order to transfer 
this basic idea to actual building, it means that industrially standard 
units will no longer be used to build a standardised structure conceived 
and planned by architects and engineers, but to provide an open-ended system 
within which the occupant himself is able to produce multi-variable apace 
enclosures. 
The system proposed here takes into account equally the differing re-
quirements of new occupants and the changing requirements of long-term 
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occupants - the latter's marked requirement for change in the early years as 
well as the need for stability in later years when the environment has been 
identified with. The occupant is no longer excluded from the business of 
planning his own four walls. He experiences in practice that even a living 
programme finds its measure in the needs of men and is available for mod-
ification in his interests. In this way, the building of dwellings can no 
longer be seen as an alien sphere or as a preordained regulation, but as a 
vehicle for the expression of own ideas, free decisions and conscious self-
determination. (3) 
9. RESEARCH \iORK AT THE ECSC EXPERIMENTAL STATION IN BERLIN 
The ECSC provides research subsidies at its Experimental Station in Berlin. 
Using the demonstration building in the international experimental park in 
the commercial quarter of Berlin, on the banks of the Spree, a European 
cooperative research undertaking tests new building components and carries 
out applications trials, and examines and proposes new forms of building 
and living. In this way a testbed is provided not only for the production 
and assembly of components and of their suitability and of their alliance 
with steel, and of their application possibilities, but also under examin-
ation are the socio-psychological and the socio-educational consequences of 
a building method which puts structures at the disposal of the occupant or 
user in a new way. (3) 
10. FIRST DATA ON LIVING FROM THE ECSC EXPERIMENTAL STATION IN BERLIN 
The ECSC research order provides the opportunity to gain experience of new 
building methods in depth and in collaboration with the tenants. In 
accordance with the development directives of the Land Berlin, the ECSC 
experimental station has built 45 appartments ranging from single-person 
flats to family dwellings. 
On the ground floor are the offices of the Forschungsgesellschaft fUr 
industrielle Bausysteme mbH which operates a running consultancy in connex-
ion with the new, occupier-modifyable method of living. 
The preliminary data available on this research activity confirm the 
concept and function of living in steel which is based on the first prize 
awarded in the international architectural competition by the then Montan-
union in 1967. 
The small scale and the vigour of the external steel architecture was, 
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at first, regarded as rather alien by the occupants whose attitudes were 
conditioned by the monotony of the usual post-war block of flats. The 
spatial opportunities in the flats were soon appreciated by the occupants. 
Using a simple kit of steel shelving, wooden grating, lawns, plants, sand 
and water containers, the terraces, loggias and balconies were transformed 
into gardens. In the interior of the six living floors, the spatial sub-
divisions are entirely tailored to fit the requirements of the occupants; 
within limits, the walls are freely movable on steel tracks. Since 1976, 
the occupants have identified very strongly with the new style of accommod-
ation and the involvement in planning has led to some very individual 
ground plans. A marked characteristic of the requirements of the occupants 
was the wish for the maximum possible space for the family room. It was 
felt to be a disadvantage that the conventional development guidelines and 
building recommendations were only oriented towards the conventional forms 
and severely limited elbow room. 
The building has hardly any disadvantages in terms of noise and heat in-
sulation, and all are agreed on it. One can be seen, but one is not disturbed. 
The wide terraces running round the building invite contact, like a landing 
on the outside. Each appartment is connected with the terraces by room-
height sliding glass doors. In the summer, many families keep these doors 
open day and night. The children play unrestricted on their neighbour's 
terrace and this form of communication has become quite normal. The atmos-
phere among the occupants is quite unlike that normally found in blocks of 
flats. According to the occupants, who consider themselves to be something 
of pioneers of new living, it is simply 'more human•. (4) 
11. HUMAN LIVING AND A WORKPLACE FIT FOR HUMANS 
After decent home conditions, a human workplace is of enormous importance. 
A few examples from industrial building are provided here in connexion with 
the efforts towards optimum interlocking of areas for living, working, and 
recreation. The Tafler-Metallwarenfabrik, Dransfeld, and Adams and 
Refratechnik, Gottingen, represent further efforts of our group to make the 
workplace more attractive and human. 
Town housing prototypes will be prepared in connexion with the Inter-
national Building Exhibition in Berlin in 1984; these will be a further 
development of our ECSC work on building for concentrated habitation. 
Terraced houses are coming into being on the Lutzow bank in 6.5 m parcel 
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widths and with a ground area of about 200m2• Within a unit, 150m2 is 
planned for a family of five and 50 m2 for single occupancy. The townhouse 
project is based on a judicious sequence of public, semi-public, semi-
private and private zoning. The idea attempts to gain the advantages of 
individual single-family houses accompanied by the economic and spatial 
exigencies of inner-city planning and living. The 6.5 m fronted terraced 
houses will be placed beside each other mirror-image and thus form a ground 
unit. Above the street or alleyway space will be opened up an associated 
covered entrance area making a covered play space for children and which 
can also serve as a covered parking place. The single-occupancy appartment 
is in this entrance area so that it can readily be adapted as office, studio, 
workshop, or shop. 
The communicating area of the family appartment, with living, dining, 
cooking, and utility spaces are on a main level and have a terrace onto the 
street and a loggia onto the garden. The loggia is inspired by the old 
wintergarden idea: in a further development of steel equipment, canopies 
will be hung in summer and additional glass screens in winter in order to 
provide a buffer between the appartment and the outside world in the inter-
ests of energy conservation. The metal component principle enables the 
occupant to make varying use of the area in response to the seasons. 
On an upper level are the sleeping accommodation and bathroom, The 
partly projecting roof level contains a protected roof garden offering the 
feeling of a private courtyard which is not overlooked. The pergola-like 
construction is in hot-dip galYanised steel and it extends down to ground 
level as a trellice for plants. 
12. FLEXIBILITY, ADAPTABILITY, FORT ABILITY AND BUILT- IN OBSOLESCENCE IN 
HUMANISED ARCHITECTURE 
The beginnings of structural steelwork principles of this kind go back 
through wood frames to the tent, which offered flexibility, adaptability, 
portability, and disposability. Steel is the only building material which 
fulfills the same criteria. 
In its simplicity and striking appearance, the bedouin tent of the 
North Yemen demonstrates an irreducible piece of people's architecture 
serving simultaneously as home and workplace. It is the expression of the 
life of men in danger of their very existence. The plan of this dwelling 
is the most impressive and economical ground usage I have ever sP.en: 
two central posts provide the headroom in which one can stoop; two further 
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supports stand at the ends. Under the ridge on the right is the simple 
bed of the man, on the left that of the woman. Near the man is a fireplace 
and beside it a tool - and the jewel case. And this jewel case is the only 
item of value which might help in case of need. Near the mother's bed, the 
children lie on the floor with the young lambs. At night it is very cold 
in that part of the world. So the children and the lambs keep each other 
warm. During the day, the temperature reaches 45°C and the tent provides 
shade for all that need it. The poultry do not need it. 
The tent is protected by a canine alarm system; to one side is the 
camel of the nomadic tent-dweller. For a few days, the family occupies 
itself in this piece of the savanna. Then the tent is struck and they move 
on. A sandstorm blows over the spot and the earth is as it was in the 
first place. 
~~c~ 
1. 'Was heisst MENSCHLICH BAU~?· an attempt to define the tasks of 
housing construction by Dr H. Odenhausen 
2. 'Die Illustration der Ratlosigkeit' new formal tendencies in present-
day architecture by Prof. G. Auer 
3· from 'Stahl und Form'; Jochen Brandi und Partner 
4. Extracts from the Research Reports of the Forschungsgesellschaft filr 
industrielle Bausysteme mbH, Berlin 
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Fig. 1 
"Building is one of the oldest creative activities of mankind. Throughout 
history man has striven to make use of the most recent scientific and 
technical knowledge to satisfy his vital needs. In no other sphere are 
form and technology so directly interwoven in our lives as in architecture, 
which should be both utilitarian and beatiful, In this research project 
supported financially by the European Coal and Steel Community, the aim 
has been to use steel as a material for building. The modular building 
system proposed here gives everyone the opportunity to decide of himself 
on the interior layout and design of his home and to adapt it to his 
changing needs." 
(Wilhelm Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission of the European 
Communities) 
Photograph : A view of the fa~ade of the project/West side 
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Fig 2 
~aukasten system is a practical, economical and functional "open 
system", it accords with international dimensions. Components from different 
manufacturers can be integrated and combined, and the whole structure 
affords a broad range of uses. The freedom of choice in final layout 
offered by the system as presented here takes into acount not only the 
different requirements of changing users but also the changing tastes and 
needs of long-term residents - their greater need for variety and change 
when younger, and for stability and order when they are older and have 
identified with their self-made surroundings, which they no longer wish to 
alter. 
Photograph : Stages of alterations by residents 
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Fig. 3 
The pr-imary structure is fil~ed out by non-lnad~;earinpz;, space-enc_:_')SJ..rig 
wall elements, the connectjng parts o~ which have simpJifiPd jn s·1~h a way 
that residents can themselves alter the position of the wa1~s. Wlthi~ ~he 
ar,ea allotted to the secondary slructure, vertical s~eel strut~ ea~ 0e 
fitted when and where desired, to wht(~h ·¥'r1ll or f~H'nit.ur'e ele::~Ants C2!i te 
att3ched. Tt1e various possibilitjes offered enable the resi~en~ to ~reate 
a "spatial integration of walls and fur,ni.ture" without any ':ia.nger of 
clashing with the technicaql and supply systems located i~ ~re f.uor. 
Pttoto~raph : Interior layout usirt~ P1Pment.s ! D~ning are~ 
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Fig. 5 
The clean-cut appearance of timber frame houses seemed to the research 
group to be something that could be carried over construction to with 
steel. Its high load-bearing capacity means that slimmer cross-sections, 
wider spans and more freedom in final layout are possible. Steel components 
are easy to move and can thus be dismantled and reassembled - "Baukasten 
system" - as individual requirements or town-planning projects vary. In 
the place of isolated monuments, building forms would appear which represent 
the spirit of our time. 
Photograph : View of the terrace landscape 
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Fig. 6 
Close to the banks of the river Spree, a transnational European Cooperative 
research project tests and demonstrates new construction elements and 
their possible applications as well as new methods of construction and 
living. In this demonstration building in the international experimental 
area of Berlin's "Hansa-Viertel", it is not only the production and 
assembly of building components, and their suitability and practicability 
that are exposed to critical appraisal, but also the implications for 
future development and the social consequences of a building method that 
opens up new possibilities for the resident or user. 
Photograph : View across the Spree 
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S'rEZL IN II>USING ARCHITEX::TURE 
Marcel V. F. van Wetter 
Director, SPRL Bureau d 'Etudes M. van Wetter 
SUI!!!!!!17 
The construction of 518 dwellings has been carried out at Tubize on behalf 
of the Soci,t6 du Logement. Steel has been extensively used in the frame, 
flooring and facades. Standards of convenience received very great attent-
ion and the results were measured. Rapidity of execution exceeded all the 
predictions. The total weight of the frame, sheeting and trellising was 
about 28oo t. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The example I have chosen to illustrate the subject with which I have been 
provided is that of an assembly of 518 dwellings, built using steel at 
Tubize by the Soci~t6 Na~ionale du Logement. 
To begin with, that organisation had at its disposal an undulating site 
of 30 ha, free of any building and capable of taking about a thousand 
dwellings. The director of works, well versed in the building of similar 
projects in Europe and particularly in France (notably the GEAI system of 
the architect Lods) wanted to begin with a first phase of 500 dwellings 
sited on an area of 15 ha. 
The drawing up of a call for tenders, involving a large group, vas en-
trusted to the ABEI Group (Association de Bureaux d'Etudes Int~gr~s), of 
which I was the head. The Group consisted of: 
- the architectural office Tekhne, headed by M Delatte 
- the architects Delferiere and Lepoivre 
- the M. Banquet consultancy for special techniques 
- the M. van Wetter consultancy for structural stability 
Our task was exhaustive. It comprised development of the site, architect-
ure, heating, sanitation and electrical services, communications, the 
waste water processing plant, storm drains, street lighting, telecommunic-
ations, etc. 
The basic directives issued by SNL were: 
- to make as much use of steel as possible for the housing of the 
workers of the region largely employed in an important local steel-
works (Clabecq) 
- develop the site with as much eXploitation of the shape of the 
terrain as possible 
- design the buildings and their siting so as to create an urban 
environment compatible with its positioning 
- use electricity as the sole source of energy to protect the inhab-
itants from atmospheric pollution 
- arrange the building site itself to allow for the convenient and 
clean delivery of metal structures, panels and other 'finished' 
products 
- draw up an invitation to tender giving the tendering organisations 
the opportunity to offer a choice of construction systems to aid 
the director of works. The document thus set out standards which 
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had to be met while leaving as wide as possible the selection of 
possible solutions 
The invitation to tender, as drawn up by ABEI, comprised 29 buildings: 
- 5 buildings 'G + 7' (ground plus seven floors) 
- 24 buildings 'G + 2' (ground plus two floors) 
containing an assortment of appartments: 
- 32 appartments with 4 bedrooms (109 m2) 
- 128 appartments with 3 bedrooms (94 m2) 
- 288 appartments with 2 bedrooms (79 m2) 
- 70 studio appartmenta (51 m2) 
Baking a total of 518 dwellings. 
2. FRAMEWRK 
The nature of the soil reuired the use of cast piles. Each building 
required a foundation of reinforced concrete, poured on site, with shoes 
and beams on piles, peripheral load-bearing membranes, a network of col-
umns and beams supporting the paved ground floor area. Everything to be 
constructed above that paved area was to be steel-frame: columns, main and 
secondary beams, shuttering not including the reinforced concrete items 
cast in place and surfaced by means of machines called 'helicopters'. 
The framework formed by the beams and columns was designed to make use 
of reinforced concrete screens projecting 2.4o m between beam axes. The 
screen is reinforced with mesh ans is concreted on a corrugated steel 
sheet of 55 mm depth of curvature, and presenting 45 mm thickness above 
the grooves. The screen is joined to the load-bearing beams by 5/8" pins 
welded into place. 
The load-bearing beams, associated with the compression-loaded floor, 
are of asymmetrical section of type YA 24o (more height utilised), and of 
PN and PE shape of smaller section. 
The columns are HEA and all the exterior columns are set in front of the 
plane of the facade on aesthetic grounds. 
The wind bracings are placed near the staircases and lifts, or in the 
gable ends. They are of K beams or in the form of St Andrew's cross. 
The basic module is 1.20 m, permitting extensive repetition of similar 
elements. 
All prefabricated units were mounted by the classical method, ie. by 
columns, main beams, secondary beams, wind braces, formers, then screens. 
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All the components are secured by bolts. The staircase steps are concrete 
bolted onto open metal stringers. 
Because of the small amount of space occupied by the floor joists and of 
a careful survey of the items in the false ceiling, the total depth between 
the ceiling and the floor above was limited to 50 cm. The headroom was 
limited to 2.50 m so that the floors rose in 3 m intervals. 
The project outlined above was as in the original plan, with the exception 
of the asymmetrical YA 24o item which was proposed by the adjudicator and 
accepted by us. 
Few different systems were proposed by the organisations submitting 
tenders, except for a survey inspired by the GEAI system, whose applicat-
ion at Rouen and Elancourt were known to us. The scheme was not retained 
by the director of works. 
The majority of the companies submitted prices based on our initial 
survey, with detailed modifications. It was evident that the more elabor-
ate systems (channel sections, composite sections, special sections, high-
strength steels, rigid ties, three-dimensional floor frames) did not con-
form to the requirements for ease of assembly, avoidance of delay, or cost 
reductions. 
In this connexion, it should be pointed out that the budgetary limitations 
which we were set unfortunately meant the simplification of some of the 
details of our basic plan. We abandoned the external terraces and the 
detachable facades. Some intermediate buildings were lowered by about a 
metre because of the natural curvature of the ground: they had to be put 
on a common base on economic grounds. Some of the interior fittings were 
simplified. 
3. FACADES 
The exterior walling was considered in the light of maximum insulation due 
to the need to economise on the electricity for heating. They were made of 
factory-assembled panels composed of: 
- an outer steel skin plate of 1 mm thickness 
- 98 mm of poly iso cyanurate insulator 
- an interior steel skin 1 mm thick and anti-corrosion painted. 
The K coefficient of the panels is less than 0.3. Double glazing is used 
throughout. The external colour (predominantly white) reduces radiant 
heat problems in summer to a minimum. In the living rooms, the outer 
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shutters, which are of the sliding type and are made of sectioned steel 
sheet, permit a layer of air between themselves and the glazing. 
4. ROOFING 
The initial project assumed a cold roof. Implementation, with the builder 
and SNL, led us to adopt the following solution: 
on the outside, 0.8 mm aluminium foil with an anti-drumming coating, 
forming the rainproofing and allowing air circulation underneath; this 
was followed by a layer of fibreglass 100 mm thick, condensation trap, 
fibrous plaster panels with aluminium foil on the hidden face, all 
mounted on visible slideways. 
Temperature and relative humidity under the outer foil are controlled by 
mechanical ventilation fed by the undulations in the roof sheeting and 
running behind the slideways. 
In this way, roof overheating can be avoided during periods of strong sun. 
5. HEATING AND VENTILATION 
The equipment bad to allow for the small thermal inertia of the frame, the 
walls and the roof. 
The solution adopted is to use individual heating by appartment by means 
of ducted hot air from a night storage system controlled by external therm-
ocouple and topped up two hours in the middle of the day. 
The fresh air/extracted air balancing is carried out at the storage 
accumulator for fresh (filtred) air taken in. Extraction is effected at 
60 m(/h at bathroom level and 55m3/hat wc level. In the kitchen, a 
carbon-filled recycling hood limits the calorific losses due to air 
renewal. The concentration of carbon dioxide is kept below 0.5% within the 
appartment and the range of fresh air per person is 10 to 25 m3 for the 
elimination of odour. 
6. ACOUSTIC INSULATION 
The interior partitioning is plaster board. Some of the partitions are 
double, notably those between appartments. Those partitions which are 
required to be fire resistant are in metal stud with steel frame 12 cm 
thick. Ceiling tiles are in Gyproc with aluminium foil on the hidden face 
and mounted on visible slideways. All the air ducting is located in 
the false ceiling. All the floor coverings (plain nylon felt carpets or 
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vinyl carpet tiles) are mounted directly onto the 'helicopter' treated 
concrete partitioning. The bathroom and kitchen walls are covered in vinJl 
papers. 
The combination yields good sound insulation properties. The general 
attenuation of airborne noise is: 
- simple partition walls: 
- double party walls: 
- floors 
- roofs 
34 dBA 
47 dBA 
54 dBA 
55 dBA 
The heating equipment is particularly quiet and is situated at level NR 30· 
7. ELEX:TRICITY 
The twin supply system (day and night current) is carried by busbars in 
metal boxing to the appartments. 
In order to avoid wall piercing, which would be detrimental to acoustic, 
thermal, or fire stopping qualities, the wiring has been grouped in special 
skirtings. 
8. LIFTS 
Each of the G + 7 buildings, consisting of 46 dwellings, has two lifts, one 
of which is a larger, service machine. 
9. FIRE REGULATIONS 
Standards 713-010 and 713-020 which should only apply to buildings aver 
30 m were imposed by the fire brigade, even though our buildings were under 
that limit. The result was considerable extra expense on the fire protect-
ion of the outer walls, doors and internal walls, among other expensive 
items. 
Since the facade columns were external, an asbestos cement projection 
isolates the metal beams of the outer belt (on the inside of the false 
ceilings) as well as the interior face of the screening (metal beams and 
sectioned sheet). 
10. SHOW FLAT 
From the time work on the site began, a full-scale model of an appartment 
was built. The inspection model was an identical model in large-scale 
detail and from the viewpoint of finish. A series of laboratory tests was 
carried out by specialists, notably thermography (detection of spots), 
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thermal, acoustic, stability etc. Moreover, the appartment has been 
occupied for more than a year to the satisfaction of those living in it. 
The feedback of information confirmed the selection of materials made at 
the planning stage. 
11. CONDUCT OF THE WORK 
The general undertaking, including site preparation, building and equipm-nt 
was awarded by SNL to the company 'Entreprises et Travaux - EGTA Contract-
ors'. 
We cannot list all the subcontractors but within the framework of a paper 
dealing with metal structures, we should mention Steyaert for the frame and 
Chamebel for the facade material. 
Close collaboration was established from the beginning between the works 
director, the planners and the builders. Numerous meetings took place, 
first of all to make the selection from the initial submissions, then to 
agree on construction details, assembly, agreements with various national 
bodies, and the work scheduling. 
12. CONCLUSION 
In order to bring to fruition an essentially creative and original scheme, 
collaboration, both imaginative and technical, was put to the test in 
respect of the interests of the clerk of the works and all the other parties 
involved. The final coat of the work lliiiOunted to more than a thousand 
million Belgian francs, and it is easy to imagine the number of difficult-
ies which had to be faced from many points of view. It is pleasant to 
record that the assembly of individuals assigned to the work rapidly became 
a team, in the sporting sense of the word. 
It is especially worthy of note that there were no tolerance problems, 
the frame and the panelling all slotting together without difficulty. 
The human problems, by no means the least important, were all solved with 
good humour. Each one of us is proud to have been associated with the 
project. 
The end result of this excellent collaboration was a saving of 12 months 
on the original planning. 
We should point out that a number of the appartments are already 
occupied, to the satisfaction of those in them. 
AUDACES FORTUNA JUVAT 
LABOR OMNIA VINCIT IMPROBUS 
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THERMAL INSULATION OF SINGLE STOREY STEEL CLAD BUILDINGS 
V .M. DEMPSEY 
Director - R.M. Douglas Roofing Limited - U.K. 
Summary 
For many years European attitudes regarding the extent to which the 
industrial single storey building had a need to be insulated varied to a 
great extent according to the geophysical and climatic conditions 
pertinent to particular countries the extremes being Scandinavian arctic 
to Italian riviera. 
The oil crisis has changed all attitudes and polarised criteria for 
insulation ~way from concepts of health and comfort or individual 
designer's approach towards the more urgent need, that of conservation 
of energy; until the oil crisis there was no definitive attempt by the 
Zuropean communities to standardise an acceptable method of measuring 
energy conservation or even having a common approach to standards 
required. 
In order to encourage some sort of exchange within the community the 
follwwing paper illustrates as a case-history of what happened and is 
happening to the U.K. Roofing and Cladding Industry in order to meet the 
need created by the necessity for conservation of energy; the particular 
ex~mple chosen is single storey Industrial buildings which in the U.K. 
were previously not examined for significant sources of energy losses. 
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1" INTRODUCTION 
Environmental comfort and safety in dwellings has been accepted as a dic-
tate that a building should be insulated closely related to particular 
climes of different European countries; to countries with a severely cold 
climate it was more obTious that efficient use of insulation possessed 
economic benefit of great significance. 
The oil crisis highlighted the alarming prospect that energy sources are 
limited, conservation was of paramount importance and that insulation of 
buildings was a prime factor in energy conservation. 
Various E.E.C. countries adopted differing stances towards energy con-
servation. 
Upgrading the insulati~n of existin~ buildings gained first attention but 
governments adopted inconsistent schemes which can be loosely described 
as incentives incorporating attractive loan schemes at reduced interest 
rates or long-period repayments linked to upgrading of insulation of exis-
ting buildings; sometimes these incentives were linked to requirements for 
improving the efficiency of heating equipment. 
Where new buildings are concerned most governments have begun to direct 
firmer legislation directly aimed at incorporating energy conservation 
measures in the design of buildings. 
In Europe more consistency between nations' thermal standards is required 
on the degree of energy conservation and the basis of design. An exam-
ination of the case-history in the U.K. related to the rising awareness 
of the need to conserve energy and the effects of this concept on the 
design of new industrial single-storey buildings can be used to promote 
co-ordination of a reasonably consistent European code of practice on 
insulation design and practice relating to energy conservation. 
In Europe there is no doubt that various countries by the nature of their 
differing geophysical and climatic conditions have already adopted solut-
ions which can be usefully applied to energy conservation elsewhere but no 
single country can provide the complete solution to another country's 
energy conservation insulation technique; therefore a central information 
exchange of all existing or proposed solutions would be beneficial within 
the community so that members may obtain benefits from other members' 
experience without necessarily adopting in toto any particular solution. 
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In the following pages the U.K. experience of the effects of new con-
cepts in Thermal Insulation may provide the beginnin~ of a larger exchange 
throughout the community. 
If INSULATION OF SINGLE-STOREY STEEL-CLAD BUILDINGS IN U.K. 
Single storey steel-clad buildings consist mainly of a steel frame with 
lightweight roof purlins and sheeting rails; because of the need to ~lim­
inate energy-consuming volume of buildings shapes are now tending towards 
low-rise and low-pitch; therefore the percentage of surface area of fabric 
of the roof is increasing relative to area of walls; roofs become a major 
source of energy waste if not designed properly, although walls cannot be 
ignored in Thermal design; Thermal design solutions of roofs usually can 
be adapted to wall situations. 
Increased efficiency of Thermal performance of roofs and walls generates 
a significant change in designers' ~ttitudes to the energy-economical-
advantages of a low-heat-capacity lightweight roof and wall which is immed-
iately compatible with the economic use of the now popular intermittent 
heating systems installed in modern industrial buildings. 
The building envelope is increasingly considered separately as a design 
principle, consequently the Thermal performance of the building fabric 
based on energy saving principles is being rapidly re-designed encompass-
ing a revised examination of the methods of installation. 
The energy design of roofing and clRdding involving insulation is being 
accepted by designers as a specialised building discipline within the 
overall design of the basic shell. To relate the change in attitudes we 
have chosen to offer the effects of energy conservation on roofs and walls 
separately but solutions are sometimes common to both. The solutions we 
are providing in the U.K. should be compared directly with solutions other 
countries have produced; the c~ordination of all solutions will in the end 
provide correct design for energy conservation of single storey buildings 
and encourage the free movement of thought and products throughout the 
community. 
II:f ROOFING IN U.K. 198o 
The trend away from lightweight warm roofs (fi~. 1) to li~htweight cold 
roofs (figs 3 - 9) is already evident in the U.K. and is primarily ident-
ified as a reaction to the problematical effects of slightly increasing 
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Thermal Insulation efficiency prior to 1973 by the introduction of a 
new generation high thermal value insulation material placed beneath the 
available weatherproof membranes; this slight increase in thermal efficiency 
led to the exposure of the limitations of existing waterproof membranes 
which were then standard in the U.K. (such as bitumen roofing felt or 
asphalt) the design of which had not been substantially improved for many 
The necessary improvement and introduction of high-performance membranes 
in answer to the nroblems of laying directly on to plastic or mineral high 
thermal boards was engendered; unfortunately, this improvement brought 
about a significant escalation in the cost of an efficient warm roof 
because the 1118. jority of the components of warm roofs to-day are derived 
from the petro-chemical industry (felt, bitumen, plastic insulations etc) 
with certain exceptions such as the mineral type of insulation material. 
Insulation or weatherproofing material derived from the oil-based products 
are continuing to escalate in tandem with oil price rises; the conservation 
of energy value of warm roof constructions is therefore beginning to com-
pare unfavourably with the cost of equally efficient cold roofs (figs 3-10). 
The attractive economies of the high-thermal cold roof construction now 
bear the main design attraction; therefore it is the cold roof construction 
that is rapidly being updated and re-designed to cater for increased ther-
mal efficiency. 
The examination is centred on the effects of changes in a construction 
which now incorporate cold roofs where previously warm roofs would have 
been employed. 
The debate on the new approach to cold roof design now that war8 roofs are 
beginning to price themselves out in ~eaching their opti.ua performance 
concerns what the manufacturers are offering to meet the new requirement 
and how the installer is beginning to appreciate the necessary changes in 
techniques brought about by the influx of new products or significant 
changes in existing available products; the designers' responsibility is 
having to bring both together under the design umbrella in order to produce 
an economic energy-conserving building design. 
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lV THE PHYSICAL EFFECTS CAUSED BY THE INCREASED THERMAL DFICIENCY 
IN COLD ROOF STRUC'l'URES 
Uneven temperature distribution between the outer and inner surfaces of 
the roof fabric can lead to differential move.ent between the skins part-
icularly on sandwich panels which have already known to produce failure in 
the interface bonding of components. 
Individual components as well as complete systems will operate under .ore 
extreme environmental conditions where outer surfaces will be more vul-
nerable because of longer exposures to the effects of winter conditions 
without the relief of escaping energy to reduce the effects whilst also 
operating at lower pitches than previously considered for profiled steel 
sheets where membrane roofs would have previously been employed; inner 
skins will be expected to sustain the effects of longer periods at con-
stant higher temperatures again with no escape of the heat energy through 
the construction due to theEfficiency of the insulation above the inner 
skins. 
Because of the increase in the extremes in the temperature difference 
the change in the temperature gradient through the construction of the roof 
fabric will necessitate a certain amount of re-design in cold roofs to 
prevent interstitial condensation. 
A much closer consideration will also be desirable in the choice and usecf 
glazing or translucent areas forming cool-areas within the system (Which 
act as local condensation collection areas) bearing in-mind that profiled 
translucent roofing sheeting of a GRP or similar material is normally 
incorporated to-day instead of traditional patent glazing system using 
glass and metal bars; translucent sheets can be installed in runs, chequer-
board or strips-depending on designers' quirks (fig. 2); on low-slope roofs 
providing the fire regulations are complied with the neatest and most suit-
able solution is in ridge-to-eaves strips which prevent an unnecessary 
amount of end laps undesirable in low roof-pitches and stiffens the side-
lap of the translucent sheeting which is of a more flexible material than 
steel; the strip method concentrates dissimilar materials (GRP/steel) in 
semi-isolation rather than in an unsatisfactory mixture; it also controls 
condensation effects by deliberately placing the condensation risk in a 
position that the designer is aware of and will cater for in his design 
and detailing. 
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The U.K. experience on industrial projects is that buildings are already 
being designed towards low-volume energy-saving shapes and which incorpor-
ate reduced-slope construction; this leads to a revised approach to cold 
roof construction which previously were laid quite effectively at reasonable 
pitches such as 10° but where pitches reduce down to 4° or 5° a new 
approach is required to improving the detail and insulation techniques to 
combat their vulnerability when installed at such very low pitches. 
This design of flashings and ancillary components in a cold roof - such 
as eaves, valley gutters, ridge and gable treatments should ensure the 
elimination of cold-bridge effects that can occur in careless designs 
which on first inspection may appear well insulated in general. 
Perforations in the cold roof which employs steel profiled sheets for 
instance are much more difficult to weather than in warm roof systems 
where the flexible membranes can be dressed and torched to provide water-
tight penetrations; in cold roof systems where the roof vents or pipes, 
chimneys etc have to perforate the profiled steel sheet improvements are 
already taking place in the detailing of the soaker flashihgs with part-
icular awareness when installed at the mid-slope on large-low-slope roofs. 
V FABRIC DESIGN AMEND!~ENTS TO INCREASE THERMAL EFFICIENCY 
The most economical existing site-assembled system in use (figs 3 & 4) 
easily accommodates any necessary increase in thickness of mineral 
insulation components. It will also be easy to incorporate a vapour barrier 
dir0ctly laid between the insulation on the warm side and the lining board. 
lt/here plastic insulation board replaces a lining board in the system 
(fig 5) eliminating the quilt or Mineral wool construction the plastic 
insulations available can without difficulty be increased to comply with 
an improvement in thermal efficiency but there are difficulties in incor-
porating a suitable vapour barrier with this system. 
The energy crisis has brought an upsurge in the U.K. of factory-made two-
part assembly glued-on (bonded panel) (fig 6), and already an improvement 
in this system in the form of a factory-made composite panel (fig. 7) is 
on the market. In this latter type the corrugations of the profiled 
sheets are completely filled with the plastic insulation (which has now 
been increased to meet the energy requirement); the side-laps of these 
p~nels will have to be carefully re-designed or improved to obviate the 
possible incidence of condensation at the side joints, although some 
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panels are already improved by incorporating a flexible type of vapour 
check in the form of a plastic extrusion which runs the full length of 
the side lap of each panel (figs 8 & 9). Composite panels available at 
this time are provided with an alternative of inner surface made of 
lightly profiled decorative steel or a faced decorative asbestos paper; 
whereas the former is more robust the latter is usually sufficient to 
overcome normal constructional handling, and is quite acceptable on an 
industrial building. 
Investigations are now going on to examine more closely the type of 
coatings available on steel sheets, particularly to be used in roof 
systems where a certain amount of post-installation trafficking may take 
place without knowledge of the installer, and there are several European 
committees in existence and meeting to provide the specifier and installer 
with more advice on suitability and coatings for different situations. 
Vl AMENDMENTS REQUIRED TO EXISTING INSTALLATION TECHNIQUES WHEN 
INCREASED INSULATION THICKNESSES ARE REQUIRED. 
The increase in thickness of a mineral slab or quilt insulation in a 
system (detailed in fig 3 or 4) n~turally increases the depth required of 
the metal or timber spacer and as a resultthe screw. utilised to attach 
the outer profiled sheet to the main support system is becoming excessive, 
lengthy and difficult to apply. 
A metal spacer which can be primarily fixed to the main steelwork with 
short screws prior to the attachment of the outer sheet to t•e spacer is 
being incre~singly used but produces a significant cold-bridging effect 
which is difficult to counter by the strategic application of cold-
bridging insulation in a roof system due to the necessity to prevent com-
pressibility of fasteners over support systems. 
A deeper timber spacer if provided, has an advantage of being a useful 
drilling guide for extra long screw fixings. 
A further alternative is to apply a superior grade of timber adequate to 
accept the outer sheet fixing; this super grade timber is fixed to the 
primary supports before the main sheeting is applied. 
To suit new low-slope situations a significant increase in good workman-
ship when drilling for main fixing and secondary fixings such as seam 
stitching is essential; this will apply to any perimeter details involving 
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fleshings or anT internal detailing where soakers are applied to the 
external sheet. 
The end laps of sheets on low-pitched roofs which are one of the most 
vulnerable positions for water ingress will have to be reduced to an 
ab.solute minimum; this will lead to an increase in the length of the 
sheets supplied to sites and there will be more on-site difficulties in 
handling the increased length in sheets; no doubt this will reduce 
efficiency in installation. 
It should be realised that the site assembled construction of cold roofs 
(such as in fig 3 or 4) can adapt the flexibility of each component part 
to overcome or c~pensate for excess tolerances in building erection 
without being obviously visible. The installer has to realise that 
factory bonded or composite panels (such as figs 6-9) are supplied in one 
plank and as such will reflect any discrepancy in the building structure 
and designers will have to accept that it is not possible to compensate 
for framework deficiencies when using composite or bonded panels. 
Site assembled panels (such as figs 3 & 4) allow that all the components 
can be readily removed, replaced or exchanged positions which is an advan-
tage over factory assembled panels where replacements or removals or re-
positioning of sheets can be difficult due to the overlap detail both at 
the side and end of the sheets~ which are dictated by the direction at 
which such panels can be removed or replaced. 
The incorporation of plastic rooflights or other types of openings in the 
site-assembled panel is less problematical t~an in a factory assembled 
panel where unsightly cutting of factory assembled panels and in partic-
ular the foam filling will occur unless the on-site penetrations are 
designed more intimately to fit into the module of the composite panel 
systems and provide reasonable·soaker flashing details. On-site cutting 
and adjustment of pressed metal fl,q_shing sheets and other fitments is 
quite simple using systems 3 and 4 but is slightly more difficult when 
using factory system 6 - ? because the plastic foR.m has to be removed on 
site to allow flashings to be inserted in a regular ~nd satisfR.ctory 
manner. 
These are just some of the problems that are being e~amined with regard 
to changes in systems and which no doubt different European countries will 
either have experienced or about to experience. 
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ffi THE EFFECTS OF THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW COLD ROOF SYSTEMS ON 
LABOUR COSTS AND CONSTRUCTION TIMES 
It is recognised that the existing site-assembled, five part cold roof 
construction (system 3 or 4) has always and will remain labour-intensive 
but that the required increase in insulation thickness or the introduc-
tion of vapour barriers to meet new energy requirements will not signific-
antly escalate either the existing labour intensity or the erection time. 
Bonded or composite panels (systems 6 & 7) are much less site-labour 
intensive because it is recognised most of the labour in assembly is 
already carried out off-site in ideal factory conditions not dependent 
upon ambient weather conditions. 
Assuming that for the reRsons stated previously the trend will be to 
supply composite panels in lengths as long as possible to avoid end 
lapping etci\volves that these panels require an additional and sig-
nificant cost of plant-assisted site installation. The factory assembled 
panels, however, c~ be erected ~n site approximately two to three times 
faster than site-assembled constructions but the full time-saving effect 
h~s to be tempered by the tnowledge th~t the pattern of building con-
struction dictat~the pace at which the other elements are erected or 
other trades operate and will detract from some of the advantages of 
rapid roof panel installation. 
Vfii' COST EFFECTS OF INCREASED INSULATION EFFICIENCY IN THE MATERIALS 
COMPRISING THE ROOF FABRIC 
To meet increased energy saving requirements the on-site assembled system 
of construction (as in 3 or 4) do not significantly increase in price with 
the exception of an acceptable escalation in the cost of quilt or matt 
insulation and possibly the cost of the inclusion of a vapour barrier; 
cost increases are kept to an acceptable minimum. 
Bonded panels or composite panels (system 6 or 7) using mostly petro-
chemical orientated plastic boards or filling are increasingly expensive 
as the price of oil escalates. These bonded or composite panels, because 
of their bulk, their poor nesting shape cost more to transport and 
require more on-site storage space. The waste of the materials in the 
composite panels because of the way they are fabricated can prove costly 
where with few exceptions on-site damage usually entails a new whole-
panel replacement; it should be noted that a site assembled system could 
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be replaced with individual components if required, without a large cost 
implication. 
lX DEVELOPMENT OF N~W PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS IN COLD ROOFS 
Insulation thicknesses will no doubt increase in the foreseeable fUture 
and a possibility of composite or bonded panels becoming less cost-
efficient leads to the consideration of further changes in construction. 
An example is such as on fig 10 where a structural profiled steel sheet 
is provided as the main support bed for installing an outer weathering of 
a second lightweight profiled steel sheet roof with quilt or matt insulat-
ion, and the introduction of lattice metal spacers in lieu of timber spacers 
to reduce cold-bridging and to cut down the unsatisfactory length of fixing 
screws; the most suitable type of metal Sheet to be utilised as a weather-
ing sheet in this construction on very low slopes will eliminate anr ext-
ernal fixings and preferably make use of an internal semi-clip arrangement 
within a sealed standing-seam to allow for movement within the length of 
the sheet; this construction is now competitive in both price and effect-
iveness, with a familiar warm roof weathered by a site-installed membrane 
system and is quite close in cost terms to that of a composite metal 
system (such as system 8). 
Other countries may produce different solutions or evolution of new roof 
systems to meet increased insulation requirements. 
X WALL CONSTRUCTIONS 
The U.K. experience is that most of the parameters governing thermal re-
design of building roof fabrics by increasing insulation efficiency or 
thickness can be applied almost directly to lightweight well constructions 
the major difference being that WRlls will not be trafficked and do not 
attract wind or imposed loads in the same mRnner as roof systems. 
Wall systems built up as roofs (similar to system 3 or 4) are still the 
most popular and economic type of lightweight wall; the new pl~stic lining 
boards with decorative foil faces are also used to replace plasterboard 
in some situations but attract adverse criticism relating to the fire risk 
attributed to Urethane or other plastics; with the site-assembled systems 
(figs 3,4, llnd 5) however there is a growing requirement to check the fire 
performance of the system because of the flue effect of open corrugations 
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the bonded panel (system 6) will not prove accept~ble as it was six 
months ago. 
A relatively recent innovation is of structural steel-planks or trays 
(filled with mineral insulation) fully supporting the outer profiled 
sheet but being currently used with more frequency. These trays provide 
one of the most economical forms of quick construction with the special 
attraction that they can be used as temporary protection to the inside of 
the building and that the vertical or horizontal sheeting railsarevirt-
ually eliminated. This system is e~sily dismantled if for instance addit-
ional doors or other openings are required at a later date. 
The factory assembled composite system (similar to systems 6 & 7 on a roof) 
is proving extremely useful when adjusted to walls particularly with the 
ne\/ low-rise buildings where one plank 7 - 8 metres long is sufficient 
without any end laps to fill in the whole of the side of the building; 
problems experienced with this system in ~ low-slope roof are virtually 
eliminated in walls. Similar to roof systems the wall systems c~n be 
obt~ined with either steel or soft backed materials to form a robust, 
washable and decorative inner face; doors, windows and louvres can be 
e~sily incorporated in these systems. 
The coatin~s as in roofs ~re still unQer the eRamin~tion of various bodies 
but the smooth coatings with long-life colour retention char~cteristics 
are used more on walls than roofs due to the reduction in the risk of 
mechanical damage. 
Xl S0!-1E PHYSICAL EFF"SCTS OF 'l'HE INCREASE IN INSULATION PERFORM~NCE 
REQUIREHENT OF LIGFT1.'fEIGHT 'dALL CONSTRUCTION. 
Tr,.ditional site- assembled ~~~11 systems are not si~ificantly affected 
by the increase in insulation other than the expected increase in length 
of fasteners or the introduction of a different type of fastening system 
either through metal or timber spacers. 
'.'/here structural trays are employed and totally support. the outer cladding 
designers should bear in mind that for economy and convenience the longer 
spans are used; the amounts of allowable deflection that have been 
previously acceptable should be considered more carefully and in our 
opinion should not be less than 1;o for long span trays up to say 6 metre 
span otherwise the deflection will be aesthetically unacceptable and may 
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place greater stress on the fixing of the trays; horizontal cladding 
is often used with this system and because of the direction of the span, 
excessively long continuous elevations (as much as 90-100 metres) have to 
allow for expansion and contraction of even a steel sheet. 
Bonded or composite panels which rely on mechanical or structural increase 
in strength and span performance by the contribution to the profiled sheet 
properties by the addition of insulation should be treated with caution. 
There is no clear proof that the strength of the glue line in the case of 
bonded panels, or the natural bond of the composite panel to the outer 
sheet is permanent. There have already been isolated failures in the 
bond between glue line or composite foam to the outer sheet. 
Xll TRENDS 
The use of profiled steel sheets as the outer weathering skin of cold 
roofs has been on the increase in the U.K. since 1973 and is continuing 
to increase its share of the market at the expense of flat "warm roof" 
constructions as the uroblems of weathering cold roof sheets around fix-
ings and penetrations has been solved. 
The increase in the use of bonded or composite plastic foam panels inc-
orporating steel outer sheets will continue although the more economical 
site-assembled panels will hold their share in the same way as asbestos 
sheeted roofs are still utilised for econo~ despite the overall advantages 
of metal sheeting in comparative situations. 
No real investigation has been undertaken of the possible effects of 
involuntary stiffening of roof purlin produced by roof systems in causing 
higher stresses on the increasing length of fastener now being employed. 
At the same time the integrity of fasteners fixed through a steel sheet 
over a semi-rigid plastio roofboard has not been entirely successful, 
particularly in cases where low-slope roofs have been employed and where 
thereE no scope for human error because every fixing must give 100% 
integrity for the roof to succeed. 
In particular, where soft backed infill foam or bonded panel is used 
over-ti~htening of screws may cause surface cell collapse over the purlin 
which, depending on the friability of the insulation material, will not be 
visible at the time of placing the fastener but can reduce significantly 
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t•e integrity of the washer-seal leading to leaks around fasteners. 
With thicknesses of foam reaching 30mm upwards and mineral quilts or matts 
6omm upwards, any lateral restraint previously given or by roof sheeting 
will be difficult to justify as the plane of the sheet and the length of 
the screws will be incompatible with lateral restraint or stressed-skin 
design. 
Solutions incorporating the full mechanical and section properties of 
site-assembled tray and sheet aonstructions producing a monocoque system 
are being investigated and may make all-steel lightweight walls even more 
competitive. 
The new wave of products and systems for roof and wall fabrics brought 
out in the U.K. to meet increased insulation requirements has not yet 
produced the satisfactory standard solution or a final firm basis for 
designers to utilise and, at this moment, there is a scramble by man-
ufacturers to impose their own solution. In the end the solution will, 
by necessity, be decided by the flair of designers in conjunction with 
the on-site practical experience of installers and a constant exchange 
between European nations. 
FIG.1 
1. Galvanized steel pro~iled decking with 
spans ~rom 2 - 6 metres. 
2. Bitumenized or ~ire retardant ~oil ~aced 
Sisalkra~t vapour barrie~. 
3. Rigid insulation material in board ~orm. 
4. Built-up bituminous weatherproo~ing system with 
standard or high per~ormance layers. 
5. Re~lective stone chippings or re~lective 
aluminium paint or ~ine granule mineral ~inish. 
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FIG.2 
TYPICAL AVAILABLE ARRANGEl·fENTS 
OF 
TnANSLUCENT SHEETING 
1. Prof~1ed trans1ucent sheet~ ~sta11ed ~ 
cont~uous run across ~dth of bu~1d~ng. 
2. Prof~1ed trans1ucent sheet~ng ~nsta11ed ~ 
a random or chequer-board pattern. 
3. Prof~1ed trans1ucent sheet~ng ~nsta11ed ~n 
strips from r~dge to eaves para11e1 to span 
of profi1ed roof sheet~ng. 
FIG.3 
COMPONENTS 
1. Ga1vanized steel tee-section 
support syst .. with optional 
white plaetic face. 
2. White-plastic-faced-al~~foil baCked 
plaeterboard lia±ng. 
). Mineral iDeu1ation -tt. 
4. Treated tiaber epacer batten (or gal,_ 
ized steel epacer profile). 
5. Ollter -athering eheet profiled colour 
coated eteel. 
FIG.4 
COMPONENTS 
1. Lightweight - lightly-profiled 
decorative steel inner tray as 
an alternative to plasterboard 
lining. 
2. Mineral insulation matt. 
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J. Treated timber spacer batten 
{or galvanized steel spacer profile) 
4. Outer weathering sheet profiled 
colour coated steel. 
FIG.5 
COMPONENTS 
1. Galvanized steel tee-section 
support system with optional 
white plastic face. 
2. Rigid plastic insulation board with 
inner face decorative alu.inium foil. 
3. Outer weathering sheet profiled colour 
coated steel. 
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FIG. 6 
COJ.IPONENTS 
1. Factory-glued and applied rigid plastic 
insulation with inner face decorative 
aluminium foil. 
2. Outer weathering sheet profiled colour 
coated steel 
FIG.7 
CO:HPONENTS 
1. Factory-injected rigid plastic foam 
insulatiop with decorative inner face 
lining. 
2. Outer weathering sheet profiled colour 
coated steel. 
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FIG.8 
COMPONENTS 
1. Shallow pro£iled steel inner liner sheet 
with decorative £inish. 
2. Factory injected plastic £oam insulation. 
3. Outer weathering sheet pro£iled colour 
coated steel. 
FIG.9 
COMPONENTS 
1. Shallow pro£iled steel inner liner 
with decorative finish 
2. Factory injected plastic foam tn.ulation. 
3. Outer weathering •heet profiled colour 
coateca •teel. 
4. Colo*r coated steel interloCking cover plate. 
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FIG.10 
COHPONENTS 
1. ~viUUzed steel prot:l.led deck:l.nc spenn:i.Dc 
,_10 metres. 
2. Heavy gauge polyth-e vapour llarri.er. 
3. Prot:l.led plvan:l.sed steel support -ber 
attached to deok. 
4. M:l.neral :I.D8alat:l.oD -tt. 
5. .U.wa:l.n.:l.sed ateel or al~wa aecret-t:l.s tally 
st&Dd:l.nc seaaed prot:l.led root sheet tor 
:I.D8ta11at:l.oD dowa to 20. 
FIG.11 
INSULATED METAL WALL CONSTRUCTION 
1. Galvanised steel structural 
plank to span 3 - 5 aetres. 
2. High-coapressive-strencth 
mineral thermal spacer on 
each plank-£lance. 
). Matt or sea:l.-rigid slab insulation 
in£ill to tray plank. 
4. Outer galvanised eteel colour-coated 
pro£iled sheet. 
4 
Summry 
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MIXED S'l'EEL ARD CONCRETE CORSTRUC'riOR wrrB IMPROVED 
FIRE RESIS'l'ANCE 
Prof. o. Jungbluth 
'l'echnische Hochschule, Darutadt 
H. Feyereisen 
ARBED Luxemburg 
'l'he AF90 system is a mixed construction of steel and concrete with 90 miD-
utes fire resistance following beating according to tbe ISO curTe. 'l'be 
system is suitable both for columns and braces of buildings and for metal-
lic frames for industrial purposes. Columns in AF90 consist of broad -
flange beams with the typical characteristic that the ratio of flange 
thickness to web thickness does not exceed 1. 'l'be valleJs between tbe 
web &Dd flanges are concrete filled around reinforcing bar welded to tbe 
web. :S,. comparison with entirelJ metal columns, tbe co11p0site column leads 
to economies in teriiS of total weight of steel. For floor bracings, the 
weight gain is s•ll, but the mixed SJstem increases tbe inertia of tbe 
beam to tbe effect that deforation under load is of less significance. 
'l'be mixed SJstem can be considered as a .,.ntbesis of steel and reinforced 
concrete construction. It receives the advantages of both principles and 
avoids their disadvantages. From the concrete viewpoint, it eaables the 
concrete to be poured on site and without sbuttering. From tbe metal view-
point it guarantees fire resistanoe without supplementary protection. 'l'he 
system allows large loads to be carried on sall sections. 
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1. IMPOR!AICCE OF FIRI BISIS'f.ANCE 
Serious fires iD buUd1Dga aDd iDdustr:t.al iDatallatioaa usullJ cauae ca;ll-
astrophic a-., both boclilJ aDd ater:t.al. ID spite of the strillpat 
uaaures takea to date with respect to protectioa apiDat fire, the aaber 
aDd exteat of fire cluqe iD the a.r.a Federal Republic has practicall7 
trebled onr the period 1970-1977. J'ipre 1 proddes eo• fire duap 
statistics for aenral coUDtries, exclud1Dg iDdirect daage {1). It 1a 
clear vhJ the colliDg replatiou such as the rules for iDdutr:t.al buUdiDc 
aad DDI 18230 'Fire protectioa --..urea iD coutructioa of iDdustr:t.al 
buUdi.Dga' are eore precise oa thia poiDt iD order to proTide aa eJlhluaced 
lenl of eafet7. It 1a kllowa that iD the case of UDprotected Mtal struct-
ures subjected to {ISO) ataadard fire teat, collapse occurs after 10 to 12 
aiDutes. The hope of achieTiDg significaatlJ better perfo~ce b7 reaort-
i.Dc to •••iT• aectiou, such as b7 usi.Dg heaTJ square sectiou, has oD17 
beea partl;r eatiafied. The duratioa of fire resiataace obtaiDed with a 
lalliDated square aectiOD. of 18o x 18o • subjected to the adaiaaible load 
vas oal7 14 aiDutes {2) • The residual atreues pla7ed aa illportaat role. 
This brings out the aignificaace of the results of trials carried out UDder 
identical conditione on columna of this t;rpe using forsiDg steel or on heat 
treated lalliDated aectiou. For these last sectiou, the reaistaace tillea 
exceeded 36.28 and 33 aiautea. 
Reinforced concrete columna subjected to standard fire testa attain a 
clearlr superior leTel of reaiatance proTided that the reinforceaeat is 
adequatelJ coTered. Nonetheless, claaa .r 90 1a not achined iD all cas••• 
especially where the periMter/aection ratio {U/F) is l.arp aDd where pre-
.. ture burati.Dc of the outer laJera of coacrete occurs. SiDe• the lou 
of Mcbaaioal properties iD concrete coataiDiDg quarts agreptes aDd iD 
steel due to iDcreaae iD teaperature is not significaatl;r differeat, the 
sreater fire reaistaace of concrete with reinforce .. at is explaiDed b7 the 
following: 
1. the theral coaductiTit;r of coacrete {which 9ariea with teaperature, 
<:rts. 3), being oal7 l/10 that of steel, the aechaaical strength of 
coacrete, a• a fUilctioa of the depth of peaetratiOD. of the heat, falls 
eore slovl;r thaa it do•• iD Ullprotected steel {.J!'1s. 4). 
2. Steel reiDforceaent is protected b7 the iDaulatiDg effect of the 
concrete apiDat rapid loss of .. chanical atrensth. 
It is, therefore, losioal to aake use of these properties of concrete to 
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the benefit of the •tal and to turn towards a aixed concrete/steel con-
struction. 
!his aia is 'beillg pursued 'b;y the 'Studieupsellschaft !Ur AnwnclUDSstech-
nik von Eisen 1Uld Stahl eV', Diiaselclorf, iD a massive progra-. of research 
on the fire resistance of aixed coluaaa being carried out at the Institute 
for 'building •terials at the Technical Unbersit;y, Brunswick. 
hclepenclentl;y of this work, AimED, Luxeaburg (4), alae began, at the 
suggestion of Prof. JUDSbluth, trials on fire resistance of BE beau iD 
which the spaces between the web and the flanges were concrete filled; the 
re•incler of this paper is devoted to a report on that work. 
2. MIXED S~CONCIW.rE CONSTRUCTION 
Beaaa iD which onl;y the apace delineated b;y the perimeter circumscribed is 
filled with concrete have the advantage of not requiring ahuttering. In 
the event of fire, the •xiiiWII load to be supported is the useful load with 
no safet;y factor. 
The beam dimensions are selected with the knowledge that the strength 
of steel and concrete at the perimeter of the section falls in proprtion 
as the safet;y factor of the remainder of the section reaches 1.0. This 
81•te• dispensed with the need for non-load-bearing suppleaentary protect-
ion. 
The selection of materials dimensions and grades enabled the structural 
eleaenta to be dimensioned on the basis of fire resistance and load bearing 
derived fro• static calculations. The fire resistance attained according 
to DIN 4102 varied fro• class F 30 to class Fl20. 
Instead of diaenaioning according to the theory of elasticity, whereby 
for a given beaa the greater part of the steel should be placed iD the 
flanges, the optiiiUIII solution for fire protection is based on concentrating 
the greater part of the steel in the web, which is protected by the conc-
rete. 
That is w~ HE sections, open welded sections, and extruded sections 
lend theuebes particularl7 well to these applications. The techniques 
of rolling, welding, and extrusion allow, in the case of a double T for 
example, relativel;y thicker webs to be produced. 
In order to achieve a given class of fire resistance, a special U shape 
reinforcing bar, of which the longitudinal sections varied widel;y, was 
welded to the web, thus providing a junction between the beu and the 
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concrete. In eoae caeee, for eliBIIpl.e where the U/F ratio ill wataTourable 
or where an eepeciall.7 hish desree o! fire reeietance :Le required, the 
plate of the aetal eecticm can be protected ueiDg 1111ppleaeatal7 :l.ualat:l.on 
(Fig. 6). 
The properties of the co11p0eite coutruction of a aetallic eection 
coab:l.aed with concrete aar be deecr:l.bed as follows: 
1. Increased etreqth at rooa tnperature 
2. Choice of fire ree:l.atance perforaace froa clau 'I' 30 to F 120 
3. Greater rigidit7 for beau work:I.Dg :La fle:d.on all4 for ris:l.d traaea 
4. Good surface appearance (washed concrete) 
5. Elilliaat:l.on of anti-corroe:l.on la7er :La the caee ehova :La J':l.s• 6 
6. No shutter:I.Dg 
7. Preeenation of cl.a .. ical aetbode of jo:l.a:I.Dg b7 bolt:I.Dg or weld:I.Dg 
eyea it the DOD-ooncreted epaoee baTe to be filled with a special 
~rtar 
8. Trauport and aaaeablf :La a aauer ea:l.lar to that of ocmTat:l.oDal. 
metallic COllpOnente 
Fro• the aater:ial.s devpo:l.at, :La the aajoritr of caeee steel AE 2,. vu 
eelected for the aetal eectiou, B 420/500 for the re:l.atorce•nt, aDd B '5 
or B 45 for the concrete. 
!he U-ehaped network fora:I.Dg tbe re:l.atorceaent ie def:l.aed b7 the clau 
of fire reeietance aDd the :l.ateaded tunction of the eleaent as colaa, 
floor jo:l.et, or rigid traaee for factorr bar•· 
S:l.ace the flaDgee and a part of the web :La COllpOS:I.te eect:Lou work:I.Dg as 
defiected be.- or as oolau rap:l.dlr loee MChan:l.cal atreqth ne to tl:ae 
action of fire, the re-.:I.Dder of the eect:l.on be:baTee as a re:l.atorced cono-
rete collpOaent. 
1. latio 
area of crou aectiOa 
u (larp) 
<:p> 
2. Elaaceaeat 
3. Concrete coTer:I.Dg 
4. Load 
,5. Percentqe :La re:l.atoroeaeat 
6. Mec:baa:lcal etreasth of aater:l.ala 
7. Ecoentricitr 
(aed:l.•-larp) 
(larp) 
(large) 
( aed:l.1111) 
(a.ll) 
<-n> 
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8. O.O..tric defects 
9. Support oollditiou 
(wide diapersion) 
(low - Mdia) 
~se different factors are, of courae, 1aterdepeD4ent, which acooats for 
tbe 'f'er'J collpl.ex 'bebaYiour llllder fire condit~ aa well u for tile clitfic-
ult,- of iaolatiq tbe paraaeters experiMDtaU,. 1a a aelectbe ___.. 
With the denlos-ent of tlle tlleorr of llllitiq atatee ill Mtallic and re-
iDtorced concrete etrucbilre•, it .. e•d logical to extelld tb1a theorr, 
which explaina rupture phenoMaa 'better t11aa the cla88ical theor7, to tile 
ll1xecl steel and concrete coutructiou, on tile UBUIIptioa tllat tile illter-
face 'between the two •teriala, i.e. the aetal sectioa and the concrete 
conriq, 1a coatiauoua throughout its leDgth. 
la order to calculate ellllct]J the fire reeiataace lild.t, t:a.r-1 ual-
7eis 1a firet aeoes8U'J' to deterlliae tbe diatri'bution of tellperature aloag 
the cro--..ction. For this ual,-ais to 'be Mde, it 1a aeceaearr to 
take iato accouat the aoa-liaear tbenal. criteria atfectiq different •t-
eriale and different sectiona. la the caae of colU11118 1 aput fro• the twc-
diaenaioDal 117stea, acoouat aust alao be taken of the axial direction 1a 
orcler to take accouat of tbe effect of deforation OD equilibriua (aecoDd-
order tbe017) (7). Itere.tin aethoda leadiq to deteraiaation of the 
tiaae to failure of fiDiabecl parts are the prorlace of tbe larger hardware 
facilities. 
4.1 CALCULATION OF FIRE RESISTANCE LIMIT 
la practice, a sillple calculation aethod is uae4 which couiste of ueuaiag 
that a decreased section effectiYel,- resists forces uatil juet before 
failure (Fig. 7). It the teaperature distribution 1a the straight .. ction 
is known experiaentall,- for tbe fire clasaee l' 30, ~ 6o and F 90, tben 
differentiall7 reduced etrengtba can be attributed to different eleaenta ia 
that section. It it is auuaed that the section is coapletel,- plastic, the 
f'ollowiag !Qpotheses can be •cl• concerniag the cliaeuiona all4 the elastic 
liaits: 
For the flaDses, one takes the reduced elastic liait ('!'able 1) which 
is deteraiDed by the flange te~rature aDd by the CurYe showing its 
Talue as a fuaction of teaperature. For a fire of long duration, 
and for f'laagea of' limited thickness, the elastic liait is zero. 
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Within the veb, the hot spots (Table 1) shovi.Dg temperatures higher 
than 5(l0°C are ignored. The veb temperatures are deter11ined fro• 
the flange temperatures using a gradient of 90°C/cm, correapo~i.Dg 
to values measured during tests. 
The concrete, in the areas in contact vith the fire or vith the 
flanges, loses thickness a,.. One assumes for the N•in4er of the 
system a reduced resistance (0 RR vhich, like "b is a function of the 
fire resistance class (Table 2). 
As far as the reinforcement is concerned, vhich should be located 
a minimum distance fro• the exterior sides of 6 cm and 5 cm fro• the 
interior terminations of the flanges, an elastic liait of (DsR 
reduced is applied to the entire section (Table 2). 
4.2 COMFOSITE S~CONCRETE BEAM 
The dimensioniDg of a composite steel-concrete beam subjected to deflection 
is carried out vith reference to the plastic behaviour of the 8aterials 
(et. 'Richtlinien zur Bemessung von Verbundtrigern'). One assumes that the 
neutral axis is located in the veb in s;rmmetrical metal sections. 
x'= 
h'·ts· <iF+ Fe f3s 
2·ts 6'F+b' ~R 
The plastic moment is provided by the formula 
The dimensional change under the influence of fire is determined by means 
of the reduced section as in 4.1 above. 
For a beam without protection of the footing, the expressions are: 
x'= h' ts OF+ Fe f3sR+Sb·D i3RR 
2 ts· 0'F+5 f3RR 
B • 1 2 2 s 2 -Mp1-(h+tF)·tF b dRR+2' (s 5 +(h-s5 ) )·ts 6F +~ b f->RR 
+ z'e · Fe f3sR- x' 2 ( ts · o'F -t 1·5 i3RR ) 
and for a beam vith protection of the footing (e.g. an insulating la:rer): 
see o•er •......•.•. 
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4.3 COMPOSITE S'l'm.-CONCBETE COLUMNS 
OYer aDd aboye the laws so•erning the nOD-linear ther .. l characteristics 
of materials, it is neces&ar7 to take account of the effects of defo~ 
ation in the case of columns (second-order theorJ). It ia clear that the 
pro:dation aethod used for mixed colUIID8 is applicable here (6) which is 
based on the use of European cunes for exposure to flame in aetallic collp-
onents. Instead of consideration of the composite section as a whole, it 
is helpful in the case of dillensioD&l. change under fire conditions to use 
the reduced section corresponding to the claaa of fire resistance according 
to 4.1 aboye. 
5. Im3ULTS OF Pa>XIMAfiON MmrBODS 
5.1 COMPOSITE S'.rm-CONCRmE BEAM 
The equation yielding the plastic mo .. nt for certain sections showing a 
ratio s/t of 1 or 1.2. has been aolnd aDd the results are shown for the 
Yarious fire resistance classes and for footiDgs with and without protect-
ion in Fig. 8. 
The abscissa shows the percentage of reinforceMnt Fe 0/'- o'f and the 
ordinate '(( B the ratio between the plastic 110aent in the ennt of fire aDd 
the permissible moaent. Also shown is the relationship between the plastic 
11011ent of the composite colUIID M 1 aDd that of tha steel section M 1 • p p ~ 
With the aid of the diagrau, it is earr to nrif:y whether or not a 
steel section is suitable or not for use in a composite section for &DJ 
given fire resistance rating. 
The relationship ~B should, if possible, be equal to 1. At tbe 8&lle 
tille, the required percentage of reinforceaent is foud. To Mke for sillp-
ler reading, absolute reinforce .. nt Yalues of 10, 20, and 30 cm2 ha Ye been 
adopted. In the calculations, concrete B45 has been aasuaed, with steel 
AE24 for the metallic section and reinforceaent in BSt 420/,500. The rein-
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forceMJlt was at 5 c• fro• the terlliDation at tu upper elld of the lower 
footiJts. 
Valuee for ~B were deter.ined which were greater ( ~B c 0.85-0.95) for 
cl.aaa "'' 90 in tu case of COllpOaite beau associated with a reinforced 
coDCrete base. t.oad factors of 10 - 4~ can be obtained in exceu of 
thoee obtained without the co11p0aite s7ate•. 
5.2 OOMPOSI'lE COLUMNS 
"''icure 9 shows the co~uted results for a aectioll BEL 6oo x 460 x 211 as 
designed b7 co~~p~ter. UsiJts these aide, it ia possible to dete~ine the 
pe~aible loads as a fullction of duration of exposure to f~ in the 
caee of each section fo~ part of a co~aite at ambieat te~ature 
and for Tarioua fire resistance ratiJtsa. 
The relationship between the pe~aible load UDder the iafluence of 
fire ("'' 90) &Dd the pe~ssible load for the composite columD at ambient 
temperature iacreaeee ia proportion to the fall ia the ratio U/F, i.e. 
when the section &Dd the percentage of reiaforce•nt are large. 
Where the flanges are protected (Fig. 6) the fire resistance is iacreaa-
ed, eapeciall7 for aaller sections. 
6. EXPERIMEN'tAL WRK 
6 .1 RtJP'fURE TESTS 
The co11p0aite section technique can be extended to rigid cage structures 
and space fraMe with ad'ftntage. Figure 10 shows a rupture Mcbani• based 
on the theo~ of plastic linkages of a gridded framework supported at the 
aides. The rupture teats carried out at &abient temperature with welded 
joints AF 90 ban shown an increase ia the load sustained b7 comparison 
with tbe section alone: 
- coaposite beu- flooring 3~ 
- co11p0site beam ll~ 
- C01lp08i te be8ll and fiooriJts 16,_ 
MoreoTer, a Te~ clear iacrease in inertia is eTi.dent ia the coaposite 
s7ste• (8). As the fracture load can be calculated according to the Ger-
an guidelines, trials at ubient te~erature baTe not, to date, been 
carried out, but it is iatellded to collduct control teats. 
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6.2 FilE RESIS'l'ANCE ~S 
Co!pOsite steel-concrete beaa 
Two identical fire tests have beea carried out oa aectioDB as shown ia Fig. 
12 (9); ia each case, a fire resistance tiae of 112 minutes vas recorded. 
Figure 12 also shows the development of the teaperature pattern iD the 
section as a function of tiae. 'fhe load coDBisted of two forces of 36 kJI 
applied ia the mddle of the span 1200 • apart aDd correepolldizlg to the 
penissible overload for the Mtal section alone. 
Co!PQ&ite steel-concrete columna 
Figure 13 shove the sections which were subjected to fire trials. 'fhe col-
UIIID8 were 3.8o m long and were loaded at 2200kN, or 100,: of the perllieaible 
load for the Mtal section; the fire resistance tiae obtaiaed vas 141 llin-
utes. At a loadizlg of 3000 kN, or 14.5% of the per.aaible, the tiae was 
112 minutes (10). The curves for the temperature withia the section aa a 
function of tilDe are &Dal.ogoue to those obtained for the beaas. The teats 
•1 have given even better reeul.ts if the coverizlg on the reiDforceMnt 
had been 6o • on the outer and 55 • on the inner edge of the flaDp i.A-
atead of the 40 • and 45 • diMDBion actually used. 
Trapezoidal plates for co!pOsite floors 
Trials with floors cast on trapezoidal plates aerring as lost falaevork 
showed (13.) that the plastic loacl can be reacUd on condition that the 
bolldizlg of the concrete and the plate is assured. This MaDII that the 
permissible moment for the co~site atracture can be two or three tiMe 
that of the plate aloae (Fig. 14). Moreover, two fire trials haTe shova 
(Fig. 15) that co~site floors of this type can attaia, without supple-
mentary protection, fire resistance tiaes of 93 and 122 lliautes (Table 3). 
A tloorizlg without the assistance of the plate but with the &aM reinforce-
ment, representizlg a aa.fety factor of 1.2, would have been clearly tmd.er-
diaenaioned (12). 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The results so far obtaiaed await confir•tion on the basis of other theor-
etical and experiaental work. Other poiats of detail to couider are the 
joints, the limits of application for the system, the possibilities for 
rollizlg special sections, the economic akiltg up of auppleMntary reiA-
forceMnt netvroka. The approach to these probleu provides the hope of 
complete ayste• of structural elements with good fire resistance, auch aa 
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colUIIIUI, •••, tloora, aD4 risid fNMa, or iD tu fora of pvliu, all 
wsi.Jlg co11p0aite coutruction. !he acheM, iD tile •joritJ of caaea, pna 
guaraatee of fire reaiatance to clauea F 30 to F 120. Coapater-aided 
diaeuiou for theae structural ele•nta could be placed at the diapoaal ot 
the uer iD the fora of table• aD4 graplw. 
Co11p0aite coutruction can be couidered u a 8JDtheeia between •tal 
aD4 reinforced conorete •thoda. It collbi.Jlea the adftlltapa of the tw 
•J•te• aD4 el.ild.Datea tlleir diaadvantqea. 
Fro• tu reinforced concrete rlewpoi.Jlt, it otter• oa-aite po'llriJic vith.-
out ahutteri.Jlg. 
From the Htal devpoi.Jlt, it offers guaraateed fire reaiatance without 
the ued for npple•ntarJ p-otection. 
!he IIJ&te• vithataDda larse loada ui.Jlg .-11 aectiou. 
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SECTION MIXED SYSTEM NOT USED USING IIIXED IIYS'l'EII 
Mzul lkNm/m) M :.Ml!!_lkNm/m) zul 1,75 
(SUPPLIER'S FIGURES) 
SCHEET THICKNESS SHEET THIC KNESS 
h 0,75/1,0/1,5 mm t=0,75/1,0/1,5 mm 
fl 70/ 200 
3,7/5,5/9,3 12.6/17.0/25.8 
(100%) (340/309/277%) 
_,.... 
4 6,5/1t0/20,1 20.4/27,6/42.0 
110 
4.- (100%) (314/2511209%) 
Hoe 70 I 167 
-I-
-/4,7/9,0 -/18,6/28.2 60 
........... 
70 
--1- (100%) (-/396/313%) 
Fig. 14 Resistance to deflection of trapezoidal steel sheetiDg with and vithou 
use of composite s.rstea (11) 
UPPER 
LAYER 
PEGGING 
Fig. 15 Steel sheet composite flooring 
Fi 70/200 
t= 0.75mm 
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I· :10 t Lll r ~u 
( lo 5 o,,.fq,. hs a,,. fa, hs a, .. fa, 
( 111111) [c .. ] [c•J [c•) 
" 
I. S 
-
4.0 
-
s.s 
-
8 o.s O.lS l.S 
-
s.o 
-
I 
18 0.6S 1.0 3.0 
20 0.6S 1.0 0.2S 3.0 
I 
I 
40 o. 70 0.60 I 0.5 0.30 
Table 1 Web dimensions and reduced elastic limit of flanges according 
to fire class 
I•' :HI l•' 60 I•' 90 
s~. fern 1 1. 0 2.0 2.5 
fl,Mjfl,. 0,95 0,90 o.ns 
fl ... /fJJ O,!Jfl O,HO o. 60 
Table 2 Concrete dimensions and reduced strength according to fire class 
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RAILWAY BRIDGES: A CHALLENGE FOR STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
Prof. H. SIEBKE 
Deutsche Bundesbahn 
Summary 
The railway is a constant and integral part of modern technology. Bridge 
building technology has moved from a craft to the application of mathemat-
ical and scientific techniques. 
Where an intuitive approach to the load-bearing properties of a design 
was at one time enough, computation and price now loom large. Confident 
and far-sighted engineers and architects have recognised the aesthetics of 
engineered structures and have developed them further. 
Present-day bridge building is dominated by the large bridges of motor-
ways. This makes it difficult for new railway bridges, or those to be re-
newed, to adopt a suitable mode of construction, the more so since older 
structures have advantages as far as the public is concerned in terms of 
noise as opposed to steel bridges. The noise reflected is forced down 
through the ballast layer to the extent of the free section of track. 
Even so, a precise understanding of the immission problems remains a research 
task in steel construction. 
Materials quantities no longer play the decisive role in cost calculat-
ions. The further development of railway bridges in terms of important 
matters such as manufacture, assembly, maintenance, suitability, and life 
are of great urgency for the survival of steel construction. The challenges 
to today's steel bridge building are the simplification of dimensions down 
to those which are actually necessary, the engineering prediction of sound 
reflection values, design in keeping with the times, and comprehensive 
public education. 
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1. THE BASIC SITUATION 
The railway is a constant and integral part of modern technology. With the 
aid of the railway, large volumes can be transported over great distances. 
The railway itself requires vast quantities of earth, ballast, wood, 
and steel by way of materials. Bridge building technique, which, in the 
Middle Ages, had made hardly any advance on the Roman arch, was first tim-
idly then ever more boldly revolutionised by the coming of the railways. 
It is fascinating to trace the way in which the sequences and complexes of 
the curves of viaducts have been pushed aside by the finer lines of iron 
lattices. There are simple and ridiculous forms; the progressive mastering 
of structural techniques, moving from craft to mathematical and scientific 
methods, has, in many phases, been foolish. 
2. ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS 
Railway bridge building is a form of civil engineering. The ever increasing 
railway loads have meant the replacement of many of the impressive pieces 
of engineering of the past. Construction did not, thereby, improve from 
the aesthetic viewpoint. If an intuitive approach and the quality of the 
craftsmanship were once the determining factors in the structure, the need 
for calculation and price considerations later came to the fore. The 
design was seen as being tacked on to architecture. Certainly it called for 
confident and far-sighted engineers to recognise beauty in a functional 
construction and to develop it consciously. A new mode of transport, the 
car, required new kinds of roads to run on and bridge architecture adequate 
for highway engineering came about. The railway bridge was pushed into the 
background and new ones were hardly necessary. At the moment, new stretches 
of railway line exist. Furthermore, many of the longer railway bridges are 
aging seriously and must be replaced in the near future. 
3. PROBLEMS OF OPINION FORMATION 
Where does railway bridge building stand today? There are still some imp-
ressive early examples of steel bridge construction about. They have, with 
time, become an integral part of the surrounding scenery. On the other hand, 
these old bridges rumble when a train passes over them. At one time, the 
rumble was hailed as a signal of the new age. Then it became a comfortable 
and homely feeling, and today it is a burdensome noise. This has led the 
general public to jump to the conclusion that steel railway bridges equal 
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insupportable noise. Therefore, all possible measures are taken to prevent 
the construction of new steel railway bridges. This is unfortUnate. Since 
not only in design, but also in terms of cost, steel railway bridges are a 
preferable alternative to bridges of prestressed concrete, the more so since 
rail traffic on modern steel, massive, bridges, makes no more noise than it 
does on the open track. 
4. THE THINKING OF DEUTSCHE BUNDESBAHN 
Deutsche Bundesbahn intends to place great emphasis in the coming years on 
the replacement of old bridges. A requirements plan has been devised which 
has needed considerable expertise. In many cases, the dimensions and the 
general structural condition of the substructure is satisfactory and only 
the superstructure deficiencies need replacement. The frequency of the 
span widths of the bridges requiring renewal has a somewhat Poisson charact-
er, i.e. most have relatively short spans between supports and only a few 
reach any considerable length in so far as they can be spoken of in connexion 
with steel bridges. Many of the small and very small steel superstructures 
will be replaced by very economical rolled steel beams in concrete. There 
is no doubt about their robustness and simplicity. Their small structural 
height means that the ballast can be organised largely without gradients. 
5. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 
Installation during normal operation, with the frequently very difficult 
working conditions, is nonetheless seen as desirable and competitive even 
for relatively small spans. Significant problems arise in two areas: the 
physical and technical, and the economic. It is at present still common to 
calculate the tender price on the basis of the weight cf steel. In this 
method all the expenditure which affects the total price, such as labour 
or any local constructional difficulties, will be proportional to the steel 
weight, so that even a small volume change will grossly distort the related 
circumstances. 
More than ever before, it is necessary to divide the tender price into 
two components (fixed and current costs). This is not so much intended to 
produce the 'right' price, which defies definition, but to get away from 
the severity of linking the steel quantity to the price. 
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G. DLTERMINATION OF SOUND R;:;FLECTION 
Noise immission is a severe handicap to steel construction. The aim of at 
all costs keeping down the height of the structure has led steel bridge 
construction into folly. The cross-sections interesting and compact from 
the design viewpoint have not been fully proven. Above all, the high level 
of noise r~s led to protests from adjoining owners and others affected. If 
the DB decision to, in future, take the ballast over the frame, thus making 
a major contribution to noise reduction, the question still remains as to 
whether a proper engineering solution to sound immission can be found. 
7. THE CHALLENGE FOR THE FU'rURE 
The decades old practice of paying for steel structures by weight has led 
civil engineers and designers away from the technological optimum approach. 
The attempt, as a result of competition, to keep the weight of a structure 
down, has brought about a disproportionate effect on 
- dimensioning 
- labour cost 
- deformation 
- vibr~tion tendency 
- operational strength problems 
- corrosion susceptibility 
-accessibility 
- ease of maintenance 
- strengthening possibilities 
The associated expense and risk have not always worked to the advantage of 
steel construction. In order better to balance expenditure and return, 
predictability and risk, a common solution must be found as a task for the 
future. The need to approach the problem in common applies to cooperation 
among competing interests as much as to international harmonisation and to 
exchange of experience between supplier and customer. Herein lies a 
challenge for constructing in steel. It will be a turning point for the 
further development of modern steel railway bridge building when design, 
construction, assembly and maintenance are brought into line, above all 
keeping durability in mind. Satisfactory construction is based on: 
planning for using automatic equipment for welded joints 
- reduction of band welding 
- good welding positions 
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- good access to the seam 
- correct welding sequence 
- structural elasticity for the avoidance of shrinkage stresses 
Steel superstructures for short and medium span widths resemble each other 
in the sense that negligible local differences should not absorb the whole 
attention through maximum suitable plate thickness variations, but that 
with each project, more experience on executed designs of the same type 
should be fed back for purposes of improvement. These improvements are 
often unimportant in themselves, but in some they are of immense value. 
BD is attempting to carry out a systematic evaluation of all test data so 
that in the course of time a set of design rules can be worked out. 
Cooperation with the steel industry would be very much welcomed. The corr-
ectly built, accessible, and low-maintenance structure is to a very great 
extent affected by the operational strength criteria. The extent of the 
fund of knowledge of the parameters involved has been increased both nation-
ally and internationally in recent years. Nonetheless, a number of import-
ant questions remain unanswered. It is of great significance that design 
rules previously considered reasonably plausible have been shown to be un-
satisfactory. Behaviour under multiaxial load is still very much a dark 
area. Furthermore, the load-bearing capabilities of large structural comp-
onents can no longer be extrapolated from work with small test~ieces. The 
diversity of design makes it impossible to carry out tests on large-scale 
specimens for all constructional ends. However, the degree of similarity 
that does exist in railway bridges leaves the hope that extrapolations from 
test data for all important large components will be possible. The pre-
requisite here, apart from the tests themselves, is the ability to transform 
the test data into usable regulations. The extraordinarily wide spread of 
such simple items as types of joint in relation to durability should be a 
warning of great complexity to come. 
As far as sound immission is concerned, a great deal of important 
knowledge is missing on the various interdependent factors, and it will take 
some time before a given steel con,struction project can be measured against 
some limiting value for sound reflection. But why? In spite of the fact 
that certainly the regulations will be difficult, we still lack the punch 
necessary to approach them firmly. Railway bridges, with their frequently 
changing design characteristics, offer a unified area in which to get to 
grips with the problem. Box or lattice construction with running track on 
the top, parallel ribbed frames with upper or lower running track and 
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curved supports are all so predictable, design-wise, that it must be poss-
ible to influence the sound reflection behaviour. A great danger is that 
research will be biassed towards noise elimination, so that the other comp-
onents of manufacture, accessibility and durability will be ignored. 
As well as investigation of technological and purely physical problems, 
matters of a commercial nature must be got to grips with. The relaticnships 
here are incomparably more difficult, since the problems are more extensive 
and less familiar. So far, only the consumer goods industry has made any 
move towards influencing public opinion. Whether or not organisations of 
similar type in the capital investment area regard such matters as being 
within their purview is one of the challenges affecting the survival of 
constructing in steel. 
l. !<ailway viaduct 
2. Parallel strut framework 
4. Hodern frame bridge on old piles and abutments 
Balance of form and method 
5. A convincing concept with traditional influences 
? . New and renewed DB r:1 i l tracks 
<.D 
N 
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16. Ballast simplifies steel erection 
lh. Good drawings make for sound construction guidelines 
J?. 'l'rack standnrd ic3a t ion milk Pc' for better construe tion 
19. Large-scale materials testing facilitates proper 
dimensioning 
~'() - ?> Ty)'ic:al mo<ieY'n ste0] frames on the DB network 
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LIGHT STEEL BRIDGES TO FACILITATE TRAFFIC AND PEDESTRIAN MOVEMENT 
Prof. P. BOUE 
Thyssen Aufziige GmbH, Hamburg 
Summary 
Today's steel bridges are characterised by modern developments in concept, 
design, and construction and superior materials technology. Cleanness and 
flexibility in planning, construction and operation are the criteria. 
The increasing number and importance of footbridges over the last few 
decades is a striking documentation of these criteria. They have been 
determining factors in the control, easing, and channeling of traffic at 
crowded points and junctions. The added safety factor is a service towards 
the humanisation of our living environment. 
With the above criteria in mind, and with due consideration for the 
user, steel footbridges have special characteristics and peculiarities in 
terms of choice of system, control, education and supply, that, in spite of 
usually small dimensions, offer a carefully engineered solution. Within 
the setting of town planning, they play an important architectural role. 
Here, steel is an especially appropriate material whether it be for use in 
combination, multifunctional, or entirely new roles. 
After a general introduction, examples are given of footbridges in use 
in Europe to demonstrate design and execution criteria as well as the wide 
range of applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Steel bridge building is characterised by advanced design and construction. 
For low weight, great advantages are offered: efficiency, flexibility, 
adaptability to changing conditions, rapid and convenient assembly follow-
ing extensive prefabrication, short erection times, reuse of the whole 
structure or of its parts after trouble-free disassembly - or at least re-
covery of the material. All these advantages are particularly evident in 
the case of lightly constructed footbridges used in crowded points and 
junctions for the purpose of channeling and easing traffic as well as for 
the safety of the road user. Steel footbridges can, moreover, demonstrate 
clear advantages in terms of suitability, ease and economy when it comes to 
extra requirements such as weatherproofing or even air conditioning, 
frequent shifting and rebuilding, differing arrangement and design of 
approaches and access, lighting, and the provision of mechanised movement 
systems. 
Over the last few years, footbridges have taken on increased signific-
ance in view of the ever-increasing speed of traffic. They fulfill the 
requirements of pedestrian traffic: 
- separation from vehicular traffic, whether it be road, track, or 
water 
- passage over natural obstacles or artifacts 
- short routes to objectives 
- rapid, comfortable and safe communication 
As a component of urban development, a proper architectural approach to 
footbridges often plays a very important role. 
When it is possible to consider all possible forms of framework, the 
beam, free or stayed, is to be preferred. As well as the open structure, 
usually in the form of a deck with the footway on top, there are also 
covered and enclosed tubular bridges. In some cases, the bridges are multi-
purpose or combined with other structures: bridges at motorway service areas 
which also serve as communication facilities, also partly or wholly movable 
bridges which permit the passage of high vehicles. 
The question of vertical vibration due to continuous periodicity arises. 
The decisive factors here are the difference between the excitation fre-
quency and the natural frequency and whether the amplitude would be found 
disturbing. Detuning and damping methods exist to produce acceptable levels. 
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2. EXAMPLES OF :rooTBRIDGES IN STEEL 
By way of example, a number of design and execution criteria are given here 
to illustrate the variety of methods of problem solution and possibilities 
for application with regard to steel footbrlidges. (2) 
2.1. OPEN GIRDER BRIDGES 
The walkway over the Nettebach at Koblenz (Fig. 1) is the prototype of a 
very simply supported beam bridge. Its span width is 12.6 m. Two rolled 
steel !-beams form the main bearers supporting a wooden decking of 120 x 
50 mm planks. All the steel components, main beams, ties and guardrails, 
are hot-dip galvanized and coated. The_relatively small abutments in the 
banks of the stream permit level access. 
Steps are often chosen for access to footbridges over urban expressways. 
Given a comfortable step ratio of 1:2, a midlle landing of 1 - 1.5 m and the 
most frequently selected height for walkway over street level of 5.0 m, the 
developed length is 11 - 11.5 m. By using twisted, scissored or spiral 
arrangement, the staircase can be made to fit the ground area available and 
to face in the preferred direction. 
The main beams stretching 28.6 and 25.0 m over the Ruhr Expressway in 
Essen (Fig. 2) are in the form of a welded box 1.0 mhigh and 1.0 to 0.9 m 
wide. The box carries water piping. The useful width of the bridge is 
3.5 m. A transversely stiffened 12 mm gauge steel plate projecting out on 
both sides of the box serves as the walkway. It is covered with gravelled 
asphalt. There is a smaller box girder under the stairway of 0.3 x 0,4 m 
which, together with the upward extended flange forms the drain. 
When this bridge was built in 1970, it spanned two tram lines located 
separately in the middle, and two sets of three lanes of express carriageway 
as well as an adjoining minor road also with two tram tracks. Six years 
later, the tramway was set in a tunnel. At the same time, the stairs from 
the central section which were no longer necessary were removed, but since 
their posts served as the central support, they were replaced by an A frame 
of rolled steel joists to take the horizontal forces (Fig. 3). 
The flexibility of footbridges here demonstrated can be exploited sys-
tematically for specific purposes. The opportunity is particularly there 
when the street widths to be spanned vary over narrow limits and where 
virtually identical spanned widths or openings are required. As a rule, 
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these are about 15.0 m when using beams as load bearers. Unfortunately, 
taking the 'typical' approach involves standardiGation and uniformity. The 
necessity, in any case, to suit the various elements and parts to local 
circumstances usually means that, in virtually every case, the typical foot-
bridge is associated with originality. The bridge over the Miquelallee in 
Frankfurt am Main, already shifted several times, is representative of other 
typical bridge arrangements (Fig. 4). 
Over motorways and expressways, or at junctions, it is often necessary 
to dispense with intermediate or central supports. Then large openings 
exist, such as the three-part footbridge over the autobahn at Neumunster 
(Fig. 5) with 21.8 + 46.0 + 21.8 m openings. The main beams of mainly 
single welded box construction had to be fairly low (1.0 - 1.2 m) to allow 
for a usable walkway of 3 m. The boxes were placed below the walkway for 
aesthetic reasons and to provide a housing for the water pipes. The upward 
curved gradient (R = 376 m) makes it possible to provide about 5 m clearance 
over the motorway, with only lightly banked ramp approaches. 
The many variations of spanned wldth, useful width, ground plan and 
positioning of intermediate supports, all to some extent dictated by the 
surroundings, the space available and the traffic requirements, are well 
demonstrated by the forked arrangement of a favourite pathway in the spa 
area of Bad Harzburg, where it crosses a four-lane highway (Fig. 6). The 
spans are 16.4, 17.0, 25.0, and 27.0 m. Trapezoidal 1.15 and 2.1 m wide 
box girders are used; the main arm has a useful width of 4.0 m and the 
branch arm 2.5 m. The arrangement suits both traffic requirements and the 
setting, and the structure, due to the use of gradients and curves, can be 
used without steps for access by wheelchairs, prams and cycles as well as 
pedestrians. 
Ramps, given a conventional arrangement and gradient of 1:8 to 1:12, 
require a run of 4o to 60 m to reach a normal walkway height, where natural 
landscape differences cannot be exploited. Ramps can also be scissored, 
curved or spiralled to suit the surrounding conditions and the main pedest-
rian direction. 
A particularly large footbridge is arranged as a star in the centre of 
Leverkusen at third floor level, linking the Council House, the railway 
station and the cultural centre; it is over a roadway in a cutting for 
through traffic and an innercity road junction at normal street level,(Fig. 7) 
The main arm, which is about 105.0 m long, has a useful width of 8.0 m. 
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The 75 m branch arm, however, has a useful width of only 4.0m. Since only 
one eccentric support could be placed at the centre of the star, the span 
widths are relatively large. The through-running, trapezoidal hollow box 
girder system has a height of 1.5 and 1.8 m at widths of 2.0 and 5.0 m. 
The total weight of the steel frame is some 48o t. After prefabrication at 
the works, it was supplied in a small number of large sections and was 
erected by mobile crane during short night-time closures. The guardrails 
are filled with Acrylglas. In addition to the handrail lights, the bridge 
is illuminated by standard lamps on steel posts. The structure is served 
by ramps. 
The Dammtor railway station bridge in Hamburg, which crosses three 
four-lane roads, passes through a building, and skirts a dangerous road 
junction, as it leads to the Alster pedestrian precinct, merits attention 
not only for its 300 m of footway, but also for the relief it provid.es in 
an extremely busy part of the inner city (Fig. 8). There are eight access 
points. Four of them have fixed staircases and ramps. Three have only 
staircases and at the end a fixed staircase with two independent flow 
escalators (Fig. 9). The useful width varies markedly. On the railway 
station end and in the park, it is 8.0 m to take account of the daily 
commuter traffic and the peak loads at exhibitions. The eastern branch is, 
on its narrowest side, only 3.1 m wide. The longest of the many different 
spans is 4o m. 
Another means of access and departure is the lift. With suitable design 
they can make footbridges accessible to luggage, prams, and wheelchairs. 
\-/here there are ramps (up to 12% slope) and at bridge level, moving 
walkways of rubber strip or treads increase the attractiveness and efficien-
cy of footbridges (Fig. 18). Running at 0.5- 0.75 ~sand with a width 
of 1 m, escalators and travelling walkways have a capacity of 4500 to 8ooo 
persons/h, corresponding to a footbridge 2 m wide. Where traffic does not 
demand continuous operation, automatic on and off switching using photo-
cells or contact pads can be installed. 
2.2 COVERED GIRDER BRIDGES 
Where it is necessary to provide weather protection for the user, a roof 
can be placed over the walkway, either on top of a high-sided structure or 
on stanchions or framework. 
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The main railway station in Kiel is connected by three footbridges of 
total length 130 m, which are roofed but open at the sides, with railway 
buildings, quays, main bus terminal, a multistorey carpark and the city 
centre (Fig. 10), The frame of both main bridges is formed by single-field 
Vierendeel beams of lengths ?.4 + 4o.8 + l.?m = 51.6 m, jutting out at the 
ends. 
These 2.8 m high welded beams with hollow box cross-section separate the 
walkway in the middle, leaving 2.2 m each side of projecting 10 mm plate 
with asphalt covering; they have showcases in the openings. On the top 
structure is the trapezoidal sheet roof. The distance between the bottom 
edge and the walkway is only 4o cm, so that users have no serious floor 
height differences to contend with. The staircase towers stand on their 
own box sopports. 
A similarly low structural height is also achieved by selecting a 
trough cross section for the framework as in the case of the 41 m footbridge 
over a six-lane road in Flensburg (Fig. 11). The 1.15 m height also forms 
the guardrail level. The separate trapezoidal sheet roof is placed on 
square section frames at intervals of 3.56 m. The walkway is the trough 
shaped plating with plastic coating. The useful width is 4.35 m. On the 
station side, there is a staircase w~th landing and an escalator. 
During restoration of a turn-of-the-century art nouveau building in 
Hamburg City, communicating ways were installed at fourth floor level in 
the courtyard (Fig. 12). They are carried on two 0.5 m framework beams 
each on welded section brackets. They have a span of 15 m. By this means, 
an otherwise unused courtyard becomes a lively part of the commercial 
build~ng with shops on the ground floor and four floors of offices above. 
2.3 BliCLOSED GIRD&-q BI~IDGES 
Fully enclosed footbridges, or 'tubul~r' bridges, not only provide weather 
protect~on, but can also be provided with ventilation, heating, or even air 
conditlonlng, so that they become an integral part of an adjoining or comm-
unicating building. The 5.0 m wide footbridge between the multistorey car-
park and the shopping centre at Bergedorf above the sluices is an example 
of this type of structure (Fig. 13). The bridge tube itself is separated 
from the buildings by fire-resistant glass doors. The bridge franework 
cons~sts of two main box girders at roof level (1.3 x 0.55 m), which are 
continued into the building bottom edge. There, there are two rectangular 
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longitudinal beams (0.6 x 0.6 m) which work as tie rods and which are conn-
ected via 9 suspension bars, with the box beams. At the top flange level, 
the trapezoidal sheeti~roof is placed and insulated. At the bottom 
flange level, there there is more trapezoidal sheet with 7 cm concrete 
topping, insulation and PVC coating, all of which is the walkway. (Fig. 14) 
Above a laminated false roof in which the lighting is concealed, there is 
service piping. The walla are glazed over almost their entire height. All 
structural parts are of weather-proofed steel. 
An unusual, though very effective, installation is an enclosed footway 
in an industrial plant in the neighbourhood of Cologne (Fig. 15). In this 
factory, the situation became very dangerous as a result of traffic and 
materials flow composed of criss-crossing stacker trucks, goods vehicles 
coming in and out, and heavy pedestrian traffic. In order to channel and 
speed up all forms of transport, it was decided to remove pedestrian flow 
to the second level. The total length of 215 m of bridge complex connect 
the various parts of the plant, the social facilities and the parking place 
via the loading bays and a federal highway. From the plant, the social 
building and the carpark, the overhead walkway system is reached by a total 
of 10 escalators arranged in pairs. Roughly in the centre of the overhead 
complex is a fixed emergency staircase and a hydraulically operated lift. 
The load-bearing section consists in all of up to 27 m wide welded channel. 
Stiffened 10 mm steel plate flooring covered with plastic forms the 2.5 m 
wide walkway. Since the whole network can be heated, the windows are of 
insulated glass and the other surfaces have heat insulating steelsheeting. 
The warm air ducting is above a laminated aluminium ceiling which has 
openings for air vents and lighting (Fig. 16). 
The whole structure was assembled during normal operation with minimal 
disturbance. The sole exceptions were the installation of two sections of 
bridge and an escalator body installed at a non-working weekend, and the 
sectlon over the highway which was put up during a two-hour suspension of 
traf~ic during one nighto All the parts used were factory-assembled and 
preclad, with the exception of the impact areas. 
The new fair territory in DUsseldorf is served by a 1000 m long over-
head pedestrian system which links the main halls and the reception build-
ing (Fig. 17). The frame is of two IPB 500 main beams joined by IPB 200 
cross members 2.5 m apart; it is connected by ribs to the 7.5 m wide tube. 
Every 15 m there are welded cross beams which serve as supports for the 
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4.2 m high tube braces. Above breast height, the outer skin consists of 
tinted Acrylglas windows; below, the outer cladding is foam filled alumin-
ium panelling and the inner is steel sheet. The junctions with the halls 
and the tube junctions are of glass fibre reinforced polyester. The way is 
illuminated by strip lighting mounted on the ridge. The PVC floor covering 
is laid on boarding which is mounted on longitudinal wooden joists resting 
on the cross bearers. Two moving band walkways each of 225 m length speed 
the flow in the main 300 m tube in either direction (Fig. 18). The many 
access points are equipped with a total of 24 escalators. All have glazed 
balustrades and handrail-level lighting. The overhead pedestrian system 
is an integral functional component of the whole fair complex permitting 
parallel exhibitions in many halls and areas since the visitor streams can 
be separated. The entirely enclosed system runs at a height which is great 
enough not to impede the flow of fair service traffic. 
Similar characteristics are exhibited by the communication tube linking 
two buildings across the Kasernenstrasse in Dlisseldorf, which has a trans-
parent plastic enclosure over the footway (Fig. 19). It is 27.0 m span and 
is at third floor level, bridging a busy four-lane road with pavements both 
sides. At the junctions with the two buildings, it is supported by two 
20 mm thick steel bars inclined upwards. The welded main beam is 0.54 m 
high and 2.2 m across. The floor level plates form, with four longitudinal 
sections, a three-cell box. The spaces contain ventilation ducting, tubes 
for the message system, as well as heating, hot water, and electricity. 
The 2.0 m wide footway is insulated with corking 60 mm thick and rubber 
covered. The glass housing is washed by special car which is kept in a 
recess in the building. 
A related type is to be found in the two superimposed tubes at the fair 
and exhibition ground in Basle (Fig. 20). Over the semicircular main bear-
ers the three-quarter circular fluted using rectangualr sections as load-
bearing elements grip the glazing. The tube diameter is 4.2 m. The fluted 
sections are integral with the air circulation equipment and distribute air 
through numerous holes. The surface of the walkway consists of boarding 
lying on the 15 mm plating of the main beams and sandwiching 5 cm rockwool. 
At the apex of the curve the clearance is 3.0 m and the useful walkway 
width is 4.0 m. Both main box girders rest on two-storey welded portal 
fames of rectangular section, stressed at the foot. The spanned widths 
are 1.0 + 20. 0 + 1.0 m. 
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In the case of polygonal, rectangular or square sections, the framework, 
the walkway below along with its walls and roof, can be used together for 
s~rengthening the <Iall and roof components. In this way, one can achieve 
the tv1o 52.0 and 65.5 m footbridge and ramp systems like those in the main 
railway station in Belfast, whose load-bearing framework is of octagonal 
section (Fig. 21). The singly formed frame main beams span widths of 17.5, 
22.0, and 20.0 m. They rest on the floor of the platforms on intermediate 
supports and on the station building. The rods and bars consist of rect-
angular or square hollow sections on the outside of which glazing is fixed 
by special method. The roof is formed by insulated trapezoidal sheeting 
fastened on from outside. The walkway is composed of 6 mm sheet with 
rubber nap covering (Fig. 22). The sheet is drawn up at the sides to a 
breast height of 0.75 m. Between the handrails, there is thus a useful 
width of 2.3 or 2.7 m and a clearance of 2.7 m (overall width 3.0 m or 3.8 
m, overall height 3.0 m). 
An interesting composite solution is to be found in Zoeterwoude, in the 
Netherlands, near the Hague, where a complex of footbridges crosses canals 
and roads on a beam framework. Over a length of 450 m, the square cross-
section pedestrian tubes are hung on a pipe bridge (Fig. 23). The 4.8 m 
module framework of the pipe bridge are 2.0 m high. They are mounted on 
portal supports and have a maximum spanned width of 24.0 m. Inside, all 
electrical and other services are mounted on planking. Bracing and posts 
are of IPB sections like the portal posts. Rectangular or square rolled 
hollow sections form the diagonals and braces and the parts of the footway 
tubes used for bracing. The all-round horizontally running corrugated 
sheeting is insulated on the inside with glass wool tiles. Easily access-
ible cable is laid under the walkway. Rounded windows provide daylight 
via the sidewalls. The twin access staircases, likewise covered, are 
located as extensions at the corners of the footway complex. 
2.4 OPEN GIRDER SUSPENSION BRIDGES 
Where it is not possible to erect statically supported intermediate lengths, 
or where, because ofthe available clearance, access is limited, or the use 
of channel sections or elaborate framework is undesirable, the suspension 
bridge alternative offers itself. This is economical where the open spanned 
width exceeds 30 m. The cross-section of the stiffeners being constant over 
the entire length allows very limited height. The actual shape of such 
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bridges depends on the suspension rope arrangement, the form and design of 
the pylons, and the arrangement of the bridge beams. 
A suitable illustration is the 40.0 + 20.0 = 65.0 m length of the 
bridge across the Bundesallee, Berlin-Wilmersdorf (Fig. 24). The most not-
able characteristics of this bridge are the A pylons which go up to a height 
of 36.5 m, far above the rope guides, and the careful dimensioning and pitch. 
Between the two 0.65 m high welded box girders, the 3.5 m wide plate base of 
the walkway is placed. Electric heating is incoporated in its 15 mm thick 
covering of plastic. The structure is drained by virtue of a 2% fall in 
relation to the bridge axis, where there is a gutter. Like the stiffeners, 
the walkway has a 5.9 or 7.2% gradient in the direction of the ends of the 
bridge with its reinforced concrete abutments. On each end there is a ramp 
and a staircase for access. Strip lighting rnns along the handrail. 
1ven relatively closely placed spacers cause no problem, as the Lode-
mann bridge in Hanover shows (Fig. 25). The ropes anchored in the bridge 
axis, like the single-piece pylons, limit the useful width. It is, therefore 
essential to widen the bridge over the whole length of the superstructure, 
at least near the anchors and pylons. The disadvantage can be avoided by 
spreading the ropes round the edges or on the outside of the stiffeners and 
fastening below, or by having two rope planes outside and a twin-pylon 
arrangement. Side placing of a single pylon can also overcome the problem. 
This solution was chosen for the Stephanie bridge m Bremen, which is 
bent in groundplan and in elevation (Fig. 26). Here, a torsionally rigid 
box girder 1n the lateral position is chosen for the rope tensioning of the 
48.0 + 11.0 m span. On the s1de of the walkway it is 0.9 m high and on 
the outside it is 0.7 m. There is thus a trapezoidal cross-section with a 
system width of 0.5 m, bent 20 deg. on groundplan. This bridge is also 
b(,nt in elevation, in order to provide landscape-oriented access over the 
abutments. The 2.5 m wide walkway is cantilevered out from the lower chord. 
It consists of a stiffened sheet with 3 mm plastic covering. Three retain-
ing ropes are secured at the northerly abutment. One goes to the first and 
the other pair to th~ forward point of origin. The rectangular pylon has a 
total height of 12 m. 
The foot suspension bridge aver the autobahn at Duisberg was formerly 
at the German Pavilion at the Brussels World Fair of 1958. Similar arrange-
ments have been adopted (Fig. 27). 
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Statics requirements as well as design led to the bent shape of the welded 
pylon. 
Forked and star-shaped suspension bridges are also possible for pedest-
rians. The footbridge over the Meridiana motorway triangle in Barcelona is 
an example (Fig. 28) of a forked arrangement. An obvious characteristic is 
the differing widths of the two st"etches determined by the expect~d traffic. 
The main walkway has a 3.0 m useful width and the fork has 2.0 m. The 
system height of the box girders is 0.7 in both cases and the design is 
similar. At the fork, outside the bridge plane itself, is the tapered 36.4 
m high pylon of heptagonal box section in which the parallel suspension 
wire is anchored in four stages one above the other. For the main opening, 
three ropes lie in a plane. The lower anchor point is in the axis of the 
bridge. The other two sets of four ropes reach the two 52.5 m radius 
main beams of the secondary stretch on the convex side which is about 50 m 
long; there they are secured. The shape formed is a star configuration of 
wires at the fork and a plane wall of rope in the direction of the axis 
of the 43.5 + 16.0 m long main stretch. All access points are ramps with 
a maximum gradient of 11%; a slightly curving one and two others which are 
spiralled at the ends (R = 7.5 and 9.0 m). 
The 74.0 m bridge over the Max Strasse in Vienna is architecturally 
interesting in another way (Fig. 29). The clearly skewed main beam with 
longitudinally stiffened cover plate and two T flanges hangs at 4:1 on 
spiral ropes on an A pylon inclined at 15 deg. to the vertical. The rope 
anchoring at the top of the pylon over the centre of the bridge is 35.0 m 
above the street level. The walkway of 5.0 m width in the centre of the 
bridge consisting of asphalted steel plate widens towards the abutments to 
6.5 m. Access is by ramp and staircase. 
2.5 ENCLOSED SUSPENSION BRIDGES 
A 72.8 m long main beam frame was selected ~s the structure for the susp-
ended footbridge linking two railway stations at Zoetermeer in the Nether-
lands (Fig. 30). The rolled rectangular hollow sections at intervals of 
3.6 m make up the 3.0 m high system. The parallel ropes are anchored in 
the tapered H pylons 20.0 m over the traffic level; the pylons have sunken 
stay hooks. The suspended centre section and the two short side spaces of 
the 120 m long system over the twin rail tracks are borne in the staircase 
towers of the railway stations. As well as stairs, there are also lifts. 
The walkway is at the level of the lower chord and the roof is between the 
upper chords. They consist of 10 mm longitudinal and 6 mm transverse stiff-
ened plate. Tar epxoy resin is used for roof insulation. The sidewalls 
are of ribbed glass on the inside of the suspended frame superstructure 
(Fig. 31). In the two short communicating bridges in the stations, plastic 
sheetlng and bullseye windows are fitted. The through useful width is 2.7 
m, which is the same as the clearance between the walkway and the aluminium 
ceiling panelling with built-in lighting. 
3. CONCLUSION 
The list of examples could be continued. The most important points and 
peculiarities with regard to deslgn and execution have been demonstrated 
by those examples chosen here. They provide documentary evidence that 
the light steel bridge is the most fitting answer to today's requirements 
for traffic separation and safety. 
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Fig. 1 - Nettebach bridge, Koblenz 
Fig. 2 -Footbridge in Essen (1970) 
Fig. 3 -Footbridge in Essen (1976 after rebuild) 
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Fig. 4 - Typical footbridge, Frankfurt am Main 
Fig. 5 - Footbridge over the Autobahn at Neumunster 
Fig. 6 -Forked overhead walkway, Bad Harzburg 
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Fig. 8 - Footbridge complex at the Dammtor, Hamburg 
Fig. 9 - Exit from footbridge complex at the Dammtor, Hamburg 
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Fig. 10 - Covered footbridge with showcases, Kiel 
Fig. 11 -Exit from covered 
footbr1dge with escalater, 
Flensburg 
Fig. 12 - Courtyard in Hamburg with 
connecting walkways 
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Fig. 13 - Enclosed footbridge, Bergedorf 
Fig. 14 - Enclosed footbridge, Bergedorf 
Fig. 15 - Enclosed footbridge complex in a factory situation, Cologne 
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Fig. 16 - Enclosed footbridge complex in a factory situation, Cologne 
Fig. 17 - Enclosed footbridge complex at the new fair and exhibition site, 
Di.isseldorf 
Fig. 18 - Enclosed footbridge complex at the new fair and exhibition site, 
Di.isseldorf ; view in main tube with moving walkway 
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Fig. 19 - Enclosed communicating bridge in DUsseldorf with cleaning car 
. -
. -
Fig. 21 - Footbridge ramps with surrounding framework, Belfast 
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Fig. 22 - Footbridge ramps with 
surrounding framework, Belfast 
Flg. 23 - Enclosed footbridge beneath pipe bridge, Zoeterwoude 
Fig. 24 - Suspended footbridge, Berlin 
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Fig. 25 - Suspended footbridge, Hannover 
0,4 
Fig. 26 - Suspended footbridge, Bremen 
Fig. 27 - Suspended footbridge, Duisburg 
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Fig. 28 - Suspended footbridge, Barcelona 
Fig. 29 - Suspended footbridge , Vienna 
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Fig. 30 - Enclosed suspended footbridge, Zoetermeer 
Fig. 31 - Enclosed suspended footbridge, Zoetermeer 
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TliE MAL TINGS CONCERT HALL, BUXTON OPERA HOUSE AND YORK MINSTER 
Summary 
A RECONSTRUCTION AND TWO RESTORATIONS 
DEREK SUGDEN 
Partner- Arup Associates, Architects + Engineers+ Quantity Surveyors 
7 Soho Square, London W1V 608 
In October 1965 the Aldeburgh Festival wrote to Sir Ove Arup asking him whether 
we could survey a Malt House in Snape and say whether it could be converted into a Concert 
Hall for the Festival. From that first conversion followed many others by Arup Associates & 
Ove Arup & Partners; Malt Houses, Corn Exchanges, Dock Buildings, Churches, Opera Houses 
and a Cathedral. Some of these build1ngs have been restorations, whilst others have been 
converted to entirely new uses. 
All have used steel as a very necessary part of their restoration and reconstruction and 
three buildings have been chosen to illustrate th1s theme. 
The paper describes the creation of a Concert Hall out of ·a 19th century Malt House, 
The Maltmgs Concert Hall at Snape for the composer Benjamin Britten and the Aldeburgh 
Festival, the restoration of the 1903 Opera House at Buxton, Derbyshire and the restoration 
work at York Minster. 
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THE MAL TINGS CONCERT HALL- SNAPE, SAXMUNDHAM, SUFFOLK, ENGLAND 
A NEW CONCERT t1ALL FOR THE ALDEBURGH FESTIVAL 
In her biography of Benjamin Britten, lmogen Hoist describes the beginnings of the 
Aldeburgh Festival. lt was Peter Pears' first suggestions during the English Opera Group's visit 
to the Holland Festival in 1947 to perform 'Aibert Herring' that led to the first Festival in 
1948. lt opened in the Aldeburgh Parish Church with the first performance of Britten's newly 
written cantata 'St. Nicolas'. In the biography lmogen Hoist describes Peter Pears' idea of 'A 
few concerts given by friends'. By 1965 the list of friends had grown impressively long but the 
atmosphere had miraculously survived. 
Most of the larger orchestral and choral concerts were held in Aldeburgh Parish Church 
and the surrounding churches, especially Blythborough and Orford. The largest secular hall 
used- for opera, chamber concerts and recitals was the Jubilee Hall with 320 seats. This hall has 
seen most of the first performances of Britten's Operas. As the Festival grew only a larger 
secular hall would provide for those who now wished to come and were needed to support the 
more ambitious programmes. A letter from Stephen Rei ss, the Festival Secretary, to Sir Ove 
Arup in 1965 said that they had the opportunity of leasing one of the disused Malt Houses at 
Snape. Would Arups survey it and say whether it was possible to convert it into a Concert 
Hall? 
The Maltings at Snape 
The Maltings at Snape are perfect examples of what J.M. R ichards called 'The Functional 
Tradition' and are well illustrated in the book of that name which he wrote with photographs 
by Eric de Mare. The Maltings were started by Newson Garrett in the mid-nineteenth century. 
Newson Garrett was a shipowner, grain transporter, Lloyd's agent and Mayor of Aldeburgh. He 
was the second son of the seventh generation of Richard Garretts who had originally made 
ploughshares in nearby Wood bridge and had founded the Garrett Engineering Works at Leiston 
some eight miles inland from Aldeburgh. He had also found time in his busy life to produce a 
large and talented family. One of his daughters, Elizabeth Garrett Anderson was the first 
woman doctor in England who, to overcome traditional English male chauvinism, was forced 
to pursue her medical stud1es 1n France. She was also the first woman Mayor of Aldeburgh. H1s 
e1ghth child was Dame Millicent Garrett Fawcett, the feminist, suffragette and pioneer in 
education. The Maltings are traditional mid-nineteenth century industrial buildings,- red brick 
from the local Snape brickworks, timber floors and deep timber roofs in the local shipwright 
tradition. The Malt House roofs were once finished with Welsh and later Italian slates and the 
turnmg bays and low buildings with red clay pantiles. When roof slates and tiles were replaced, 
asbestos slates or sheetmg was used. These were rapidly covered with moss and lichen and 
blended well w1th the industrial scale of these buildings and the surrounding marsh. 
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The Survey 
A detailed survey of the buildings chosen for conversion including investigation~ of the 
ground conditions, drainage and electrical water supply was carried out in the late autumn of 
1965. Plans, sections and elevations of the existing building were made including a layout ofthe 
whole maltings (Figure 1), a fully detailed sketchbook and a report on the conversion 
possibi I ities. 
The Brief 
The survey report was completed in November 1965 and in December 1965 Arup 
Associates were asked to prepare designs and supervise a contract for the concert hall to be 
ready for the 1967 Festival! The brief was for a concert hall to seat between 700 and 800. lt 
was to be provided with lighting facilities for opera, an orchestra pit, and with a removable 
proscenium. lt was to have a restaurant and changing rooms. lt was to be wired for the BBC 
for recording during the Festival and for the Decca Record Company for stereophonic 
recording. Decca also require a flat floor within the auditonum and any rake had to be built up 
with removable plat-forms. Car parking had to be provided for 450 cars. Lorry access had to be 
provided to a load1ng bay which in turn had easy access to the stage. The stage was to be the 
full width of the auditorium and 40ft. deep, to be 4ft. above auditorium level and to have a 1 
ft. rake. 
The Design 
Many modern auditoria have failed at many levels because designers, but more often 
their clients, have tried to create spaces for opera, concerts, drama and speech within a single 
envelope. Arups were fortunate in that Benjamin Britten himself insisted that the hall should 
be designed specifically as a Concert Hall and this was reconfirmed on many occasions during 
the development of the design. The design did however incorporate many of the technical 
installations necessary for opera production without compromising the concert hall acoustic. 
In the early stages of the design the idea of a removable proscen1um was dropped from the 
brief when the client quickly recognised the potential of opera production on an open stage. lt 
was also felt strongly by the designers that the whole conversion both inside and out should 
retain the character of the Maltings and that as much of the existing structure as poss1ble be 
preserved. 
The Plan 
The plan for the conversion a1med at a single space enclosing auditorium and stage, the 
largest possible foyer to create the sense of occasion and to use wherever possible the ex1sting 
brick walls. lt had already been dec1ded that the roof must be replaced and from th1s dec1sion 
followed the removal of the long wall separating the two galleries 1n the Malt House. All the 
cross walls and hoppers were removed down to the lower level of approximately 3.25 0 D. 
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After digging trial holes it was decided to make the auditorium floor at 3.5 O.D., some 2 
ft. above ground-water level. Th1s was slightly above the approximate floor level of gallery 3 
and the turning bay. Th1s also gave acceptable levels for the stage 4 ft. above the auditorium 
and which 1n turn fixed the level of the changing rooms and loading bay. 
Plan and structure are interdependant and the large foyer that was really necessary 
runnmg the full length of the malt house had not yet been achieved. The flat auditorium with 
a built up and removable rak1ng floor was still retained. A further meeting with the Decca 
Record Company was a real breakthrough. Because of the size of the stage Decca only wanted a 
further 30 ft. of flat area and it was felt that this could be accepted as a permanently flat area 
in front of the stage and with the raked seating starting from th1s point. A suspended 
remforced concrete slab was then proposed housmg underneath plant rooms and lavatories. 
The foyer now ran the full length of the auditorium with steps and a half-landing at the west 
end giving access to the rear of the auditorium and with a staircase at the east end giving access 
to the restaurant. The two-storeyed annexe building was the natural place for changing rooms, 
giving access direct to the stage and for the restaurant at first floor level, giving wonderful 
v1ews to the east across the marshes and good access from the foyer. 
The Structure 
The roof design was the key to the whole build1ng. A solution was sought which would 
keep the basic shape of the old roof (Figure 2). In removing the long wall between the two 
galleries, it was essential to move the ridge of the roof over to the new centre line of the new 
auditorium. As much he1ght and volume as possible was required to achieve the desired acoustic 
and a 45° slope was chosen which was a compromise between the two existing slopes. 
To retain as much character as possible it was also necessary to retain the smoke hoods. 
Studies for the heating and ventilation scheme were done at an early stage and confirmed the 
existing size for natural exhaust. Th1s led to a flat top to receive the ventilators of some 12ft. 
minimum width. After many sketches a simple roof truss was finally adopted at 12 ft. 2 in. 
centres of approximately 60 ft. span (Figure 3). lt was of standard triangular construction 
except for the centre section with the mmimum 12 ft. flat top where crossed ties were used. 
The auditorium width varied by as much as 18 in. so the solution was ideal in that all the truss 
halves could be identical and any variation taken up in the cross-braced centre section. The 
trusses were designed with all the compression members in timber and all the tension members 
in steel. The rafter backs are of 2/10 in. x 2 m. Douglas Fir, the crown struts of 1/12 in. x 3 in. 
Douglas Fir and the internal struts of 6 in. x 3 m. Douglas Fir. All the ties are of 1 in. diameter 
high tensile steel w1th bottle screws. All connections are made with standard timber connectors 
and purpose-made mild steel gussett plates and 2 in. diameter pins and lock nuts (Figure 4). 
The purl ins are of 6 in. x 2 in. German Whitewood and the roof is formed with two layers of% 
in. finished tongued and grooved boardmg. The first layer is laid normal to the purl ins and the 
second layer at 45°. The roof truss has a fix~d end on the north wall, with a mild steel shoe 
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and 2 in. diameter pin and is fixed to the reinforced concrete ring beam with four 'l4 in. 
diameter rag bolts. The south wall bearing has a free end with the shoe carried on a "Glacier 
Metal" bearing to ensure that the main roof ties are always in tension. 
The hip rafters are of 2/10 in. x 2 in. Douglas Fir. The rafters and purl ins were assumed 
to be propped during erection and advantage was taken of the shell action of the two layers of 
boarding to l1mit the deflections of the purl ins and rafters. The analysis of the roof truss was 
done on the Eliott 803B computer using the plain frameworks programme. Before the plan 
and main outlines of the reconstruction were finally resolved it was decided to raise the 
existing walls by 2 ft. This resolved many problems, primarily it gave the necessary volume to 
ensure the two-second reverberation time chosen in the acoustic design. it gave good clearance 
above the staircase to the restaurant and rear auditorium entrance. it improved the gutter 
detail between the junction of the main hall and the restaurant and improved the junction of 
the new turning bay roof and the main hall and gave adequate room for the main ventilation 
duct. In addition to raising the walls and because cross walls had been removed, the main 
auditorium walls were stiffened by the addition of 2ft. 3 in. x 13% in. piers and arches on the 
foyer side and by 13Y, in. x 9 in. piers on the turning bay side which carried a reinforced 
concrete beam. Above the arches and the beam, the walls were thickened to 2 ft. 3 in. and 
were fin1shed with a reinforced concrete ring beam which provided a seating for the roof 
trusses and tied in the tops of the ra1sed walls with the gable walls. Benjamin Britten had 
asked for an orchestra pit where the orchestra rail did not extend more than 10ft. in front of 
the stage, and wh1ch placed the wind and brass under the stage, similar in some ways to the 
techn1que first used at Bayreuth in 1876. These demands for opera facil1t1es and trap doors 
together with the orchestra pit already planned for led to a decision to open up the whole area 
below stage down to a depth of 4 ft. 6 in. below the auditorium to give good access to both 
sides and choice for the depth of the orchestra pit underneath the stage. The area under 
the stage was designed in reinforced concrete with an internal waterproof rendering. A sump 
was provided. The rake of the stage had been the subject of much discussion and it was fmally 
decided to prov1de a steel frame operated by suitably coupled jacks (Figure 5). The jacks 
finally chosen were 10 ton 'Simplex Unllift' worm gear screw jacks operated by a single 2 h.p. 
motor. They were fixed inside 6 in. diameter columns and operated through a pin connection. 
The mam frame of the stage used 15 in. x 6 in. U.B. 32 lbs beams of 30ft. clear span w1th a 
10ft. cantilever, w1th the individual cantilever beams supported on the individual jacks housed 
Within each 6 in. d1ameter column. The cantilever beams were connected at the front edge by a 
6 1n. x 3 in. x 12 lbs channel and the jacks were connected with removable coupling bars for 
.operation of the stage raking mechanism (Figure 6). The stage surface was constructed of 9 in. 
x 3 in. softwood joists spanning between the cantilever beams and finishes with 1 Y.. in. hard-
wood strip. 
A simple sliding beanng using two layers of polytetrafluorethylene was provided at the 
rear support of the stage to ensure that the jacks operated vertically. The base floor to the 
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auditorium is in concrete with a suspended reinforced concrete slab over the lavatories and 
plant rooms. The foyer floor was excavated down to the auditorium level and a new concrete 
floor provided with reinforced concrete staircase and landings to the rear of the auditorium 
and the restaurant. The foyer roof was a simple lean-to roof using 9 in. x 3 in. Columbian pine 
joists and one layer of * in. tongued and grooved boarding. 
The eventual size of the opera lighting control box with access outside the auditorium as 
well as inside, led to the only addition outside the original walls of the old Malt House, and 
this des1gn was based on the granary hoists on the main frontage, supported from similar rolled 
steel joist brackets and clad in white weather-boarding (Figure 7). 
The concert hall was destroyed by fire on the first night of the 1969 Festival, only two 
years after being opened by Queen Elizabeth 11. lt was rebuilt in 42 weeks and the only altera-
tion of any significance was to provide a mechanical system to raise and lower the orchestra pit 
floor and to enable its use as a forestage (Figure 8). This structure and mechanism was linked 
to the original design for changing the rake of the stage. 
The Queen opened the Maltings Concert Hall for the second time in June 1970 (Figures 
9 and 10). 
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THE OPERA HOUSE, BUXTON, DERBYSHIRE, ENGLAND 
A RESTORATION AND THE BIRTH OF A FESTIVAL 
Buxton is a very special place. lt was a Roman Spa used in Elizabethan times where 
Mary Queen of Scots took the waters whilst a prisoner at Chatsworth. lt had its heyday in the 
eighteenth century when the Duke of Devonshire built the Crescent and reached its zenith at 
the turn of the nineteenth century when Matcham built the Opera House in 1903. 
lt is the highest borough in England standing one thousand feet above sea level with a 
collection of buildings all constructed before the First World War and tied together by a street 
pattern which always brings one to the forecourt of the Opera House and that 'green lung' and 
river which sweeps in, without any apparent interruption, from the surrounding Derbyshire 
hills. 
The Opera House (Figure 1) is the last building of a remarkable group linked by a 
conservatory designed by Edward Milner and Sir Joseph Paxton and overlooks the 'green lung' 
which terminates in the Pavilion Gardens. The other buildings in this group are a Playhouse, 
the shell of which dates from 1892, the Pavilion itself designed by Edward Milner in 1971, and 
a steel framed octagonal Concert Hall designed by Robert Rippon Duke in 1876. 
When Matcham's Opera House opened in June 1903 there was accommodation for 
twelve hundred people: eighty in the stalls, five hundred in the pit, one hundred and forty in 
the dress circle, two hundred in the upper circle and two hundred and fifty in the gallery, plus 
some thirty standing in the upper circle. The price of a seat in the gallery was 6d. 
Matcham's design has remained virtually intact, apart from the introduction of a 
projection box for the cinema. The seating however has been replaced over the years. Gone too 
is the class structure of Matcham's seating design. Originally there had been individual seats 
only in the four rows of the orchestra stalls and the dress circle, the rest of the house being in 
traditional benches. Slowly this Caste system had been eroded and the benches replaced with 
individual seats, except in the gallery. In the upper circle, a raised timber f loor had been 
introduced above the concrete risers giving a greater width between seat rows but requiring a 
handrail above the rester. As well as being badly designed and detailed, this handrail seriously 
impaired the sight lines from the upper circle. 
In addition to a few but damaging deviations from Matcham's design, the Opera House 
had been badly neglected for decades. Fortunately, the house had been well constructed in 
masonry, concrete and structural steelwork, and apart from some isolated cracking of the 
gallery floor slabs due to the increased load from the projection room, the structure of the 
building itself was in a good condition . 
In the Autumn of 1977 Arup Associates were asked to prepare a report on its restoration 
and opening in time for the 1979 Summer Festival. 
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The brief can be summarised as 'The provi ion of an orchestra pit as large as the 
geometry and acoustic of the auditorium would allow, and the restoration of the Opera House 
as near as possible to Matcham's original design' . (Fig res 2 and 3) 
The main constructional work was confined to the orchestra pit. After the first detailed 
surveys of this area, it was decided to design a steel frame which could be inserted without 
interfering with the existing stage structure. A system of steel cantilevered beams was designed 
such that the beams could be placed beneath the existing timber beams. 
The main cantilever beams are 18 in. x 7% in. U.B. 66 lbs with an edge beam 10 in. x 
10 in. U.C. 60 lbs supported on the proscenium walls. The cantilevers are supported on a new 
9 in. masonry wall which formed the back wall of the orchestra pit. The fixed ends of the 
cantilevers are supported in the rear wall of the theatre and counterweighted with an insite 
reinfor:ced concrete beam. After construction of th new 9 in. masonry wall the existing stage 
structure was propped each side of the main timber beams. The existing timber columns were 
then removed and the new cantilevers slid into posi t ion directly under the old timber beams, 
with their fixed ends housed in the rear wall and counterweighted. With the stage thus 
supported the old proscenium wall below the stage level was removed, the edge beam fixed and 
the new pit excavated and constructed (Figures 4 a d 5). The final analysis of the stage steel-
work was carried out on the ARUP DEC 10 machine using a gridframe analysis (PFT) part of 
the FRANCIS suite of programmes. 
The rest of the constructional work was concerned with extensive repairs to the audi-
torium front-of-house areas and dressing rooms. 
The whole of the electrical installation was re ewed and in the auditorium new positions 
for modern stage lighting were introduced and appropriate decorative light fittings were 
reinstated throughout the building. On stage there is a choice of lighting controls, either the 
reconditioned Grand Master of the 1930's or the opportunity to connect a portable modern 
memory system. 
A new heating system was designed using the old radiators. The Cost Plan did not allow 
for any major mechanical ventilation in the audi torium so the original natural ventilation 
system was reinstated by restoring the gas fired sunburner in the centre of the dome. This was 
dismantled, cleaned, modified for North Sea gas and put back into service under the guidance 
of Brian Benn of Theatre Projects Consultants Limi ted, and in the inspiration of Terence Rees 
author of 'Theatre Lighting in the Age of Gas' . lt is now controlled by a modern electronic 
system from the restored projection box. A new mechanical ventilation system, with the 
necessary sound attenuation, was provided in the orchestra pit. 
An appreciable amount of research was done in arriving at a scheme for the decorations, 
and restorations of the furnishings. There were many descriptions in the Technical Press of 
1903 which describe the house as being in cream, gold and blue, and with more detailed 
descriptions in the Local Press of striped seating coverings and blue silk curtains to the boxes. 
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A real breakthrough, however, was the discovery in one of the boxes of a pale grey-blue carpet, 
with a darker blue classical motif which fitted descriptions given by local people who still 
remember the house when it was first opened. This carpet proved to have been made by a firm 
in Brighouse who undertook to weave a new carpet to the identical colour and pattern on an 
old loom of 1907. 
All the seating, apart from the fixed gallery benches, was removed and either replaced 
with restored seats of the period or with the removed seats restored and re-covered. The seats 
were covered with a velvet fabric, chosen to match the dark blue of the carpet. Existing 
brasswork ~as restored where possible but a new brass orchestra rail was designed together 
with new brass rester rails at the ends of the aisles and gangways. The existing tabs were 
vacuum cleaned in position and fit quite well with the new colour scheme. In the foyer, the 
ceiling pictures were cleaned and old wallpaper removed to expose the original white marble of 
the walls and staircase. Pale blue wallpaper was used in the panels which had originally been 
covered in pale blue silk . 
Matcham was no purist where architectural style was concerned and juxtaposed classical 
and art noveau forms with enormous confidence and panache. All the stained glass panels and 
windows were restored and their combination with classical forms can be seen in the upper 
circle and dress bar. Although in a somewhat sorry state, the original 'Mackintosh' - like sofas 
in the upper circle saloon have been retained . 
Acoustic measurements taken in October 1977 indicated a powerful direct sound with a 
very good distribution throughout the house. For such a small intimate compact auditorium, 
the reverberation time of 1.1 seconds is quite high . The restoration of the auditorium 
attempted to keep this to a maxi mum by limiting the carpet to the aisles and using a weave 
with an absorbency coefficient of only 0.2. The big challenge was to produce a pit which 
would provide a natural balance between the stage and the pit sound and, at the same time, 
provide a comfortable acoustic tor the orchestra, especially those under the stage. As yet, no 
measurements have been taken but conductor, orchestral players, singers and audience seem 
impressed with the acoustic performance of the house. In wandering around the Opera House 
during the second performance of Lucia the sound was powerful, even and clear, but perhaps 
the violins could have done with a little more shine. 
Fi g . ~.·The ~uditorium restored 
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r<'ig .. J:~ The opera house restored 
Fi e . 3-The boxes r est or ed - 'Edwardian 
Bar oque ' 
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YORK MINSTER 
York Minster is one of the largest mediaeval buildings in Northern Europe. Although 
part of it dates from the 11th century, the building in the form that it exists today was 
completed in 1472. Its most noticeable features ar the central tower 200 ft. high, weighing 
18,000 tons and the two western towers of similar height each weighing 10,000 tons. The 
combined length of the nave and choir is 524 ft. and its height is over 100ft. Figures 1 and 2 
show the plan and elevation of the Minster with the various parts of the Minster referred to in 
this paper. 
In 1966 an inspection by the Minster's newly appointed 'Surveyor of the Fabric', 
Bernard Feilden revealed cracking and severe distortion of the masonry around the central 
tower. Further investigations and excavations revealed poor quality masonry, badly distorted 
and cracked as a result of large differential settlements. 
The east wall was found to be over 2 ft. out f plumb and cracks in the 19th century 
repairs indicated that outward movement was continu rng. 
Structural Investigation 
At this stage Ove Arup & Partners were appornted to make further investigations and 
these were carried out on three fronts: 
The glass tell-tales which had been repeatedly broken were replaced by small stainless 
steel discs so that relative movements either side of the crack could be determined by 
measuring the distance between the conical holes i the disc using a 'Demec' mechanical 
strain gauge. 
A detailed survey of the Minster to establish precisely the differential settlements. The 
results shown in Figure 2 indicate that the piers of the central tower had settled up to 9 in. 
and the western towers up to 3 in. with respect to the nave. 
A detailed site investigation to evaluate the strata on which the Minster was founded . 
Eleven boreholes showed that there was 12 to 15 ft. of highly variable fill, the product of 
centuries of habitation and development on the site. Below this was 11 ft. of clay, very sandy 
at the base, overlaying 37 ft. of stiff boulder clay and below this, about 60 ft. below ground 
level, dense fine sand representing the weathered surface of underlying sandstone bedrock. 
Two bench marks, founded in the sandstone, were in tailed to provide a stable datum for 
subsequent levelling measurements. 
The advice of historians and archaeologists was also sought . The site was covered by part 
of the headquarters building of the Roman Legion stationed in York (Figure 1) . In 1080 
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ancient records describe the building of a Norman Church built to replace a timber one 
destroyed by fire in 1069. Another fire in 1137 led to the rebuilding with longer transepts 
(Figure 1). During the 13th to 15th centuries the Minster was gradually transformed into its 
present form. About 1400, attempts to restyle the four main piers carrying the central tower ~ 
in Perpendicular style led to its collapse. Rebuilding was completed in 1470. ~ 
Analysis and Design 
A comprehensive description of all the structural investigations analyses and designs are 
included in a paper (No. 74155) given to the Institution of Civil Engineers by David Dowrick 
and Poul Beckmann of Ove Arup & Partners in December 1971 and a further paper written 
by Dr. Lord of Ove Arup & Partners for the 'Military Engineer' No. 466. Nov/Dec 1976. 
To summarise these very briefly: 
An attempt was made to reconstruct the sequence of settlements. By making an assess-
ment of the loads and imposed soil pressures for the different building phases, and by using 
consolidation data from laboratory tests on soil samples, estimates were made of the settle-
ment of various parts of the structure since 1080 (Figure 3). The differential settlements 
predicted in this way correspond remarkably well with those observed and provided further 
evidence of the overstressing and inadequacy of the foundations. 
To determine the cause of cracking in the lantern at the top of the tower two analyatical 
techniques were employed; graphical thrust line analysis and a mathematical model in which 
the tower was represented by a rigid frame of thin members enclosing shear panels where 
appropriate to simulate the effects of masonry panels. The two methods were found to 
complement each other. Attempts to predict deformation due to gravity loading were un-
successful. However, if the observed differential settlements of the north-western and south-
western piers relative to the two eastern piers were applied to the three-dimensional 
framework, the zones of high tension corresponded exactly with the position of major cracks. 
The Remedial Work 
The Foundations to the Central Tower 
The object of the design was to reduce the stress imposed on the underlying clay. 
Underpinning schemes relying on point bearing piles were considered but rejected because of 
the dangers of creating a 'hard spot' and further differential settlements, apart from the 
problems of constructing the piles beneath the piers. The chosen method (Figures 4 and 5) was 
to encase the old Norman footings in concrete 7ft. thick and to drill horizontal holes through 
the resulting composite footing into which prestressing bars could be inserted to stress the 
whole together. To mobilise the shear strength of the soil beneath the foundations which 
would normally only occur as a result of settlement a compression pad 2 ft. thick was cast 
beneath the new foundations. Hydraulic flat jacks were inserted in the gap between the new 
1 
I 
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raft and compression pad. After stressing the main foundation the flat jacks were inflated to 
transfer part of the pier load to the new foundation by precompressing the underlying clay and 
the gap between the compression pad and raft was grouted up. The prestressing rods in four 
layers, with two layers in each orthogonal direct ion were of stainless steel 1 V.. inches in 
diameter, and each was stressed to 35 tons. The max imum length of stainless steel rod available 
was 18 ft. and the rods were joined by specially designed stainless steel couplers. The ends 
were anchored with a nut and anchorage plate. 
The Lantern Girdle 
Before the strengthening of the foundations to the central tower, a girdle of horizontal 
tensile reinforcement was installed below the Lantern windows of the central tower. The 
purpose of this reinforcement was to avoid any f rther deterioration of the vertical cracks 
in the Lantern due to unavoidable differential sett lement during the foundation work. The 
bars used were identical to the stainless steel rods used in the central tower foundations except 
that in the Lantern girdle they were threaded along their entire length to increase their bond 
strength when grouted. At that time the best available precipitation hardened steel was manu-
factured by Firth-Vickers and their designation FV520B was used which was over-aged in a 
temperature 550°C for two hours. A guaranteed minimum 0.1% proof stress of 800 MN/m2 
was accepted for the 32mm { 1 '.4 in .) diameter bars us d. 
The Lantern Roof Rung Beam and Structure 
In addition to the Lantern girdle, a simple reinforced concrete ring beam was provided 
at the top of the Lantern. Placing the 90 cubic yards of concrete for this was achieved by 
pumping it to a height of 190 h. in a single stage. T e original oak beams dating from 1472 
were 3 ft. deep and 18 in. wide spanning 42 ft. They were found on inspection to be infested 
with death watch beetle and were cut out and totally removed. They were replaced by simply 
supported N trusses in structural steel {Figure 6) . Because of the craneage limitations these 
trusses were lifted 'piece- small' by a hoist and assembled in position using bolted construction. 
The old lead was salvaged, melted down and re-rolled and used in the construction of the new 
lead roof. 
The East Wall 
The southern buttress of the east wall had been found to be over 2 h. out of plumb in a 
height of 80ft. The condition of the east wall was aggravated by the fragility of the great east 
window. This window, constructed in 1405-1408, is one of the biggest and most beautiful 
expanses of stained glass in the world measuring 75ft. by 31 ft. wide. In addition to being out 
of plumb it bowed outwards 5 inches in plan at mid-height. To secure this great window, 1 in. 
diameter stainless steel wire cables were stressed across the window and fi xed to the major 
mullions of the tracery at gallery level and three positions above (Figures 7 and 8). A small 
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exploratory excavation adjacent to the main buttress had shown that the buttress had been 
added after the construction of the wall and that there was no bonding below ground level. 
Neither wall nor buttress broadened out below ground level to any form of footing. A 
graphical analysis indicated a line of thrust dangerously close to the outer face of the wall . To 
prevent failure of the east wall it was necessary to provide a substantial toe to the existing 
footings. Before underpinning temporary shores of structural steel (Figures 9 and 10) founded 
on simple spread footings were erected to prevent any outward movement. These structural 
steel shores incorporated at their base a pair of 'Freyssi' flat jacks connected to a constant ~ 
pressure cell so that temperature movements as well as any induced vertical settlements could 
be accommodated without overloading. The underpinning was the traditional one of driving 
4 ft. wall headings to replace the existing foundations with new ones of twice the size. The 
new footing width of 18 ft. gave a new average bearing pressure of 2.5 tons per square foot. 
The centre of thrust from the superstructure was arranged to be well inside the inner half of 
the footing so that the tendency of the wall to rotate outwards was reversed . 
Most of the remedial work is out of sight or below the ground level. To the visitor the 
most striking aspect of the restoration is the cleaning of the stonework and the redecoration. 
Something of the engineers work however can be seen. The excavations beneath the central 
tower for the underpinning works presented the opportunity to create a permanent new crypt 
or undercroft museum in which can be seen remnants of the Roman Legion Headquarters and 
the walls of the original Norman Church . The space has also been used to display some of the 
Minster's treasures and to provide a permanent exhibition of its history and the story of its 
restoration. 
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STEEL: A BONUS IN THE RESTORATION, CONVERSION, AlfD 
ADAPTATION OF REAL-ESTATE HERITAGE 
G.-L. LUCAS 
Ecole natiouale sup6rieure des Bea~Arts 
Paris 
For several ;years now, our urban habitat has been undergoing a change; an 
attempt is being made to give it a human face. Man has embarked upon the 
reconquest of the heart of his towns. To rediscover tbe old communities 
is a serious and delicate task. 
For a long time, it was sufficient to restore historical monuments, or 
to find new uses for them. 
This work, often of a prestige nature, is still very much a reality. 
Over the last few years, however, the restoration and modernisation of old 
dwellings and large stores has assumed a measure of importance. 
A third element has entered into the effort to maintain our real-estate 
heritage: the conversion of old industrial buildings. 
The present paper is concerned with examples of all three kinds of 
activit;y: 
- restoration of historical monuments: 
• Rouen cathedral spire 
• Comtesse block in Lille 
warehouse conversion 
• Laine warehouse, Bordeaux, as a leisure centre 
• rue de l'Ourcq warehouse, Paris, as dwellings 
modernisation of stores 
• rooflights above the magasin du Louvre, Paris 
The role of steel in all these operations is large; it could even be 
said that without it, the work would have been scarcel;y possible. 
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1. FIRST EXAMPLE 
Conversion of buildiDg, rue de l'Ourcq, Paris l9e. 
Contractor: Habitat Social Fran9&ia 
Architects: J. Levy DPia and C. Maiaollhaute 
Surveyors: .ARUP France Entrepriae ~nirale; SAE Heulin 
Steel erection: A. Laubeuf 
The building, situated at 134-145 rue de l'Ourcq and 24-36 rue Laboia-
Rouillon, was an industrial building origillally interaded as a depositoey 
and as a place for baling paper and rags; later it became a furniture ware-
house. 
The two-storey section was built about 1894 and the single-storey part 
runni.JJg along 135-137 rue de l 'Ourcq was added ten years later towards 
1904. 
The project involved adaptiDg the structure to its new use as dwellings 
while retaining the character of the industrial architecture of the end of 
the 19th century. 
The !llT!J!Sement chosen 
The height of the buildiDg did DOt lend itself to integral use of the tloor 
for division into dwellings. It was therefore decided to arrange the floors 
around a central 'hole'. The architects exploited this constraint by 
creating an originsl interior space, quite assertive but also varied, which 
formed a kind of central column giving on to all the dwellings, adding 
light and opening them onto a peaceful, planted space sheltered from the 
traffic noise. The arrangement gives each flat an individual character and 
the feeling of an interior private street. 
Small shops and studios were placed on the ground fioor along the rue 
de 1 'Ourcq and in the courtyard. The scheme was chosen because of the 
access thus provided and in order to enliven the street. 
The interior assemblage of floors, beall8 and colUIIDS was quite accept-
able. No serious deterioration was found and the internal parts bad not 
suffered abnormal or otherwiae unnacceptable corrosion attack. 
Despite its heterogeneous origin, the metal framework lent itself veey 
simply to the transformation, especially since the various elements bad 
been designed for industrial loads. 
, 
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The fotmd.atiou 
The buildiDg was coutructed on superficial fotmd.atiou. The nature of the 
site: 
- filliDg (3. 70 •> 
-~ rubble (3. '10 • to 5.0 m), marl (5.0 m to 15.5 m) 
- greeD.I!IaDd 
- marlaceous limestone of Saint-Ouen 
- Beaucbaap sands 
Predicted loadiDgs: 
The buildiDgs being intended as dwelliDgs, the new general loadings were 
those of the old standard NF P o6-001 (June 1950), i.e.: 
- 175 daN/m2 liviDg areas, floor, mezzanine, terraces with private 
access 
- 250 daN/m2 
2 
- 75 claN/m 
stairs, corridors and gangways, covered or not 
interior partitioning 
The structure 
Qe.!!era! 
The facades of the building run for about 78 m on the rue de l'Ourcq side 
and 70 m along the rue Labois-Rouillon. 
The distance between the party walls furthest spaced is about 95 m. The 
general grid is 4 m in two perpendicular directions. 
At its largest part, the width of the building varies from 35.7 to 38.2 
m. 
fo!~ 
The interior columns supporting the floors are cast iron • 
• at first-floor level, their diameter is 150 mm and their effective 
height 3.20 m 
• at ground level in the two-storey section, the majority of the columns 
are 160 mm diameter; some of them are hollow, especially those which 
run around the courtyard; in the more recent single-storey section of 
the building, the columns are 150 mm diameter and about 4.2 m high. 
The variation in the capitals matches that of the diameters. The capitals 
without all the flanges miss the thrust surface of the beams. The object 
of the flanges was to centre the beams resting on the columns and hold them 
laterally in place. 
According to whether or not the columns were capable of supporting the 
new loads, the following measures were taken: 
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• light loads: colUIID8 left free 
• heavy loads: the colu.as were sunk into a square of reiDtorced conc-
rete; retained at mid height by the 111ezzanine beams or by the facade 
sections 
~8!.11.! 
The beams, too narrow, were sometimes oft-centre. In the majority of cases 
they were twinned and separated !roa each other by tbe distance of a flange. 
In some cases, a aain beam consisted of two separate beams of different 
heights. Sometimes they were together, sometilles separate. The modes of 
assembly were equally diverse. 
All the arrangements were checked and rectified and reseated on the col-
umns. 
!1.~.0!8_ 
The original floors were joists with brick and clinker doming and a coat-
ing of reinforced cement and mortar. 
In certain areas, the floors had been subsequently concreted over the 
whole height of the joists. 
In the conversion project, some floors were demolished and others were 
brought up to standard. 
!o_2!_ 
The roof consists of lean-tos arranged parallel to the streets. The glazed 
flanks !ace north and the tiled flanks south. The span is twice that of the 
girder fra111e of the floor below. Tbe roof colUIIDS are in the aain sections 
of IPN type. 
the arrangeaent of little courtyards inside necessitated the removal 
of some of the lean-toe. 
General 
The interior and exterior facade walls, whether or not they gaTe onto the 
open sides, were strengthened: Vaugirard brick (22 ea thick) or 20 ea ext-
ernal bonding (ltoo kg/a2 of surface). 
The mezzanines were of wood and ~~~etal. The deadweight was Ter:r IR1Ch 
reduced: about 50 daN/m2• The weight of these intermediate floors is 
carried by stanchions mounted on the cast iron columns of the first or 
ground floors. 
The general orientation of the buildiDg and especially of the roofing 
lent itself to the installation of solar panels for the bot water ayatea. 
' 
, 
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Fire protection 
The required fire resistance time for load-bearing components and floors 
was i h. 
The colu.n stability was provided: 
- for the appart-.nts: by a 7 ea thick reinforced concrete jacket where 
they were sUDk into the party wall; or by JDeaDS of an intuaescent 
paint coating 
- for the shops and studios: a layer of rockwool (shell or cushion) with 
a plaster skin. 
Existing columns 
Method of 
scale 
clam?ing free columns 
: lf20e/ = 0,05 m/pm. 
Square 20 lg. 0.300 
site welds 
d~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
GROUND FLOOR PLAN 
Scale : 1/sooe 
SECTION A-A scale: 1/sooe = 0,002 m/pm. 
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2. smoRD EXAMPLE 
AJmex for .udcipal library, Coatesse block, Lille (nord) 
Principal: City of Lille 
Contractor: G. Jourdain, architect DPI.G 
Surveyor: BET Razeaon 
Steel erector: Baudon-Ronchin 
Within the fraaework of the plan for the renovation of the Comtesse block, ~ 
the .unicipality of Lille decided to include an annex for the municipal 
library in two buildings situated. at 25 and 21, place Louise de Bettignies, 
right in the lliddle of the historic quarter of the city. In order to carry 
out the project, a fraaework in reinforced concrete, oddly topped by a 
aetal foraer, acCOIIIIIOdates a Flemish facade which first saw the light of 
day in the 18th century on the rue de Paris aide. 
In the neighbouring building, which also has a scheduled facade, a 
aetal gantry has replaced the retaining wall. 
Roof over no. 25 place Louise de Bettignies 
Structure 
The entire structure is in bot rolled sections: 
• aiD rafter 
• hip rafters 
• tri.IIDers 
• purlins 
Erection 
IPE 200 
IPE 200 
IPE 200 
IPE 200 
The fraae was factory prefabricated, delivered to the site, assembled on 
the ground and mounted by crane on reinforced concrete blocks. It is 
considered to be base-articulated. 
Gantries inside no. 27 place de Louise de Bettignies 
Structure 
Multiple gantries over two floors using hot rolled HEB sections 
Stability 
- partly by lateral anchorage on the facade walls 
- gantries articulated at the base. 
I , 
DETAIL 
scale : l/20e 
Building at no. 27 
PLAN Ech. : 1 1200• = 0,005 m/p.m. 
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SECTION A-A 
Ech. : 11100• 
building no. 25 
Place Louise de Bettlgnles 
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}. THIRD EXAMPLE 
Renovation of the spire of Rouen cathedral (Seine-Mariti~~e) 
Principal: MiDistrJ of Culture 
Architects: M. Froidevaux, Inspector General of Historical Monuments 
Consultant Ellgineer: L. K. Wilenko 
Steel erector: CFEM 
On 15 Septeaber 1822, the 'City of a hundred spires' was disturbed froa its 
sleep at 5 a.a. bJ the discovery that the spire of the cathedral was on 
fire. It was not the first tille. Froa the 12th to the 19th century, 
fire followed fire. Restoration work was carried out after each disaster. 
!he last fire took the situation back to 1514 when R. Becquet had rebuilt 
the spire iD wood. 
In 1822, the fire, by the tiae it had been brought under control towards 
evening, had ravaged the roofs of the choir and traDSept as well as the 
spire. !be architect Alavoine attempted to restore to the cathedral its 
doaiDant character, that of the 13th century, by reconstructing a perfor-
ated spire in the Gothic spirit but usiug cast iron (height 75 a, total 
weight 9.50 t). 
One hundred and fifty years later, iD 1974, the first cast iron co~ 
onents were showing signs of age. Restoration work began to be planned. 
The first step was coapleted bJ 1976 when the cast iron tabouret 
was rebuilt in patiDating steel. 
!hen a part of the spire was reinforced in steel. Already, 2.50 t steel 
have been used in the first phase of the work and it is expected that a 
further siailar quantitJ will be reuired for the rest of the spire, the 
bell tower, and the rebuilding of the interior staircase. 
!he working plan which is now being executed makes doubling-up on the 
original eleaents iapossible. The decision was, therefore, taken to elim-
inate the cast iron spire supports and replace thea using self- patinating 
steel. 
Structure 
Q&!!t!:_i,!S_ 
Eight groups of gantries at three levels. l&ch group coDSists of two gant-
ries placed on either side of the radiating cast iron eleaents destined for 
reaoval. 
The complex of gantries rests on 03 (existing first level) on a platfora 
fraae coaposed of beall8 crossing at the centre. 
The piers are tubes built up as rectangular sections of 150 x 300 x 15. 
, 
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!8!11! 
Like the gantries, tbe beau are arrauged in pairs on either aide of the 
inclined cast iron colu.na destined for re.oval • 
• level 03 (lower level of tabouret) 
fhe beau rest on a peripheral bea11 of reinforced concrete which is , in 
turn, on the •sonr;r of the tower. 'lhose beau are welded up in ~ section 
and ban great intertia. 
- height 1500 -
- width 500 11111 
- treads 4o 11111 thickness 
- web plates 15 mm thickness 
ne various groups of s•ller girders are linked b;r secondary beau (trim-
•ers) which for• a secondary fraaework to carr;r the 30 cm of reinforced 
concrete floor • 
• levels 01 and 02 (intermediate level of tabouret) 
Cross ••bers in HEB or PRS 300 
• level 00 (level at which spire and tabouret join) 
Cross Mllbers in HEB or PRS 500. 
ne interior piers of the gantries are linked b;r a a;rste• of beau crossed 
at the centre. This complex serves to seat the new spire staircase newel. 
The oblique a:ad straight hip 1111e11bers of the spire are supported at platform 
level b;r the croas members. They are seated on welded up sections. Ben-
eath each hip they are housed in the gantr;r cross ••bers thus transferring 
the vertical and horizontal forces onto the tabouret. 
!l.20!:S_ 
These are 20 c• thick reinforced concrete joined to the new steel structure 
by pins welded onto the beams. 
,!:aE_r,!c!,t,!o~ 
All the framework of the tabouret was welded 
Asse11bly 
The tabouret 
• level 03 
- installation, after complete setting of the concrete, of the 25 11111 
steel plate ring, covering the peripheral cage in reinforced concrete. 
- positioniDg and asse11bly of the large welded-section beams. 
- mounting of secondary beau and trimmers. 
- welding of steel beame round the ring. 
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!M patriee 
- i.utalliq patriee (col- &Dd beu coaplex) lenl b;r lenl. 
- .,tmtillc of eecoadar7 beaa qet• (trii!Mrs) on gantr;r erose-pieces • 
• leYel 00 
- positioiWig of old roofiq aDd .,UDtills of the central usellb~ eupp-
ortiq tile epire staircase aewel. 
- poeitioDillc of trauYeree beaM on which the new staircase colu.a 
rut 
- iutallation of trauYerse~ radiatiag aellbers on each aide of the 
exietiag cut iron beua 
- iutallation and ueeab~ OD the crou ... bers of the beua eupportills 
tile new hipeJ this operation carried out face b;r face, takiag all 
precautiou to prnent si.Dkiag of the spire. 
- ueellb~ of the new spire structure on the support qstea 
- re.oTal of old cast iron tra.ework. 
SECTION C-C 
Nlveauoo 
(4l 
Nlveau 01 
l4l 
Niveau 0.2 
(~) 
Ntveau 0 3 (4) 
m • Level 
scale 1 l/2oe • 0,05 m/p.m. 
I ~ I f li ~ --. ~ 
~ 
I I 
I r 
• J ~ I : I nol 5~ V m I I I I I 
I I I f10 1 :150 I 
I 
I : : I r 
... J~ /// w. 
DETAIL 1 Ech. : 1 120• PLAN Ech. : 1 1200• 
~ 
I 
, 
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4. P'OUR'l'H EXAMPLE 
Conversion of the La!ne warehouse, Bordeaux (Gironde) 
Principal: Citr of Bordeaux (Action Cul.turelle) 
Director of operations: M. Joanne, Architect DPLG, Chief Architect ud 
Director <hneral of technical aenices to the Citr of Bordeau 
Direction of works: MM. P. Mazer,, D. Valode, J. Pietre, Architects DPLG 
Scenic e~~gineeriDg: B. Guillemot 
Site direction: BM'OBG, Bordeaux 
Scenic detaU: Ete Fechoz 
ne transforation of the Lahe warehouse in Bordeaux into a leisure centre 
is a good e::rample of a new uee for an old buildiDg. At a period when the 
de1101ition of the structure was beiDg contnplated, the Citr of Bordeaux 
was also ClllT)'iDg out a studr for a large-scale prOTd.aion of leisure fac-
ilities. It was, therefore, decided to conYert the buildiDg into a Metillg 
place. 
The Ministrr for Cultural Affairs entrueted the studJ to a team of arch-
itects collpBed of Mazerr and Valode. Their 'ideas project' was accepted 
br the citr. 
The first phase of the work, which 1e just co11pleted, co~~priees the 
followillg facilities: 
1. a central IIUlti-purpose area intended for IIU8ical and theatrical per-
formances. 
2. An exhibition area situated on the west side alo~~g the rue For, of 
which one part, on two leYels, is •inl7 resened for children's art. 
3. A apace on the south aide, alo~~g the rue l'arr~re, for a s•ll pera-
anent theatre. Two sall. auditoria are planned. 
The second phase of the work will probably be subdiYided into two parts: 
- setting up of artists' workshops (2nd floor, rue For side) 
- facilities for the RatioDill audioYieual institute (1st flo~), cafe-
teria, reception areas and general adai.nistration, creche, etc ••• 
The interior fixtures and fittillgs in steel adapt ~elYes well to 
all the new functioual needs, while at the BSae tiae blending in with the 
size and at;rle of the existing stone ud wood. 
General dillenaiona 
A trapezoidal shape bounded b;r: XaYier ArDilzon to the north (the for~~er 
'pave des Chartrons'), rue For to the west, rue Farrare to the south ud 
Place Lain6 to the east. 
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'l'wo facades 100 a, one of 92 a, and one of 47 • on the entrance side. 
'!'he buildi.llg coTers an area of 676o m2• 
InterD&l l!Jout 
In a square srid of 6.5 m, tbree principle parts can be distinguished: 
a •in entrance hall '50 m2 and 9 m high; 
• a central part consisting of tvo large parallel 'uaves' separated b7 
a line of pillars up the centre; each uave is 1' • vide (two grid 
units), 45.5 • long and about 12.5 • high; 
• a peripheral groUDd floor plu tvo upper floors around the central 
uaves. 
A two-level pllerr separates the tvo zones, coaplete]J' 8\lrl'OUD.ding the 
central part. 
Structure 
Dressed stone for the colu. and vall foundations, hewn rubble, brick 
arches. 
~ 
Apart froa the TB.ulted areas (hall, intermediate first floor galler7 and 
stairs, all the floors are wooden and consist of boards on wooden joists 
supported on metal joists 2 • apart. 
New interior arr&Dgeaent 
Considering the origiual structure as fixed, and vith the aim of making the 
vhole both fiexible and capable of development, the following internal 
fittings vere selected: 
- partitions: disaountable and interchangeable panels 
- lighting frames on a ~ular grid of 6.5 x 6.5 • 
- fraaes for other equipaent also on a 110dular basis 
Ceiling eguipment 
In each uave, the following metallic items are installed: 
- a fixed longitudinal catwalk, about 1.? m vide, suspended from 
the arches 
- the catwalks of the tvo naves are connected b7 little bridges 1., 
• vide 
- at the extremit7 of each nave, there is a transverse fixed cat-
walk at a level of about 2.5 m lover than the longitudinal ones 
- four transverse mobile catwalks, about 1.6 m vide, making a 
travelling deck 111stem, at the same level as the other transverse 
catwalks. 
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Stepa/tiered floors 
Mobile landi.Dgs 110unted on rollers. Each landi.Jlg is a draver formi.Jlg a 
utal box in vhich the seats are folded. 
Modular stages 
Modular ele8ents either squares or equilateral triaPgles vith sides 1 •· 
Metal trusses mounted on screv levellers; vooden flooring. 
RUE FOY 
COUPE 
Ech. 1/1 ODe : 0.01 m/p.m .. 
.. 
gerdt COrPI 
1 = Link bridge 
2 = Mobile catwalk 
3 = Tracks 
4 = Guardrail 
5 = Hoist 
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5. FiftH EXAMPLE 
Glass roof onr the apzills du Lo~, Parie ler 
Principal: l"'PARIM et UJTI 
Architects: w. Lentz:r DPLG - Inspection office: SOOD!IC 
General contractor: Bo'Q)'gaes 
Within the general scheae of renoY&tion of tbe SJ'IUid8 agasins 4u Lounoe 
building, situated in the heart of Parie and .cheduled as a hietoric ., ... 
uaent, an arrangeaent of four glazed caaopies in 'd:t.a.ond point' was set 
up to coYer the four court,.arcls. 
!hree of the glass roofs are identical and are on a square 'bue of 8 • 
sides; the fourth is larger, with 11.72 a sides, and thie :le the one ref-
erred to here. 
The large glass roof is •de up of three distinct parts: 
- a priaary exterD&l. structure 
- a subsidi.arJ fraaevork suspended troa the first and which carries the 
glass roof 
- the glazed structure itself, fashioned usiag the ILI'ER putt:r-leu 
glazing s;rstea 
Framework 
!!a,!n.,~. !.Jt!e!:i_2r_ 
Bollov stainless steel sections 18 x 8 (1~ Cr, ~ Hi) • 
_2u.!?_s,!d.!a!:>'_ 
Steel tubes fastened to the joints of the priarJ traae. 
2~.!D£ .!"EJI2r!s_ 
ILFER sections bolted onto the subsidiary fraae. 
Stability 
The exterior framework vas designed on a triaqulation SJStea in which the 
loads are applied at the joints in order to make the aeabers vork in coap-
ression and thus better to exploit the characteristics of the aetal. The 
s:rstea being hJperstatic, the calculations were carried out by coaputer. 
The stainless steel hollow sections were thus provided with optiaaa 
dimensions. 
The ILFER process 
The ILFER process is a glazing technique for facade roofs which can be 
classified as a putt;r-less technique. It enables coaplete roofs to be 
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coutraoted uiq indiri.dllal coapcment parts. 
!trt!~ 
'flae f~ couiste of cold-draWD steel sectiou with o•ga cross-section 
for npportiDg the gluiq &llcl facilitatiDg drai.Mge of rainwater. 
!he sectiou were cut &llcl treated to order then either hot-dip galTBD-
ised or plaatio-coated to offer a vide range of colours. 
!!~·!DI 
'fhe prooeu accepts aJQ' kind of glaziq: reinforced glass, toughened glass, 
uti-S].are, double gluiDg, laaillated glass. 
'fhe gluiq is held iD place b7 juction plates ill prepainted galYaDised 
or stai:D.leae st .. l, or aluid.Diua. 
!-!1~-j~~t.! 
Ridge plates ud clips for the upper and lover parts. Joining of glazed 
strips to the roof b7 galYilllised steel or al1111inium plates. 
~ 
'fhe peraitted span for each section depellda basicall,- on the angle of inc-
liDation of the glazed area. Abon 3.5 • between supports, a suitable 
steel reinforceaent is welded to the upright before galnDieiDg. In this 
va,., spau of up to 6 • can be achieved without intermediate support. The 
ILJ'ER section vas shaped before galvanising in those areas where the glaz-
iq was aouted overlapping. 
Aseeabb 
The •in structure vas useabled on the ground, braced, then hoisted, taking 
care to illpart one eighth turn so that the bars entered the diagouals of 
the opelli:D.g. 
'rhe subddiar,- fraae vas then aounted, the feet bolted on and then the 
IlJ'ER sectiou bolted onto the feet. After adjustment • the glazing vas 
begun. No welding vas necess&r7 on site. 
Fire :protection 
This was necese&r7 due to tbe openings in the neighbouring buildings. 
~.!e~t!o~-
- a second juaction plate of stainless steel added between the glazing 
and the first joint; that also iD stainless 
- tightness vas euured b7 a double asbestos strip 
- the sectiou were coated with intumescent paint. 
!!~z,!D4 
DRAVEL glass vas WJed due to its fire-resistant properties (class li h on 
aetal chassis). The glass used was of 7 • nominal thickness, reinforced 
by 12.5 - square •sh. 
§_e.!!_O~ !1'!11,!V,2~ 
Coati.Dg of intullescent paint. 
!u..to.!a!i.!!. .!~t!Jt&u.!sl!e£S_ 
Sprinklers. 
~e_o!t!e,1s_ 
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Putty-leu glazing, screw operated and operati.Dg siliUltaneousl.;y in rose-
petal fashion. 
!his auto•tic outlet is eDg&Sed by tulle and gas detectors placed belov 
the roofing. 
Daring DOral conditions, they can be opened and closed electrically. 
General 
All parts of the roof are accessible and can be cleaned vi th ease. 
5400 
Half-section of large roof 
scale : l/50e = 0,02 m/pm. 
PERSPECTIVE SUR 
LA GRANDE VERRIERE 
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STEEL FOR RESTORATION, REBUILDING AND CONVERSION OF REAL ESTATE 
E. GIANGRECO 
University of Naples 
Sullllll&ry 
After several statements of a general character on the theme, 5 examples 
of restoration work are presented: 3 in Italy, 1 in Belgium and 1 in 
Holland. 
The Italian cases deal with: 
- the protective metallic structure for the work of consolidating 
the Leaning Tower of Pisa, which is the object of international 
discussion, 
- the work of reinforcing with steel a large market in Florence, 
dating from the second half of the last century and constructed 
in cast-iron, 
- the work of restoring a historic building in Modena, intended 
for various uses. 
The Belgian example deals with a patented flooring system for rapid 
replacement of old joists; and the Dutch example relates to the 
renovation of the facade of a building used for a variety of purposes, 
employing new construction techniques. 
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The tera 'structural restoratioa 1 lends itself to a variety of iater-
pretatioDs a.oaa which are: 
the preaervatioa of a buildiaa as a t..,orary structure peadiaa 
defiaitive r .. toratioo 
the repair of a damaaed buildiaa aad thus the re-.. tablish .... t of 
its static iDtearity. 
the reiDforc .... t of a buildiaa, which could t.ply also aa 
eabaac...at of fuactioa, as iD the case of coaversioa to fulfil 
a Dew purpose (fuactioaal recoaversioa) or to cope with alteratioas 
in surrouDding coaditions (e.g. seismic aov .... t) 
the partial or virtually complete reconstructioa of a buildiaa 
demolished for various reasons (irreparable structural degredatioa, 
rebuilding inside a preserved facade, etc.) 
In all these cases, steel holds a privileaed positioa due to its streaath, 
ductility and suitability for industrialised building: reduced weight of 
the various structural elements in steel, their lack of enc~rances, 
apeed of iDstallation aad fuactioaal flexibility aive steel a leadiaa 
role in the most sigDificant and difficult restoratioo operations. 
The examples which we will illustrate refer to three examples in Italy of 
the uae of steel in the preservation of a moouaent, ia the reinforc...at 
of a damaged buildiag aDd in the rebuildiaa aad fuactional converaion 
of a historic edifice; a Belgian example of use of galvanized sheet 
flooring to renew the iaternal frame of a building and a Dutch exa.ple 
of steel in the external renovation of old facade• in the civic and 
industrial buildings. 
The first example concerDa the Tower of Pisa. The Italian Miniater of 
Public Works launched an international competitioa in 1972 for its 
reinforcement specifying that the Tower preserve ita present aeathetic 
aapect, that ita lean be maintained with maximum diminution of a 60th of 
a degree, and that the work be without prejudice to the buildings of the 
Piazza and in particular to the Cathedral. 
The aolution propoaed by the firm Fondedile of Naples uaing plana by 
Giangreco, Keriael, Lizzi and Moranti provided for reinforcement using 
piling (Fig. 1) and temporary ateel work for preaervation. 
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The preaervation atructure waa intended to cope with rotary •tion in the 
lat atase and rotation due to aubaideace ia a 2Dd atage (Fia. 2). 
Referriaa to the lat atase, deaigned to reaiat unwanted rotation the 
characteriatica were: 
no application of external force 
apeed of reaponae and proportional reaction to any disturbance 
application on the walla and around of modeat streas, uniformly 
diatributed 
no senaitivity to temperature variations 
possibility of reaction in all directions 
fuactional aimplicity and reliability 
direct control 
All theae requirements were satiafied using the concept of a child'• 
walking frame, i.e a reticular bell (Fig. 3), in the form of a conical 
trunk on a circular plane, made up of 30 robust linked ribs forming a 
pattern of horizontal• and parallels. 
Contact with the Tower is secured by grooved butresses aupported by 
adjuatable jacka in contact with the brickwork through metal caissona. 
Support of the bell on the ground ia tbrouah resilient grooved 
butreasea, on a round reinforced concrete base. 
The aecond example concerns the Central Market of San Lorenzo in Florence 
which haa a caat-iron structure planned in 1869 and finished in 1874 
(fig. 6). 
It is aignificant that auch work was placed with a atructural ateel firm, 
GUPPY (Naplea), rather than with building contractor•. Such conatruction 
ia related to the large covered areas deaigned for markets such as the 
Billingagate Market in London and the Paris Madeleine Market, aa well as 
to the great exhibition• auch as that of 189 in Paris: buildings which, as 
Gedion affirms in his work 'Time, Space and Architecture', "have no debt 
to the paat and provide the solutions to the fundamental problems of 
architecture of thil century". 
The San Lorenzo Market covers an area of some 5000m2 with a central aisle 
of 30m and 2 aide aisles of 24m each (Fig. 7). These were, for the time, 
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of exceptional length, as was the height of 23m of the cast-iron columns 
placed every 5.90m to support the central part of the roof and which were 
formed of pillars of varying section, octagonal, circular and square 
(Fig. 8). The roof was supported by external walls 14.50m high. 
The state of degredation which was first dealt with by props and then by 
the reinforcement initiated in 1975, was manifested in considerable 
distortion of the principal load-bearing structures. This was countered 
by the introduction of secondary resisting elements. The lack of longi-
tudinal wind-bracing was compensated by tubes, while transverse 
stability was assured in part by supporting brackets of cast iron in the 
roof trusses and in part by the introduction of falsework under the 
roofing tiles from gable to gable. In addition, some tie-beams were 
present in the roof cavity, separate from the cast iron shackles with 
the columns. 
To all this is added the great age of the building, lack of maintenance 
and, consequently, considerable corrosion. 
The improvement has been made with due respect to the monumental ambieace, 
external appearance, internal architectural form, and, aa far as possible, 
uninterrupted use of the surrounding area. 
The idea followed was to devise a structure which would take over from the 
old part of the building the tasks which it could no longer fulfil and 
would at the same time take advantage of the static characteristics which 
have allowed it to survive for a century. 
The new structures are made up of frames of the 'Faltwerke' type (Fig. 10) 
which cover the central aisle of 30 x 56.5mwith a thickness of 360mm, and 
the two side aisles 24 X 66.5m with a t~ickness of 230..; to these are 
added the old structures (Fig. 11) which are now supported only from span 
to span. The new structures, which are visible from inside and out, apart 
from supporting all the external characteristics and these of the old 
roofing, both stabilize the horizontal action and serve to transfer to 
the peripheral walls of a fraction of the loads which were first applied 
to the thin 'columns'; these last, therefore, aad.vork distinctly better 
without in any way altering the relationships of form. 
The work vas commissioned by Florence Council &Dd carried out by the 
contractors Guarducci of Florence, to the architectural plans of Orlaadi 
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Cardini of Florence and structural pl1111a of B.omaro of Padua. 
The third example coacerna a 17th century building in the historical 
centre of Modena, owned by a bank and intended for use as a branch 
(Fig. 12). The condition of the brickwork and the wooden horizontala 
did not absolutely preclude their continued use, provided that rebuilding 
and conversion to the new functional requirements did not slavishly 
follow the old. On the other hand, urban restriction and protection of 
scheduled property did not rule out complete deaolitioa, preaerviag oaly 
the facade and overall volume of the building. This meaat substituting 
all the internal structures with a series of vertical frames of 2 or 3 
elements, placed at varying intervals, which constituted the chief load-
bearing elements, and providing an effective horizontal windbrace on the 
facade during the period of rebuilding (Fig. 13). 
Consequently, underpinning was begun and with partial demolitioa the 
existing plinths were reinforced with steel columns: these were intro-
duced into the building and (Fig. 14) became structural elements. 
The columna up to the height of the roof were linked to the main beams 
so as to complement the load-bearing frames. Subsequently, the 
structural order was completed with secondary beams and horizontal wind-
bracing. 
At the same time provision was made for ancboriDg the existing facade to 
the skeleton of the new structure as it took shape. The metal structure 
having been inserted into the old building, the joints were welded and 
demolition work started, leaving the perimeter facades standing, but 
anchored to the steel frame (Fig. 15). 
The aagregate weight of the steel structure was about 130 tons and that of 
the mesh about 21 tons. The restoration was planned and directed by 
Vintani of Milan. 
The CBLIA example concerns the application of a patented system called 
Floorkit (Fig. 16), which lends itself well to the support of old floors, 
combining the resistance of steel with the rigidity of concrete and with a 
good fire resistance confirmed by laboratory tests. 
The system consists of galvanised sheet allowing rapid installation, 
freedom from scaffolding, minimal accessories, and ease of handling 
(Fig. 17). 
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In the application of thia ayatem in two buildinaa iD Bruaaela (Fia. 18) 
two phaaea occurred; the construction of a wall (Fia. 19) aeceaaary for 
the new functional distribution (the beams of the old floor were 
conaid•red), aad the positionins of electricity supply cables aad finiahiaa. 
The laat example concerns aome renovations of old facades of Dutch 
buildings. The example taken ia that of an industrial buildiQg iateRded 
as a store for naval instruments and machinery. 
The old facade consisted of a frame in light steel with glass panels and 
the renovation work waa intended to preserve the exiatins steel frame, 
improve insulation and reduce eneray costa, while optimi&ing the 
working conditions in general. 
The new facade (Fig. 21) conaista of sandwich panels iD steel sheet 
(Isowand type) with a nucleus of polyeurithane, which meets the 
conditions of not increasing the total weight with respect to the old 
facade, of insulation of the building in conformity with the regulations 
(and thus making use of a government grant) and of aaaurina lons-term 
conservation of the facade without onerous maintenance. In addition 
the panels adopted proved adaptable and easily renewable in case of 
damage. 
All the work, which was effected without disturbing the work inside the 
building, comprised 2000.2 of frontage raised in 2i months, in spite of 
adverse weather conditions, with a total of 800,000 HfL (1976) and an 
energy savins of 25,000 HfL per year. 
Two other interesting examples, also in Holland, of facade renovation, 
are those of the Interpol building in Roermund and that of some buildings 
in ~terdam-Nieuwendam. 
The first facades compriaed concrete panels faced with marble slabs which 
are easily removable, with danger to public safety, loss of their 
protective function and alteration of the aesthetic aspect. 
The operation conaisted in the replacement of the marble floor tiles with 
a mesh with plastic covering on which ia deposited two U outlines encloaed 
in the atone of the building and steel panels, fixed to these last, in 
galvanised sheet iron faced with a skin of PVC (Fig. 22). 
In the second case the facades were faced at the time of buildins with 
slabs of concrete which had deteriorated in time and no longer guaranteed 
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thermal insulation or waterproofing. 
Renovation took the form of panels of refaced steel sheet of the Skinplate 
type with insertion on the side exposed to the north of a layer of 
insulating material between the old concrete and the new facing. The 
new panels fixed to the old slabs byi1- brackets and coated with thin 
PVC sheet. 
F'ie_:. l 'I'ower of Pisa reir..i'orce:ney;_ t 
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tA STRUTTURA Dl SAlVAGUAI!DIA 
l">ltlllj ,,,. 
~rower of Pisa 
.F'ig. 6 
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Building at Iv!odena eround plan of the new structure 
Fig. 14 Building at Modena: a phase of the operation 
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BuildinR at Modena view of the interior of the nevl structure. 
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floor and related wall 
Fir.. 20 13cl.c;ium: floor with cavity and final finish 
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT HEMICYCLE IN LUXEMBOURG 
J.B. SCHLEICH 
Engineer for the Paul Wurth Company Ltd, Luxembourg 
Summary 
This paper deals with the new role of main contractor which is to be 
fi I led from now on by the constructional engineer (ref. Mr. P. METZ's 
speech) and also with topic 1 on the conference agenda : steel meets 
present-day requirements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
it is always deeply gratifying for the people in charge of project to 
discover on its completion that is was an outstanding achievement from 
the point of view of design, organization and construction time. 
And the construction of the new European Pari lament hemicycle in Luxem-
bourg was just such an achievement. 
The new European Pari lament building was constructed in a record 16 months. 
Its members, directly elected for the first time in 1979 in the member 
countries of the Common Market, sit as they did prior to the direct elec-
tions alternately in Strasbourg and Luxembourg. To contend with the new 
situation, the Department of Public Buildings in the Grand Duchy commissioned 
the Paul Wurth Company Ltd to undertake the project based on the very orig-
inal design of architect P.M. BOHLER (Fig. 3) on an all-trades basis. 
The developer of this building was the MecanARBED-Paul Wurth Ltd joint 
venture company. The main contracter engaged the Luxconsult Company Ltd as 
consultant engineers. 
So it was that first official sessions of the European Pari iament took place 
in the new hemicycle in Luxembourg as early as June 1980, while the Consul-
tative Assembly of the ACP-EEC countries met from 22 to 26 September 1980. 
As wel I as the hemicycle itself with its 774 seats and nine interpreting 
booths (Fig. 4), the building with a total volume of 84 000 m3 has al I 
the necessary substructure to ensure the smooth running of the plenary 
sessions. Furthermore, for practical purposes the complex was integrated 
into the existing group of European Centre buildings and is in keeping 
with the natural surroundings. 
2. PROJECT DESIGN 
The wings of the building are designed in gradated terraces which conform 
to the natural I ie of the land. The central section on the other hand, 
wh i eh ho I ds the pI en a ry chamber, is designed in gradated oorbe I I i ngs so that 
the required depth for the hemicycle is reached at the level of the bottom 
corbel I ing (fig. 3). 
Fig. 1 : Cross-section of i-he building 
witt: KEY~lAD-SEA:~ING SYST~M 
F . 
. I 
t',U i Id; 
View of Tl1e half-finished 
Fig. 2 : Si-eel framework after erection 
rr.id-May 1979 
~-
--""""""'~,_,_ -~ 
Fig. 4 Plenary chamber, 1980 
N 
::; 
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Because the projects needed to be completed so rapidly, but more especially 
because of the very unusual architectural and structural design of the 
building, the load bearing structure had to be build around a steel frame-
work. The main contracter Paul Wurth Ltd, a subsidiary of the ARBED group, 
designed and built a KEY-LOADBEARING SYSTEM which is original and unique of 
its kind to ensure the stabi I ity of the central section of the building 
which gives the appearance of an inverted shaft of a pyramid (see Fig. 1). 
The key-load-bearing system comprises 
-two sloping box-columns set at right-angles to the outside edges of the 
pyramid (see Fig. 1: 1) 
-triangular girders incorporated into four floor levels (see Fig. 1: 2) 
-vertical wind-braces behind the building (see Fig. 1: 4, 5, 9) 
- the wind-braces are anchored to the rock by means of prestressed and 
anchoring cables (see Fig. 1 : 6, 7, 8) 
The stress analysis, which was carried out by computer using the SAPLI5 
binite element program from the University of Liege which was fed into the 
computer at ARBED Centrale, proved the necessity of choosing this type of 
key load-bearing system. 
As a result, deformation at the 24 m overhang due to the permanent load 
could be only 20 to 30 mm. This has been confirmed by measurements carried 
out on the building since the erection of the steel framework unti I recent-
ly. The analysis gave a system of 5 030 equations; the structure was divided 
into 1 422 girder-parts sectioned off by 873 joins. 
3. CONSTRUCTION TIME AND METHODS 
The time taken to construct the building on a turnkey basis was extremely 
short. Preliminary studies did not begin unti I November 1978, the steel 
framework was erected between mid-February and mid-May 1979 (see Fig. 2) 
and the building was commissioned at the beginning of 1980. 
Such a fast pace for the successive stages of work could only be kept up 
under the following conditions : 
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Work was carried out round the clock In certain areas such as concreting 
the stairwel Is and I ift shafts in January 1979, or the erection of the 
steel framework (3 200 tonnes). 
The framework was divided into nine distinct phases so that the plans 
drawn up by four consultancy bureaus could be completed more rapidly and 
construction could be carried out simultaneously In eight workshops. 
Joint venture companies were formed for the most Important areas of work 
such as the carcass work, air conditioning and heatj·ng, major electrical 
circuits, etc. 
A PERT method was used in planning the project. This was strictly adhered 
to. The project was monitered dally, to ensure it had met the target. 
AI I work carried out by the 80 sub-contractors was co-ordinated by the 
main contractor who is the sole person responsible to the awarding authority. 
4. SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY 
In view of the building's size and its anchorage to the rock, periodic 
inspections need to be carried out on the most important elements I.e. 
- measurement of the prestressing force on the anchoring cables to detect 
any drop in stress 
- measurement of the stress between the main girders attached directly to 
the two anchoring blocks 
-measurement of horizontal and vertical deformation in the two sloping 
box-columns. 
Acoustics 
---------
Special attention was paid to the acoustics of the building, in particular 
in the plenary chamber, the acoustic insulation between the hemlcycle and 
the outside (since Luxembourg airport is so close), the acoustic i.nsulatlon 
required for the television and radio studios, etc. 
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A very comprehensive set of fire safety measures has been drawn up, in-
cluding among other things : 
- subdivision of the building 
-three reinforced concrete staircases which wi I I resist fire for up to 
two hours and wi I I be used as emergency exits 
-alarm buttons, fire alarms and ionic and thermic fire detectors 
- steel framework and floors which wi I I resist fire for up to two hours. 
The three upper levels consisting of the hemicycle and those areas directly 
surrounding it are air-conditioned. In the plenary chamber the air is blown 
across gri I les set in the steps, and is drawn out by a set of anemostats 
situated above the false cei I ing of the hemicycle. The gri I les are fed 
by a plenum system below the steps which allows the air to be distributed 
evenly in the hemicycle (37 000 m3 per hour). 
This system of ventilation ensures complete comfort from all points of 
view. 
5. CONCLUSION 
it must be pointed out that for this type of construction steel was the 
only structural material which could meet al I the exceptional demands im-
posed by the architectural design and the time I imit. 
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS ARISING FROM THE SESSION 
J.A. RORET, Chainman 
Fol !owing on Mr. BRANDI's paper, Professor MESKENS drew attention to 
Otto FREI's wonderful designs and expressed the desire to see the Crystal 
Palace in London better appreciated. 
In connection with Mr. VAN WETTER's paper, Mr. G.B. GODFREY wished to know 
whether the welding of connecting studs onto beams through floor plates 
created difficulties (in fact, no problem arose herel, and whether there 
was a significant market for asymmetrical sections in composite construc-
tion. As for beams designed for concrete slabs, there was certainly a 
market for such asymmetrical beams. 
Mr. R. NANITZI wanted to know the final results of a comparison between 
the cost of a steel structure and that of a traditional concrete structure 
for a low-cost housing building. If there was a difference, was it due to 
the cost of materials or the cost of labour in prefabrication or assembly? 
To make a valid comparison, a! I cost factors had to be taken into account. 
As steel construction considerably shortened completion time, the interim 
interest saved had to be put on the credit side. Moreover, a metal struc-
ture generally imposed much higher standards than did traditional struc-
tures in matters such as heat and acoustic insulation, al I ied with low 
upkeep and maintenance costs. 
The low cost of labour on the worksite was certainly what decided the 
advantage of steel construction for the present, but even more so for the 
future as savings would have to be made on labour costs anyway. 
Mr. HEVER's paper prompted a floot of comments. 
Mr. R.R. PRESTON expressed surprise that the lower side of the bottom 
girder under tension was not protected. That was a fact, yet the whole 
structure had displayed high strength in tests. 
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Mssrs M.J. TONDELEIR and RORET brought up the same problem of the protec-
tion of the structure assembled on the worksite, tor example between up-
right and cross member of the portal structure. The solution found had been 
to concrete in the empty space after assembly. 
Mr. PECHON wondered whether this method had any decided advantage as 
against that of using a hollow profile ti I led with concrete. He was told 
that there was a definite advantage in the tact that the protective con-
crete was on the outside of the steel, and this construction used beams, 
which were easier to assemble than hollow profiles. 
Mr. WYSS was worried about the economic aspect and wanted a price compari-
son between this method and conventional construction with protection. it 
seemed I ikely that the tact that the protective material contributed to 
the strength should mean a saving. 
Several speakers, including Messrs WAPLER, FRUITET and RORET, complained 
that the paper appeared to adopt some of the arguments advanced by 
supporters of competing materials. it was pointed out that a steel struc-
ture need not necessarily be protected, that present regulations were tar 
from up to date and that preconceived ideas could not simply do away with 
clear facts. 
Much remained to be done in this field to improve administrative regulations 
and bring about a change in insurance companies' behaviour. 
it was not true to say that metal construction made industrial buildings 
more hazardous (see the survey carried out in Sweden and Mr. BARTHELEMY's 
study in the Revue du Feu). 
On the subject of Mr. SIEBKE's paper, Mr. RORET expressed surprise at the 
comments made concerning the alleged resonance of metal bridges carrying 
railway tracks; this argument was in tact also being put forward in 
France, and studies should be undertaken on the subject within the 
European Convention. 
Mr. OBMA VOSSNAK required information on the advantages or drawbacks of two 
types of railway tracks, those laid on ballast, or directly on longitudinal 
girders as in Holland. 
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Mr. TISSIER Would have I iked Mr. BOUE' to mention the uti I lzation of 
hollow profiles in the construction of elevated structures; their appearance 
and good bending resistance appealed to users. 
Mr. SCHLEICH showed some si ides of the new Pari lament bui ldlng in Luxem-
bourg, a remarkable design in which steel had been used to excel lent 
purpose. 
Mr. DU CHATEAU would have I iked to have heard more about the use of tubes. 
He quoted references in France, the USA, Poland and Yugoslavia and con-
sidered that this technique allowed the problems of large spans to be re-
so I ved aesthet i ea I I y. 
Because of lack of time, discussion (in particular on the very lnterestin~ 
reports from Mssrs. SUGDEN, LUCAS and GIANGRECO) had to be curtal led. 
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MEETING THE CHALLENGE FOR STEEL IN CONSTRUCTION 
Chairman: W. EASTWOOD, Eastwood and Partners, 
Consulting Engineers, Sheffield 
III. Steel meets construction needs in the developing countries 
Introduction by the chairman of session III and IV 
- Export of prefabricated constructions for greenhouses and 
buildings to Third World countries 
- Construction of industrialised housing 
- Prefabricated bridgework for developing countries 
IV. Innovations: Opportunities for developments in steel 
construction 
- Building with components: an opportunity for steel 
- The use of self-supporting building compoments 
- Solar energy and use of steel for a new architecture 
New developments in the use of structural hollow sections 
- Heated faQades with hollow sections - A topical use for steel 
in building 
- Steel: the power and the tornment of modern architecture 
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FOREWORD TO SESSIONS I I I AND I V 
W. EASTWOOD, Chairman 
Eastwood and Partners, Consulting Engineers, Sheffield, UK 
The papers presented in this session were devoted to two themes, both of 
which are concerned with innovations which wi 11 increase the market for 
stee I in structures. 
Steel meets construction needs in the developing countries 
Three papers were presented on this theme, each concerned with some form of 
prefabrication. 
Mr VAN OWEN's paper describes a system designed primarily for constructing 
the frames of hot houses for horticultural use, but which can be readily 
adopted to the construction of dwel I ings by substituting an alternative 
infi I I for the glass. Cold formed beam sections joined together by pressed 
steel connections obviously offer a high strength to weight ratio, and 
wil I be easy to transport and erect. But as most developing countries have 
a warm climate, the market for hot-houses may be I imited. The system may 
have a greater possibi I ity of success in the housing field, and the market 
may not be restricted to developing countries. lt could be utilized in 
remote areas even in the highly developed countries. 
Mr VAN HAEKENDOVER's paper discusses industrialized housing from the 
viewpoint of the architect. He points out, quite rightly that industrialized 
housing must be socially and aesthetically acceptable as wel I as technically 
adequate and economic. Design has to be as much philosophy as technique. 
Unfortunately, Mr BREACH had been delayed in the Far East and his paper 
was presented for him by a col league Mr B. TROWBRIDGE. The system of 
prefabricated bridge building which he describes uses a range of standard 
components. The iriidividual members are chosen from tables to suit the 
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span and loading of the particular bridge under construction. This system 
has long since passed the experimental stage and is now in use in a number 
of countries. 
Obviously, prefabricated steel highway bridges face less severe competition 
from local craftsmen using indigenous materials. But many of the developing 
countries, including some major oil producers, are short of timber and of 
craftsmen. Suitably designed housing using cold formed steel frames and 
insulated steel cladding may wel I find a mass market. 
i 
Innovations Opportunities for developments in steel construction 
Of the six papers in this section four were basically engineering papers 
and two were written more from the viewpoint of the architect. However, 
both the papers with an architectural base had a technological message. 
Mr BACIGALUPI warned of dwindling energy resources in the world (and of 
various metals too). The enormous waste of solar energy was high! ighted, 
and ways of uti! izing it to heat bui idings were discussed including sheathing 
a building in glass with an air space between the glass and the wai Is thus 
producing a "hot house effect". The heat absorbed by the wall behind 
the glass can then be reclaimed by circulating air between the glass and 
the wal I, and back into the building. He also gave information concerning 
the development of large scale wind mii Is including the use of steel for 
the trel I ises. Mr BACIGALUPI calculates that if solar panels providing 
60% of the heating requirementf of a dwei I ing are installed there is an 
extra steel requirement of 85 kg. 
Mr DADDI have an interesting review of some of the major buildings of the 
world which are steel frames. 
In introducing his paper Mr FRUITET gave interesting information concerning 
building systems in France. Only two out of about 20 are based on steel 
although two others use tubes filled with concrete for the columns. He 
suggested that any system which is developed should be capable of erection 
by the general contractor and the component manufacturer should be prepared 
to let customers buy "off the she If". 
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Mr HANGLEBROEK showed interesting examples of quite large span frameless 
construction uti I ising the steel sheeting as a stressed-skin. The extra 
strength in bending which is needed in the roof deck, including that re-
quired In the erection stage, has been obtained by using two layers of 
decking fixed to each other back-to-back. 
Two papers, by Mr HAUK and Mr JENSEN were concerned with developments in 
tubular construction. The latter described a building using rectangular 
hollow sections as columns through wnich hot water is circulated in cold 
weather to provide heating. Filling the tubes with water to achieve fire 
protection is of course no longer novel, and incorporating the water-filled 
columns in the heating system is perhaps a logical development. Unfortunately, 
there was inadequate time to discuss technical problems which arise, such 
as the dimensional changes in the columns, and the effecttveness of the 
vertical column compared with say a horizontal radiator below window 
level. 
The session as a whole produced evidence of new roles for steelwork in 
structures and of its versati I ity In Its traditional field. None of the 
new roles is likely to have a spectacular effect on overall steel consump-
tion by itself, but the cumulative effect of these and other developments 
gives some grounds for optimism. 
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Export of prefabricated constructions 
for greenhouses and buildings 
to third world countries 
G.Ph. van Oven 
Director PRINS N.V. - Dokkum- Holland 
Summary 
Prins nv is bringing prefabricated constructions on the market for 
greenhouses and buildings. 
The constructions consist partly of coldroll formed steel beams, combined 
to one unit by means of pressed steel connections and partly of additional 
elements for walls and roofs. 
Each beam in the steelconstruction performs its own specific function, 
therefore the conditions for each section are different. They are designed 
in such a way that these functions can be performed at an optimum, coupled 
with a minimum use of material and a maximum demand of strength and 
rigidity. 
Essential with this type of steelconstruction is a standardized 
production in the factory and a minimum of assembly time at the building 
site. 
Greenhouses are suitable for countries where the aim is to increase 
foodproduction in a controlled climate, while prefab buildings can be 
built where there is a housing shortage or lack of any accomodation. 
Supply and use of steel for the loadbearing construction provides a good 
opportunity for a fast and effective realization of planned programmes and 
projects. The additional elements, such as glass, wall panels, roofing, etc 
can be delivered as a complete packet, or as an alternative can be locally 
obtained and/or produced. 
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I . INTRODUCTION 
Two basic needs of all human beings are food and shelter. Prins nv 
tries to contribute in both fields. For the production of food Prins nv 
manufactures greenhouses, in which the climate can be controlled in such 
a way that a wide range of products can be grown throughout the year. 
For the second basic need, a roof over the human head, Prins manufactures 
simple prefabricated buildings, suitable for tropical and sub-tropical 
climates, but if required also for colder climates. Both products, 
greenhouses and buildings, can contrib~te to a more substantial existence 
of human beings in many countries. 
During the conference the theme: "constructing for mankind" will be 
approached in a philosophical way. Let me first make a remark about the 
human being. When one talks about food and accomodation for this human 
being, why should not the human being himself be the example and source 
of inspiration for the design of constructions for improving his living 
conditions ? This human being would be nothing without his skeleton, 
giving his body rigidity, without which he would collapse like a pudding. 
However, only a skeleton would look forbidding and reduce him to a ghost 
from the realm of the dead. But the teamwork of body and skeleton, combined 
with his gift of feeling and sense and his relation to the Creation makes 
the psalmist sing of his praise and the praise of his Creator (Psalm 8) 
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In relation to this, the skeleton of steel structures for greenhouses 
and buildings is not selfsupporting. The steelconstruction would not stand 
upright without more body, because of the hinged connections, specially 
with prefabricated buildings. In the greenhouses more rigidity can be 
achieved by means of windbraces. A sufficient rigidity however can only 
be achieved in the greenhouses with the glass and in the buildings with 
the wall panels and roofing. With these we have a hundred percent 
construction, suitable to serve for foodproduction and for accomodation 
and protection. 
2. GENERAL: STEEL PROFILED BEAMS 
Steel beams form the loadbearing construction for greenhouses and 
buildings. They give the necessary strength and rigidity. Because the 
beams are in different positions, such as in the foundation, walls anu 
roofs, they are also loaded differently; besides these various demands 
will be made on the beams considering fastening of glass, walls and 
roofing. Therefore each beam has its own specific design. The actual 
loads and moments are generally speaking rather small, resulting in 
relative small steel sections 
To be economical in steel - also steel, i.e. iron-ore, will not be 
infinitely available - the steel sections are designed in such a way 
that their form will be optimal, considering: 
a. the amount of steel being used as little 
as possible, but still being able to 
transmit the maximum loads 
b. each section can function optimally 
in the position where it is 
assembled. 
To meet the above mentioned criteria 
steel sections can be produced by means of 
coldroll forming. 
2.1 Further consequences 
Coldroll forming is a continuous process in which standard sections in 
large quantities are produced. In the process the sections can be provided 
with holes, impressions, cut-outs, etc. and also cut-off at a pre-adjusted 
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length. One ought to realize that as soon as the system is standardized 
and ready to produce, it is not a simple operation tu make L'hangl's. 
This involves changes of equipP!ent and li1L'refurl' c·xlr<t "'L' 
The same applies for punch- and prl'ss coquipmL·nt nec·c·s·;an :,-
parts for connecting the dif fercnt bc-::ms. l'hesc parts t ,.,, -"-' :::w, 
large quantities after the inevitalde resl':lrch tu cst.li•i i•:l, ''" ir 
optimal form. 
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3. GREENHOUSES 
As mentioned before, the loadcarrying structure of a greenhouse 
consists of steel sections of sufficient strength and rigidity. Other 
materials that are or can be used are wood and aluminium. Because of 
the climate inside the greenhouse wood is not the appropriate material 
to use for its danger of rotting. Aluminium is a much used material, 
specially for those structures necessary for mounting glass to the 
loadcarrying construction. Often a specific form is required, that can 
be produced relatively easy because of the fact that aluminium can be 
extruded. Because 
of the explosive 
price increases 
in the last few 
years and also 
because of the 
energy needed to 
produce aluminium 
sections, Prius 
nv has since many 
years good 
solutions to 
place the glass 
~n steel sections 
in combination with synthetic materials. These are competitive and will 
be even more competitive in the future compared to the ever increasing 
aluminiumprices. Inside greenhouses the climate has a high humidity, 
therefore the steel structure is hot-dip galvanized. This gives a good 
protection against corrosion while practice has proved that such 3reen-
houseconstructions have a life expectance of some decades. The construc-
tion of a greenhouse is such, that specially at the joints of the various 
sections and beams no clefts occur where capillarity condensation of 
water can do its destructing work. This water is known to be very 
agressive. It ~s therefore clear that through experience no such details 
appear in the greenhouses of Prius nv 
The conclusion can be drawn, that steel as construction material is 
quit suitable for greenhouses. Because of standardization greenhouses can 
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be shipped easily and assembled on the site. If possible the glass can 
be obtained 
locally. Instead 
of glass also 
synthetic 
materials, single 
or double layered, 
can be used, they 
transmit less 
light however. 
This is in 
countries with 
high light 
densities not 
directly a dis-
advantage, but 
nevertheless a 
rule of thumb is that 1% less light transmission means 1% less yield. 
4. PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS 
The Prins Prefab System is designed in such a way that it is very 
easy to assemble the houses. Here a skeleton steel construction is used, 
but in itself not selfsupporting. The construction gets its strength and 
rigidity by means of the wall panels between foundation and frame, 
columns and wall plates and of the roofing material fixed to trusses and 
purlins. 
The strength and rigidity in horizontal plane is achieved through 
ceiling panels fitting between the steel to give the ceiling a rigid 
layer. Here too the weight of the steelconstruction is reduced to a 
minimum; each part serves only its own specific purpose. 
The construction can be divided in the following parts: 
a) the foundation 
b) the wall system 
c) the roof, including the ceiling 
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4. a) The foundation 
The foundation consists of a number of steel members with the 
following functions: 
a. they form the shuttering around the concrete foundationslab within 
which these light steel members also follow the pattern of the internal 
partitions. 
b. the steel foundation members, cast ln the slab, are partly projected 
above the concrete floorlevel in order to fix the steel columns and 
the wall panels, doorframes, etc. between the columns. The foundation 
members have standard lengths, connected together by means of standar-
dized coupling items. Because of this way of construction, virtually 
each building can be designed 
4. b) The wall system 
Walls are constructed with columns, fixed at every meter to the 
foundation 
framework. These 
columns consist 
of two cold-
rolled U-rnembers 
bolted back to 
back, enabling 
wall panels to 
slide in four 
different 
directions. The 
composition of 
the '-'all panels 
depends on the 
requirements of 
the client and on the climatic conditions in the country concerned. There 
is a wide range of possibilities, sometimes depending on the availibility 
of raw materials; or in some cases local production j,co lo lw takl'n into 
consideration. 
4. c) Hoofconstruction 
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a, the roof can be sloping or almost flat. The main beams of the roof construction 
are designed in such a way that the various parts, such as ceiling members, 
can be fixed t.o this framework quit easily. 
b. the rafters are of course at the appropriate strength and rigidity, and are 
provided with cut-outs for an easy fixing and exact positioning of the purlins 
c. the purlins are designed to allow fixing of almost all kinds of roofcladding. 
d. the connection of the roof construction to the walls is very simple: the 
whole roof is fixed to the columns by means of wedges at every column. 
e. the flat roof consists of a number of standardized girders, fi:c:ed to the 
columns by means of wedges. A slight slope is created to allow a good drainage. 
Other properties 
Apart from its 
strength and rigidity 
and functional 
design of the beams 
and other members, 
this design is also 
suitable to in-
corporate the 
electrical wiring. 
For each sanitary 
unit a standard way of fixing has been developed. 
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Traditional construction 
The Prins Prefab Systerr. can also be used in combination with more 
traditional ways of construction. For 
instance where all internal 
partitions are made with 
prefab elements and the 
external walls of 
I I cm brickwork. 
This gives the 
whole building 
a more permanent 
caracter while in 
most cases pres-
criptions of the 
building authorities will be met. With this system a second floor can be 
constructed, to accomodate bedrooms, bathrooms, etc. 
5. THIRD COUNTRIES 
The function of steel for greenhouses and prefabricated buildings has 
been illustrated now. The following concerns the market: third countries. 
Greenhouses 
Traditionally the greenhouse 1s a construction, used in The Netherlands 
and in other European countries, to create an artificial climate for the 
production of vegetables, fruit and flowers. The advantages are that the 
products are fresh and of standard good quality to be sold in supermarkets 
etc. The last few years the greenhouse is gaining ground also in countries 
where because of climatic conditions and excessive sunshine, it looked at 
first sight not to be necessary. 
The conclusion now however is that not only sunshine is important, but 
also other important factors play a role to decide for greenhouses. The 
main argument being a constant equable climate that has to be realized. 
Because of this new development a new market has been created, where 
besides the cheaper shortlife greenhouses with poly-urethane covering, 
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Houses 
now also the 
steel greenhouses 
with glass covering 
are increasingly 
being built. 
The Prins Prefab System is originally designed to meet the needs of 
countries in the tropical and sub-tropical zones. Primarily the intention 
was to make a very simple system, in order to build cheap houses, but 
later higher demands were made upon execution and quality. The Prins Prefab 
System can be executed in various qualities and price ranges. The basic 
system of steel construction remains the same, only the type of wall panels 
doors, sanitary, roofinR, etc. varies. The advantage of the system is that 
work on site can be done by mainly unskilled labourers under supervision. 
In a relative short 
time large quanti-
ties of houses can 
be (·tected. 
Hec3use steel re-
ta[us its form ,1nd 
the possibil[ty to 
deliver the 
standardized 
matc~rialt:~ on s_i_ te, 
no problems Hill 
(!\_'cur \Vi Lh thu 
as sc·mh l ;· 
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The use of the Prins system 
The speciality of the Prins prefabri-
cated houses is the form of the various 
beams and steel members and the way in which 
they fit together. In case larger quantities 
of buildings must be erected in a certain 
country on a certain site, there is in 
principal the possibility to produce part of 
the materials or even the whole system 
locally. This of course depends on the 
availability of the materials, but certainly 
for wall panels various alternatives are 
possible. For local production of the steel 
structure, one ought to realize that a 
considerable investment in machinery and 
know-how is necessary for the roll forming 
of steel and for further processing of the 
sections to ready products. 
In such cases the steel structure can 
first be delivered from The Netherlands, 
bearing in mind that this structure makes 
up IS to 20% of the total value of 
materials, excluding assembly. In a second 
stage standard sections can be delivered 
from The Netherlands and processed locally 
to ready products. For this of course a 
more limited investment is required. In a 
third stage one can roll form the steel 
members, either in a new mill, or in an 
earlier stage in an already existing mill. 
The only investment in the last case is 
some equipment. Specially in countries 
with high transport costs from Europe, 
or in countries were local involvement 
is stimulated, local production should 
be seriously considered. 
Prins: specialists 
in 1001 techniques 
cold roll fonning curving 
rotary profiling bending 
stamping flanging 
deep drawing spot welding 
-~ ' ' ' .. :::.: ... -·::-,' .. ' . resistance welding grit blasting 
hot-clip 
galvanizing 
paint spraying 
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CONSTRUCTION OF INDUSTRIALISED HOUSING 
G. Vanhaekendover 
Architect at the Academie Royale des Beaux-Arts de Liege, Belgium, 
specializing since 1958 in research on industrialized building. 
I 
Summary 
A subject such as this can be approached from either a technical or a 
philosophical standpoint. The latter approach has been adopted in the 
belief that there is a more urgent need to convince the public of the 
social importance of steel in the construction indJ,.istry than to recite 
well-known facts which may be found in the specialist literature. The 
experience gained in the so-called "developing countries" has had a 
positive impact, but we should bear in mind that all countries must 
continue to develop if they wish to avoid falling behind. Industrialized 
architecture is the philosophical response to the art of construction in 
our age. The steel market leaders must be converted to this view and 
should do their utmost to foster the principle, difficult though the path 
may be. 
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The subject of my talk today is steel in the service of the developing 
countries. 
However, before entering into the substance of my talk I should like to 
make a preliminary remark: it is essential to bear in mind that all 
countries in the world are or should be in the process of development. 
Those which are not are stagnating, and stagnation may lead to a decline 
towards small, badly organized and antagonistic communities which are 
petty and narrow minded and which are the cause of wars, destruction and 
famine. As a Belgian born in Wallonia with a Flemish name, I regard myself 
in every respect as a citizen of the European Communities. The talk which 
I am about to give concerns all the countries of the world and is addres-
sed to all who regard themselves not only as nationals of their own 
country but also as citizens of a territory extending well beyond its 
frontiers. 
Since I have been asked to speak specifically on the construction of 
prefabricated dwellings, I think it worthwhile to redefine the basic 
tenets of the problem, since the value of a conference such as this is 
surely to enlighten those who are still wondering whether the time has 
come to embark on the industrialization of architecture, in particular 
with the use of steel. I shall therefore attempt to do this. The diction-
ary definition of architecture - "the art of constructing and decorating 
buildings in accordance with set rules 11 - has scarcely ever changed. 
To the observer, architecture is primarily 1a decorative art. While we may 
admire the technical features of a building which is pleasing to the eye, 
we seldom admire the technical points of an ugly building. On the other 
hand, we always admire a pleasing design, even if the building in question 
is technically a total failure. While observation persuades us that 
architecture is primarily decorative, analysis proves that technology is 
essential for the creation and preservation of these decorative features. 
We can therefore conclude by saying that architecture is a decorative art 
closely allied to a science and by paying tribute to the builder who 
turned the flying buttress into a work of art. 
But we are discussing the construction of houses, not cathedrals, in other 
words architecture to meet man's fundamental and not so fundamental needs. 
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Architecture of this kind must satisfy the three facets essential to the 
individual's well-being - the spatial, psychological and economic facets. 
The spatial and economic facets can frequently be satisfied on the basis 
of technology. However, the psychological facet, which varies from one 
civilization or culture to another, raises the difficult problem of 
catering for personal tastes, which ideally should always be given scrupu-
lous consideration. 
Although the classical definition of architecture - the art of construc-
ting and decorating buildings in accordance with set rules - has remained 
unchanged, we should not forget that the rules have changed. They have 
changed as a result of so many inter-related factors that it would be 
difficult to assign to them any order of priority - population patterns, 
psychological and philosophical factors, technological changes, economic 
theories, ecological anxieties, democratization and the more rapid flow of 
information have been instrumental in varying degrees in giving rise to 
new rules which we have not yet had time to digest, thus frequently 
causing friction between bureaucrats and builders; they also frequently 
provoke bitter reactions from those who think nostalgically of bygone ages 
and who are convinced that the industrialization of building is the death 
of architecture. If the artist who so admirably decorated the Lascaux 
caves had said that the hut was the death of architecture, it would have 
been because he did not have the inspiration, the courage and the will to 
tackle and resolve the problems caused by this development. We have moved 
from caves to houses, but we know that each intermediate stage had always 
displeased a section of the population affected. Here w~ are reminded of 
the famous psychologist Kurt Lewin, whose name is associated with studies 
and experiments on resistance to change. It is my belief that industriali-
zed architecture, so often maligned, calls for a complex and painstaking 
mental effort and that no one now doubts it is the only way to solve the 
economic and social problems which conventional architecture is no longer 
able to overcome. 
Why is this so? Mainly for two reasons. 
Firstly, in the centuries which we generally regard as landmarks, techni-
cal problems often boiled down to the closely connected problems of 
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resistance and sealing. In columns or walls, the load-bearing material 
provided the seal, which was thus necessarily external. 
The desire to improve appearances led to the attempt to incorporate all 
decorative features in the load-bearing material. The capital was a larger 
stone than the others, while the columns, lintels and piers, which were 
almost invariably sculptured, fulfilled both a load-bearing and decorative 
function. This mattered little, since there was abundant cheap labour and 
materials. 
Out of conservatism we tend too often to adopt or imitate this approach, 
and the contemporary builder still frequently extols the virtues of 
integrating decorative with technical features, forgetting that techniques 
have diverged since and that we can now achieve much more effective 
sealing without having to rely on any of the load-bearing elements. Since 
the seal was necessarily the outer cover, it became the decorative element 
and this aspect has always been incorporated with technical features. 
Since then architecture, which was originally fairly simple, has required 
the cooperation of two or three types of building trade, and has been 
supplimented by a host of new technologies, which, paradoxically, have 
been added on rather than integrated: we have continued to build walls, in 
which holes are now drilled and channels cut in order to hide the special 
techniques employed ·and we have doubled them to incorporate insultation 
material. Structural elements have also been added - rabbet frames with 
lintel, fixed frames, mobile frames, panel frames, and frames for glazing 
insulation, and when the techniques of building skeleton construction were 
discovered, they were filled with bricks or blocks, thus adding two 
load-bearing materials with sometimes very different charcteristics. And 
this whole muddle was created by a host of very different building trades 
which were often totally unaware of what the others were doing. Clearly, 
the problem had to be rethought. 
We have now arrived at the industrialization of architecture, that is 
architecture is planned as an entity in which all the components and 
materials are examined on the basis of a single technology and controlled 
by a small number of perfectly coordinated building trades. These enti-
ties, as in the past, may be tailored to the requirements of building 
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projects and users. They are thus designed in the form of structures 
which are adaptable both in overall design and in the design of their 
components. 
These structures are flexible, manageable and compact so as to meet the 
requirements of the largest possible number of programmes and decorative 
schemes. This brings us back to the problem of catering for individual 
tastes. 
I shall give you a sifple example of the design of a component: suppose we 
had to design a wall! element of about 3 m2 (and here I am talking about 
the equivalent, in our age, of a small megalith) and that this element had 
to be designed for a project in which insulation was not tli.e determining 
factor but ventilati6n was (I mean the internal ventilationlof an outside 
I 
wall which prevents 'it heating up and encourages cooling). Clearly, such 
an element would have to be designed to ensure that the ventilation space 
was sufficient to allow for the possibility of insulation provided for 
under a different programme. To achieve this, we clearly need a structure 
to which decorative elements can be added without impairing ventilation; 
the more flexible and adaptable the structure, the more effectively it 
will be able to accommodate a wide range of decorative elements and 
additional features; and the more compact the structure, the wider the 
range of such elements and features. In addition to these characteristics, 
we should also mention the qualities of lightness and sturdiness, which 
are important in meeting the problems of storage, handling and transport 
which industrialization inevitably entails. And if we consider the popula-
tion explosion, which increases our needs, and the acceleration of pro-
gress, we shall have to design adaptable buildings which can be disassem-
bled and re-used, constructed with materials which can be recycled to 
avoid pollution. 
To sum up what I have just said, industrialized architecture should 
ideally be conceived as a complete structure based on sub-structures which 
can be adapted and tailored to construction programmes and which must at 
all costs be flexible, manageable, compact, light, robust, adaptable, 
dismountable, re-usable and recyclable, and designed on the basis of a 
single technology which may be assimilated by a small number of perfectly 
coordinated building trades. 
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Perhaps one day other materials may be invented which can resolve this 
many-faceted problem. But I am convinced that steel is the right material 
today, and this is neither a bet nor a challenge but rather a statement of 
fact which we shall have to recognize and accept. 
However, I have remained within the confines of a very traditional concep-
tion of architecture in regarding it as an inert assembly of materials, 
just as sculpture was inert before Calder. 
What if we wanted to alter the positions of our houses? A house which 
turns with the sun or turns its back on bad weather can, according to 
preliminary studies, save 70% of heating costs. Houses which turn to face 
the landscape, or turn away from an unpleasant environment and houses 
which are dominated by the layout of their gardens are at last possible. 
A house which may be the philosophical architectural expression of our 
age, which would liberate man from the blinkered constraints of the past 
and of all the inbred prejudices according to which houses should always 
be like castles. Architecture in which extravagant use is made of mat-
erials which are often useless and create a false sense of security would 
be replaced by the controllable dynamism of mobile architecture. 
In Belgium, the architect Julien Massau holds the patents for this kind of 
house; he has constructed two prototypes using traditional materials, and 
he also helped in the manual assembly work. He is fully aware of the 
problems to be overcome, and has suggested that I should cooperate with 
him in constructing such houses in steel. Obviously, when we have the good 
fortune to witness the transition from the horse-drawn carriage to the 
motor car, it is an opportunity not to be missed. But we may well find 
that we are pressing ahead too fast. 
I now turn to the developing countries, that is to those countries which 
feel an urgent desire to improve their economic futures. I have been 
called upon to design for Saudi Arabia not only dwellings but specific 
projects such as palaces, mosques and halls for wedding feasts. I was 
never prevented from using steel, and it turned out that only the use of 
lightweight structures, permitting the use of multiple ventilated walls, 
provided a substitute for the thermal comfort of the heavy and economical-
ly impracticable old buildings. It was also found that the same structure 
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could accommodate traditional or contemporary decorative features, and in 
particular everything made of steel was more reliable, controllable, easy 
to transport and assemble than any other material and required 10 to 20 
times less manpower. 
Another marvellous example of a country which has been willing to use 
steel is Japan, which was devastated by the Second World War. A very 
penetrating market analysis carried out by Mr Degrelle, Head of the 
Development Department at Hainaut-Sambre, reveals that in 1976 55% of 
prefabricated dwellings in Japan were based on steel as against 22% in 
1972. 
The Sekisui Prefab Homes Group alone, which comprises three factories 
employing 7 000 workers, apparently produced 37 000 units in 1978. 
A large proportion of its production was absorbed by the national market, 
but the group has been marketing a model adapted to the German market. 
In Cockerill revue No 255, the Company Director, Mr Julien Charlier, 
stated that he believes that Japanese productivity is a very real threat 
to the European economies, and the technology and productivity gap between 
us was continuing to grow. He added that if we do not act we run the risk 
in the next few years of being beaten once and for all in the economic 
race. 
There again, we are being fooled by old wives' tales: the age-old myth of 
the "yellow peril" still evokes for some people an image of snarling 
pitiless faces of blood-thirsty barbarians. The truth is that we have here 
a noble, cultured and disciplined race which in 20 years, thanks to its 
determination to improve its lot, has attained the enviable position of 
the second world economic power. We should bear this fact in mind. 
At a conference organized by the inter-industrial study group on construc-
tion (the ICIB) I described the technical features which make steel an 
excellent construction material. I shall not repeat these, since I feel 
this will be unnecessary before an audience of specialists. I think it 
would be more useful to spend the closing minutes of my limited speaking 
time in urging that these observations should not be ignored. It is high 
time that the steel market leaders took these ideas to heart and entrusted 
their implementation to people who believe in them and who are not content 
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with merely writing reports, but who accept their responsibilities and the 
risks invariably connected with the establishment of a market. 
The shortage of housing adapted to the conditions of modern life is 
constantly growing almost throughout the world; abundant markets exist, 
and these must be opened up, studied and developed. I need not remind you 
that many steelworks are steadily losing money trying to hold their heads 
above water in markets which have been dead for years. When will they have 
the courage to open up new ones? Surely it is better to gamble than to 
allow the situation to get worse and worse. Are we going to allow the 
situation to worsen while we wonder whether it is commercially advisable 
to contemplate the prefabrication of steel houses when the evidence in 
favour of this has long been available of here and elsewhere? 
Are we going to persist in ignoring the efforts of researchers except 
when we need to take advantage of their experience to resolve one or two 
specific problems where money is at stake or to fill conference halls? Are 
we going to persist in attaching less importance to the statements of 
those who have proved their cases than to the ambiguous and over-cautious 
reports of those who try to hold up developments for fear of getting 
their feet wet. It is our duty, now that most people in the lower income 
brackets cannot afford to buy their own homes, to bring about this change 
in the art of building, difficult though it may be. Not only would this 
improve the quality of life, but it would also bring into circulation 
savings which are stagnating because they have been inadequate and would 
create new jobs. They say that when the building is sound, so is every-
thing else. Traditional building methods are no longer sound, and it 
is up to us to make this fact clear. 
So far I myself have produced about 70 steel buildings and have developed 
two prefabrication programmes. 
I am not making any bets or challenges. I believe in the idea, I put it 
to the test and go on from there. I appreciate the honour bestowed upon me 
in allowing me to speak, and I would like to thank those who have been 
listening to me and have understood what I have said. 
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PREFABRICATED BRIDGEWORK FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Summary 
R. B. BREACH 
Balfour Beatty Power Construction Limited, 
Thornton Heath 
A vital element in the progress of a developing country is the 
improvement of its road and rail communications. 
Roads and railways in such territories, as elsewhere, freque-
ntly need to cross rivers and other natural barriers. 
Bridges, therefore form a most important part of the communi-
cations network. 
Economic, geographic and various other factors peculiar to a 
developing country present a number of problems likely to be 
encountered in the planning of a bridge building programme. 
For instance, difficulties of access mean that bridge compo-
nents must be easily transportable; erection must be possible 
with unskilled labour and without sophisticated plant; sub-
sequent maintenance must be kept to a minimum. 
This paper details these requirements and other desirable 
qualities and establishes beyond doubt that the established 
prefabricated unit construction steel bridge is the ideal type 
of structure for the applications described, for the following 
reasons:-
Established and proven design 
Quality controlled components 
Components easily transportable 
Can be erected by unskilled labour 
Maintenance free 
Adaptable to future requirements. 
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l. COMMUNICATIONS 
One of the most vital elements in the progression of a 
developing country is the improvement of its communica-
tions, for better communications means a more cohesive 
nation. 
The term "communications" can refer to many differing 
activities, all of which have their place in a developing 
situation, but it is the improvements in transport comm-
unications that we are specifically concerned with here. 
Many developing countries contain vast areas of land rich 
in minerals or capable of growing enormous quantities of 
agricultural produce. These could be a source of immed-
iate local benefit to the people and, as exports, would be 
of benefit to the nation as a whole. 
Such land, however, is either remote from any transporta-
tion system or has a system which has not been developed 
sufficiently to. accommodate a continuous flow of modern 
vehicles. Before such areas can be effectively utilised, 
therefore, the primary task is to install a basic system 
of roads supported, where appropriate, by a railway net-
work. Such a scheme would facilitate the movement of com-
modities from the area of production into the area of 
most effective sale in another part of the country or to 
a port or railhead for shipment as exports. Similarly, 
other commodities, vital to the production of the home 
produced goods or to the well-being of the people, need to 
be brought into the area. 
Every nation, therefore, seeking to achieve a high stand-
ard of prosperity and security must develop its internal 
communications on a permanent basis. It is almost inevit-
able that a developing nation engaging in such a programme 
will need to seek technical assistance from other nations 
and considerable foreign exchange expenditure could thus 
be incurred. 
It should be possible, however, for this expenditure to be 
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recovere~eventually, from the export trade that would be 
generated and it is vital, therefore, that the development 
of the infrastructure should proceed as rapidly as possi-
ble. 
Any road system will, of course, involve the crossing of 
natural barriers such as rivers, gorges or depressions. 
Some rivers are dry for part of the year and can be cross-
ed easily at that time; some may be easy flowing and there--
fore either fordable or suitable for crossing by pontoon 
or ferry, with the delays that such crossings entail; some 
depressions, also, may be traversible only in good weather. 
The only effective, long term answer to such natural obst-
acles is the provision of bridges which will ensure that 
crossings can be made safely and speedily at all times of 
the year, by day or night, under any conditions. 
2. THE PROBLEMS 
Each country has its own particular problems which will 
affect the development of its communication system - prob-
lems due to climate, geography, labour problems and finan-
ce. 
Let us examine these problems as they might relate to an 
extensive bridge building programme. 
2.1 Climate 
In many parts of the world, extremes of temperature 
or excessive rainfall limit the number of weeks in 
the year during which construction work can be carried 
out. In such circumstances, the time available for 
a contract to be completed could therefore be seve-
rely restricted, particularly where work would be 
affected by flash flooding. 
2.2 Geography 
The very need for a new or improved road system high-
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lights a major problem that must often be faced -
lack of accessibility. Seldom are the roadworks ad-
vanced sufficiently to permit easy access to bridge 
sites. The bridge components must, therefore, be 
transported to the site in manageable loads in respect 
of both size and weight, without loss or damage. 
Similarly, the transportation of heavy plant to the 
site may be quite impossible, even if such plant 
exists in the country at all. 
2.3 Labour Shortage 
Although developing countries do not, as a general 
rule, suffer from a shortage of labour, the vast maj-
ority of the available local workforce will be com-
pletely unskilled and very often poorly educated. The 
need for skilled work on the site, therefore, must 
be kept to a minimum wherever possible. Even in the 
pertinent Government Engineering Department, the num-
ber of staff capable of designing a large number of 
bridges in a limited time may be quite inadequate. 
Any bridge, therefore, based on an existing, proved 
design, would have a distinct advantage as it would 
release local engineers for other work, such as the 
design of concrete pillars and side abutments. 
2. 4 Finance 
Most developing countries require assistance of one 
kind or another to finance their capital projects. 
This can be obtained either in the form of a prefer-
ential loan from a Western Government at a special 
interest rate of 7~ - 7%% over a period of say 7 to 
10 years, or it may be in the form of a direct aid 
grant. Some countries do provide finance without 
restrictions, but others are likely to make loans or 
grants conditional upon the finance being in the form 
of materials for the project, supplied by the financ-
ing country. The use of steel prefabricated bridging 
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is particularly useful in this respect. 
Such assistance would not normally cover subsequent 
maintenance costs which would need, therefore, to be 
kept to a minimum. 
3. PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS 
The three principal requirements considered essential for 
a bridge building project in a developing country are:-
Easily transportable components. 
Simplicity of construction. 
Minimum maintenance. 
It is also advantageous if the following requirements can 
also be met:-
Financial assistance available. 
No delays in either design or construction. 
A high standard of quality control of the 
components. 
Design allows for future up-grading. 
Bearing these requirements in mind, we are now in a posi-
tion to examine the options open to a developing country 
embarking upon a bridge building programme, either as part 
of the overall development of its infrastructure, or to 
replace old bridges which have become unsafe, inadequate 
or, as so often happens in tropical countries, have been 
washed away by floods. 
For bridges with spans of up to l20m there are two possible 
systems - reinforced concrete or prefabricated steel and 
it can be shown beyond any doubt that the steel system has 
the advantage over concrete in meeting the stated require-
ments. 
3.1 Easily Transportable Components 
The components of a prefabricated unit construction 
steel system present no problem in shipping from 
their country of origin and likewise can be easily 
transported overland to the site of erection by nor-
mal road transport. Even the use of pack mules is 
not unknown! At the site, all but the vary largest 
components can be manhandled into place and the larg-
er items require only basic lifting gear. 
3.2 Simplicity of Construction 
With the supervision of only one Engineer, the con-
struction of a prefabricated steel bridge could hard-
ly be more simple. It involves simply the bolting 
and/or pinning together of a limited number of basic 
components in accordance with the design instructions 
and this can be carried out by unskilled labour with-
out the need for sophisticated plant. There are four 
basic methods of erection:-
Construction in-situ, using falsework 
or temporary intermediate piers. 
Launching out complete structures 
either with or without the use of 
an erection tail. 
Cantilevering out using an erection 
tail. 
Floating into position using barges 
or pontoons. 
3.3 Minimum Maintenance 
It is vitally important that, once construction has 
been completed, subsequent maintenance cost be kept 
to an absolute minimum. The ability of bridges to 
resist deterioration is, therefore, of paramount im-
portance and an advantage of the steel bridge is that, 
suitably protected, it can be expected to last for at 
least 20 years before needing attention. 
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In the author's experience, by far the most effective 
way of protecting steel bridge components is by Hot-
Dip Galvanising, normally to a thickness of 0.60Kg/m2. 
It is well known that the cathodic protection provided 
by zinc means that, even if the integrity of the coat-
ing is destroyed during transit, further corrosion is 
inhibited. The bond between the zinc and steel can-
not be destroyed. A zinc/steel alloy layer between 
the materials has the same resistance to corrosion as 
the outer layer. Even when this outer layer has been 
attacked and removed in places, the steel is still 
protected. 
3.4 Financial Assistance 
As already indicated, financial assistance, in the 
form of a preferential loan or a direct aid grant, is 
very often made in the form of payment for materials 
and technical expertise supplied by the country pro-
viding the finance. This arrangement is particularly 
appropriate to the prefabricated steel system which 
employs comparatively small components designed and 
manufactured in a developed country. 
The beams of a pre-cast concrete bridge, on the other 
hand, would obviously need to be manufactured in the 
country where the bridge is to be built. 
Another particular economic advantage of the prefabri-
cated steel system is that the project cost can be 
precisely identifie~ftt the outset and can, therefore, 
be immediately related to the amount of money avail-
able. 
3.5 Speed At All Stages 
Here again prefabricated steel system scores heavily 
at every stage:-
3.5.1 Survey 
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A concrete structure requires a complete and 
thorough survey prior to the commencement of 
any design work to establish precise distances, 
levels etc. Where, on the other hand, it has 
been decided that a prefabricated steel system 
is to be used, its very flexibility is such 
that a comparatively simple initial survey is 
quite adequate for tender documents to be pre-
pared. A more detailed soil survey can be 
carried out at a later stage, prior to the com-
mencement of foundation work. In the case of 
a package deal involving a number of bridges, 
the saving of survey time can be most signifi-
cant. 
3.5.2 Design 
Although a pre-cast concrete bridge may employ 
standard beams, each individual structure will 
usually require more detailed design work than 
that called for with a prefabricated steel 
bridge. Therefore, on a large project the woik 
load may well be greatly in excess of the 
capacity of the local design team. 
Design work for an established prefabricated 
steel bridge system is virtually nil. The 
basic design exists and has been proved on many 
occasions. All that is required is to establ-
ish the type and the overall dimensions. 
High strength steels, with yields of up to 
450 N/mm2 , to give both weight saving and eco-
nomy are often used. 
The resulting lighter structure may produce 
higher deck and span deflections than normal 
but this can be accepted, particularly in re-
mote areas where the occasional heavy load is 
subjected to a speed restriction while crossing 
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the bridge. 
Should unexpected problems be encountered when 
constructing foundations, then variations in 
span length can be easily accommodated by the 
addition or reduction of standard components. 
3.5.3 Manufacture 
The number of different components in a pre-
fabricated steel system is kept to a minimum 
to permit a high degree of interchangeability. 
It also allows the manufacturer to build up 
stocks in advance of orders as the same basic 
components will be used for a series of pro-
jects. The period of time between the placing 
of a contract and the despatch of components 
can, therefore, be kept to the absolute min-
imum. 
3.5.4 Erection 
The prefabricated unit steel bridge can be 
erected quickly, regardless of weather condi-
tions. A particular hazard encountered in 
many developing countries is the flash flood-
ing of rivers, very often with little warning. 
Under such conditions, the use of temporary 
works in the river, as would be required for 
the construction of a concrete bridge, is in-
advisable. The steel bridge, on the other 
hand, can be cantilevered or launched, without 
risk, irrespective of the state of the river. 
3.6 Quality Control 
This is another area where a prefabricated steel 
system is shown to advantage. In a factory contin-
uously producing bridge components, a high standard 
of quality control over steel specifications, 
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dimensions, machining and galvanising is a matter of 
routine. Quality control of concrete beam manufacture 
under comparatively primitive conditions in a devel-
oping country may well be open to suspicion. It is 
not unknown for reinforcing rods to be omitted or a 
sub-standard concrete mix to be produced, due to a 
false sense of economy, carelessness or personal dis-
honesty. 
3.7 Capacity For Up-Grading 
A well designed prefabricated system will have the 
capacity for up-grading to accommodate a higher traf-
fic volume or greater individual loads. The addition 
of extra lanes to a deck type structure presents no 
problems, provided the necessary abutments can be 
made available. The provision of greater load capac-
ity involves no more than the addition of standard 
parts as determined by simple design calculations. 
This capacity for up-grading also means that an exist-
ing bridge can be dismantled and re-erected in a 
strengthened form at another site where the loading 
requirements are higher. 
A striking example of this versatility was demonstrat-
ed a few years ago in Canada where a prefabricated 
steel bridge had been built on a remote road to pro-
vide access to a paper mill. This bridge was design-
ed to carry a large logging truck with load, to a 
specification which amply covered all foreseeable 
traffic requirements. Some years later, however, ex-
tensive development of the mill included the construc-
tion of a power station. In other circumstances, the 
transport of the very heavy transformers required 
would have necessitated the construction of a new 
bridge. However, a simple strengthening scheme was 
devised which involved no more than the addition of 
some extra standard parts. The installation of the 
extra parts was completed in less than two weeks, 
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during which time traffic flow was able to continue. 
The transformers were safely carried over the up-
graded bridge and apart from the avoidance of consid-
erable time loss the cost of the additional parts was 
only US $4,000. 
Another instance occurred where circumstances requir-
ed a change in bridge structure after a purpose-built 
steel girder bridge had been supplied. 
The bridge was to be a 50 metre purpose designed 
steel girder bridge to carry a 6 metre roadway, and 
was urgently required. When the installation of the 
foundations was nearly complete, it was found that 
through a site error, the foundations had been instal-
led 55 metres apart. The steel girder structure, 
already delivered, was therefore unsuitable. 
The problem was solved using a prefabricated unit 
steel bridge composed of parts drawn from stock which 
had been held for use elsewhere at a later stage. 
Had it been necessary to obtain a replacement purpose 
designed bridge similar to that originally supplied, 
a delay of many months would have been incurred. As 
it was, the final completion date was very little 
behind schedule and the original 50 metre span was 
utilised elsewhere. 
4. A TYPICAL PREFABRICATED STEEL BRIDGE 
Typical of the available prefabricated steel bridging 
systems is the British Callender-Hamilton system which is 
based upon the gusset plate and multiple angle design. 
Angles of standard length and section are bolted together, 
linked by gusset plates to form a rigid structure constit-
uting the load-carrying main girders of what is a warren-
girder truss type bridge. 
In a through-type bridge, standard cross beams link the 
trusses forming the base for road or rail traffic. In a 
deck type of bridge a series of these trusses are equally 
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spaced, relatively close to one another, being linked by 
much lighter sway bracings and the top chords of these 
girders also act as the longitudinal members directly 
supporting the road or railway. By doubling up on the 
angle structure of the load-carrying beams, the strength 
and, in consequence,the permissible span, is increased. 
The design, material and finish specifications are such 
that the installed bridge may be regarded as being in all 
respects permanent. This type of bridge is normally used 
in permanent applications with single spans up to 120m, 
but it can be dismantled and re-used, in similar or suit-
ably modified form, when emergency situations demand. 
5. To summarise, the prefabricated unit steel bridge is a 
high quality, versatile structure fully comparable with a 
purpose-built design with added advantages:-
It is adaptable. No longer must the engineer 
adhere rigidly to his original scheme. The 
system is flexible and, therefore, permits the 
span or loading to be altered as requirements 
dictate. 
It is re-useable. Although in every way a 
permanent structure, it can be dismantled 
and re-assembled at another site if circum-
stances demand. It can be moved to suit 
changes in traffic patterns or changes in 
paths of rivers. This ensures maximum utili-
sation of the capital employed in its construc-
tion. 
It is mass-produced and therefore capable of 
providing economies of a scale not found in 
the conventional one-off design. 
Likewise, the bridge is capable of being designed to meet 
whatever combinations of span lengths constitutes the 
optimum having consideration for foundation requirements 
and river flow. 
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It is obvious, therefore, that the prefabricated unit stecl 
bridge can play a vital part in the rapid, economical and 
efficient development of road and rail communication 
systems in a developing country. 
Photo 1 
Photo 2 
Cantilever erection of a Callender-Hamilton 
Type Bl5 Bridge in Nepal using basic erection 
equipment and local labour. 
See section 3.2 
Four span continuous Callender-Hamilton Type 
Bl5 Bridge across a flood plain in Nepal. 
This Bridge was cantilever erected due to the 
tendency of the river in the area to flash 
flooding. 
See section 3.5.4 
Photo 3 
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Three span Galvanised Callender-Hamilton Type 
Bl5 Bridge under construction in a remote area 
of Indonesia. The simply supported spans were 
necessitated by the earthquake potential of 
the area. The centre span floated into 
position by barge. See sections 3.2 and 3.3 
Photo 4 A four lane Callender-Hamilton Type B deck Bridge 
in Indonesia. This structure can be simply up-
graded as traffic flows increase by the addition 
of extra trusses. See section 3.7 
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BUILDING WITH COMPONENTS: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR STEEL 
L. FRUITEr 
OTUA, Paris 
Summary 
Industrialised building in France has experienced four phases: prefabric-
ation, model buildings, construction-kit systems, and the components method. 
The last phase is just beginning. It involves putting 'open-ended' comp-
onents on the market, produced by manufacturers quite independently of their 
on-site assembly. General cooperative agreements (of recent date) and 
special agreements relating to assembly (in process of being drawn up) are 
intended to lead to component compatibility without the need for fine adj-
ustment on site. 
Steel has a very clear place in this development: 
- in the compoenents of the second order, which play an important 
part in industrialised methods and for which steel is the most 
effective material; 
- but also in the metal framework which will have to be designed to 
accommodate the components as easily and cheaply as possible. 
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Industrialised building in France has passed through a number of phases: 
The first phase consisted of the prefabrication of an element of constr-
uction in factories situated at a distance, great or small, from the site 
(metal fabrication, heavy prefabrication). 
In the second phase, the intention was the series production of ident-
ical elements for erection according to a building model (identical build-
ings with only very small opportunity for variation): schools, private 
houses, sports facilities, swimming baths, hospitals •••• 
These models still exist, but are tending to give way (especially with 
regard to schools) to systems, or the construction kit approach, involving 
standard elements capable of combination in a large variety of ways, prod-
ucing different buildings; this is the third phase of industrialised build-
ing. 
Finally, the present approach is to develop 'open-ended components' 1 
i.e. standardised prefabricated elements produced independently of one 
another, and capable of very free combination by the architect. These 
components are no longer bound by the system rules, but by the 'coordination 
rules'. In France, such rules are in the course of being worked out by 
working parties of a group specially created for the purpose, the Assoc-
iation Composants Construction (ACC) which combines experts from all disc-
iplines participating in building: 
- those from industry, grouped as the Association des industries de 
matAriaux et composants de construction (AIMCC), representing all the 
materials and processes involved; 
- the building companies, forming the Federation nationale du 
batiment; 
- the architects; 
the engineering consultants 
- the Centre scientifique et technique du batiment, a study and 
research organisation for new technology. 
Steel participates in the work through representatives of the steel-
producing industry (Office technique pour l'utilisation de l'acier), through 
the Centre industriel de la tole d'acier galvanisee (centre for galvanised 
steel sheet), the Chambre syndicale des fabricants de tubes d'acier ( the 
trade association for steel tube producers) and Comtube, the research org-
anisation for the use of hollow sections. 
Recently appeared is a collection of 'General coordination agreements' 
relating to industrialised components. This sets out the rules for posit-
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ioning common to all comiJonents of all materials in relation to a squaFe 
horizontal 300 x 300 mm frame and a vertical module of lOO mm (ISO module). 
The object of these rules is to enable modular components to be planned for 
rig.ht from the time of conception of a project. Still in course of being 
worked out are the 'specific agreements' defining the rules and standards 
of assembly of componentG of diverse origin, termed 'external assemblies'. 
Parallel with this work, study groups are engaged on codification of 
specifications of the components, with regard to: tolerances for fabrication, 
layout-plan, and fixing, assembly types, batteries of components, and qual-
ity criteria for the components. 
It is not, here, a question of 'standards', which are the concern of 
special conventions and agreements, but of codification of descriptions and 
specifications, i.e. the creation of a common language. 
The presence of steel representatives on these working parties avoided 
the danger from the start that the general agreements did not only contain 
dimensions (wall and floor thicknesses, etc.) and design criteria typical 
of traditional or reinforced concrete building methods. 
Heavy prefabrication methods have, in fact, made considerable advance 
over lightweight metal systems. For example, of the 20 systems at present 
authorised in France for the construction of dwellings (11 for blocks of 
flats, 9 for private houses), only two relate to steel frames in the correct 
sense of the term, and two refer to concrete-filled hollow section columns 
with solid ground floor in reinforced concrete; all the others refer to 
heavy systems with the sole exception of one which makes partial use of 
timber. 
This is, indeed, a paradoxical situation, since metal construction 
adopted prefabrication methods well before reinforced concrete. But this 
is explained by the fact that the builder? were led to adapt themselves to 
a 'custom' market, especially for industrial buildings where programmes are 
very diverse and restricting, by: 
- fabrication methods permitting the supply of unit elements or of 
very small series 
- a commercial network and an organisation of companies and not of 
industrial interests 
There are now, in France, manufacturers of reinforced or prestressed 
concrete, which supply components, which they do not put up, to the firms 
which make use of them and usually handle the general contract. 
This practice does not exist in metal construction, or only vary marg-
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inally ('finished' elements used by metal erectors who also carry out fact-
ory fabrication). 
Certainly, the 'open-ended' components will probably be mainly second-
order components, for which the value added by fabrication will be quite 
significant, and which represent 8o to 85% of the cost of a shell of a no1~ 
industrial building. 
However, the main enterprise, which is the erection of the building, 
should be conceived according to the 'rules of the commonplace' which will 
permit the use of second order components without fine adjustment on site. 
The frame systems themselves, which are intrinsically 'closed' but open to 
the second order, should preferably move towards becoming open-ended also, 
if, over the next few decades, steel is to keep its competitive position 
in relation to other materials. 
Metal construction should be represented in the working out of the 
specific agreements, with the objective of ensuring that the second order 
components which are to be offered 'open' on the market are just as adaptable 
(if not better) to metal frames (industrialised or not) as other materials 
and processes. 
Steel has just such a direct interest in the development of second-order 
components: panels for facades, interior partitioning, floors, ceilings, 
roofing, hardware and metal fixtures. 
It seems necessary that some 'metallic' constructors should convert them-
selves into manufacturers and suppliers of open-ended components; this with-
out becoming involved in erection, but leaving that part of it to others who 
will combine components from many sources and use a variety of materials and 
processes; that is, leaving to others the business of 'custom building', and 
restauration, renovation, conversion, and maintenance of existing structures 
- an area in which steel also has its place. 
Of course, this reorganisation of traditional professional arrangements 
poses some important problems: 
- of organisation: studies, manufacture, a commercial structure for 
the products 
- of responsibility: a new law in France makes joint the manufacturer 
and contractor vis-a-vis the client; a special insurance system is 
now being introduced 
On the other hand, the relationships between the various bodies involved 
in the business of building should become clearer, especially in the area of 
subcontracting, where practice leaves a great deal to be desired. 
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Moreover, one can hope for better productivity in both manufacture and 
utilisation (a great deal of the value added arising in the factory), a re-
duced erection and especially finishing time, a better finished building 
quality, and a better price/quality ratio. That is why the public author-
ities in France are encouraging the development by various positive actions 
aimed at public and quasi-public works bodies, architects and civil engin-
eers, manufacturers and contractors. 
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3. GBA2 system: mounting components on horizontal frame according to ACC 
recommendations 
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THE USE OF SELF-SUPPORTING BUILDING COMPONENTS 
P.B. Hangelbroek and E.N.J. Van Ouwerkerk 
Instituut voor Mechanisatie, Arbeid en Gebouwen (IMAG), 
Mansholtlaan 10-12, Wageningen, The Netherlands 
One of the objectives of the construction engineering division of IMAG in 
Wageningen is to develop farm buildings which are functional, well built, 
aesthetically pleasing and reasonably priced. The research which led to 
the development of unsupported building systems began in 1978 with the 
question of whether the strength and rigidity of building materials were 
being exploited to the full. Further research showed that prefabricated 
structures, composed of standard panel materials such as corrugated 
cardboard, Swedish Masonite, and profiled steel sheet, in some cases 
combined with insulating materials, could serve a load-bearing function. 
These panel materials were used in more conventional structures as non-
load-bearing roofing, wall cladding or insulating material. 
Standard building components and existing production facilities can be 
used to make structures which are of adequate size and consistent in 
quality, and which combine the functions of support, partitioning and 
insulation. The use of these building components makes it possible to 
improve the material/labour cost ratio on the building site from 70:30 to 
90: 10. The effect is to shift the work to the factory, which ensures 
higher quality standards and considerably reduces the amount of time spent 
on building. 
An effort is being made to make building materials perform a combined 
function rather than one specific function as in conventional building 
methods. 
IMAG has filed a patent application in respect of the unsupported building 
system using profiled steel sheet which is described below. 
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1. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 
The structure consists of long roof modules which can be joined together 
along the length of the building. These roof modules are supported on 
triangular lateral frames. The frames transmit the forces from the roof to 
the concrete foundation. The roof elements are joined at the apex and the 
lateral frames are also hinged on the concrete foundation. No struts, 
cross-beams and other load-bearing structures are required. 
This gives a continuous structure lengthwise with three piano-type hinges. 
The design incorporates panels which are inserted along the length and at 
the ends of the structure and which act as partitions, insulate the 
building and give rigidity. 
2. STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY REQUIREMENTS 
Requirements concerning the strength and rigidity of buildings for the 
Netherlands market are laid down in standards NEN 3850, NEN 3851 and NEN 
3852. The standard load for low-rise agricultural buildings with a roof 
pitch of less than 30° is a snow loading of 0.5 kN/m2 of ground covered. 
For roofs with a pitch exceeding 30° the parameter for calculating or 
testing strength is the wind load plus over- or under-pressure in the 
building, depending on the height of the gable. In this case the load is 
approximately 0.4 kN/m2 of roof area. 
These standards contain requirements on the rigidity of building compo-
nents which are mainly applicable to residential and public buildings. For 
agricultural buildings standards can be relaxed, although not so far that 
any dynamic forces represent a hazard to the safety of the structure. 
There are minimum safety margins for individual building materials, which 
are laid down in the above mentioned standards. 
When building materials which are not conventional, and which therefore 
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have not been covered by regulations, are used for load-bearing components 
a safety factor has to be determined. This is done by determining the 
properties of the materials and assessing the element of risk in using 
them. A safety factor of 1.5 is normally applied to the building compo-
nents described in this article. 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENTS 
The roof modules consist of sandwich panels faced with steel wall cladding 
sheet. The standard steel sheet selected is like sheet piling in section, 
and the profiles are 35 mm deep. The sheets are rolled from galvanized 
steel flats 0.75 mm thick. The steel is given a 20 m coating of epoxy 
primer and the outer face is given a coating of polyvinylidene film. The 
core of the panel is expanded polystyrene foam 90 mm thick. The density of 
the polystyrene foam is 20 kg/m3, and has been granted a KOMO-keur (test 
certificate). Since flat slabs of polystyrene foam are used for the core 
and the panel facings consist of steel sheet piling sections, the two can 
only be bonded together at certain points. The adhesive is a moisture-
retaining polyurethane bonding agent. 
The long sides of the panels, which are approximately 1 m wide, are so 
made that the steel plates fit into each other. The foam core is grooved 
to minimize air losses (at the joint) from the shed. 
The triangular lateral supports are made by welding together steel box 
girders. They are then thermally galvanized. The side walls are made of 
sandwich panels faced with a 5 mm thick layer of high-density asbestos 
cement and a 50 mm core of polystyrene foam (15 kg/m3 KOMO-keur). 
4.1 TESTING 
When the first prototype of this building was constructed in 1977 as a 
tool store, approximate calculations of its strength were made. These 
were based on the assumption that the two profiled sheets joined face to 
face would function as a composite castellated sheet. Since it was feared 
that the thin sheet (0.75 mm thick) might tend to buckle in the area under 
pressure, it was decided to carry out a full-scale test. A horizontal 
panel was set up as a guide. The type of sheet required (a standard 
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section) and the type and amount of bonding agent· necessary were det-
ermined. The strength/rigidity ratio of the roof structure was then 
measured on the slope by applying the static load. The failure stress was 
established by applying a load which was 1 .53 times greater than the 
bending load. There was some buckling in the area under pressure, and 
transverse forces were generated directly above the point of contact with 
the wall. The actual flexing appeared to be greater than the calculations 
had indicated. This indicates that the combined performance of the two 
sheets is not ideal. 
5. SECOND PROTOTYPE 
A second prototype was delivered in 1978. The main features were 
roof span : 12 m 
length of building 50 m 
height : 5.4 m 
height of side walls 1 m 
pitch of roof : 40°. 
The health authorities as well as the building and housing authorities 
commended the building when they approved the plans. Later calculations 
and loading tests have shown that it is possible to have a span of 21 m 
which does not require any other load-bearing structure such as struts, 
cross-beams or wind bracing. 
At present under construction are a riding school (with a span of 21 m) 
and a potato store (with a span of 16 m). 
The strength of the sandwich panels was determined by carrying out a 
full-scale preliminary test (see diagram). 
An approximate idea of the following safety parameters was obtained. The 
structure gave way because the profiled steel sheets buckled in the area 
under pressure directly above the side-wall upright supports. The load at 
this point was 15. 69 kN at right angles to the panel combined with a 
normal force of 10 kN exerted along the lengthways axis of the panel. The 
moment at the point of collapse was thus : 
1 MA = 10 X 1.35 +~X 15.69 X 0.5 : 14.28 kNm 
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The normal force in the underneath plate was 14 · 28 10 = 114.9 kN 
----o.l3 + 2 
The compressive stress G - 114900 = 11.56 N/mm2 dmax-~ 
The shear stress T 
max 
15690 2 
= 4 X 994 = 3.95 N/mm 
The total force exerted on the steel was therefore approximately 
The prototype building with a 12 m span had a top loading of snow in 
accordance with the Dutch standard NEN 3 850 of : 
20 x 0.17 + (12 + 2) x 0.5 = 10.4 kN/m' building). 
The horizontal resolved force exerted by the side-wall upright supports on 
the foundation is then : 
H = 10.4 X 12 8 X 5.4 = 2.89 kN/m' building. 
The support reaction is 1 ~· 4 = 5.2 kN. 
The bending moment in the roof panel directly above the side-wall upright 
support is: 
MA = 2.89 x 1 + 0.67 x 0.5 = 3.22 kNm 
The transverse at that point is = DA = 5.2 cos 40° + 2.89 sin 40° = 5.84 kN 
The normal force at that point is: NA = 5.2 sin 40° + 2.89 cos 40° = 5.55 kN 
The normal force in the underneath plate (area under pressure) of the 
panel is: 
N = 6:~~ + ~ = 27.54 kN 
5840 
T = 2 x 994 = 2.93 N/mm2 
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On the basis of the failure of the structure caused by the buckling of the 
profiled steel sheet the factor of safety for the structure is approximate-
ly: 
V : 13.43 
5"":713" 2.32 
For this kind of building these calculations may be regarded as adequate. 
6. Energy balance 
Many sheds in the Netherlands have so many seams in the walls and roof 
that there is more ventilation than is strictly necessary. When additional 
heating is necessary, as in the case of buildings for breeding sows and 
chickens, this results in a waste of energy. When steel sandwich panels 
are constructed this problem of heat loss is overcome to a great extent 
because of the size of the building modules, so that the precise amount of 
ventilation considered necessary can be built in. Furthermore, the roof 
structure has a K value which is approximately half that for conventional 
types of shed, which is intrinsic to the structure. This type of construc-
tion may therefore be described as energy-saving. 
The second prototype incorporates a section for piglets which is kept warm 
at all times, and has no heating installation. The body warmth of the 
animals, combined with a minimum of ventilation and very good thermal 
insulation of the outer walls of the building, reduces the amount of 
heating required, as calculated in accordance with the ninth publication 
listed in the bibliography, so far below that required for conventional 
sheds that expenditure on a heating system is unneceesary. 
1. Design 
Hitherto the development of commercial agricultural buildings in the 
Netherlands has been on a schedule of requirements which are exclusively 
concerned with guaranteeing efficiency. On grounds of economy little 
attention is paid to the aesthetic merits of these buildings. One of the 
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requirements IMAG set itself when developing buildings without supports 
was that the structures should be well designed. Standard structures 
had to be developed which would easily fit into large-scale as well as 
small-scale surroundings. It is incorrect to suppose that "pleasing 
buildings" fit into any surroundings. Each individual building has to fit 
in with the scale of the landscape and with the other buildings in the 
vicinity. 
The variety in height and roof pitch obtainable with unsupported building 
systems can be a real asset as regards the architecture of agricultural 
buildings, since harmonization with the landscape is thereby made easier. 
The exposed load-bearing structure along the side-walls is also decorat-
ive, and can enhance the architectural merits of the building. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
We have seen that even with simple trial buildings it is possible to 
obtain sufficient calculation data to develop a new building system to the 
point of being a practical possibility. It is easy to transport the 
light-weight roof modules to the building site, even when the location 
is remote, and to assemble them with the aid of simple hoisting equipment. 
No further work is needed on either the outer or the inner face of the 
unsupported modules; they offer good thermal insulation in most cases and 
require practically no maintenance. The dimensions and pitch of roof can 
be varied, thus offering a great variety of internal designs for different 
agricultural buildings. 
When plans were submitted for approval the authorities commented favou-
rably on the design of the buildings. The interest shown by the business 
world in this kind of system indicates that there are good prospects of 
making it commercially viable. 
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1. Full-scale test loading of modules for the first prototype. The 
picture shows two profil<.Od steel sheets which have been bonded face to 
face being used as a composite castellated plate. 
2. When the first prototype was being constructed a temporary scaffolding 
was used in the middle under the apex. 
3 · In the second prototype the triangular frames were hinged to the 
concrete foundation. 
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4. Second prototype - two cranes are used to hoist the roof structure 
which has been assembled on the ground. The roof area is some 100 
m2 
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SOLAR ENERGY AND THE USE OF STEEL J!'OR A NEW ARCBI'l'.wrtJRE 
V. BACIGALUPI 
UDi.,..reit7 of Roae 
The energy crisis and the predicted depletion of foesil fuel reserYes has 
led to a policy of atte8ptiag to reduce both consu.ption and dissipation 
and of .,.,.iag towards renewable energy sources, the .,at illportant of these 
being the sun which proTides earth with a quantity of energy 10 000 tiMe 
greater than present consu.ption. 
Not all that energy can be effectinl7 ued, but systeu which can be 
applied in building offer not inconsiderable eco~iea in the beating of 
space and water for domestic purposes. 
Solar collection and concentration panels introduce new eleaents into 
the language of architecture. Steel is the aaterial best adapted to put 
into effect the elements of design and fora in the new architecture, quite 
apart from considerations of energy components. 
Given a system of solar panels providing about 6o,i of the heating re-
quirements of a building, some 88 kg of steel per wser onr and aboTe that 
needed for conventional purposes can be foreseen. 
Moreover, the use of steel is indispensable for the support pylons of 
large (up to 50 • high) wind-powered generators and for MIUS (.,dular 
integrated utility systems) producing electricity and heat with great 
efficiency. 
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1. THE ENERGY CRISIS 
Man has satisfied the energy requirements of his activities over the cent-
uries in a variety of vays, from human and animal muscular energy trans-
formed directly into mechanical energy, to the various forms of combustible 
fuels of greater or lesser accessibility (wood, coal, hydrocarbons) as vell 
as the natural power sources such as wind and water. Quantitative and 
qualitative availability has determined both the economics of its exploit-
ation and the form of installation and equipment. In certain cases, the 
effects have also been felt on the environment. One only has to mention the 
extent of deforestation to provide wood for burning, dykes and dams for 
hydro power, fuae and gas from chi.llneys, ther•l power stations, pylons and 
wire for high-tension transmission of electricity. 
Furthermore, the form of buildings has echoed the various technologies 
for the conversion and use of energy supplies, and construction techniques 
have come to reflect the cultures and societies which have used them. 
The first industrial revolution undoubtedly changed the traditional re-
lationship between man and his environment, and between natural and artif-
icial environments, giving the illusion of the ability to dominate the 
natural environement through the series of discoveries, inventions and 
innovations, without taking the broader vi- of the problems created or 
perception of the interactions which exist between elements of an apparent-
ly diverse nature. 
The politically inspired energy crisis which began in 19?3 has not only 
affected the whole world, and especially the industrialised countries, it 
has also highlighted the fundamental questions concerning the utilisation 
of the world's existing energy resources. 
The quantity of coal mined and consumed from 194o to the present day is 
almost equal to the total consumption of all time up to tba.t date. The 
total production for the period 1860 to 1970 was about 133 thousand million 
tons; before 1860 it vas about 7 million tons - a ratio of about 19 000 : 1. 
The situation is very similar with respect to oil. During the 80 years 
from 1890 to 19?0, output grew at an annual rate of 6.94%, doubling oYer a 
period of about ten years. At the end of 1969, total production was 277 
thousand million barrels, of which: 
- the first half bad been produced 1875-1959 (84 years) 
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- the second half bad been produced 1959-1969 (10 years) (1) 
What has happened has been a frantic depletion of traditional energy 
sources, regardless of what is to happen when those sorces are exhausted and 
without consequent research on alternative and renewable sources, still leas 
reduction of the annual rate of increase in consumption. 
The same situation prevails for other technologically indispensable 
minerals (Fig. l).(Z) 
Static Predicted Eltp. index E:r:p. index 
HAW IIATERIAU! Know reserves index growth rate, 'fo years 888UIIi!lg 
)"Oar& year 5 x reaenea 
J'•are 
max. moy. m1n. 
a lum1.nium 1, 17 X 109 t lOO 7. 7 6,4 5,1 31 55 
chrom1ua 7,75 X 10
8 t 420 3,3 2. 6 2,0 95 154 
coal 5 X 1012 t 2300 5. 3 4,1 3,0 111 150 
cobalt 2,2 X lo6 t 110 2,0 1, 5 1,0 60 148 
copper 308 X lo6 t 36 5,8 4,6 3,4 21 48 
gold llxl06 kg 11 4,8 4,1 3,4 9 29 
iron 1 X lOll t 240 2,3 1,8 1, 3 93 173 
lead 91 X 106 t 26 2,4 2,0 1, 7 21 64 
manganese 8 X 108 t 97 3,5 2,9 2,4 46 94 
•ercur,y 3,34 X 10
6 bot·Uu 13 3,1 2.6 2,2 13 41 
molybd.eDUJI 4,9 X 106 t 79 5,0 4,5 4,0 34 65 
Datural gu 32,3 X 1012 m3 38 5. 5 4, 7 3. 9 22 49 
n1ckel 66,5 X lo6 t 150 4,0 3,4 2,8 53 96 
petroleum 455 X 109 ba.rrela 31 4,9 3,9 2,9 20 50 
platinua group 13,3 X 106 kg 130 4,5 3,8 3,1 47 85 
.tlver 170 X 106 kg 16 4,0 2. 7 1.5 l3 42 
Ua 4,36 X 10
6 t 17 2,3 1,1 0 15 61 
tungetOD 1,32 X 10
6 t 40 2,9 2,5 2,1 28 72 
sine 123 X 106 t 23 3,3 2,9 2,5 18 50 
Fig. 1 
"Recent, rather speculatiTe, discoverbs IIUst not cause it to be forgotten 
that there are very few areas which can be searched for new •ineral 
deposits; indeed, .any geologists doubt whether such prospecting can be 
successful. It seems unwise to aake long-ter. predictions about the 
discovery of rich new deposita of basic raw •terials." (3) 
The 110re serious and immediate probleu are those faced b,- those countries 
which are not coal or oil producers, such as Ital,-, whose energy requialenta 
IIUSt be largely satisfied without dollestio prt.ary resources (8():i of coDS-
uaption beiDg covered b7 fuel t.porta) • !he slogan of the tmee, reflecting 
a very real objective, is 'save it 1 • Energy conaervation in general, and 
eapeciaU,. vi th reference to the traditional 'exbaustable 1 resources, can be 
achieYed in a number of ways: 
- reduction of consumption 
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- reduction of waste, i.e. of the energy quantity consumed but not used 
- the use of alteraatiYe and renewable resources 
Still taking the broader view, the building industry can make a contrib-
ution to the conservation of energy. Domestic space and water heating in 
Italy accounts for about one quarter of all energy consuaption, so tbat any 
improve•ent there brings tangible results. Consumption reductions can be 
achieved by technological, political, and economic methods and by standards 
and practices (fuel prices, regulation of heating periods, aaxilllum telllper-
atures, etc.). Reduction of waste affects both planning for new structures 
and correctiYe action with regard to existing ones. Wastage is primarily 
due to design defects, poor lllllterials, and equipment inefficiency. 
An: aove towards renewable energy sources tends to reduce the consumption 
of fossil fuels (particularly coal and oil) by way of the construction of 
specialised plant, but more especially through a new approach to the planning 
of buildings. 
A building must, as a whole unit, give off the mini.u. quantity of heat to 
its surroundings, and take the .axi.um quantity from alterD&tiYe sources by 
planned use of equipment or the structure. 
2. SOLAR ENERGY 
The annual delbery of energy to the earth from the sun is about 1018 kWh. 
In a single 110nth, energy arrives which is equinlent to 1013 tons of coal, 
which roughly corresponds to the total fossil resources presUIIIed to exist. 
Taking the annual energy consumption of the huan race at the present 
ti111e to be 104 kWh (i.e. 10 thousand times less tban the solar contribution) 
the justification for paying special attention to those syste~ based on 
solar energy is evident. Nu.erous e~les already exist of installations 
in use in buildings with positive results. 
The sun's energy (delbered free and without pollution), is not uniforml;r 
distributed oYer time and space; it YBries according to latitude, season, 
•eteorological conditions, at110spheric haze, etc. J'igures for Yarious loc-
ations can be provided on the basis of •an 110nthly tables of: 
- exteraal temperature 
- hours of sunlight 
- hours of daylight 
- •ean radiation (kcaVa2 per day, south facing surfaces) <4> 
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Naturally, not all the available energy can be used, due to the efficiency 
of the equipment and the inevitable thermal losses. Moreover, radiation is 
not continuous day and night, summer and winter, so that storage during • 
periods of superabundance for use during the shortage periods is a most 
important problem. 
The energy of the sun can be 'captured' by active or passive systems to 
produce high- medium- or low-temperature heat. 
An active system can be one of two main types: collectors (for low and 
medium temperatures) and concentrators (for medium or high temperatures). 
The collector system consists basically of a dark-coated panel of metal to 
which are welded (or otherwise connected) ducting for the fluid (usually 
water) which is to be heated. Above the metal plate, at a distance of a few 
centimetres, is a transparent surface, such as glass, and below it is an 
insulating layer. Solar radiation (at a wavelength of 0.48 microns) passes 
through the transparent layer and strikes the dark plate which absorbs it 
almost entirely and passes it through to the circulating fluid. The dark 
plate, once heated, starts to radiate heat at a much higher wavelength 
(about 7 lllicrons) and this is to a great extent unable to pam back through 
the transparent layer. The heated fluid can be passed directly to a heating 
installation or can give up its heat via an exchanger to the water or air 
of that installation (Fig. 2). 
1. aolar rad. 
2. collector panel 
le 
3. cold water (out] 
4. bontal glasses 
5· reservoir 
6. heat collector 
7. inaulation 
8. auxiliar,r heatel 
9. cold water (in) 
10: puap 
',>' 
·~- · ~:i/:~~ "S_. ·~:·:t::~~ . 
Pig. 2 : Diagru of solar water heater 
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In order to optiaise panel performance, they are oriented towards the 
south and are inclined in accordance vi th the latitude at which they are 
located so that as afr as possible the sun's rays fall perpendicularlJ onto 
the surface. One of the 11ore difficult probleu with these installations 
is the calculation of the surface area of the panels; too great a surface 
area could only be used for a saall part of &D1 year and could, therefore, 
prove uneconomical in terliB of cost and depreciation. (Fig. 3). 
Another problea relates, as mentioned above, to the stora,;e of heat. In 
general, water systems have been adopted, in which the temperature ie raised 
during the hours or seasons of exposure to sunlight so that the heat thus 
generated can be held and released during other periods. The size of the 
water reservoir can need to be very large to ensure the integrity of the 
plant even in the absence of sunlight. 
Solar energy installations are generall7 integrated with those of co~~o­
ventional type in order to minimise the dimensions of the collector surface 
area and of the water storage 87stea. 
Solar equipment of the concentrator type consists essentially of a ref-
lecting surface (a mirror) which is rotatable or sliding and which conce~~o­
trates the sun's rays onto a point or along a line to produce very high 
temperatures (above l000°C). 
100 
eo 
thermal energy for varioua 
p1111.el surface areas 
70mq 
60 mq 
5Jmq 
LlO mq 
3Jmq 
Energy requirement 
of buildiDg 
20mq 
10mq 
mq '" ,.2 
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Such systems are especially applicable where superheated steam is to be 
produced; they are a greater problem than the former type in teras of 
reflecting surface, maintenance and operation. In fact the best efficiency 
is obtained if the concentrator is turned permanently towards the sun either 
manually or by means of a sensitive mechanism. 
Passive systems are of the same general design in terms of collectors and 
accumulators of heat; they do not incorporate mechanical means of movement 
of the fluid. 
Air conditioning in a building is normally achieved by means of natural 
circulation of warm or cold air using fairly simple devices according to the 
design and concept of the building. 
A noteworthy system for the use of solar energy is the Trombe method. 
Glass is placed in front of a fairly massive wall, oriented towards the 
south and coloured black; it makes use of the glasshouse effect involving 
the opaque (absorbent) and transparent (receiving) surfaces. 
Apertures in the walls at floor and ceiling level create convection 
currents of cold air moving upwards. The glass surface also has apertures 
allowing warm air to escape to the exterior in summer (Fig. 4). 
1. solar energy 
2. cold air fro 
collector 
3. south face 
4. glass plate 
5. air to 
collector 
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3. THE USE OF SOLAR ENERGY Aim THE FORM OF BUILDINGS 
Throughout the histoey of the building industey, atmospheric and •teorolog-
ical conditions han norllllllly influenced the choice of the general shape and 
for11 of the building. Tbat has been the case, and r1JB.'3 still be so today, 
where the internal environaental conditions are only partly or in a localised 
..uner 'adjusted' in relation to the external conditions; i.e. the adjust-
.. nt is not integral. For example, the rainfall in a given locality or the 
likelihood of snow affect the slope of the roof and the roofing materials. 
Lengt~ exposure to strong sunlight, such as is tJPical of southern 
regions, leads to thick roofing of atone or tile (i.e. of high thermal 
intertia) and whitewashing. 
The profusion of new materials and technological solutions for making a 
basic 'correction' to the exterual conditions has moved building fora away 
from the influence of meteorological conditions. Thermal insulation layers 
and weatherproofing haTe made flat roofiug possible anywhere and large e~ 
pansea of glass are theoretically admissible (cost and energy saving apart) 
even in very hot or very cold climates. 
The utilisation of alteruative energy sources (especially solar) has put 
the problem in new te1'118, bringing a variety af specialised elements into 
the technological repertoire. These new elements are, by their nature, of 
considerable dimensions and are externally placed. When a building is p~ 
ned for energy self-sufficiency, either total or partial, by means of solar 
energy (and that appears to be the best solution in terms of technology and 
architectural convenience), the collector elements must behave, in terms of 
form, like the other elements of the structure. In view of the scale of 
technological innovation, the solution cannot be in the usual synthetic 
form. 
A far-from-complete review of the possibilities is provided by the foll-
owing, which indicates the extent of the questions facing the planners: 
a) inclined panels: can be assimilated into the roofing geometry even if 
the inclination varies; it is different with regard to colour and 
grain of transparent collector or dark absorbent surfaces 
b) concentrators: generally elements which are integral to the building 
but not excluded from considerations of form, especially from the 
viewpoint of urban appearance; an interesting example of integration 
of collectors and the building structure is provided by the offices 
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of CNRS aolar energy laborator,- at Odeille-Font Romeau, France, built 
iD 1971, iD which the long-range parabolic collectors form the north 
facade of the building on nine leYels. 
4. THE BOLE OF STEEL IN A lmi ARCHITID'l'UBE 
What :La the place of steel in thia new branch of technology which is so much 
attracting the attention of the planners and builders of the 8os? 
AboYe all, the social and econoaic necenit7 of industrialised building 
has shifted the eaphasis froa coamissioned design to large-scale concepts. 
'Seriall1 produced •terials have to be arranged iD BJsteu allowing for 
prefabrication of coaponents; thia iaplies di.laeuioual. standardisation of 
useabl7 s7steaa, and not just straightforward qualitatiTe standardisation. 
'rodaJ, it is DOt onl7 possible to 'construction coaponents' , 'energ comp-
onents' cail alao be Q8Cified; giTen unifora techDOlogical characteristics 
specificatioa :troll the TiewpoiDt of energJ criteria is pouible, plus 
useablJ with coaponents of current qpe. 
In this respect, steel is the ideal aterial, iD dew of its wide possib-
ilities in teras of finished products: 
- good diaenaiolal tolerances 
- adaptabilit7 throushout the building process b7 Tirtue of the IBD1 
interfaciJis and joiniJis aethoda 
- lightness in teras of streasth, with consequent transport& tion and 
bandl.iag adft!ltages (5) 
Steel stract111'8s1 aoreonr, with their statics and design characteristics 
proTide the ideal solation for the new range of forae. Inclined surfaces, 
of aodut weisht, are integrated with the structure and require sillple des-
ign criteria. and the7 can be pre-useabled outside the •iD work. An 
el!Uiple is prodded b7 a rural residential project, heated b7 solar panels 
and using steel, which has been studied b7 a working group of students and 
acadeaic staff in the 'fechDOlogy of Architectve course at the UniTersi.q of 
loae (Figs. 5 and 6). 
Secondl7, it is uaehl to take a q8DtitatiTe look at the pouibilities 
for the ue of steel iD the TU"ioua solar energ utilisation schemes dee-
oribefl aboTeo 'file basic OOIIpOUnt of the panel is the COllector plate •de 
froa an Itallaa co-n steel, which •terial represents the greatest prop-
ortion b7 weisht. !'or 1 a2 of panel: 
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PROGETTO Dl MASSIMA 
SEC'l'IOII A-A 
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PARncOLARI DELLA CAPRIATA 
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aluiniua 'ks (1~) 
glass 7 33.2 
steel 8 38 
insulator 2 9.5 
accessories 1 4.9 
Total 21 
laportant here are the Mchanical strength and tlleral conductbit7 prop-
erties of steel (50 kcal/• h •c). 
The obYious conaequence ia the conaideration of the ue of steel iD solar 
equip .. nt on a large scale, i.e. leading to tangible economies iD the coD-
swaption of fossil fuels. The following eu111ple, using nr,. broad figures, 
shows the relatiYe orders rather than precise quantities. A population of 
1 million, in the central region of Italy 
and aasuing a Yolu.. to be heated of 106 ,; ha.a the• annual neecle: 
for heating 2.02 x 1012 kcal 
for washing 0.65 x 101ij kcal 
losses in generation 
aDd tranaport 
Total 
1.00 x 1012 kcal 
3.67 X 1012 kcal 
As81Uiing the solar plant to conr 6ol' of the require .. Dt and that each a2 
of paDel proYides approx. 300 x 1o' kcal aDnually, there is a resulting 
saving of about 220 000 tons crude oil; the requirement is then for about 
7 34o 000 m2 of paDel which assumes some 58 720 tons steel. 
To this must be added the material needed for the storage tanks (capacit7 
about 70 1 for each .Z of paDel) making a total volume of 513 8oo ,; • If 
the capacit7 of each taDk is 26 .' and the weight of the steel components is 
1500 kg, the requirement is 29 6oo tons steel. The use of solar piUlels for 
domestic heating aDd washing purposes means about 88 kg steel for eYer,. 
person, without those quantities involved in ducting aDd radiating. 
Apart from the solar panel systeu theiDSelYes, other JDethods bave been 
tested which unite the collector and storage systeu into modular energy 
packs in the exterual structure of a building. In the case of water s15teu, 
the Trombe wall haa alread7 been mentioned. This has steel walled tanks 
working with heating elements with external surfaces blackened aDd glass 
covered and with stores (Fig. 7). 
Experimental buildings using this concept have been constructed using 
standard steel components normally intended for other purposes, such as 160 
litre petrol drums. 
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1. double glazing 
2. insulation 
3. heat control 
4. wall containing warm wa 
5. heat transmission 
6. heat loss 
7. absorbed heat 
In the example in Albuquerque, New Mexico, the drum walls, filled with 
water, are exposed to sunlight during the day, are protection from excess 
heat and store thermal energy. During the night and cloudy days, they are 
protected from heat loss on the exterior by an insulating layer and restore 
heat internally. 
The corrugated or louvred sheet steel cladding, appropriately oriented 
and dark-coated, can be used for active and passive systems. In water 
systems, the fluid is contained in the concave parts which are coated with 
transparent surfaces; in air systems, the air circulates beneath the cladd-
ing and delivers heat through ducts and vents (Fig. 8 and 9). 
1. glass 
2. dark aurface 
3. insulator 
4. reflective aurface 
5. 2o6 1 druas water filled 
6. manuallY operated hoiat 
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Steel also plays a central role in the generation and use of alternative 
energy forme such as wind or organic refuse systems. 
Wind power is proportional to the cube of its velocity, velocity which is 
affected by a range of orographic and geographic factors as well as by the 
height of the generator. The generator is basically a rotor (with vertical 
or more usually horizontal axis) and a two or three blade propellor. The 
mechanical energy is converted into electricity by means of an alternator 
and then passed to batteries; alternatively, pumps can draw water or comp-
ress air into natural or artificial reservoirs. 
Clearly, the larger the rotor diameter, the greater the power obtainable, 
hence the height of the supporting structure. The supporting structure is 
subject to static stress resulting from the weight of the apparatus and its 
own weight, as well as to dynamic stresses (wind force, propellor rotation). 
g. 10 The Sllith-Putn8111 wind!lill of 1250 kW rating, built in 1941 at Grandpa'• 
hob, Rut land; Veraont; note acale of h1111an figure at base 
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It is usual for the propellor to be adjustable for wind direction, so that 
the generator must move around a vertical axis (Fig. 10). In order not to 
present an obstruction to the wind, and thus cause vortices which can affect 
the operation of the machine, open steel frames are generally used, especially 
in large-scale applications. The shape and size of the supporting structure 
and of the sections from which it is composed, must take account of the 
direction of horizontal stresses. Figure 11 shows some of the characterist-
ics of actual installations; the weight of the supporting structure is 
obvious - amounting to about ~ of the total, and with a maximum of 7cY/o. 
beip~ or total rotor aupport etra. power, kW, Denomination dieaeter ure velp~ fi'OII vlll4 
m blo4oo nppoM e'l:ra. veip~ voip~ &~ 12 •/• tllre; kg kg kg 
• 
vi me 5 3 15 1875 135 1300 6,4 
Neyrpic 8 3 15 3860 500 1800 17 
Zvei 12 3 1'6 5497 1129 2553 40 
Neyrpic 13 3 15 7265 1600 2500 45 
Gusmp 18 3 20 16000 3240 6655 88 
Neyrpic 21 3 20 29000 7300 8000 1:»r 
Zage 30 3 25 49070 
-
15070 230 
Zwel 50 3 50 226000 48000 92000 640 
Putnam 53 2 35,5 348000 100000 110000 750 
Pig. 11 
Energy recoverable from organic waste should not be ignored. The waste 
is fermented iD the absence of air, through various stages and under pre-
determined dosage, temperature and acidit~ conditions. The result is biogas 
- a mixture of methane and carbon dioxide. This sas has good thermal char-
acteristics (5500 kcal/,;, roughly equivalent to 6.4 kWh) and can be prod-
uced iD large quantities, especially iD association with farming, where 
anillfll waste can be used. The 'digestor' basina are •de of steel since 
the~ 1111st be watertight, have good mechanical strength, and be of consider-
able size. Also steel are the gas collector hoods, storage tanks, and gas 
and slurr~ discharge pipes. 
Obviously, these are not examples of architectural elements in the form-
al sense of the expression; the combination produces a different organisation 
of territo~, with decentralised units having a high level of self-sufficienc: 
in which individual productiYe activities, agriculture, industry, craft, as 
well as dwellings and services. are integrated into renewable energy systems. 
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Finally, MIUS (Modular Integrated Utility Systems): this is the generic 
term for those basically simple systems producing electricity and heat 
simultaneously and with a good level of efficiency. 
Among these is TOT:Dol (total energy module) , developed by FIAT and comb-
ining the engine of a 127 car (fuelled by petrol, methane or biogas - which 
can in turn be produced from animal waste) with an asynchronous electric 
motor. The electric motor delivers 16.5 kW, while the heat recovered from 
the cooling water, the oil and the exhaust amounts to 33000 kca~h. The 
overall capacity is 92% and the heat produced is enough to provide for four 
medium size dwellings in the climate of northern Italy. TOTEM is fairly 
compact (about 1 ~) and ita total weight of 390 kg is distributed: 
frame 90 kg; sound-proofing 6o kg; i.e. engine 70 kg; electric motor 
lOO kg; heat exchanger 70 kg. 
About 90% (350 kg) of this is constituted by steel compone•ta, whether 
common or alloy; they represent the basic elements in rational and efficient 
use of traditional energy resources and integrated sources. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In the face of the energy crisis now confronting in some degree or other all 
the technologically advanced countries, steel is taking up tbe challenge in 
proportion as alternative energy sources are increasingly used in the 
building industry. The 'new arclrl.tecture' which is being derived from this 
unpublished but dramatic situation is more conscious of environmental cond-
itions and which is being integrated with the environment both in form and 
in technology, cannot exist without steel. This aaterial provides tbe way 
to solutions for planners aDd builders. 
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1. froa 'The vorld's energy resources' by H. King Bubbert Le Soienze , 1971, 
Dec. 110. Ita (Italian edn. of Scientific Aaerican. 
2. The data on known reserves are froa 'Hine1'9.1 facts and proble•', 19?0, 
US Bureau of Mines. The static iDdex is defiDed as tbe number of years 
availability of verified reserves on the basis of present cODSuaption. 
The exponential iDdex is the number of years of availability of verified 
reserves on the basis of an exponentially increasiug index of consuaptioa 
(average rate of increase is used in the table); the exponential index 
ref. to reserves multiplied by five is the nuaber of years of available 
reserves five tilDes greater than those existiug, on the basis of an 
average rate of consumption. 
3. 'First annual report of the Council of environmental quality', Govt. 
Printing Office, Washiugton, 1970. 
4. For e:xa111ple, about 100 rl surface inclined to the horizontal at an augle 
5. 
equal to the latitude of the location, receive, for the 110nth of July: 
location latitude kcal litres fuel oil equiv. 
Turin 45°13' 12068000 1371 
Ro11e 41•48• 1,5069000 1712 
Naples 4o•51' 12710000 1444 
Ratio of specific weight: safe load for various materials: 
brick 200 
reinforced 
concrete 34 
wood 10 
aluminium 5.4 
steel 4.4 
Weight of 110rmal structure with reinforced concJ:>ete frame: about 250 kg/ 
m3 calculated as is without openings, correspondiug to a residential 
block with 20 tons per inhabitant (about 20 average cars). A column of 
30 x 4o cm, 3 • high weighs as much as an average car; a buildiug of 500 
m
2 ground area 20 a high weighs about 2500 tons, or about the 8IUie as 9 
fully loaded jumbo jets. The structure of a buildiug in reinforced 
concrete weighs about 120-125 kg/m(, in steel the weight is about 15-18 
kg/m(. 
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NDi DEVEU>PMENTS IN THE USE OF STRUCTURAL HOLIDW SECTIONS 
V. M. HAUK 
formerly Mannesmannrohren-Werke AG, DUsseldorf 
The growing use of hollow sections is a result equally of developments in 
range and applications as well as of the aesthetic effect of expanses of 
structural steelwork. Research and development work under the leadership 
of the tube manufacturers on a national and an international scale has 
provided the bases, recommendations and standards for reliable application 
in structures of all kinds. A wide range of hollow sections in many sizes 
and qualities is aTailable to the architect and the engineer for the real-
isation of their designs and ideas. The paper provides some examples. 
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1. APPLICATIONS FOR IJJLIDW SECTIONS 
Steel can in general bold its ovn in building technology in relation to 
other materials as a result of the innovations in the area of hollow 
structural sections. Two outstanding characteristics of hollow sections 
account for their widespread use in recent years: the spatially economic 
use of steel supports and the progress made in fire resistance especially 
in view of the abandonment of insulating material on the outer surface. 
The growth in the use of hollow steel sections is also a consequence of the 
existence of universally applicable standards throughout the world which 
are the result of fundamental and specific applied research work under-
taken and initiated by the tube producers. The aesthetic effect of the use 
of hollow sections is also essential to note. Correctly designed and arcb-
itecturally thorough buildings using hollow sections have encouraged many 
architects and structural engineers to make, to an increasing extent, the 
hollow sections visible - with by no means insignificant economic advantage. 
Hollow steel sections are there to be seen and not hidden under walls and 
cladding and so on. 
Along with the research and development work, economic studies have also 
been undertaken. Some of the prejudice existing among builders, architects, 
authorities and even structural engineers has been swept away. Many quest-
ions have been answered and some are still being investigated, with a view 
to making steel tube structures better resistant to corrosion and fire and 
to improve the economics of their use in respect of other materials. The 
optimum use of sections, shapes and strengths has made a contribution to 
the economic application of hollow sections. One method of improving the 
economic aspects is the judicious mixing of open and closed sections and 
concrete components in situations where the properties of the different 
components complement one another. 
An encouragement to the use of hollow sections is the prefabrication of 
supports, trusses and tie beams in the works for subsequent joining in 
larger units on site. 
Hollow sections used as supports have great technological and economic 
advantages, as a result of their excellent buckling and torsional rigidity 
and their good joining properties. Knowledge of the load-bearing prop-
erties of concrete-filled supports and of their fire-resistance has led to 
their more extensive use. All conventional fire protection methods, such 
as cladding, sprayed asbestos, etc., are of course available. The space-
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opportunities offered by hollow sections as supports leads to a more econ-
omical utilisation of the building volume, an advantage which will be inc-
reasingly sought. 
A particular advantage of the use of steel, and certainly, of hollow 
sections, has been evident in recent years in terms of rebuilding and dem-
olition. The short periods of time necessary for the enlargement or size 
reduction of schools, stores, and leisure centres, as well as administrat-
ive buildings makes for a decided advantage over other building materials. 
Furthermore, the value of the scrap should not be ignored. 
One still little used advantage of hollow sections appears in connexion 
with heating and air conditioning. 
Of considerable significance is the use of labour-saving joining methods 
such as thread or socket joints in place of high labour cost welding. 
Progress is evident here in terms of structural design, load-bearing prop-
erties and architectonics. 
2. PRODUCTION PROGRAMME, THICKWALL, SPACE-SAVING HOLLOW STEEL SECTIONS 
New opportunities for building applications are opened up by the recently 
available hot formed tube with very thick walls. 
Table I shows the dimensions supplied by a producer; other sizes and 
wall thicknesses up to maxima of 1200 x 1200 x lOO mm are supplied to 
order (1). 
Thickwall hollow sections are important for use in high-rise buildings, 
structural work below ground level, tunneling, and bridges. New possibil-
ities are also provided in heavy engineering applications. 
The steel tube producer provides, as well as round-profile tube, hollow 
sections with square or rectangular profiles in various strength categories. 
The number of tube shapes and sizes is constantly increasing (Fig. 1). 
Use is made of the excellent strength and rigidity properties in doors, 
windows, facades, partitioning, radiators, vehicles, furniture, and many 
more areas. The continual growth in areas of application is not least the 
result of the progress made in corrosion resistance by means of galvanising, 
plastic coating, and materials-oriented design (1). 
3· FIRE PROTECTION 
The need to protect structures against fire is a decisive element for all 
building components, materials, and designs. The fire resistance of hollow 
sections has been considerably improved over recent years as a result of 
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syste .. tic research. 
Cooliug syste~ for supports have been widely applied and frequently 
described. The economic aspect in comparison to other buildiug methods has 
been emphasised. The use of hollow sections for this purpose is increasiDg. 
While, in earlier reports, the few examples were discussed repeatedly, the 
worldwide application has increased, though not yet part of the general 
knowledge of all architects and structural engineers. There are no problems, 
but considerations of economy are still at least a talkiug point between 
builders and architects. A recent example is provided by the Institute of 
the Landesanstalt fiir UIIVeltschutz (the Land office for environmental pro-
tection) built in Karlsruhe in 1975-(Fig. 2). The 48 outer supports are 
of 18o x lOO mm2 rectangular hollow sections in weather-resistant ACOR 
37-2 steel. 
BuildiDg licenses have been issued in a number of areas for the use of 
this fire protection technique, so it is to be expected that permission for 
individual buildings will become easier in the future. 
A new development is the use of hollow sections with concrete filling, 
in which under certain conditions the outer protection of the hollow sec-
tion by means of coating or jacket can be dispensed with up to and includ-
ing fire resistance class F 90 (fire-resistant) (Fig. 3). The special 
measures which have to be taken are the correct selection of the cross-
section ratio steel/concrete, increasiDg the steel cross-section by means 
of floating longitudinal reinforcement, the use of twin-tube supports, and 
the reduction of the permitted compressive load. The first buildings using 
concrete-filled supports without external protection and with fire class 
F 90, are now under construction (1). 
4. LARGE SPANS 
Hollow sections can be used economically for large spans, even more than 
30 m. Examples are numerous. Figure 4 shows the roof structure of a 
warehouse accentuated by strip lighting, even if the goods in a major port 
obscure the picture. Figure 5 shows sections through a three-part sports 
hall with angled three-chord beams on the supports. Figure 6 shows the 
impressive size of the 24 x 36 m2 span of a sports hall. Figure 7 confirms 
the well-known ability to roof large areas without support, as well as the 
advantages of a light, open construction favoured in southern lands, and 
which is architecturally satisfactory. Prefabrication at the works makes 
for easy and rapid assembly in a distant country with little need for 
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skilled labour, or, in some cases, for a crane. 
5. RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, STANDARDS 
As a result of the research and development work undertaken in recent years 
by the producers of round sections, not only has extensive applied know-
ledge been collected, but also national working groups in several countries 
have produced standards and design recommendations. Some of these are here 
mentioned: DIN 188o8, Feb. 1980 'Structural work in hollow sections under 
mainly static load' (2). This is valid for hollow sections with closed, 
circular, square, or rectangular hollow section with constant longitudinal 
and circumferntial wall thickness. Steels St 37 and St 52 should in gen-
eral be used for members and welded joints. 
In France, there is at the moment NF P 22-250 for circular hollow sections. 
In the Netherlands, there is directive RB '78 for the calculation of hollow 
section tubular structures, using circular or rectangular sections. The 
American Welding Society has issued AWS D 1.1-79 mainly for circular and 
partly for rectangular hollow sections. Other recommendations and stand-
ards will follow, since the research initiated by CIDECT (3) in the last 
few years has been completed and will be published in the monographs on 
welded tube joints under static and fluctuating load in 198o-81. 
The many parameters for welded joints which have been investigated can 
be assumed from the accompanying illustrations. 
In Figures 8 and 9 are given the data from numerous investigations on 
K and N joints under fluctuating loads. The investigations were financed 
by the ECSC and the tube producers' organisation CIDECT and were conducted 
in five laboratories (Delft, Karlsruhe, Liege, Nottingham, Paris). The 
fatigue limits for various stress conditions are incorporated with the 
network of dimensional parameters (3). 
That is only one example of the large amount of work carried out in all 
areas of steel construction and steel applications. 
6. OUTLOOK 
It would appear that not all the properties of variously shaped hollow 
sections in relation to relatively small external surface area and inner 
space have been utilised. Fundamental problems such as increasing stabil-
ity by concrete and steel reinforcement, improvement of fire resistance by 
concrete filling, and corrosion protection, have been solved. The data 
obtained by experts deserve the most widespread publicity. Further 
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exploitation of the inner space for carrying fire protection or air cond-
itioning media, or for services needs the attention of men with ideas. 
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No. 6o85 'Tubes - range, systems, applications' 198o 
No. 6101 'Mannesmann structural hollow steel sections MSH' Tech. Inf. 7 
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Table I 
DIMENSIONAL RANGE OF HOT EXTRUDED,THICKWALL 
HOLLOW STEEL SECTIONS 
ut er Wall Outer Cross Mass Area Static values 
ia. th. radius sect. of 
cyl. bending axis 5) twist 
minal surf. x-x- y-y 4) 
a s '{' F G \.) J. w. ix Jt 
ltYI mm mm cm2 -kg/m m2/m cm• cm3 cm cm• 
200 25 37,5 164 129 0,736 8170 817 7.05 13780 
220 35 52,5 238 187 0,790 13130 1190 7,43 22660 
250 35 52,5 280 220 0,910 20940 1680 8,65 35720 50 62,5 368 289 0,893 24230 1940 8,12 40920 
20 30,0 201 158 1,070 22320 1590 10,50 35980 
280 25 37,5 244 192 1,060 25970 1860 10,30 42560 
50 62,5 428 336 1,010 37210 2660 9,33 62460 
30 45,0 309 242 1,120 36700 2450 10,90 60700 
300 35 52,5 350 275 1,110 39960 2660 10.70 67000 
60 75.0 530 416 1,070 50240 3350 9,74 84840 
30 45,0 333 261 1,200 45890 2860 11,70 75170 
320 40 50,0 427 336 1,190 55090 3440 11,40 90240 
45 56,3 489 368 1,180 58260 3640 11,10 96250 
30 45,0 369 289 1,320 61760 3530 12,90 100900 
350 45 56,3 523 410 1,300 79950 4570 12,40 131200 
55 68,8 610 479 1,280 87220 4980 12.00 145200 
25 37,5 344 270 1,460 71300 3750 14,40 114400 
380 45 56.8 577 453 1,420 106300 5600 13,60 173800 
60 75,0 722 566 1,390 121400 6390 13,00 202200 
30 45,0 429 336 1,520 96230 4810 15,00 155700 
400 55 68,8 720 565 1,480 140800 7040 14,00 232300 
70 87,5 861 676 1,450 154100 7710 13,40 258400 
max. curvature r, see 'dimensional and shape tolerances' 
2) Plastic 
res is-
tance 
moment 
Wt WP, 
cm3 cmJ 
1500 1060 
2320 1600 
3160 2200 
3680 2700 
2690 1940 
3220 2300 
5170 3620 
4330 3070 
4840 3410 
6700 4670 
5000 3560 
6210 4430 
6720 4760 
6100 4360 
8280 591)0 
9410 6630 
6270 4540 
10000 7150 
12080 8510 
8170 5880 
12930 9180 
14920 10450 
the static values are measured for these curvatures r in relation to wall thickness s 
r = 1.50 s s < 40 mm 
r = 1. 25 s s ~ 40 mm 
a' =a- 2 r', where a= outer edge length and r' =sight edge length 
J • moment of inertia; W • moment of resistance; i = inertia radius 
Jt = St Venant torsion resistance 
Wt = torsion resistance moment 
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RP 122:7 RP 1228 RP 1229 RP 1230 
1 ru=~ 
RP 1231 RP 1232 RP 1250 
1T ffV 1 J-
RP 1251 RP 1254 RP 12$5 RP 1253 
=u-a- LT 
RP 1252 RP 1211 RP 1275 
RP 1346 IT ..IT IT 
RP 12M RP 1N5 RP 1288 
a...u-11 
RP 1287 RP 1292 RP 1283 
Fig. 1 Special hollow section for 
window and door frames 
Fig. 2 Institut fllr Umweltschutz des Landes Baden-Wlirttemberg, Karlsruhe. 
Water-filled outer columns in MSH 18o x 100 mm 
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Fig. 3 Council House at Bottrop. Concrete-filled supports; F 90 at full 
load 
Fig. 4 Warehouse, port of Hamburg; 
span 2 50 m 
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Fig. 8 Fatigue strength of K joints of round section 
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HEATED FACADES WITH HOLLOW SECTIONS 
A TOPICAL USE FUR STEEL IN BUILDING 
K.-A. JENSEN 
Hoesch Werke AG 
Summary 
The multi-facetted concept of the 'heated facade' offers the opportunity 
for the integration of a wide range of functions. The facades can be used 
not only for heating, but also for cooling, air conditioning and can take 
on the functions of framework and fire protection simultaneously. These 
diverse functions are carried out by means of water- or air-ducting in 
hollow steel sections which form the framework of the facade-forming wind-
ows and parapet panels. The large radiation element in the heat loss is 
the cause of the hitherto unknown comfort factor in this heating system. 
The cause is the reflection of the radiated heat onto the otherwise cold 
window surfaces. For low-temperature heating, the system offers good 
criteria for the economic installation of solar collectors, absorbers and 
heat pumps. On the other hand, water filling in the summer - even without 
special cooling, carries away large quantities of heat and prevents over-
heating of the facade. Even the low pressure system in the air condition-
ing variant is superior to the more common high pressure plant in efficac-
ity. In that way, technically complex induction systems and the air and 
dust agitation detrimental to health are avoided. The operating fire pro-
tection of load-bearing design by the use of water filling reaches far 
beyond the hitherto conventional building technology and in no way repre. 
sents an end to further development. That these simple, but enormously 
promising ideas still await universal acceptance lies in the new, inter-
disciplinary basic ideas which imply moving away from the well-trodden 
paths. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
'All architecture is imitation' was Schopenhauer's sceptical view of his 
own understanding that the basis of architecture - namely the interaction 
of support and load - had been comprehensively solved once and for all in 
Greece. It is equally valid today that by imitation and the adoption of 
conventional building systems and planning concepts there can be DO progress, 
only stagnation. An evaluation of the scientific and technological bases 
and of the knowledge of building is only made to an insufficient degree 
and this is only to a limited extent the result of the very large number of 
research data. 
Another reason lies in the change in architectural training: in former 
times, the master builder was in a position to approach and solve the 
aesthetic, technical and functional problems as a unified whole. This led 
to buildings at whose harmony and inventiveness we can still wonder. 
Increasing academisation during the 20s brought about a change of direct-
ion. With the best of intentions, theories were put forward which were 
elevated to dogma so that no-one who did not follow blindly could count him-
self as a modern. In the field of city construction, for example, the 
Athens Charter of 1928 proclaimed the strict separation of the functions of 
living, recreation, work and traffic and this influenced all planning into 
the 50s. Our cities still suffer today as a result of this ordinance, DO 
doubt sensible enough in certain circumstances. The symptoms are: absence 
of infrastructure, dormitory satellites, commuter travel problems and 
decaying urbanisation in the centre. The error has been identified and an 
attempt has been made to soften the desolation by a broader view of the 
complex of problems. As in town planning, so in high-rise planning. In 
this case the totality of the building is divided as: 
primary structure 
secondary structure = 
frame 
cladding and space subdivision 
tertiary structure execution 
The effect of this functional division of the building today is: The prev-
iously all-embracing master builder withdraws, according to inclination, to 
his task as artist or building manager and leaves the execution of the 
technical realisation of his conceived building shape to the various spec-
ialists. One of the rules of the game is the fulfilling of the techRical 
requirements and standards. Each individual specialist, therefore, sees 
only his own task, his own part of the whole, and is blinkered to the 
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neighbouring disciplines. 
The expression 'specialist idiocy' is not here intended to define any 
given calling but, far worse but to the point, the deplorable state which 
results from this disasterous demarcation. The result of this cooperation, 
or rather, counteroperation, is evident in the buildings which are increas-
ingly vulnerable as technology becomes more complicated. This orchestra 
lacks a conductor capable of seeing the harmony of the whole. This is a 
challenge to the inventive genius of both architect and 'engineer'. 
Equally injurious to progress in building development is the imitation of 
well-tried methods, which are overlarded with fashion trends. Concrete is 
a good example. Without the seasoning of steel, cement paste would have 
remained the opus caementitium it was in Roman times. The paradox is that 
steel - shoved into concrete as life-supporting corset stays at great 
expense - there plays a shamefully retiring role; naked and without the 
voluminous covering of concrete its role is much more functional, graceful, 
and fascinating. What would the Eiffel Tower look like in concrete? 
Yet concrete alone has maintained, with its properties, its occupying 
power position in our standards and in our acknowledged building rules. 
It does not take much effort to see that, for example, with concrete one 
can simultaneously fulfil the requirements of statics and fire protection. 
Hence the fashion for visible concrete. Sociologists will concern them-
selves with the brutalisation of form, and generations of our followers 
will be concerned with the timebomb in the form of slowly corroding steel 
which is ticking away in the concrete. 
The challenge for steel is a real one; the chances are good. It is 
precisely steel that offers the possibility of breaking away from the dis-
astrous separation of structure and function in a building and once again 
of coming back to a unity. As a material, steel, with its wide range of 
properties, is in the position to supply a solution to the complex problems. 
How far one can go, given appropriate inventiveness and using all the 
properties of steel, in the direction of integration of frame, facade and 
technical execution, has been demonstrated by Gartner with his office 
building in Gundelfingen. 
The frame is constructed of tubes. The water filling of the slim, unclad 
supports performs simultaneously the functions of basic heating or cooling 
and provides fire protection. 
The facade, of rectangular steel sections, has ducted water and air and 
fulfils, to a degree of quality not hitherto reached, the requirements of 
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heating, cooling, and ventilation. The low-temperature heating system 
leaves open all possibilities for energy saving through collector, absorber, 
or heat pump. 
This example, the method of operation of which will be described in more 
det•il later, demonstrates what is new in this construction principle, 
namely an integrated approach to the achievements in 
statics 
life (corrosion, fire protection) 
building physics (heat conduction, storage, etc.) 
heating and air conditioning (convection, radiation, transmission). 
Also new is the viewing of capital cost, maintenance cost and operating 
costs as a totality in terms of general optimisation. 
In the presence of increasing energy costs, the priority formerly given 
to capital cost has moved over to operating costs. A heated facade 
guarantees very low heating costs. 
2. HEATED FACADE 
The start point for integration, which must be approached quite comprehen-
sively even in the anticipatory stage, is the bringing together of the 
shell of the building and its heating and ventilation technology: the 
heated facade (Fig. 2). This consists of vertical posts and horizontal 
members of rectangular steel sections to the outside of which can be 
attached windows or heat blocking panels. The hollow sections designed to 
carry the facade are connected to the hot water circuit and form on the 
inside of the facade a room height radiator with large surface area. 
The physical advantages by comparison with the conventional unheated 
curtain walling, are clear from the illustration. Cold spots and associated 
condensation and frosting are avoided since the structural components are 
thermally separated by packing and Neoprene sections. These sliding joints 
easily accommodate externally induced lengthening of the components due to 
expansion. 
In terms of heating technology, the heated facade is a low-pressure warm 
water pumping system. Room temperature control is effected in the convent-
ional way by means of thermostat valves. While conventional heating systems 
operate with an initial temperature of 90/70°, the heated facade requires 
only 30 to a maximum of 50°0. On the one hand this is due to the relatively 
large surface area of the hollow section as the heated body, and on the 
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other to the efficiency of the free-standing posts and cross members which 
give up most of their heat in the form of radiation. The radiated portion 
in this case is more than 50%, whereas, for example, the conventional rad-
iator will only give 20% radiation since the parallel arrangement of the 
segments does not make for effective radiation. 
3. COOLING 
The heat radiated due to a facade heated by the sun is unacceptable in the 
summer. Conventional facades do not permit a solution to this problem. 
The water filling in a facade reverses its winter function and absorbs and 
carries away the facade heat and automatically cools the building. This 
effect can, of course, be intensified by boosting through a refrigeration 
plant. In this way, in summer as in winter, a comfortable constant temper-
ature is achieved whatever the external conditions. It is possible to 
divert the externally arising heat or cold load before entry into the 
building. 
4. COMFORT 
The temperature sensitivity and degree of comfort of persons is largely 
determined by the air and radiated temperatures. Simplifying, it can be 
said that the detected temperature is the arithmetical mean of the air 
temperature and that of the surface of the surrounding partitions. The 
radiated temperature is directly dependent on that of the surrounding 
surfaces (Fig. 3). 
Therefore, the best heating method is one which provides all cold wall 
surfaces with heated surfaces. This produces temperature and radiation 
conditions roughly equivalent to those in an unheated room on a pleasant 
summer day. The effect of the wall temperature is, however, also dependent 
on the position of the heated body and the standpoint of the people in the 
room. If a person is tanding, for example, right up against a cold window 
in an external wall, his own heat loss radiated outside will cause discom-
fort quite apart from the draught effect of the infalling cold air. By 
means of radiator heating in the area of the window, the effect of the cold 
outer wall surface will indeed be moderated, but the heat is in this case 
often too concentrated and can itself lead to discomfort. In both cases, 
an unsymmetrical thermal loading of the body is brought about and this is 
unsatisfactory. Differences of 19-29 W/m2 are clearly detectable, and an 
unsymmetrical loading of more than 4o W/m2 will cause discomfort. A good 
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level of comfort can only be achieved when the difference between the wall 
temperature on the inside and the air temperature can be held to a maximum 
of 3QC. 
In radiator and convector heating systems, the air is mainly heated by 
convection currents. The associated disadvantages of air and dust dist-
urbance are well known. By using roof radiator or floor heating systems 
these disadvantages are indeed very largely avoided, but the radiation 
comes from an unusual direction as far as the person is concerned. This 
can lead to thermal loading for the part of the body nearest the radiation 
source. 
The closest approach, therefore, to the rays of the sun, which are felt 
to be most natural and pleasing, is radiation which reaches the body uni-
formly: heating by means of a heated wall derived from a heated facade. 
5. RADIATION 
Investigations on heated facades have been carried out by means of infra-
red thermography.(4) It has been shown that the diffuse radiation going 
out from the facade is reflected by the insulating glazing. The reflection 
behaves basically according to the laws of optics and depends largely on 
the angle of incidence and the wavelength.(Fig. 4). 
The reflected radiation is intensified by heat-protected or sunscreening 
glazing. Part of the radiation will be absorbed by the glass surfaces and 
will raise that surface temperature. In this way, the otherwise cold 
window surfaces are incorporated into the space heating and form, with the 
heated posts and cross members, a virtually homogeneous heated surface. 
The consequence is that even under conditions of very low external temp-
erature, no cold or draught effect is perceived in the vicinity of the 
heated facade. This degree of comfort is not to be reached by any other 
heating system, where, as has been shown, similar conditions only prevail 
at about 2 to 4 m from the outer wall (Fig. 5). 
In the past, on energy-saving grounds, and especially in public buildings, 
air temperature maxima for heated spaces have been laid down. The adoption 
of heated facades offers the opportunity of maximum comfort at lower, and 
even more economical air temperatures, since on psychological grounds the 
perceived comfort due to radiated heat is more important than the air temp-
erature itself. One has only to think of a cold winter's day on which 
intense sunlight causes the low air temperature to be forgotten. 
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6. HEAT INSULATION 
Critics of the system have, in the past, and from the viewpoint of other 
interests, frequently asserted that the system contravenes German heat 
conservation regulations. A number of reports can be cited in this conn-
exion. (1,2,3) The research data confirm quite clearly that the const-
ruction of heated facades does conform to the regulations. The energy loss 
from heated facade systems is even, depending on the design, to some extent 
significantly lower than that from a radiator heating system operating on 
a much higher initial temperature. 
7. CORROSION 
The inner corrosion protection means of the supports is the existence of 
low-oxygen water in an enclosed circuit. Greater protection is not necess-
ary but can be obtained by small additions of K2co3 • 
8. LOW-TEMPERATURE HEATING SYSTD-1 
As has been observed above, the initial temperature of the facade system is 
very low as a result of the large surface area. For example, given the 
average annual temperature of +5°C prevailing over large areas of Germany 
(FRG) the initial temperatures for heated facades are around 35°C. 
This form of heating is, therefore, to be classified as a low-temperature 
system. This is of particular significance under the present energy crisis 
conditions, since only low-temperature systems guarantee optimum economics 
where heat pumps and solar panels are installed. 
9. FURTHER EXAMPLES 
The following examples will serve to represent the large number of applic-
ations of the system already in existence (Figs. 7-10). 
As well as the water-filled steel design already cited, the facade can 
also be provided with air-ducting posts and cross members. The hollow 
section (Fig. 7) is designed as an air distributor and blower, so that hot 
or cold air can be blown direct onto the glass. 
The design at Lauingen (Fig. 8) is specially intended for swimming baths 
since due to the greater level of humidity acceptable, smaller need for air 
change arises and hence the plant and operating costs are lower. 
By a combination (Fig. 9) of water-heated and air carrying posts and cross 
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members a further integral design with a large number of variants is 
produced. The hollow section frames round the middle row of windows are 
fed by hot water and form the static heating. The three sill cross members 
of the facade modules are designed as blowers for the heated or cooled air. 
This low-pressure system dispenses with the induction equipment required by 
high-pressure systems and which bring with them the health hazards of dust 
and secondary air circulation. 
In the blower box (Fig. 10), air is blown through a slit perpendicularly 
upwards past the glass. Inside is a finned tube running through past which 
the intake air streams and is heated or cooled. The hot water for the 
facade modules yields part of its initial heat in the finned tube and is 
then passed to the facade frames. The surface temperature of the frame is 
correspondingly lower. A thermostat valve between tube and frame controls 
flow of hot or cold water and thus the room temperature. 
An interesting feature of this design is the interaction of sluggish and 
very rapidly operating heating elements. The control valve is very rapid-
acting, since the water quantity is very small in relation to the surface 
area. On the other hand, the large volume of water in the hollow section 
frame is relatively sluggish and will hold its temperature for a consider-
able time even if the hot water supply to it is cut off. The design has, 
therefore, the advantage of adaptable and responsive control which is very 
important where conditions change rapidly, such as in a classroom. 
On the other hand, temperature conditions near the heated facade are 
steady and independent of the rapidly changing conditions and this is the 
reason for the unusual degree of comfort in that region. 
10. FIRE PROTECTION 
The forms of heated facade so far described have been clearly economical and 
efficient in concept. The integration of a number of functions in one 
structural component makes a positive contribution, by virtue of its versat-
ility, to the economic viability of the structure as a whole. In this 
connexion, the possibility of incorporating a further capability is of great 
interest, namely the simultaneous provision of fire protection. 
The first buildings incorporating water-filled components were started in 
the mid 60s. The objective of the water filling in case of fire is to 
provide for dissipation of the heat and maintenance of the structural integ-
rity of the building. Similar projects were undertaken in Europe too. In 
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all these cases the water filled steel components were outside the facade. 
The framework is connected to a water circuit by means of an upper and a 
lower main which is set in motion in the case of fire by virtue of temper-
ature and density differences and which carries away the heat. A feeder 
tank replaces water lost due to vaporisation (Fig. 11). 
The consequential development was that the water-cooled element should no 
longer be on the outside of the shell of the building but should become an 
integral part of the building and form an essential part of the facade. 
In lower-rise buildings, the heated facade is part of the load bearing 
framework. In this arrangement, the hot water circuit can serve as a cold 
water circuit for fire protection purposes (Fig. 12). Naturally, building 
height limits apply if the size of the main supporting uprights is not to 
exceed feasible proportions. 
This method of fire protection faces, however, a number of hurdles 
erected by the various authorities. The existing fire protection standards 
are concerned with the protection of the building from fire, i.e. in the 
absence of specific information, those fire protection devices are admiss-
ible which protect the load-bearing parts of the structure from excessive 
heat for a period sufficiently long to permit the evacuation of treoccup-
ants. Protective devices should not hinder firefighting attempts to break 
into the structure. 
Fire protection by water-filling is an operational method which is made 
possible by the functioning of special equipment, such as the reservoir-fed 
water cooling circuit. Permission has been granted for certain experimental 
buildings of this type. Investigations have shown that given appropriate 
dimensions for the ring mains, improved and long-term fire protection is 
provided. Ways must be sought in a programme of tests of elevating the 
improved system into a set of standards and recommendations. 
11. DIRECTIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT 
By properly directed exploitation of the properties peculiar to steel, the 
development of a versatile and economic system is achieved to a level which 
is not attainable with any other system. The applications are unlimited, 
from single-family housing to any large-scale building for any purpose. 
Because of the degree of comfort which is attainable with this system, the 
following types of building are especially appropriate: dwellings, indoor 
swimming and sports facilities, hospitals, schools and a~inistration 
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buildings. 
Despite the already proven design systems, new variants are constantly 
being put forward to confirm the versatility of the principle and the 
correctness of the ~oute chosen. A representative set of examples of the 
future possibilities is given here. 
The attempts so far made to utilise the rays of the sun for heating 
purposes have been confined to the solar panel, which is not capable at 
our latitudes of providing the year-round heating fuel requirements. 
The solar absorber is no more than a solar panel which has dispensed with 
the insulating glazing. The main difference is that when the suns rays no 
longer enter, the absorner surface will become colder than the surrounding 
air. In this way the absorber system can make use not only of radiant heat 
but also of the energy content of the surroundings. A heat pump supplies 
the low surface temperature of the absorber and raises the intaken heat for 
usable purposes up to levels of 50°C. Absorbers of this type can be install-
ed along the sills of facades and connected according to the system in use. 
The examples provided have shown that the principle of the integrated 
facade not only answers all the earlier demands but also provides for the 
requirements of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and fire protection. 
After this glance at the future possibilities, let us look again at the 
past and the opinion of Schopenhauer mentioned at the start that all arch-
itecture is imitation. If the Romans with their underfloor heating system 
created large radiant heating surfaces, is, then, the heated facade also 
only an imitation? 
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F.ig. 1 - Office building by Gart.n.er at Gun.deli'i.rlgen. 
Fig. 2 - Components of the heated faQade 
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1. rays reflected 
2. building supports heated - surface temp. 31 ° 
3. infrared camera 
4. operator 
5. insulating glass 
Fig. 4 - Reflection of radiant heat 
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Fig. 5 - Effect of radiant heat for space heating 
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Fig. 6 - Block of flats, Dortmund 
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Fig. 7 - Administration building for ESTEL, Nijmegen 
Fig. 8- Swimming bath, Lauingen, 1971; uprignts heated, 
air blown by lower facade cross members 
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Fig. 9 - Combined water ad air system 
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Fig. 10 - Blowec box arrangement 
1. header tank 
2. heating plant 
3. cooling plant 
4. latent heat store for 
solar energy 
Fig. 11 -Isometric diagram of fire protection scheme 
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Fig. 12- Data preparation and telephone exchange HSW, Siegen 
water filled supports, si'ultaneous heat supply and fire protectior 
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STEEL: THE POWER AND THE TORMENT OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE 
I. DADDI 
Italsider SpA Genoa 
Starting with the obserTation, not always sufficiently emphasised, that 
steel is the most representative material of the industrial revolution, the 
paper points to steel as the material of the first .anifestationa of the 
art nouveau movement and then considers the role it can play in sti•ulatiDg 
development of the trends; in what way it can bring solutions to the many 
problems caused by the mass of information and confusion of direction of the 
present time (the near i~ssibility of the task is not underestimated, 
hence the daDger of 'torment' as much as 'power'. 
Steel has the special potential, perhaps exclusively, of restoring the 
see•ingly lost human face of the art and science of building; each planner 
can express himself on a basis of formal constants which ensure lively 
coordination of the constructed environment. 
By way of comparison of the Hies Crown Hall in Chicago with two recent 
structures, that of Hangiarotti in Hajano del Friuli and that of Foster 
Associates in East Anglia (which are derivative to some extent), the paper 
shows how, usiDg the same 11aterial and the same basic idea, the objective 
can be achieved of guaranteeing a new creativity for the individual and for 
the COIIIIIIWlit;y. 
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This is not the place to investigate, or even to affirll, whether or DOt the 
tille is ripe for the beginniDgs of an industrial civilisation vpich finds 
in steel the 110st coDgenial IIOde of expreBI!Iion, or whether this is to 
suggest too radical a change of course. As in ~ situations, cause and 
effect can be discussed endless}J"; 110st factors are 1111tual}J" interdependent. 
Suffice it to say that steel has always been synonomous with industrializ-
ation and its image is all per.asive in the world today, in industrialized, 
industrializiDg, and in non-industrialized countries. In the 18th and 19th 
centuries it vas the obvious 1111terial for those seeking power and weapons; 
it is worth re .. mberiDg that it vas the material for the develo~nt of tbe 
railway syste• which is so outstandiDgly representative of hu.an relations 
on the grand scale. It is 110st appropriate that it should be referred to 
as the iron road. (Fig. 1). 
The •terial vas first used in territorial progra~~~~~es and in buildiDg, 
then in railways, bridges, and great roof spans. The Crystal Palace 1851 
exhibition in London bad a leDgth of 1851 feet (the nUIIbers •Y or •::r not 
be coincident) and offered a dream of Utopia which no other structure of 
the 110dern DIOve .. nt could equal - a fact that has led 11any histories to 
trace the origin of the 110vement back to the Crystal Palace. But in fact, 
nothiDg new has been added to the principle of light. It de110nstrated the 
potential of the material for the realisation of high-quality buildings in 
great quantit;:r. The almost conte11prary Sheerness docks, UK, which were the 
project of a colonel, anticipated an architectural the .. which seema un-
surpassed even today; the military planner is no surprise, being heir to 
a functional way of thinkiDg (Fig. 2). 
The extension from an essentially structural material to one suitable 
for standardized, industrialized prefabrication was quite rapid. It is 
easy to trace the material's progress in the bands of the liberty architects 
bendiDg it to the shape of the wisteria and softeniDg the apparently excess-
ive rigidity of the rectilinear outline. This development was short-lived 
as attention was turned to other problems; nevertheless, the liberty style, 
variously expressed in the different countries of Europe, bad the .. rit of 
rediscoveriDg the secular craftsmanship traditions, amply tested but looking 
for new expression. There are now m.ny foru of joining technology (welding, 
bolting, structural adhesives) and many wa;:rs of treatiDg and producing 
rolled products, so that steel can now give expression to the smallest 
detail in a buildiDg. 
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• The role pla1ed b1 steel in the definition of industrial design over 
the years should not be forgotten. When, in 1925, Stall designed the first 
tubular steel chair, he showed definitively how the tube can be JDade to form 
a useful structure without the need for aey joints (Fig. 3). Thonet app-
roached the problem with wood, but it vas steel which bad the ~~anufacturing 
and economic advantage over other materials (Fig. 4). 
The broad range of applications possible reaains exclusive to steel; 
this must be repeatedl1 emphasised, not only in teriiiS of spectacular or 
~nu.ental expression - tower structures with large or very large dimensions, 
te11.110structures (Fig. 5,6) - but also in teriiS of items of more norllllll 
dt.ensions and free structures, those with very concentrated loading patterns, 
those in which construction time has to be curtailed, prefabricated build-
ings, rebuilding of historic monuments, reconstruction of coamunities, all 
shape and function issues most rationall1 executed in steel. This prerog-
ative is well assured b1 a heritage and a present foundation (even if two 
centuries is not ve~ long b1 coaparieon with the tradtions of other mater-
ials ! ) . "Ve want to lead our students through the study of aaterials and 
the objectives of creative expression. We want to show them the sound basis 
of priaitive •thods of construction, where eve~ blow of the axe had mean-
ing and where eve~ chisel cut had eignificance •••• EYery material has its 
peculiar properties and these must be recognised if we wish to work with 
the•. '!'hie is equally true for steel and concrete. We DIU.Bt remind them 
that eve~thing depends on how the •terial is used. Each u.terial has the 
value that we .can draw out of it." So said Hies (from M. Bill 'Ludvig Hies 
ftJl der Robe, Milan, 1955, PP• 28-30), a •n who can be reasonabl1 considered 
to be the poet in steel of the modern move•nt. In conferring on eve~ 
•terial its own expressive autoD.o~, he waa eurel1 correct, but it is sig-
Aificant that his choice fell on steel at the opportune mo•ent. Steel 
diaooverecl ·'\. a kind of vocation in moderA architecture. If one accepts that 
hieto~ is not so IIUCh a pbeno•non of evolutioD. but change, it is difficult 
to establish when a given series of operations is soing in the historically 
correct direction; in scientific or technical tel'IIB, then in relation to the 
use of a •terial it is easier to 8&1 whether the steps taken have future 
poteD.tial .or whether the chain has stopped at a fixed time. It follows that 
the use of an unsuitable -.terial can be a barrier to progreu. Given that 
errors of pl•nniag can occur with &DJ -.terial, then it is clear that steel 
has the most temptations. The towers which JohiUIOn (a collaborator with 
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Miea on the Seagra~~ in Rew York) has been puttiDg forward in the 110st 
reepectable arc;Pitectval periodicala can oDl.y be built usiDg the preferred 
if not exclusiTe option of steel. But if on the groUDd floor and in the 
copiDg, rellllllisaance ideas (Fig. 7) and eclectic neogothic or even neo-
neogothic eleMnts are called into play and it is evident that steel is not 
pla;riDg its 110st co~~pnial. part on a present or historical plane, then it 
also serns as yet another deaonstratioa of its nrsatility. When speakiDg 
of the toraent of 110dern architecture, the improprieties of style, technique 
or proportion which are still occurriDg should not be forgotten. The e:zam-
ple has been cited to briDg into focus the Titality and uninrsality of the 
now well-kaown pheDOMDOJl of 'post-110dernis•', which appears to renounce 
all deriTation fro• tbe 110dern IIOT ... nt, includiDg that which Vright termed 
the 'truth of tbe material', a truth which all conteaporar;r building activity 
respects, except architecture. If one sees post .odernism as an enor110ua 
aga fro• which a new architecture is to be forllled, then new ~~aterials may 
aleo appear (as steel did at the beginniDg of the century) which will 
enable planners to ake the right decisions. 
~niDg to the MiD the111e, and lookiDg preferably at the positive aspects 
of the 'power' of steel, then given its characteristics and properties, it 
is a li!Rterial which can be thoroughly recommended in teras of continuity of 
the hUIIIRD aspects of construction. Being a material produced by solidly 
industrial ~~~ethods, it has an intrinsic expressive capability which excludes 
pseudo-creative forma which exceed the limits of sound judgment. The struct-
ural co111ponent (a standard section) has its own physiognomy, not bearing any 
relation to other components. It is rather like a word ready for a talk 
which is still to be given. It is, however, the correct word, and one which 
all can use. It is possible to see steel as a 1118.terial, even if not the 
onlb' one, on which a huMn architecture can be founded (an aspect which 
see .. to have been lost at the present time). To continue the metaphor, 
each planner bas freedo• of expression but against a background of linguist-
ic constants which produce coordination in what is constructed from the 
units. 
One can move on fro• this to the larger and permanent aspects of arch-
itecture in didactic terll8: the lesson of Gropius is always with us. He 
waa one of the few of hia conte111poraries who understood the dilelllll& of 
TholiiRs Mann in respect of the relationship between the artist and society 
and who preferred the didactic to the conjectural as expression of individ-
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uality. The didactic aspect of architecture means that the experience is 
only significant if it can form part of a common heritage and if it is in 
some way available to successive experience, if it is able to suggest a 
content in which others can see themselves or into which others can fit, 
rather than reveal personal interests. 
Let us attempt to illustrate the themes with some examples: the Crown 
Hall by Hies in Chicago (1955) better known as the faculty of architecture 
of the Illinois Institute of Technology, the exhibition building for an 
industrial company, by Mangiarotti, in Friuli (Udine) (1978), and the 
Sainabury Centre for visual arts of the University of Fast Anglia, Norwich, 
by Foster Associates (1974/8). 
The IIT faculty of architecture building is one of the first and most 
precise of Hies' designs, passing the derivative period of architecture 
from the figurative neoplastic and taking the definition of form as a 
priority. In this building, Mies asserted that space is not a kind of in-
tangible material to be manipulated so as to obtain the desired qualitative 
and quantitative effects (in the way, for example, of Wright or Le Corbusier) 
but is the consequence of the use of structure. Hies did not take as his 
point of departure, therefore, an internal prismatic space but he thought 
of a sequence of four portals of single light with strongly differentiated 
sections upon which are carried the curve of the roof (Fig. 8). Tbe space 
is a consequence. The syametry of the structure is e~hasised by the 
centrality of the entrance. With four portals, three follow the interspaces 
and the central one is most obvious: in an organism based on this concept 
the value of the components of the scheme is directed tovards the reciprocity 
of the whole in absolute tel'IIS. In the Museum of Contemporary Art iD Berlin, 
the last work of Mies, this scale of values remains unaltered on the four 
balanced facades, and with the tamponi.Dg carried more towards the inside, 
structure and space together are sufficient to make architecture. 
In the Mangiarotti building (Fig. 9, 10, 11), the treat•nt of the 
base remains unchanged (though others similar cannot be cited) , tlB t is to 
say that the structure on the ecterior and the dependence between it and the 
ta11p0ning. Two identifiable 'facts' are added to the homogeneous treat-
ment, the nature of the portals which continue the same in section of hor-
zontal to vertical plane, and the defiDition of space related entirely to 
the structure. The space is the position llllrked by the nodes of the struct-
ure. 
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The Sai.ubur,- Centre takes up the aaae the•, as can be seen fro• the 
illustration, with respect to the two 'facta'. '!'here being a require•nt 
for an absolute~ free plan (Fig. 12) for the display area, and baTing 
been led to a structure of considerable thickness (2.4 m), the concept vas 
to -.ke not a homgeneoua structure, but to use unifor11ity of section 
(Fig. 13); in this way artificial or mtural light is tranaaitted aloug 
with the other aerTicea and power in a sort of continuous and changing sa-e 
of projections. The panala on the exterior of the structure are Tieible on 
the tvo end frontages (Fig. 14), are interchangeable and can be opaque, 
grilled or transparent. 
If these three eX&IIIplea are to be considered in sequence, we do not 
have a case of three variations on the &alle theme but with different ends 
in Tiev; rather do we have three separate and autonomous exa.plee of the 
expression of the personality of the designers (a statement of architecture 
as an image of perfection for Mies, the sense of structure for Hangiarotti, 
and the mechanical precision which is executed by aaaeably but which reaaina 
architecture rather than a mechanical display of the kind so preTalent 
today) ; all, however, lead back to the same the• in terms of unity, apprp-
rute use of materials, especially of that material with which alone large 
spaces can be spanned. 
The resistance of the seemingly logical temptation to read these exam-
ples in chronological order is of significance in aaking the 'intoraation' 
they offer evident; we can identify a community of heritage and a continuity · 
of interest and intention in which material selection plays a decisiTe but 
not restrictive role. 
The already large scale of architecture is a function of the possibility 
of building without joints and of an excessive specialisation of planning 
and calculation. It leads back to the perennial theme of architecture of 
defining a portion of space and allowing it to deTelop functions - along 
with the equally perennial desire to use leas material for the same result 
and to span ever greater areas with ever fever supports. 
Naturally, the possibilities are wide open for architectural design 
studies by those with enough confidence in the material; a new and genuine 
building tradition is required. 
Finally, we should draw our attention to a recent b7Pothesis - form-
ulated by Maugiarotti - which aeeiiS to show very clearly the possibilities 
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for exploring the promise of steel with continuity and with unforeseen 
results. 
If one t.agines a system of beams made up of sandwiches of metal and 
concrete which can be formed, with reinforcement in the concrete on the 
inside of the sandwich, so that the two materials carry the forces of 
traction and compression appropriately (Figs. 15 and 16). 
To the planners engaged on the discovery of new solutions, the steel 
producers respond with new qualities and processes, using high productivity 
and automation to reach increasingly sophisticated ends at economic cost 
and with uniformity of properties. The challenge of steel as a building 
material is derived from this common effort. 
Fig. 1 - Some early examples of rails. 
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Fig. 2 - The Boat Store at Sheerness (UK) designed around 186o by Godfrey 
To Greene. 
Fig. 3 - No Stam: the first con-
tinuous tubular metal 
chair (1925). 
Fig. 4 - Thonet: a chair produced in 
the second half of the last 
century. 
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Fig. 7 - The AT & T Building designed by Philip Johnson for New York (1979). 
Fig. 8- The School of Architecture on the I.I.T. campus (Chicago,USA), seen 
during assembly of the structure. The design is by Mies. 
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Fig. 9/10/11 Mangiarottiz showroom facilities for an industrial concern at 
Majano del Friuli, Udine. Perspective view of side with opaque curtain walls, 
front view of the side with transparent curtain walls, and assembly of the 
structure. 
Fig. 9 
Fi g. 10 
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Fig. 12 - The Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts in East Anglia by Foster 
Associates. The interior is completely open-plan. 
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I 
I 
Fig. 13 - Sainsbury Centre: standard cross-section of the structure. 
Fig. 14 - External view of the Sainsbury Centre. 
1i " 
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Fig. 15 
Fig. 16 
Fig. 15/16 - Mangiarotti: vaulted roof system using sheet steel combined 
with a l~er of cement-based aggregate. The vault is divided 
into four segments. 
Model of a span seen from the inside and the outside. -
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION 
G.B. GODFREY 
The chairman, Herr Dipl.-lng. G.Th. WUPPERMANN (Germany), in opening the 
final session, introduced his fl~e fellow members on the panel and stated 
that, while he represented the steel industry, they would respectively 
speak on behalf of the architectural profession, consulting engineers, 
the structural steelwork industry, the construction Industry and a speclfter 
in the pub! le sector. 
it had been agreed that they would address themselves to one of the 
fol towing two questions 
1. What do we expect from steel construction in the future? 
2. What should be the objectives for steel In construction in the future? 
Mr. WUPPERMANN said he wanted to talk about steel, not about subsidies, 
article 58 or the steel crisis. Some in+roductory remarks would be 
appropriate. 
He belonged to a family concern which was active in the steel industry. 
Unfortunately, from some points of view, owing to the present crisis, they 
had diversified and were producing cold rot led sections for the bui ldlng 
industry, other types of sections and forglngs. He was also a member of 
the German Committee for Market Research and Development of the lnter-
nat I on a I Iron and Stee I Institute wh i eh was concentrating on the structura I 
use of steel. There were regular meetings and the delegates who came not 
only from Europe, but also from Japan and the USA, exchanged their ex-
perience. He suggested that on another occasion they might discuss the 
possibll !ties of exploiting the potential of such institutes. He was sure 
that the information exchanged at the I ISI was of great Interest a~d should 
be avai table elsewhere at other times. 
In the reports they had been privileged to hear they had discussed the use 
of steel in building and housing. During these deliberations, I ittle 
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attention had been given to the question whether technical developments in 
steel production had contributed to the improvement or extension of the use 
of steel in building. They had been reminded of the first steel congres 
of the ECSC in 1954 and then, in 1964, that Mr Frltz HELWIG, who was a 
member of the High Authority of the Coal and Steel Community at that time, 
had said the use of steel in bul ldlngs and structures was about 25 % of 
total steel use and was decl lnlng si lghtly. The percentage had not chang6d 
since then. lt was the same in 1980. Mr HELWIG also spoke about the 
changing processes, especially welding. He pointed out that the use of 
steel had been reduced by 3 % by plastics and aluminium and 3 % by concrete, 
timber and asbestos-cement products. Mr. WUPPERMANN said that although the 
share of the bul lding industry was stll I about 25% of al I steel produc-
tion, the substitution by other materials had risen from the 6% it was 
sixteen years ago to 15 %at the present time. The production of the six 
Member States in 1964 was 80 million tonnes of crude steel. In 1979, it 
was 118 mil I ion tonnes, but the Community then had nine members and they 
consumed 140 mll I ion tonnes. Mr HELWIG had cited the fol lowlng reasons for 
structural changes and the reduction in speclflr. steel use : 
1. Introduction of weight-saving sections 
2. Manufacture of higher grade and better qual lty steels 
3. More rational use of steel 
4. Substitution of steel by competing materials 
5. Technical advances in other areas lea&lng to improved performance with 
less use of steel. 
Mr WUPPERMANN asked his audience how they expected the situation with 
respect to steel use to develop in the next sixteen years and what 
challenges steel producers might face. 
As far as steeimaking was concerned, the Thomas converter and the open 
hearth furnace had been replaced by modern oxygen converters and electric 
arc furnaces while a revolution had taken place in the pouring of I I quid 
steel. ingots had been replaced by continuous casting and the resulting 
products could be rolled directly into the well known sections, merchant 
bars, plates and strip. Continuous casting resulted, not only in an even 
distribution of the alloying elements, but also the less desirable 
elements, such as phosphorus and sulphur. This distribution appl led to 
the length as we I I as the cross section of the product. The segregation 
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zones which sometimes appeared with unki I led steels at the junctions of web 
and flanges in rolled sections were now a thing of the past. 
AI I these developments had now led, for example, to Grade 1 steels being 
excluded from the latest German standard for structural steel. However, 
the standard for general steels did include more types of steel than those 
actually employed for structural steelwork. it was interesting that in 
addition to the conventional St 52.3 steel, there were now the fine grained 
building steels St E 47 and St E 70 used as fiat products or for welded 
hollow sections. 
When one compared the tens! le stress, the yield stress and the minimum elon-
gation of the various steels, one could appreciate the developments which 
had been made with building steels. There were also interesting developments 
in the continuous galvanizing and coating of sheets for use In roofs, 
wal Is and floors. Another significant outlet was steel for reinforced 
concrete. The Temcore process was a cost effective method for the manu-
facture of bars from 12 to 28 mm diameter. The quenching and tempering 
of the steels was one of the greatest economic factors in the new process, 
leading to toughness as wel I as high strength and weldabi I ity. 
Mr WUPPERMANN then introduced Professor V. GANDOLFI, who could represent 
the architectural profession : 
"Steel has now fulfi I led a role in construction or, to be more precise, 
in that integrative concept of construction known as architecture, for 
some two hundred eventful years which have seen some of the most extra-
ordinary and decisive developments in the history of civi I tzation. 
In architecture, these developments have ranged from the simple, I inear 
impact of the 1-beam to the intricate complexity - considered futuristic 
by some and extravagant by others - of the Eiffel Tower and present-day 
macrostructures. To describe how steel has so far risen to the chat lenge 
represented by man's socio-economic needs in construction is therefore 
to write the history of architecture during the past two centuries. 
The present configuration and I ikely evolution of architecture must there-
fore be our starting point if we are to predict how steel wi I I answer 
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society's future needs. Rational ism is a chapter long since closed in 
architecture, but it has provided the basic guide! ines for al I architectural 
research. The most significant of these are the concept of creativity, 
which takes things a stage further than the mere repetition of ha I !owed forms, 
and the resulting freedom of architectural expression which is restricted 
only by the extent to which it Is compatible with content and structure. 
There is no doubt that these criteria remain paramount and are clearly 
appl !cable in the most significant works. 
The present configuration of architecture is very diversified as regards 
general trends and undercurrents, some of which are clearly defined while 
others are merely the manifestation of cultural or more idiosyncratic 
aspirations. Nevertheless, over and above the different conceptual ap-
proaches, one common feature of al I recent and current trends is the 
quest for new forms of expression, so much so that the only common denomi-
nator in present-day architecture is· to be found in its leitmotif, viz. 
experiment. Experiment Is no longer a mere transitional phase but an 
essential and fundamental credo, the conscious vehicle of an architecture 
which wi! I not even shrink before the temptations of yet another round 
of neoclassicism. The latter is wl lfui ly Ironic and profane, but never-
theless constitutes a revival -an end In Itself- of forms which bear no 
relation to everyday reality, as can be seen at the present Biennale of 
Venice. This experiment-based approach does, however, bode wel I for a 
future which wil I be geared more closely, more perceptively and more 
sensitively to the real needs of man taken as society at large and as an 
lndlvldual, and, above all, to a more sincere, less hypocricital inter-
pretation of these needs. 
The question one Is tempted to ask today Is whether al I this wil I help to 
smooth once and for al I the relationships - so chequered to date - between 
steel production technology and architectural design, between structural 
analysts and the rapidity of aesthetic developments, and, in particular, 
between housing and Industrial requirements. And whether at last archi-
tecture wll I succeed In providing al !-round sofutions, I.e. capable of 
meeting different lndlvldual, social and technical requirements. 
Looking ahead, what Is already clear Is that a challenge for steel in the 
context of construction simply has to be viewed In overal I terms, i.e. as 
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a challenge for architecture. With its inherent selectivity and creativity 
the latter will have to chart rather than pursue Its difficult course through 
the Increasingly well-defined demands of Industrial production and man's 
Inevitable Individual demands which, partly by reaction, wi I I drift in-
creasingly towards the realm of the fanciful and the utopian. While, on 
the one hand, the continuing population explosion in urban areas and the 
resulting acute housing shortage wil I entail a non-selective use of ai I 
available construction techniques, on the other the growing dearth of 
exploitable land, of sources of energy and raw materials In general will 
inevitably shift the emphasis on to the most appropriate techniques from 
this point of view. There Is therefore no doubt that steel wli I become 
Increasingly the solution which will optlmlze space-efficiency and minimize 
the use of structural elements. Hereby permitting rational use of Insulating 
materials. lt wll I be the solution which wll I offer the greatest energy 
savings In terms of Its production cost-to-performance ratio and when 
compared, for example, with the extremely high cost of aluminium. In 
addition, it wll I always permit total recovery of the structural material 
in the event of demolition. 
If we leave aside for a moment the pessimistic outlook for the future 
mentioned earlier and take a longer-range look at standard of living 
targets rather than economic constraints- which I hope wll I be relatively 
short-lived- it seems Increasingly likely that steel wi I I be the basic 
construction material of the future. Its comparative I lghtness (in relation 
to Its performance) and the resulting ease of prefabrication, transport 
and assembly mean that it wil I always be more capable than any other 
construction material of catering for the constant need to adapt to the 
changing human requirements Involved, In other words for the undercurrent 
of Inspirational construction which recurs In modern macrostructural 
designs as a constant ambition, albeit completely utopian for the time 
being. 
it would be rash to make more specific and more detailed forecasts, but 
a word on the two major paths towards the future already being taken by 
steel-based construction Is In order. The first of these paths involves 
open-web latticed structures which wll I Increasingly give rise to designs 
which are continuous and Infinitely variable, and wil I end once for al I 
the distinction between pi I lars and beams, as predicted by Konrad Wachsmann. 
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The second involves tension-based structures, which have already opened up 
new and expanding horizons to design as regards forms and structural analy-
sis. And in this context I feel duty-bound to mention the name of Frei Otto. 
The true major revolutionary function of steel in the future, however, 
wi I I perhaps be less grandiose and less I inked with gigantic infrastruc-
tures, and more tailored to man and his natural habitat. At least this is, 
I am sure, what we al I hope. 
Lest I should be accused of being over-optimistic, let me now mention the 
inherent disadvantages of using steel, for they do exist, or rather they 
continue to dog us and sometimes Impose serious constraints upon archi-
tectural inspiration. Briefly, these problems concern maintenance, fire 
hazards and the transmission of heat and noise. Admittedly, these are 
very grave problems which have not yet been solved despite the considerable 
technological advances made in recent years .. These advances are neverthe-
less grounds for an optimistic outlook as regards the solution of these 
prob I ems. 
I can therefore close by saying that If technological progress solves 
these problems in the near future, steel will become one of the most potent 
weapons in humanity's arsenal in the fight against the daunting large-scale 
problems ahead, such as overcrowding in the cities and scarcity of raw 
materials, problems with which science alone cannote cope and which wi I I 
call upon all the resolve and creativity of Man and Providence." 
The chairman thanked Professor GANDOLFI for his most interesting contri-
bution and then asked Dr. W. EASTWOOD to speak on behalf of consulting 
engineers. 
Dr. W. EASTWOOD (Great Britain) stated that he thought one of the major 
growth areas in the use of steel in building would be in cladding. Until 
quite recently, particularly in Britain, many structures used asbestos-
cement sheeting and this despite the fact that, even when coloured, they 
were prone to staining and always tended to look dingy anyway. Now the 
health hazard was very much in the public mind and this had given an 
impetus to the use of steel. In addition, steel sheeting could now be bent 
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to quite sharp curves, using a system known as Flowclad in Britain, which 
had provided opportunities for al I kinds of architectural profiles and 
buildings with hidden drainage gutters. These were used in conjunction with 
the bright colours now avai labe for plastic coated sheets and the sheets 
themselves could be arranged in horizontal as we I I as vertical I ines, or 
even in diagonal patterns, producing a kaleidoscopic pattern. Such products 
were giving architects opportunities which they had not had befor and which 
could only Increase the sales of sheeting. 
In considering the overal I position of the construction industry and the 
part the fabricator played in lt, he wondered if there was not an en-
couraging analogy with that of the aircraft industry. The forward work 
load of the British aircraft industry was three times what it was a year 
ago, much of the demand being from Third World countries. These countries 
were also demanding steel industries, however costly, as a status symbol. 
Mr EASTWOOD felt that there was a steady growth market there for al I the 
established steel producing countries. 
The other growth area would be at the expense of the reinforced concrete 
industry. During the past twenty years concrete had done better than steel 
simply because it was now almost universal practice to use high yield stress 
steel for reinforcement, while mild steel was stl I I widely used in the 
structural steelwork Industry. 
A number of factors were responsible for this. First of al I, the question 
of deflection was treated unfairly as far as high yield stress steel was 
concerned. In refinforced conrete the stresses were si lghtly higher than 
in a Grade 50 structural steel and, with Young's Modulus being the same 
for the two materials, the stretching in the concrete could not be less 
than in the steel. In addition, the effective depth of a concrete beam 
was usually less than that of the analogous steel section, while there 
could be considerable creep and shrinkage deflections in concrete. 
The posistion needed to be reviewed. Steel chimneys had already been 
considered In Britain and a new British Standard had been issued. The old 
standard had I imited deflection to 1/200 of the chimney height. Such a 
I imitation generally increased the chance of aerodynamic instabi I ity. The 
new standard merely required, In addition to the calculation of overturning 
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moments, that account be taken of the fact that, as the chimney was 
leaning, its own weight would produce bending stresses. 
As far as electric overhead travel I ing cranes were concerned, British and 
other national standards I imited deflections. Again, this was nonsense. 
If a load were to slip on a crane hook, an impact load would be applied, and 
a flexible crane could more readily absorb the strain energy with a higher 
def I ect ion. 
The fire resistance requirementswere also disadvantageous to steel. If 
fire resistance were really critical, cold formed purl ins would no longer 
be used, because they were heated in a matter of seconds, not minutes. 
Also, because they were cold formed, their higher yield point would rapidly 
disappear on heating. 
There had been an interesting paper the previous day on partial fire pro-
tection, but Mr EASTWOOD felt that there was a great field for research on 
the cost benefit of tire protection of steel structures. In Britain, the 
top storey of most buildings was exempt from the tire regulations, a 
strange piece of logic, which had resulted in many multi-storey concrete 
buildings being completed with bare structural steelwork and decking. 
Mr EASTWOOD said there were sti 11 quite unjustifiable suspicions about 
the weldabi I ity of high yield stress steel and cited a recent case in 
which a British client was prepared to pay 20 % more tor a steelworks 
building constructed in mild steel, rather than use a higher grade steel. 
Mr EASTWOOD said that, in a simi Jar way, corrosion problems were exaggerated. 
Recently, he had the task of surveying the steel root of the Lyceum Theatre, 
the oldest framed building in Sheffield. He discovered that the steel 
girders spanning the main auditorium had originally had a priming coat 
of red lead paint, on which had been painted the beam marks, the fabricator's 
name and the date- 1892. The rust was negligible, but this was typical of 
what one might expect in a dry environment, even it the theatre were only 
heated tor a few hours per day tor a few months in the year. 
The chairman thanked Mr EASTWOOD tor his contribution and then called 
upon Mr J. RORET to speak on behalf of the structural steelwork industry. 
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Mr RORET (France) said that the members of the Round Table had been asked 
to comment on one of two questions. The first was "What do we expect from 
steel construction in the future?" He said that structural steelwork had 
been a source of pleasure for him for thirty-one years and at I he could 
hope was that it could just go on and on. The second question was "What 
should be the objectives for steel construction in the future?" His brief 
reply was that he looked for growth and development. 
There was, however, a third question that was not asked but which he 
wished to put forward and then try to provide an answer. it was 
How can steel construction grid its loins and where must it aim in order 
to forge ahead? 
He believed there were three avenues avai I able. First, the improvement 
of technology. Secondly, the reduction of production costs to become more 
competitive. Thirdly, commercial aggressiveness leading to a great trade 
drive. 
Considering the first, steelmakers were now producing steels of better 
quality and improved performance with greater resiJ ience, weldabi I ity, 
resistance to corrosion, and so on. The structural steelwork industry 
would have to rack its brains to find economic examples to meet market 
requirements. t+ would have to invent new composite construction with 
other materials without excluding industrialisation and prefabrication. 
Structures should not be studied in isolation. There was sti 11 progress 
to be made in dealing with fire and corrosion resistance and sound in-
sulation and there were sti I I welding and connection problems. There were 
also possibi I !ties in the use of prestressing. Greater thought could also 
be given to the transport and erection of steelwork. Very often the 
erection problem was the most critical. 
The second avenue was to reduce production costs to become more compe-
titive. Here, the increased use of computers at the service of technology 
and management should help considerably. A much greater effort was needed 
at the design stage. Standard connection detai Is should be introduced and 
the workshop drawings prepared·automatical ly. There was room for improve-
ment in the organization of the flow of work through the workshops, in 
transport and erection. There were many new processes for corrosion 
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protection available, there was also the possibi I ity of using prepainted 
steel. The earlier the protection was applied, the better. 
Finally, there was a need for marketing drives. These could be individual 
or collective efforts. The national a$sociatlons, as we I I as the European 
Convention for Constructional Steelwork and the special 1st section of the 
Brussels Comml ss ion were achieving a great dea I, but they cou Id do st i 11 
better by co-ordinating their measures. Training had been mentioned earlier 
in the conference. Training should extend beyond their own management and 
personnel to architects and consulting engineers as wel I. The public image 
of steel had to be improved. Preconceived Ideas on rust and noise were 
difficult to dispel. Architects and engineers tended to belong to the 
concrete clan and were therefore adversaries of steel. A good general 
contractor should be capable of appreciating both media. Indeed, some 
steel fabricators were also general contractors. In addition, national 
and international standards should display impartiality, which was often 
not the case. Similar impartiality should apply to the education of archi-
tects and engineers. 
Commercial aggression was also needed, especially in external markets. He 
had some personal hope, particularly in the developing countries. His own 
firm had built a Sheraton Hotel in Saudi Arabia which was opened to cus-
tomers nine months after ordering. European architects and general contrac-
tors were beginning to discover the virtues of steel as a spin-off from 
these exports. 
Marketing and aggressiveness had never been a strong point in the stee 1,-
work industry. The industry had to be convincing in order to regain lost 
ground. There had to be steel crusade, to develop industries, to raise 
the general economy and to help the steelmakers, who were in great 
difficulties, in order to forge ahead. 
The chairman thanked Mr RORET for his analysis and especially for 
emphasizing the I inks among the various bodies within the European 
Community. He then invited Mr GARDIN to speak on behalf of the construction 
industry : 
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"What vIew do genera I contractos ho Id of the I i ke I y ro I e of stee I in 
building construction during the coming years? 
So as to provide some basis for an answer to this difficult question, which 
has been put to me in order to start the discussion off, I think it would 
first of al I be useful to remind you of how publ le-sector and private-
sector demand in the building trade has developed. 
My remarks are based on the latest economic analysis carried out by our 
International Federation of European Construction*in July 1980. 
In a I I Member States, except in the Federa I Repu b I i c of Germany, where a 
si ight improvement took place between 1978 and 1979, the proportion of the 
gross domestic product invested in the building trade is diminishing. This 
is so for reasons which are common to al I the various Member States : 
housing construction costs are rising faster than household incomes; 
the cost of borrowing money is rising; 
- the cost of building land is rocketing up; 
- governments are reducing pub I ic expenditure, beginning with investment; 
-certain sectors of industry which have been traditionally big Investors 
are in difficulties. 
On the other hand, three factors ought to help to improve the situation : 
-demand for commercial premises and office buildings continues to be firm; 
renovation and refitting work on existing buildings is expanding; 
-campaigns to promote the use of alternative sources of energy to oil 
(mainly nuclear energy, but also coal, hydroelectric power and gee-
thermal energy) and, in the shorter term, energy saving campaigns are 
a I so I i ke I y to expand. 
lt is I ikely that these three sub-sectors wi 11 consume a relatively large 
amount of steel, whether in the form of the metal I ic frameworks which are 
often used in the construction of office buildings, or in the restoration 
and refitti~g of existing buildings, where, as Messrs LUCAS and GIANGRECO 
have pointed out, steel often plays an important part, and especially in 
energy supply programmes, which are very large consumers of steel. 
* Report by the group of economic experts of the Standing Committee for 
the European Common Market. 
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In this way growth In steel consumption tn particular sectors of the building 
trade ought to make up, at least partially, for the overal I downturn tn 
Investment tn the but lding sector. 
I should now I tke to deal with a second aspect of the question that has 
been put to me. What are the advantages for the builder of steel compared 
with other materials? These advantages may be assessed in terms of the 
builder's objectives : 
-to but Id at the lowest cost for the customer; 
- to achieve a high standard of workmanship; 
-to keep the building ttme to the minimum. 
As far as the standard of workmanship 1 s concerned, the use of steel is 
usually subject to extremely thorough qual tty controls, so that very smal I 
tolerances can be achieved. As a consequence of this, the proportion of 
skt I led labour is relatively high on bul ldlng sites that use a lot of steel. 
Nevertheless, experience in building nuclear installations has shown that 
absolutely comparable results can be obtained with concrete; quality 
control can be just as thorough and the tolerances may be of the order of 
1 mm (in the coo I I ng ponds, for examp I e). 
Regarding bul ldlng time, there is again no evidence to suggest that metal 
structures have a decisive advantage over concrete ones. The extensive 
use of concrete chuttng masts on the various floors of a bul lding, along 
with more and more powerful concrete-pumps, has made it possible to carry 
out the work extremely quickly, as has been shown in the case of nuclear 
power-station sites. In addition, steel boxes may be used as sacrifice 
shuttering in the floors in order to reduce bul lding ttme even more. it 
is worth pointing out, according to the analysis given to us by Prof. 
A.A. DOUWEN, that thts particular technical solution to the problem may 
wel I spread even faster if the price of steel continues to rise more slowly 
than wages and salaries, notwithstanding the rise in the cost of energy and 
raw materials. 
Finally, we should not forget that concrete structures may also benefit 
from the advantages of prefabrication and that a 50 000-seat stadium, for 
example, can be built in this way in less than 14 months. 
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The qual lty of a structure and the time needed to bui Id lt are closely I inked 
to costs. From this latter point of view, the most economic solution consists 
very often in a middle course between building everything of steel and bui 1-
ding everything of concrete. As is often the case, the best solution is a 
comp rom I se. 
This may be arrived at In two different ways : 
a) by determining which material is best suited for each part of the 
structure. For instance, more and more cable-stayed bridges are being 
constructed with concrete decks, in order to take as much advantage as 
possible of both the strength of the steel and the high level of inertia 
of the concrete box girders, which can be manufactured at a relatively 
low cost. 
bl by putting more and more steel into the concrete. Nowadays, in the 
construction of nuclear power stations, for example, up to 260 kg of 
steel may be used per cubic metre of concrete in the reactor buildings, 
and up to 160 kg of steel per cubic metre of concrete in the machine 
rooms. Another example is the huge off-shore oi 1-dri I I ing platforms, 
which are supposedly made of concrete, but which use very considerable 
quantities of steel, namely between 120 and 160 kg/m3*. 
In this way the intrinsic qualities of each material are put to the best 
possible use : 
steeZ : great mechanical strength, high coefficient of elasticity 
concrete : high level of resistance to heat and chemical attack, great 
stabi I ity (relative to the weight of the structure), less tragi le. 
In conclusion, although there is an overall stagnation in the building 
sector, it looks as if it wi I I remain a very important customer for the 
steel industry, for two reasons : 
* 
first, because the trend in demand in the building sector involves 
factors which are favourable to steelmakers, e.g. new types of structure 
that use a relatively large amount of steel; 
FRI GG TPI 
BRENT C 
50 000 m3 of structural concrete 
6 000 t of passive steel 
500 t of prestressing steel 
105 000 m3 of structural concrete 
15 000 t of passive steel 
1 100 t of prestressing steel 
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- second, because technical progress makes it possi~le to combine different 
materials more and more effectively, this being particularly true of 
steel and concrete. 
The process of continual adaptation to new trends is a difficult, but also 
fascinating, task that building contractors have to master." 
The chairman thanked Mr GARDIN for his contribution and then asked Mr 
P. LEFEVRE to speak on behalf of speclflers in the public sector. 
Mr LEFEVRE (Belgium) said that the composition of the Round Table had 
been wisely chosen. Unity was strength. Even if they did not start from 
the same point of view, they could envisage the future with calm confidence. 
Among those present there were steel producers, steel fabricators, general 
contractors, consulting engineers, architects and the academic staff from 
universities, altogether a distinguished gathering. The theme of the 
conference was the challenge for steel. He had to make decisions about 
al I kinds of civi I engineering projects in the Ministry of Public Works 
in Belgium. He had to keep his ear to the ground and keep himself wel !-
informed. Now the French word "pari" meant not only a challenge, but also 
a wager, where there was some doubt about future events. But there was 
no doubt about steel. There might be some short term difficulties, but it 
had enjoyed over one hundred years of success. There had been many spec-
tacular achievements, such as very long suspension bridges, skyscrapers, 
enormous industrial bul ldlngs, locks and masts, al I essentially one otf 
jobs. Anything difficult had been done in steel. 
He thought, however, that there was often a serious lack of communication. 
Information should be more widely and more quickly disseminated. Concrete 
was often considered as a rival material but, like brickwork, timber, 
aluminium and glass, each had an Important role to play. But in Belgium, 
during the last twenty years, consulting engineers and architects had 
neglected steel because they were neither properly informed nor properly 
trained.At~given moment, a choice had to be made between materials. it 
was not just a case of saving energy, which was important, but in making 
savings In the medium or long term. One had to think of operating costs 
and maintenance. The overall balance should be favourable to steel. 
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Finally, the most important aspect was construction time and, there, steel 
was undoubtedly sti I I advantageous. 
The chairman thanked Mr LEFEVRE for expressing his views. He hoped there 
were responsible people in every European country who would think about 
these subjects and express their own views. Mr LEFEVRE had stressed the 
need for the wide distribution of information. He hoped that in the 
discussion period after the coffee break delegates would state how they 
thought information could be assembled and then redistributed. 
After the coffee break, the chairman invited the delegates to take part 
in an open discussion, not only on the remarks already made by the members 
of the panel, but on any aspect of the conference. 
Mr R.A.C. LATTER (Great Britain) said that he wished to deal with the 
theme of stronger marketing already referred to by Mr RORET and Mr LEFEVRE. 
Mr CHEHI, in his address, had drawn attention to the sales engineering 
activities of Bethlehem Steel in wnich his team set out to persuade 
architects and engineers to choose steel solutions for particular buildings. 
A similar operation had been mounted for conventional steelwork by the 
British Steel Corporation about eighteen months ago and it was now beginning 
to make an impact. As Mr CHEHI had said, it really did work. The sales 
engineering team were also being supported by an information service on 
fire protection, the area which constituted the largest single business 
problem. Help was being given to fire protection material manufacturers to 
develop new migher performance and cheaper products. The B.S.C. research 
laboratories ware being placed at the di.sposal of these firms, which were 
often too small to develop new products themselves. 
The sales engineering team were propagating the knowledge so gained 
among specifiers either individually or at presentations, some three of 
which were held every two weeks. A siml lar approach was also being made 
with regard to corrosion protection, which was the second problem area, 
but one within which there was again considerable expertise in the steel 
Industry. 
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The chairman thanked Mr LATTER for his remarks and wondered if there was 
anyone else who would like to speak on the theme of fire protection. 
Miss Margaret LAW (Great Britain) stated that she was a fire engineer 
responsible for al I types of safety measures In buildings comprising 
structural steelwork, masonry, concrete, timber, aluminium and even air! 
She felt that fire resistance design should be a normal part of the work 
of the structural engineer. Unfortunately, at the moment, the safety 
levels were not quantified in an engineering fashion, neither was the 
effectiveness of the various measures which one could use. 
When one examined what happened in a fire, one found that deaths were 
rarely attributable to the degree of fire resistance of the structure. 
Normally, people just died one at a time, asphixiated by the smoke. Yet 
fire experts in the authorities asserted that there were good reasons 
for structural fire protection because of pub! ic concern about large fires. 
The only way to persuade the authorities to adopt a clvi I engineering ap-
proach was for structural engineers to present a wel I stated case, not an 
emotional one, demonstrating that the fire ratings were too stringent and 
unreasonable. She put in a plea that there should be some initiative for 
such an approach, either nationally or in Brussels. 
The chairman welcomed Miss LAW's proposals and suggested that the 
existing research information should be pooled to this end. 
Herr Dip! .-lng. ELLER (Germany) said he wanted to augment the remarks 
of the previous speaker. He felt that their clients should not be 
burdened with safety problems and therefore within the Deutscher Stahlbau 
Verband, of which he was technical director, there was a fire engineer 
whose task it was to ensure that the authorities were able to discriminate 
between situations where fire protection was necessary or not required. 
Already, in eighty cases, they had had successful negotiations. He, 
personally, believed that every engineer dealing with steelwork should 
make himself famt I iar with the essential features of fire resistance and 
corrosion protection, so that straight-forward problems could be solved 
for the cl lent without bringing in experts on every occasion. 
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The chairman thanked Mr ELLER and called upon Mr FRUITET to speak. 
Mr FRUITET believed that the problem of safety against fire was primarily 
the task of the architect. If a bui ldlng were wel I designed, taking safety 
into account, the protection of structures should not be the rule, but the 
exception. The elements which should receive protection were only those 
playing an important part and the number of these could be considerable 
reduced. From this point of view, common sense should play its part as 
much as science, technology and the regulations, which did not cover every 
individual case. In the ordinary way, (and this also appl led to the problem 
of deflections) two attitudes could be adopted in the face of regulations 
considered to be unfavourable 
1. Try to comply with the regulations, often at great expense, or 
2. Consider the regulations and apply them with discrimination, in 
accordance with the spirit, rather than the letter, if necessary making 
other arrangements which render them invalid. 
The chairman thanked Mr FRUITET and then summarized the remarks which had 
been made about fire protection. 
Professor SCHNEIDER (Germany), speaking briefly, said that he came from 
the Fachhochschule in Biberach where he had to lecture to architects on 
steelwork. Not only was there a historical dislike of steelwork in South 
Germany, but the architects thought quite differently from engineers and 
there was, therefore, a psychological problem to overcome. 
Mr THOMAS (Belgium) and Mr RORET then had a short dialogue on the speed 
of erection of steel and concrete structures, when it was agreed that if 
the building were smal I, there was I ittle difference In erection time. 
Mr DE MARTINO (Italy) stated that information on the fire protection of 
steelwork had not always been correctly presented. it was necessary to 
examine al I the possible structural solutions with objectivity, including 
prestressed concrete, and evaluate the behaviour in terms of fire 
resistance. 
Structural steelwork could be combined with the rest of the construction 
(floors, external wal Is, partitions and internal spaces) in fire resistant 
materials (concrete, brickwork, plaster etc.) and therefore it was 
possible to Include or to avoid the fire protection of the str~cture 
itself. it should be possible to produce recommendations at a European 
level on the basis of the evaluation of actual fires and the results of 
experimental research. 
Mr J. MESKENS (Belgium) said he was a reader in architecture at the 
St. Lucas Institute in Brussels. He felt that the discussions that had 
taken place that far had been largely of an engineering character, which 
had not dealt with aesthetics or environmental conditions. He thought that 
most architects tried to use the old materials because they felt that steel 
and concrete were not compatible with environmental conditions. Yet, one 
of the most amazing examples of industrialized building was the Crystal 
Palace, designed by Joseph Paxton, who was a gardener. Could not Paxton's 
philosophy be employed at the present time? The Bionica was a new science 
combining technical systems with organic systems met in nature. A multl-
discipl inary team under Frei Otto in Stuttgart had been able to produce 
the roofs of the German Pavi I ion at the Montreal Expo and the stadia for 
the Olympic Games in Munich. He was pleased that students in his Institute 
were interested in these concepts and, as steel had certain intrinsic 
qualities, he felt it had an important role to play. 
Mr N. LAUN (Germany) agreed with Mr MESKENS that really only the technical 
aspects of steelwork had been treated unti I then at the conference, while 
the artistic possibi I ities had been almost entirely neglected. Nothing had 
been said about the mighty and almost aggressively beautiful stressed skin 
structures of Frei Otto, nor about the fi I igree appearance of the Centre 
Pompidou, which was only made possible by steel. He believed that steel-
work should be seen not just as a competitor with other current construc-
tional media, but as a specific noble material both in the technical sense 
and from the formal point of view. If steelwork were considered in this 
way, as Mies van der Rohe had done, then it would have a rosy future. 
Mr TISSIER (France) said that it was undesirable that the good intentions 
expressed during the conference should remain just pious hopes. At a time 
when the relevant trade organizations in France were experiencing a 
reduction in their means of action, it was necessary to find new remedies 
for the problem and to cal I in consultants for information and educational 
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purposes. lt was not proposed to pass over the authority of the local 
organizations, but to give them effective help. Such action would sel I 
their expertise and also steel in an effective way. 
Mr J. DE LA HAMETTE (Luxembourg) said that Mr EASTWOOD had expressed the 
opinion that high yield stress steels were penal izedby an inadequate re-
quirement in the standards relating to the deflection of rolled sections. 
Within the framework of research of the Community, would it not be possible 
to prepare a research programme having the object of replacing the current 
requirements in the standards in question by a more realistic concept, 
taking advantage of the greatly improved mechanical properties of high 
yield stress steels? 
Mr EASTWOOD, in reply, said he could not speak for other countries, but 
certainly the rules in Great Britain should be rewritten. He elaborated 
on his previous remarks that deflections in concrete structures were 
greater and far more critical than in steelwork. He believed that codes 
of practice should have a rule tor general guidance stating that the 
designer must take account of deflections, both visual and physical, and 
there should be no I imits quoted. 
Dr. A. CARPENA (representing the ECCSl stated that in order to eliminate 
technical obstacles to discussion within the European Community, the 
Commission were preparing Eurocodes for the design and construction of 
structures in different materials : steel, concrete and composite steel-
concrete structures, as we I I as timber and brickwork. Each material would 
be treated in its own particular Eurocode, while the general principles 
for security which would be vai id for al I construction would be dealt 
with in the first of the codes : Eurocode 1, the preparation of which 
was well advanced. 
In order to co-ordinate the regulations, the European trade associations 
representing the different materials were being cai led upon to play an 
Important role, especial iy in drafting the Eurocodes which affected them 
directly; among these being the ECCS for Eurocode 3 : "Steel Structures" 
and Eurocode 4 "Composite Construction". These Eurocodes would be based 
on the "European Recommendations for Steel Construction", published in 
1978 by the ECCS, and on the "Model Code for Composite Structures" 
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prepared by a joint committee representing C.E.B., I.A.B.S.E. and E.C.C.S. 
and published also by the ECCS. 
The construction bodies expected that the programme proposed by the 
Commission would lead rapidly to the adoption of modern regulations on 
a European scale. The steel fabricators, In particular, hoped that the 
many unnecessary and unjustified difficulties which they encountered in 
their work, within and outside the Community and which had been mentioned 
at the Conference, could be minimized, if not eliminated. 
The ECCS hoped that the technical activities which they had pursued for a 
quarter of a century and the results of the enormous research programmes 
undertaken by CEC, as well as al I the recent investigations in the field 
of structures, could contribute to the improvements of existing codes 
and provide fundamental help In the preparation of the Eurocodes and, in 
consequence, to the use of steel, which was very often unnecessarily 
penalized by codes and by rules based on outmoded concepts. 
Mr CARPENA said he would I lke to refer to another subject by fol !owing 
up a remark made by Mr LEFEVRE in his talk that morning. He had referred 
to the necessity of providing a correct global evaluation of the different 
projects presented with a tender In order neither to penalize nor favour 
a solution in one material by reference to other solutions in different 
materials and, finally, that the owner could choose the best solution. 
In this connection, he wished to point out - for those who had not had 
the opportunity to read it - that in August 1979 a report on Efficiency 
Analysis undertaken at the Planning Stage In the Assessment of Mwltl-
Storey Bui ldlngs, written by Mr M. MEYER, had appeared in the IABSE 
Journal J-8/79. 
The 24-page article recommended a cost function-time analysis for every 
project. This analysis would produce the significant information needed 
in order to arrive at the best possible solutions. Te method proposed 
was equally applicable to architectural competitions, tenders and the 
appreciation of al I types of avant-projets. 
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The article gave the bases, the method and an example of the application 
of the analysis in the course of decision taking for the construction of 
buildings. The original report was in German- Nutzwert-Analyse zur Be-
urtei lung von Geschossbauten in Projektsstadium- but a French edition was 
also available. 
The chairman thanked Mr CARPENA for giving this most important information 
and then called upon Mr J. CRAN (Canada) to speak. 
Mr J. CRAN said that he came from the Steel Company of Canada and appreciated 
the opportunity to attend what was basically a European conference. He wanted 
to make the observation that the title of the conference was "Construction -
A challenge for Steel", but really the comments had been addressed to a 
very narrow part of construction and he thought that in North America they 
were similarly guilty but, of the steel used in construction, only one-
third went into structural frames in buildings and bridges. The remaining 
two-thirds of the steel went into hydrocarbon plants, pipe! ines, heating 
and ventilating systems etc. in buildings. He thought the challenge was to 
address themselves more to that bigger part of the market. He felt that 
everything was so refined for structural steelwork nowadays that it had 
been basically killed. There were probably no mechanical engineers present, 
but it was to them that they should be talking. 
The chairman agreed that this comments were very relevant. 
Mr A. DOBRUSZKES (Belgium) stated that the use of high yield stress steels 
was often restricted by excessive deflections, due to the fact that the 
modulus of elasticity was constant for al I steels and simple concrete 
encasement was ineffective as concrete cracked. 
Preflection was a solution to this problem. Experience had shown that, 
with equal spans and loads, the deflection a Prefix beam, In steel AE 36, 
completely encased, was equal to t of the deflection of otherwise Identical beams, but not preflexed; 
t of the deflection of a composite beam having the same height and the 
same capacity. 
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In addition, preflexed beams did not change curvature in their length and 
did not induce any alteriation In the main or secondary elements. 
The chairman thanked Mr DOBRUSZKES for his contribution and asked Mr RORET 
to speak. 
Mr RORET (France) said he wished to comment on the remarks of Mr GARDIN 
who had spoken about the widespread use of steel In concrete oil rigs. 
He had been Interested to hear Mr GARDIN mention that 160 kg of steel were 
used per cubic metre of concrete in oil rigs and that the weight of the 
frame was about the same as that of the competitive al 1-steel rig. 
Unti I about a decade ago, al I rigs were designed in steel but then various 
forms of concrete rigs were introduced. The wheel of fortune was turning 
and he predicted that In the next five years or so some twenty steel plat-
forms would be built in the North Sea but no more than one or two In 
concrete. 
Nr NAUDO <France), speaking very briefly, confirmed what Mr RORET had 
said. 
Mr J. BEDEL (France) said that he worked for a smal I steel fabricator. He 
wanted to ask two questions : 
1. Were the relative overall energy costs of concrete and steel available? 
Were they favourable to steel? 
2. Fabricating firms had had hardly been mentioned, but when they were, 
they were large firms. Was lt thought that smal I firms had the resources 
to meet the present challenge or would they dissappear? 
In reply to the first question, Mr RORET said that attempts had been made 
to compare the energy costs of concrete and steel, but there were so many 
factors to consider that generally the results had been inconclusive. 
However, if the possibility of re-cycling the steel was considered, then 
steel was always advantageous from this point of view. 
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The chairman thought that probably this question would be pursued more 
vigorously in the future. As far as the second question was concerned, he 
could provide an answer as he represented a smal I firm as wel I. He believed 
that in France and many other European countries there were trade associa-
tions which did not differentiate between smal I and large firms. Larger 
companies had greater scope but smaller firms were often more flexible and 
more mobile. The same applied to most sectors of industry. 
Mr A. SPINELLI (Italy) said that he not only designed but he also made 
steel structures, mostly Industrial buildings. With regard to aids to 
designers, he found that they normally needed assistance only in special 
areas. He was a member of an ltal fan working group which had concentrated 
on the mass-production of housing units, because this was where the real 
challenge lay. They concluded that the best solution would be to use square 
a d rectangular hollow sections for the frameworks. They had received 
considerable aid from CIDECT in the design of joints and with fire protec-
tion questions as wel I. They had used laser beams for the preparation of 
the hollow sections although they were normally used for much larger 
elements. They had also discovered that hollow sections had facilitated 
the installation of al I the technical services. 
Mr LEFEVRE (~Jgium) thought he could only conclude from the discussion 
held that morni~g and from the papers previously presented that steel was 
the victim of considerable prejudice, particularly with regard to its 
cost, but on a long term basis steel was not expensive. Similarly, there 
was prejudice In relation to Its behaviour in fires. As far as maintenance 
was concerned, steel had a remarkably good record. One had only to think 
of the Eiffel tower. From the aesthetic and environmental point of view 
Iron, which was the basis of steel, was one of the n0ble materials and 
one of the strongest, yet there was prejudiceagainstexposed steelwork. 
Unfortunately, al I these prejudices were reflected in official regulations 
and steps had to be taken to make them more amenable to steel construction. 
The chairman closed the discussion by thanking al I those who had organized 
the conference, those who had participated in various ways that morning and 
last, but not least, the very able translators. He then called upon 
Mr P.R.V. EVANS to give his closing address. 
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Closing Address 
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
In bringing this international Conference to a close, may I thank, 
on behalf of the Commission of the European Communities, all who have 
contributed to the success of this occasion. 
In particular, we are greatly indebted to M. Barthel, Minister for 
Transport and Energy of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg who was able to find 
time to be with us and give the address of welcome. I would Like to 
express also our appreciation of M. Vouel's opening address and remind you 
of the need he expressed for optimism over the future of the steel industry 
at this difficult time. 
We are most greatful to the speakers, the members of the discussion 
panel and the session chairmen who have borne the real burden of the 
proceedings with a special thanks to Mr. Chehi and Mr. Hori who accepted 
our invitation to travel Large distances to present us with excellent 
reviews of the role and prospects for steel construction within their own 
respective countries. 
Next, our thanks go to the steel information centres of the Community 
who have collaborated in the organisation of the conference and to the 
members of the Programme Committee who, under the able chairmanship of 
M. Paul Borchgraeve, undertook the careful preparatory work that Laid the 
foundations for the success of the event. Furthermore, the assistance of 
the Luxembourg authorities on the organisation of the conference and the 
warm and generous hospitality that has been eitended to us all are greatly 
appreciated. 
The conference was conceived with two major objectives in view; 
firstly, to review and to reflect upon the current state-of-the-art on 
steel utilisation in construction covering the progress that has been made 
over recent years and, secondly, to promote a dialogue between steel 
producers and users, constructors, architects and representatives of public 
authorities to identify the opportunities and the obstacles to the further 
exploitation of steel in this important consumer sector. I believe we can 
be well satisfied that they have both been achieved. 
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But such a conference is not an end in itself; it must prompt further 
action if steel utilisation in construction is to grow and if it is to meet 
the challenges that lie ahead from competitive materials and from new and 
more demanding customer requirements. 
I will not try and sum up all that has been said over the past 2 1/2 
days but let me remind you of one fact that has emerged which is particul-
arly significant for everyone connected with steel production and utilis-
ation in Europe; that is that the construction sectors in North America 
and Japan are, on a percentage basis, far higher consumers of steel than 
is the case in Europe. This has resulted, to a large extent, from care-
fully formulated strategies for the promotion of steel extending from 
steelmaking and processing to product development and marketing. Surely, 
this must serve as a stimulus for us to re-examine our production and 
fabrication methods, our technology and its exploitation, our producer-
customer relationships, our approach to education at university and beyond, 
our methods of information diffusion and so on in order to extend the use 
of European steel. 
In view of the considerable potential markets in, for example, the 
developing world, there must exist impressive rewards for our steelmakers 
who are eagerly searching for new markets and for an increase in demand 
for their products. 
The Commission will continue to play its part by contributing to 
technological progress through the ECSC steel research programme, of which, 
some 20% of total annual effort i.e. approximately 5 million EUA, is 
currently devoted to problems of steel utilisation in construction. Also, 
continued support will be given to work on the harmonisation of codes of 
practice and on standardisation at the Community level; as you know progress 
in this particular area is already being made in collaboration with the 
European Convention for Constructional Steelwork in establishing Eurocodes. 
In addition to what is already being undertaken, it is now necessary 
to reflect upon the main conclusions of the conference and on their 
implications for the future of steel in the large and diverse market of 
construction. Should this examination reveal that additional collaborative 
effort would be appropriate, then the opportunities must be explored and 
the priorities selected in conjunction with producers and constructors, 
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research establishments and steel information centres as well as with the 
other organisations connected with the building sector. 
I trust that when we next meet to review progress in this field, 
some of the developments we will then discuss will have stemmed from the 
work we have undertaken over the past two and a half days. 
On this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to conclude by finally 
paying tribute to the most valuable assistance given by the Commission's 
services in Luxembourg in the organisation of the Conference and I refer 
particularly to Mr. Rotondd and Mr. Linster as well as to the interpreters 
for their indispensible contribution to the proceedings. 
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